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THE HISTORIC TRIAL.

Proceedings on the Opening Day.

In the Sessions Court, Karachi.

[MONDAY, 24th OCTOBER. 1921.]

The Historic Trial of ^laulana Mahomed All, Manlana Shaukat

A]i, Dr. Saifiiddin Kitchlew, Shri Shankaracharya, Maulana Hussain

Ahmed, Pir GViulani Mujaddid ar:d Maulana Nisar Ahmed in the Sessions

Court, Karachi, com.menced on Monday, the 2-4th October 1921, at the

Khalikdina Hall, at 11-30 a.m., before Mr B. C. Kennedy, Judicial

Commissioner of Sind. The pohce and miUtary arrangements wore

similar to those at the time of the trial in the Lower Court before Mr. S.

M. Talati, acting City Magistrate of Karachi, at the Khalikdina Hall. The

arrangements inside the hall were similar to those at the time of the com-

mittal magisterial enquiry. There was, however, a small raised platform

for the Judge this time, and five chairs and a table were placed to the

right side of the Judge for Jurors and Assessors ;
the Serislitedar and the

Urdu interpreter and other office-men were seated in front of the Judge

just below the dais.

The compound wall of the KhaUkdina Hall adi')ining the Biuider

Road was fenced by barbed wires behind. Tliere ^v•as provided ample

armed European and Indian mihtary which occupied the back portion of

the Hall compound. Some tents, games and refreshments for soldiers

were provided. There were several pohce officials at the gate and in the

verandahs of the Hall. In the verandah behind the raised platform at

the back of the Hall, was a small curtained chamber for the Judge.

The Crown was represented, as in the Lo^^-er Court, by Mr. T. G.

Elphinston, Bar-at-Law, Pubhc Prosecutor for Sind, assisted by Mr-

Parsram Tolaram. b.a., ll.b. The Public Prosecutor was also specially

assisted in the Sessions Trial, in pursuance of the decision of the Bombay

Government, by Mr. Ross Alston, Bar-at-Law, the Advocate-General of

the United^Provinces, The accused leaders were, as in the Lower Court,

unrepresented by any Counsel, and did not cross-examine any witness,



The eagerness of the pubhc to witness the trial was keen, and leading

gentlemen of Karachi including several members of the Karachi Bar were

present to witness the trial. The admission to the Hall was by tickets

issued by the Registrar of the Judicial Commissioner's Court, but several

gentlemen were allowed without tickets, and strictness of supervision

over the tickets at the gate was slackened. There were crowds almost

every day on the Bunder Road outside the Khalikdina Hall, but they

were throughout orderly and peaceful. Conspicuous in the Hall by the

side of the accused leaders were a party of Khilafatists. Four or five

Indian and European ladies, including Mrs. Sarojini Naidu, attended the

trial.

. s in the Couimital Court Tria', the seven leaders were brought in

a closed Prison Motor Van preceded and followed by motor lorries full of

armed iMiropcan militar3^ They all entered the Hall at 11 a.m. with

smiling and cheerfu faces. The audience stood up to do them honour

and grfeted tliem. The accused returned the greetings with graceful

bowing of heads. At 11-30 a.m., the entry of the Judge was heralded by
his havaldar carrying a heavy silver mace on his shoulder. On the Judge

taking his seat, the proceedings commenced

At the outset Mr. Elphinston, Bar-at-Law, Counsel for the Crown,

thus addressed the Court :
—

I \\ant to have one copy of the charge sheet and I want to have

one shght addition made. In the first charge after the words "that you
all seven accused" there should be the words "at some time or times"

and there should be iasteadof "between February and September 1921/

"February 1920 to !^optember 1921."

'Sir. Mahomed Ali on being asked said :
—We have no objection as

non-co-operators ; we all want to understand the case only ; you may
write what you like

Judge :
— Sit down. T do not want that.

Mr. Mahomed AM :— The charge is already amended as desired*

I thought that it v.-as made clear to us in Court that it was February 1 920

to September 1921. We should have known of it before this, particularly
when 131 Sect' on can transport us for hfe and yet not a syllable of evidence
was uttered for that against us. I do not know if it was in the head
of the Magistrate that it was February 1920 to September 1921 or it was
Public Prosecutor's. Now as if the proceedings of the Lower Court are
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being made null and void what is the use of trial by a first class Magistrate
when the decision can be brushed aside here ? The P. P. sad that he

only wanted a "si ght change
"

to be made but as it is, it is not a slight

change. What was the use of our labouring in Jai to be prepared for the

charge laid down by the Committing Magistrate when that has been

brushed aside ?

Mr. Mahomed All further said the committal proceedings were

rendered null and void by the Magistrate's refusal to record the lull state-

ments of all the accused which constituted the most important pari of the

proceedings for the protection of the accused.

Mr. Mahomed All added that from ;ust to last, ever :-,im e the Secre-

tary oi Sta.e and the Viceroy decided to launch the proaecutiOii, tht;re

appeared to hv no intention both in the Sessions Court and in the I^ower

Court, oi exercising anv judicial discietion.

The Court overruled the objections.

THE AMENDED CHARGE.

The following amended charge was then read out to the accused by
the Serishtedar :

—

"At a Court of Crimiucd Sessions held at Karachi belore RC Kenaedy,

Esq., I.C.S., Judicial Commissioner of -ind, this 24th day ot October 1921^

the followini^ ac-used peiso'iS :
—

(I

(-'

(3

(4

(5

(6:

(7

Mahomed All of Rampm.
Moulvi Hussein .\hmed of Deoband.

Dr. Saifuddin Kitchlew ..i Amritsar.

Pir Ghulam Mujadid of Matiari.

Moulvi Kisar Ahmed of Cawnpore.

Bharati Krishna Tirathji alias Vekantraman.

Shaukat Ali of Rampur.

committed for trial by S. M. Talati, Esq., City Magistrate, Karachi, are

placed at the Bar and you all the 7 accused at some time or times between

the months of February 1920 and September 1921, both inclusive, at

Karachi and other places in British India were (with ' thers) parties to a

Criminal Conspiracy to seduce Mahomedan Officers and Soldiers in the

army of His Majesty the Kin^;-Emperor hom their duty and thereby

committed offence punishable under Section 120B-115 read with Section



131 ot the Indian Penal Code and within the cognizance oi this Sessions

Court and liirther that you Mahomed AH on or about .the 9th day oi

]ulv 1921, at Karachi, made a statement, to wit, that
"

it is in every way

religiously unlawful for a Musalman at the present moment to continue in

the British Army or to enter the army <'r to induce others to join the

army," with intent to cause or which is likeh/ to cau'^e Musalman officerg

and soldiers in the army ol His Majesty to disregard or fail in their duty,

as such, and thereby committed an offence punishable under Sectin 505

of the Indian Penal. Code and within the cognizance of the Court of Ses-

sions, Karachi.

And do furtlier charge you the said seven persons that in pursuance

of the said conspiracy attempts were made by a member or members

of that conspiracy in or about the months of July or August 1921 to

seduce Mahomedan ofrrcers, from their duty and sending leaflets in the

form of Ex. 34 to such officers, and you thereby committed an offence

punishable under Sections 120B-109 read with Section 131, I. P. C, and

within the cognizance of the Court of Sessions, Karachi.

And further that you, (accused 2 to 7 inclusive) conspired with the

Said Mahomed Ali to commit the said offence under Section 505, I. P. C,
which he committed in pursuance of that conspiracy and you thereby

committed an oiien^e •

v.ler Section 109, I . P. C. read with Section 505,

I. P. (' . witfiin the cognizaace o! the Court oi Sessions, Karachi.

And further that you Mahomed Ali, on or abou.t 9th day of July

1921 a» Karachi abetted the commission of an offence punishable under

Section 505 and-or Scf.tion 131 ,1. P. C. by more than ten persons in that

you stated in the Ail-India Khilafat Conference that "It is the duty of

all Musalmans in general and the Ulemas in particular to see that these

religious commandments (referring to the words quoted above) are

brought home to every Musalman in the army" and thereby committed

an offence under Section 117, 1. P. C, and within the cognizance of the

Court of Sessions, Karachi.

And further that \<m, (accused Nos. 2 to 7) conspired with the said

Mahomed .\V\ to commit the said offence under Section 117, I. P. C, which

he committed in pursuance of that conspiracy and you thereby committed

an offence punishable under Section 109 read with Section 117, I. P. C,
and within the ( ognizance of this Sessions Court."



M. Mohamed All wanted copies of the charge as there were new

charges. He further said :
—

Before the Jury is calkd, I intend to inform the Court that the

Magistrate committed us before the most important part of m^^ statement

was recorde
"

. In the case of
m^-- revered friend Maulana Hussain Ahmed,

his statement was not even heard by the Court. The Magistrate only
recorded that he was reciting 34 couplets of Quran when, a\ fact, he was

reciting Traditions. The statement of Sri Shankara charyara, a great

Hindu Divine, was not taken because according to his rules of Sanyas,
he did not get up. The statement of Dr. Kitchlew was not recorded and

it was only noted that he abused the Government.

M. Mahomed Ali proceeded to say that on the very first day the

English assumed reins of administration, the\ were promised religious

freedom as laid down in the Proclamation of Queen Victoria.

The Judge said that it was not relevant.

M. Mahomed Ali :
—^^Vhatever the Court may think of us, wc wanted

to give our statement as it was according to our religious commandments

to have passed the re^^olution.

He added that the Court was airead;y piejudiced when in reply to

a letter of the P. P. dated the 27th September it laid down that the case

was to be committed to Sessions ! Moreover, the J. C. also cam^e before

the committal, to see if the. Hall was suitable for the Sessions case !

The Judge did not reply.

The charge sheet was then read out in Urdu.

The accused were asked if they pleaded guilty.

Dr. Kitchlew wanted to speak soiiiething. He was asked on what

point he wanted to speak.

Or. KiLCnlew said that the amendments that were made in the

char -e were a^Ain^t law. This made the case altogether different. If it was

so, he wanted to say that it was the second Chapter of the "Tamasha"

whose first Chapter had been enacted in the Lower Court.

The accused leaders were asked if they pleaded guilty.

M. Mahomed Ali said that he did not want to plead.
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M. Shaukat Ali.—We are iree and we do not care to plead before
,

this Court.

Pir Ghulam Mujadid at this stage told the Court that some people i

had been sent to him the night previous, particularly Pir Thurabah Shah, !

asking him to apologise for the part he had taken in the Karachi Khilafat I

Conference. Pir Turabali Shah had told him if he did not apologise he
j

would be given rigorous imprisonment for five years and would have to
;

work at the chaki. Pir Turabah Shah had further said he had been assured
|

that Governmernt would release him (Pir Ghulam Mujadid), if the latter

apologised. He had repHed to Pir Turabali Shah saying that he would
j

stand by his faith, and in the cause of religion he would not mind hardships
|

of jail hfe or working at the c/^a^i. :

i

The Judge asked Pir Ghulam Mujadid to stop and sit down. Air. I

Mahomed Ali protested and impressed upon the Judge the necessity ot i

protecting the accused against unwelcome, nocturnal visitors to the jail. .

J

P. P. :
— ' '

One witness was called to give evidence against accused
,

No. 7. He'could not come and I gave copies of his statements to the

accused on Saturday for the benefit of the accused in order to see what he
]

had got to say. But there is something to be added to it." He handed

over the corrected statement to the Court. i

The following gentlemen were declared selected by lot as Jurors, .

the Judge taking out slips from a box. \

i

(1) Mr. Dayaram .Gidumal—aged about 23—a clerk in Messrs. i

Forbes, Forbes and Co.
|

(2) Mr. C. D'Souza—head cleriv, cotton department of Messrs. Ralli
|

Brothers.

(3) Mr. Ramchand Tulsidas—head clerk, sugar department of
;

Messrs. Ralli Brothers.
i

i

(4) Mr. R. D'Cruz—a clerk in the Bombay Co.
'

(5) Mr. D. Critchel.
I

Mr. Ramchand Tulsidas was appointed Foreman by the Jurors.

The gentlemen of the Jury then stated on prescribed oath that they
would return a true verdict. The charge sheet was tlicn read out to them

by the Serishtedar.



PUBLIC PROSECUTOR'S OPENING ADDRESS.

The Public Prosecutor then delivered his openina: address to the Jury.
The following is an authorised summary oi his speech :

—

The Accused were charged with offences punishable under Sections

120B read with 131, I. P.C, Sections 505 and 505 with 109. I. P. C.

and Section 117 rend with Sections 505 and or 131 and Section 1 17

read ""'t^' iOy, I. P. C. jThe Pubhc Prosecutor explained the charges].

Ojxe only of these charges M^as triable by a Jury, viz., the decision on the

tact^ -M to the guilt or innocence ot the accused was in their hands as

regard: '.ne charge only
—the other charges involved in the case were

triable by the Court with their aid as Assessors. He then explained

Section 26!^ (3) of the Criminal Procedure Code and Rule 3, Chapter XIV,
Rules of the Court of the Judicial Commissioner. He further explained
to the Jury that they were Judges in fact only on the 2nd charge, all the

others were triable by the Court with the assistance of their opinions as

Assessors.

He read to the Jurors and Assessors Sections of the Indian Penal Code .

He read Section 131 whole and relevant portion again and said :
—"You

wiU notice that the offence is complete if there is a mere attempt to seduce

a soldier from his duty. It is quite immaterial whether the attempt is

successful or unsuccessful. The success or otherwise of the attempt

depends largely on the loyalty of the soldier and not on the efforts of the

Accused. Thanks to the loyalt}^ of the troops, you wiU in this case be

concerned only with an attempt to seduce soldiers from their duty and a

conspiracy to make that attempt." He then read Section 120 A (1) which

defines the offence of Criminal Conspiracy and said :
—"In this case the

prosecution allege that there was an agreement to commit an offence under

Section 131, I.P.C. just read. Mere agreement to commit offence without

doing anything more, is sufficient to constitute the offence, though in this

case the prosecution allege acts were done. If 2 men agree for even one

minute to do an illegal act, they are guilty of a Criminal Conspiracy, even

though they never do anything at all towards carrying out their agree*

ment and abandon the idea before doing any single act whatever. The

illegal act, which the Accused are charged in this case with having agreed

to commit, is attempting to seduce soldiers from their duty and, to show
that each Accused is guilty, it is only necessary to prove that at some

time or other between February 1920 and July 1921 he did agree with



other persons, who may or may not b:^ before th • Court now, to attempt |

to seduce soldiers from their duty." He then read explanation to Section
\

120 A and said :—
|

!

"The ultimate object of the agreement may be the restoration of the
j

Khilafat to its former prestige. The ultimate object may be purely
|

religious, it may be innocent, it may be even praiseworthy and the
'

illegal act may be merely incidental to that ultimate object, yet to agree ;

to commit an offence even in such circumstances i^ a Cnwiwa/ Conspiracy.
;

It is necessary that you should bear this well in mind. The Accused will
!

tell you their action is prompted by religious motives. On the other hand
|

you \vill find, when we come to deal with the evidence, that some or
\

other of the Accused have at 2 Khilafat Conferences, both held within
|

one month of each other, proposed Resolutions in which in the same i

breath they have said that to remain in the army at this time is"Harani," i

i.e., contrary to the Mahomedan reUgioi. ,iid have gone on to speak of an I

Indian Republic. The seduction o' .\iahomedan soldiers from their duty \

would be very useful as mcident-1 to and facihtating the overthrow of the i

present system of Governmei it. co which their speeches show the accused
|

are bitterly opposed and the estabhshment of an Indian RepubUc. i

'Whether the ultimate object was this or, as the Accused allege, purely 1

religions
—or partly each, is wholly immaterial. The only question for you j

is did the Accused agree to attempt to seduce Mahomedan soldiers from i

their duty. Their ultimate object docs not concern you in a7ty way
j

whatever. It is wholly and entirely irrelevant.
j

I

The Prosecution do not allege that the Accused are the only mem- I

bers of this Criminal Conspiracy, which has for its object the seducing of i

Mahomedan troops from their duty. The cl^arge alleges that they were
!

parties with others to this conspiracy.
<

Nor do we allege that they were all parties to the conspiracy for the
|

whole period covered by the charge. They doubtless joined the con-
j

spiracy at different times. '\

i

Though the offence of Criminal Conspiracy is complete as soon as 2
|

persons agree to commit an offence, even though the matter ends there

and no one ever does anything in pursuance of that agreement, yet the

punishment is different according to whether the offence is committed or

not.



If an offence is committed by any member of a conspiracy in this

case, that is, if any attempt has been made by any member of a conspiracy

to seduce any soldier from his duty and that attempt has been made

in pursuance of a conspiracy, to which any of the Accused was at any time

between February 1920 and September 1921 a party (even though that

act was done without the knowledge of the Accused and by a stranger

to them), each and every one of the Accused whc was party to that

conspiracy that is agreed to an attempt being made, is liable to punish-

ment cLS laid down in Section 109,1. P. C, read with Section 131 J. P.C,

as if he had personally attempted to seduce that soldier from his duty.

In this case the Prosecution allege that an attempt has been made to

attempt to seduce certain Mahomedan Officers from their duty by sending

to them leaflets making a strong appeal to them to leave the Army at

once for religious reasons. The prosecution further allege that this

attempt was made by some person or persons who, though the Accused

may not have known it, were parties to the same ronspiracy, to the same

Agreement to seduce Mahomedan troops, as the Accused were parties to.

This is the subject of the second charge in the case and is the only

part of the case in which the decison on the facts is in your hands. All

other matters will be tried by the learned Judge and you will only be

called upon for your opinions as Assessors.

You as a Jury will have to decide

First whether any attempt has been made to seduce any Mahomedan

Officer from his duty, if so.

Secondly whether that attempt was made by any member of a

conspiracy to seduce Mahomedan Officers and or soldiers, that is to say:

"Was this attempt made by some person or persons who was party to an

agreement or attempt to seduce Mahomedan Officers or soldiers ?" If so,

Thirdly (and this point will only have to be deci led by you as a Jury,

if you first decide both the other points in the affirmative) were any of

the Accused, and if so which oi them, at any time between 1-2-20 and

30-9-21 parties to that Agreement to attempt to seduce troops ?

I would ask you to pay particular attention throughout the case to

these points. You are the sole judges of fact on these 3 points and to fix

them clearly in your minds, I will take the liberty of repeating them.

They are ;
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Firstly : "Has any attempt been made to seduce any Mahomedan

Officer from his duty ?" If so,

Secondly :

"
This attempt made by some person or persons who

was party to an agreement to attempt to seduce Mahomedan Officers or

soldiers ?" If so,

Thirdly : "Were any of the Accused, and if so which of them, at any

time between 1 -2-20 and 30-9-21 parties to that Agreement to attempt to

seduce troops ?"

These are the only points for your decision as Jury.

If you as a Jury find any of the x\ccused not guilty on the second

charge, the learned Judge will then ask you your opinions as Assessors on

the following p )ints to assist him to decide them—namely,

(1) Whether there was any criminal conspiracy to attempt to

seduce Mahomedan OHicers or soldiers, that is any Agreement between

any 2 or more persons to attempt to seduce Mahomedan troops, even

though no member of the conspiracy ever made any attempt to seduce any

single soldier and the conspiracy never went beyond the stage of bare

agreement to seduce soldiers.

If you held that some persons did agree to this, then jt-ou will have

to give your opinion.

Secondly, whether any of the Accused, and if so which, were parties

to that .\grcemenl: between the first February 1920 and the 30th Sep-

tembr^r 1921 , that is to say which, if any of the Accused, agreed even for

one moment between these dates that the seduction of Mahomedan

troops from their ducy should be attempted.

These are the 2 points for you as Assessors to consider and give the

court the benefit of your opinion under the first charge. Remember that

un'ler this charge it is quite immaterial whether or not any attempt was

actually made to seduce a single man. Here it is only a question of agree-

ment and nothing more. That is where this charge differs from the second

charge whi' h is triable by you as a Jury and on which you are the sole

Judges ol la<;t. Please keep the distinction clear and remember that first

as liir\'nien you havr 3 vi'i:'stioiis to decide under the second charge and

that aitci" do'iding the second charge ihen, as assessors you have to con-

sider the 2 points which arise under the fiist charge only as against those,

il any, ol the Accused as you hold have not been proved guilty under

the second charge.
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Such of the Accused, as the Coitrt holds were parties to such a Crnn-
inal Conspirac3;, wiJl be liable to punishment under Section 115 1. P. C.
—^read with Section 131—that is on a scale triable b^ this Sessions Court

sitting with assessors.

Be'fore outlining the evidence I will read another section—Section 10

of the Evidence Act, which is important as showing you how in a case

oi conspiracy after the common intention, the purpose of the conspiracy
has first been entertained by anyone who is a party to the conspiracy,

anything said, done or written, in reference to the common intention of

the conspiracy by any single member of the conspiracy, whether or not

he is an Accused before the Court, may be relevant against each and every

member of the conspircxy who are before the Court, both for the purpose
of proving the existence of the conspiracy, and to show that the person
before the Court are parties to the conspiracy and even though thev were

totally unaware of any of the acts proved and did not know the persons
who did them.

[The P. P. read Section 10 of Evidence Act].

The illustration to the Section v;ill help you to appreciate the exceed-

ngly wide scope of this section. I will therefore read it.

[Read illustration] The first evidence in point of time which will

be placed before you are Resolutions passed at a Meeting held in the

Town Hall, Calcutta on 29-2-20. It would appear from th") statement of

Accused No. 7 that he was at that meeting. These Resohitions were

on 6-3-20, proposed by No. 7 and carried at the Assam Khilafat

Conference. No. 7 vvas President of the Conferi-nce and made a speech in

which he referred to this siibjCct. In the sppe:h the idea is put forward

n a safb conditional form—ir the Khilafat does not remain a;^ it was

before the War, every Mussalman soldier and Poli<,emm must cea-^e to

serve. Unfortunately the witness. Deputy Superintendent Sen, has

arrived late and it will not be possible to examine him until a late stage

of the case.

Next in point of time we have the publication on some date after the

6th September 1920 of the Mutaftqa Fatwa, which has been pubhshed
over the signatures of a large number of moulvies including both Accused

2 and 5. This Fatwa lays it down that ".A.ll Government services which

help the Government are "Haram" specially tho'=e of the Police and Army,"
Thereafter the Jamait-ul-U1ema held at Delhi in Rabiul Awal 1339 (Nov-

ember 1920), the second Resolution at which laid it down that "Under
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the present circumstances it is religiously forbidden to have any con';

nection of mutual help or support with the British Government and thi

included not to serve in the Armies of the enemies of the faith and not to

render any sort of military assistance.

The proceedings of this Conference, which have been published i**

pamphlet form, show that Nissar Ahmed, Accused No. 5, spoke in sup-

port of this Resolution and that it was passed unanimously.

In February' last the All-India Khilafat Committee, Bombay, (which

has 5 Secretaries of whom Accused 3 and 7 are two, No. 1 being a mem-

ber) received 240 copies of this Fatwa which they distributed free of

charge in the months of February to May 1921, as proved by the Stock

book of the All-India Khilafat Committee.

2 copies of the first edition of this Fatwa were received by the Com-

plainant in March in Karachi.

A later Edition of this Fatwa was brought out in February 1921 which

is signed also by Accused No. 4, thereby showing his Agreement with it.

Meanwhile the Secretaries of the All-India Khilafat Conmmittee

conceived the idea of reprinting and publishing the Mutafiqa Fatwa with

the proceedings of the Jamayat-ul-Ulema already referred to, together

with a fore word written bv one of their number Mr. Khatri, in which he

called up )n h's readers to act upon the commandments of God contained

in the Fatwa.

The order for printing n.OOO copies of this collection was signed on

14-2-2.''', but apparently the time was not then thought ripe for its publica-

tion and no copies were obtained from the printer until the 21st July 1921 •

The order is actually signed by Mr. Abdul Ghani, Superintendent of

the All -India Khilafat Committee Office who also received 2,000 copies

on 21-7-20 and handed them, to the Literature Clerk of the Committee

for distribution. Mr. Abdul Ghani and the printer Ahmed Mahomed will

be called as witnesses and the necessary documents put in evidence.

Mr. Kelly, Diputv Commissioner of Bombay, C. I. D., will also be

examined in this connection.

Meanwhile the Accused before the Court had come into the open and

from Political platforms had openly propounded the Idea that service in

the Army was "haram."
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On the 17th June at Poona Accused 7 delivered a short speech bear-

ing on the subject. This was taken down in shorthand by Sub-Inspector

Muzumdar of the Poona C. T. L>., a witness in this case.

Two days later on the 19th June Accused 1 proposed and No. 3 sec-

onded at a Khilafat Conference at Gokak in Belgaum one of the Resolu-

tions mentioned above in which it was stated thai (Read Ex. 72), Inspec-

tor Joshi and Sub- Inspector Nirwan will be called to prove this, but the

best evidence will be copies found in No. I's kit admitted hv him to be

correct and proved by Government handwriting expert to be in his hand-

writing.

The next item is the Resolution at Karachi All-India Khilafat Con-

ference on 9th July. (See Ex. 47 of Committing Magistrate) taken down

by '2 practised Urdu shorthand writers.

The first charge alleges that the 7 Accused were parties to the con-

spiracy at Karachi. The evidence of this centres round the 6th Resolution

of the All-India Khilafat Conference. Resolution was read out by No. 1

who moved it and impressed its importance. [Here the P. P. detailed

the part of each Accused and their close connection at Karachi].

In addition to the above there was also close association of Accused

No. 7 with accused Nos. 1 ana 3. They put up together.

Accused No. 7 spoke at Subjects Committee in the morning and

t-vening re Karachi incidents. You will have (1) Evidence of the Com-

plainant Mr. Zaman Shah who was present at the Conference throughout.

(2) Mr. Mahomed Bux, Deputy Collector, will give general evidence

on the same points corroborating Mr. Zaman Shah. Then there is the

(3) Evidence of Lakht Hussein and Shan Bahadur.

(4) Mr. Bums. Mr. Jeswani Urdu shorthand writers, and 2 Reporters

of the "Daily Gazette" and the "New Times" respectively.

(5) Evidence of one sub-inspector Abdul Ghafoor and 2 Head Con-

stables Mahomed Usman Ghani and Fateh Bahadur who watched premises

heard Accused 7 speaking at Subjects Committee and saw No. 6 go there.
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You will also have the evidence of Inspector Karamchand re.

accused No. 7 going from Karachi to and speaking at Naushahro Feroze

on 11-7-21. He will depose re. his speech there on 11-7-21. Conspiracy is

a question of presumption, remember.

I will also lead evidence re. the finding of copies of Gokak Resolu-

tion in the kit of Accused No. 1 i.e. Mr. Mahomed Ali in the evidence of

(1) Mr. Shunker, Jailor of Waltair, (2) Inspector Abdul Karim, Madras

C.I.D. And lastly letters written by No. 1 in Karachi Jail will be proved

by Mr. Damree Jailer, and,"

The Handwriting Expert to Government will formally prove that tht

2 copies of the Gokak Resolution found in the kit of No. 1 are, the one

wholly and the other partly, in the handwriting of Accused No. 1
—a face

which he doe~s net den};.

The evidence of the completed act, the substance of the 2nd charge

(which you will try as Jurj,) that Leaflets, which were a digest of the Fat-

wa, were actually sent to Mahomedan Officers in the Army. For these yon
will have the evidence of (1) Colonel Gwayer, (2) 2 Indian Officers, and (3)

I will tender evidence of 3rd Officer Subedar-Maj or Jiaram who is ill and

unable to come to Karachi.

The P. P. here read and explained other charges under Section 505

I. P. C. and Sections 505-109 I. P. C. lead Section 107 and 109 I. P. C. and

explained and outlined the evidence under Section on 117 I. P. C. with

505 and-or 131 T. P. C. He also read and explained Section 117 I. P. C.

and Sections 109 with 117 I. P. C. and outlinins; evidence.
*t>

THE DEPOSITION OF PROSECUTION WITNESSES.

EVIDENCE OF ZAMANSHAH.

The first witness Zamanshah Mahbub Shah aged 40 Mahomedan,
Suni. Hashimi, Deputy Superintendent of Police, Karachi, deposed as

follows :
—

I am complainant in this case. I filed it under the orders of the Gov-
einmcnt of Bombay and T>. S. P., Karachi. I produce the order of the Gov-
ernment and the D. S. P. [Exhibits 3 and 41 I was on the Karachi City
PoUcc Station on the 7th July when the Quetta mail arrived. Accused 6
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and 7 arrived by that train, They were taken to the Kanaya Pathshala.

That was close to the Pandal where the Khilaiat Conierence was to be

held. The accused 1 and 7 put up there during the Conference. So ako did

Kitchlew accused 3. The Conference was held here on 8th, 9th and 10th

July. I attended all the sittings of the Conference. The proceedings

began at about 5 p.m. and lasted up till 10. On the first day presidential

address was given by accused 1 . The accused 1 said thereafter that a sub-

jects committee would be formed which would consist of ten member^
from Bombay and Sindh and five from other Provinces and all the mem
bars of the Central Khilafat Committee. I had four men on duty at the

Kanya Pathshala. They reported that the Subjects Committee held a meet-

ing on the 9th July between 9 and 1 1 a.m. and again in the evening about

7 p.m. These were held at the Kanya Pathshala. They were private.

The resolution in question was passed on the evening of the nineth, it

contains a correct translation. It was originally passed in Urdu. It was

passed on the evening of the ninth. Ihe resolution was read out to the

audience by accused No. 1 .

He said it was the most important resolution and the essence of the

Conference. It was proposed by accused 2 Hussain Ahmed who spoke in

Urdu. Notes of the speeches were taken by Inspector Lakhat Husnain.

and S. I. Sha i Bahadur Khan. Accused 4 then translated into Sindhio

Accused 4 translated the words
'

Unlawful to remain in the army
"

int-

Sindhi by saying
'

Nokari Karana haram hai." He also spoke on the re-

solution. Notes of his speech were taken by Inspector Karamchand and

S. I. Abdulla. He spoke in Sindhi. Then accused 3 spoke in Urdu. Ac*

cused 5 Nisar Ahmed also spoke. Notes of their speeches were taken

Accused 6 Venkatrama spoke on the resolution in English. Short-hand

notes of Venkatrama's spech were made b}- clerks Basarmal and

Topandas.

[Mr. Mahomed Ali took objection to the witness calling Shankarchar-

aya as Venkatarama. He said the witness called him and his brother

Moulanas. He also called Dr. Kitchlew who possessed only a German

degree as a doctor, Pir Ghulam Mujadid as a Pir and addressed Hussain

Ahmed and Nisar Ahmed as Moulana and Moulvi respectively. He made

an exception only in the case of Sri Shankarachar^-a who having entered

Sanyas, could not bear his old name according to Hindu Dharma and

must be called only by his new ashramic name. AU of them claimed the
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Jagadgnru as the Shri Shankaracharya and the ordinary courtesy of call-

ing the Shankaracharya by the name of his present ashram should be

extended to him.

The Judge told M. Mahomedali that the Shankaracharya must make

his grievance known to the court.

M. Mahomedali said :
—It is a very delicate matter for the Shan-

karacharya to speak upon. We, as his friends, must speak for him.

The Judge asked His Holiness what his name was.

The latter answered sitting that his name was Shri Sankarachan^a

Bharati Tirthaji.

The Court :
—^\Vill you stand up and answer ?

Shri Shankaracharya :
—It is against the rules of our Ashrama to

stand up and answer.

M. Mahomed Ali :—1 do not care if I and my brother are not called

Moulanas. It matters little to us although I graduated from the Ferangi

Mahal School and earned my title hke m}' father before me. Personally,

I don't object. But I must speak on behalf of the Shankaracharya.

Surely, when my friend. Dr. Kitchlew, who is the possessor of a mere

German degree is called a doctor, the Shankaracharya must be addressed

in a way befitting his high station in hfe.

[The Court here said something, whicli was inaudible].

Witness Zamanshah then continued :
—

Some of them had brought their followers with them. AU the prov-
inces were represented except Bengal. There were students of the Aligarh

University. There was much excitement among the audience. There

were representatives of newspapers there. An account of the resolution

No. 6 and the speeches thereon were pubhshed in the "Daily Gazette"

and the "New Times." No account appeared in the "Sind Observer."

I have seen the Mutafiqa-al-Fatwa. I first got a copy of it in last March.

Two copies T got from a Pathan in Karachi. I produced one of the copies
in the lower Court. I have got it here [Ex. 5]. It purports to

be singed by accused No. 2 and 5 (M. Hussain Ahmed and Pir Ghulam
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Mujaddid). I have got a later edition in August Ex. 6. It purports to be

signed by accused 2, 4 and 5. (M. Hussain Ahmed, Moulvi Nisar Ahmed

and Pir Ghulam Mujaddid). The proceedings on the evening of the 9th

began at 9-55 p.m. and ended at 1-25 a.m.

GOVERNMENT EXPERT'S EVIDENCE.

The second witness was Frank Brewster, aged about 45, Christian,

Handwriting expert to Government, Simla. Before his evidence was

taken, M. Mahomed Ah said :
—

May I know under what law his evidence is being taken ? He had

not been examined in the lower Court.

p. p.—As I already said, Sir, his opinion had been received only a

few days back, the copy of which had been handed over to the accused.

J.—When ?

P.—On Friday last.

M. Md. Ali.—The gentleman never appeared before me and only

the copy had been supplied. What T want to ask is this : how many
addenda and corrigenda are being supplied in this case ^

The Judge said that it was an exceptional case.

The witness deposed as follows :
—

I am handwriting Expert to Government. I siw Ex. 7 and 8. They
were sent to me for examination. Exts. 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 were also

sent. I compared the handwriting in 7 and 8 with the handwriting of the

other exhibits. Ex. 7 is in the same handwriting as 9 the proved sig-

natures. The ink portion of 8 is the same, as the Urdu document sent

to me. I sent my opinion to the City Magistrate. I had received these

documents from the City Magistrate in a sealed cover. The seals were

intact.

After the witness had finished M. Mahomed AH said :—

Can I know if I can get my documents back which are my property ?

Under what law am I deprived of them ?
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They were never seized by any search warrant. They were taken

from me at the time of arrest. I had sent for them at the Waltair Jail and

asked the Jailor to send the papers to my wife.

I had asked the D. M. of Vazigapatam why he kept the documents.

I told him :—"You have not seized them under any search warrant, can

you cite any law, under which you can keep them with you ?
" He could

not cite aay law. I asked him to send the papers to my wife but he said

I should refer to D. M., Karachi.

Judga :
—I cannot help it.

M. Mahomed AH :—Is there any man on earth who can help me ?

Some of these papers have been filed as exhibits, and some have been

sent to Simla and some have been sent to my wife. I take it that I am

r bbed, absolutely robbed and the Viceroy, I believe, has been receiving

stolen property. (Laughter in the Court).

MAHUMAD BAKSH'S EVIDENCE.

The third witness was Mahumad Baksh iJlahi Bux, aged about 30

years, Mahomedan, Shaikh, Dy. Collector of Hala, who deposed as

follows :
—

I was present in Karachi in July last at the Khilafat Conference

I remember Resolutions 5 and 6 being put before the Conference. The

order of GovernmcaL contains a correct translation of Resolution No. 6.

Accused 1 read it out and introduced it. It was proposed by accused

No. 2. No. 4 translated it into Sindhi. He spoke on it.

Accused 3 Kitchlew seconded the Resolution. After him accused 5

spoke. Then accused No. 6 spoke.

^tahomed All then put the Resolution to the meeting and asked those

who concurred in it to stand up. All stood up. Between 2 and 3 thousand

were present on that night. The audience were mostly Musalmans. There

were some of the Ulema present. I cannot say how many. I do not

remember if there were any Sindhi Ulema present.

Tlie speeches cau'icd some excitement. Much excitement. I had

gone there on duty. The meeting was open but admission was by tickets.
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LAKHAT HUSSAIN'S EVIDENCE.

The fourth witness was Lakhat Hus-ain Tassadu Hussain, aged
about 40 years, Mussalman, Shia Saycd, Inspector, C. I. D., who

deposed as follows :
—

I was present at the Khilafat Conference in July. I had been sent

there to report speeches. Such speeches are made in Urdu.. I take down

these speeches in short -hand. I have been doing this work for some years.

I was present at the sitting of the Conference on the 8th oi July. Mahomed

Ali delivered his Presidential address. He asked for selection of a Sub-

jects Committee consisting of members from each branch. I took them

down what he said. I have transcribed those notes into longhand. Ex.

16 is the true transcript of my notes. He (Accused 1) said what is written

there. Ex. 17 is that translation.

It is all that he said on this subject, 1 was present at the Conference

on the 9th July when the 6th Resolution was put to the meeting. It was

read by the President Mahomed Ali. He said a few words. I took them

down. Ex. 18.

It represents what he said accurately. Ex. No. 19 is the translation.

Accused 2 made a speech and proposed it. I took down his speech in

shorthand. I have prepared a transcript and translation, Exs. 20 and 21,

Accused 2 actually said what I recorded there. After that accused 4

spoke in Sindhi thereon. Kitchlew spoke (Accused 3). I took down Kit-

chlew's statement. I have prepared a transcript and translation. Exs.

22 and 23. He said as I have transcribed it.

The evidence of this witness was finished when the Court rose for

the day at about 5 p.m.
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SECOND DAY'S PROCEEDINGS.

{TUESDAY, 25TH OCTOBER 1921).

The proceedings were resumed again on Tuesday, the 25tli October

1921, at 11-10 a.m. when the judge entered the Hall from the back door.

Many persons among the audience stood up, but the accused leaders and

a portion of the audience remained sitting. The judge looked at the accus-

ed and finding them all engaged in reading, asked the Serishtedar to ask

the accused to get up from their seats. All the accused leaders refused

to stand up whereupon their chairs were ordered to be removed. The

accused immediately vacated the chairs. Maulana Shaukat Ali put off his

broad and long green Khadi cloak and spread it on the floor. Dr.

Kitchlcw spread a bundle of papers on the floor and sat down. M.

Mahomed Ali immediately spread his coat c n the floor on which he

requested Shri Shankaracharya to sit.

The Judge asked them to stand up but they refused to sta.nd up^

whereupon Mr. Bo^d, Police Superintendent, was asked to make the leaders

stand. He came near Maulana Mahomed Ali and asked him to stand up.

M. Mahomed A.li.—Under what kw ?

The Serishtedar communicated Judge's words to them :— Out oi res-

pect due to the Court.

Maulana Mahomed Wi .=iaid ii he had respect for the Government he

would not have been tried in the Court. The Judge could do whatever he
chose. He could make them stand by using force only .

Court:—If you persist in this, you will be tried for contempt of Court.

The leaders remained calm and unperturbed. They were then in-

formed that they would be tried for contempt of Court.

The Public Prosecutor then pointed tc the Judge some minor mis-

takes in the statement of Mr. Zaman Shah and cleared the matter by
saying that Exhibit No. 8 was in the same handwriting as the Urdu
document, and the word "it" referred to the text of Resolution contained

in the Government order. While P. P. was doing this, Maulana Mahomed
Ah got up and said :—"

I want to know what is going on at present. I

want to follow it." The Judge asked him to sit down.
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M. Md. Ali :— I refuse to sit down and stand up at vour order, as I

did in the Lo\!ver Court. I shall sit of my own accord. If you do not wai.t

to hear me, you need not try us but simply sentence us at once.

The Judee remarked that his conduct was foolish.

M. Md. Ali :
—Whether it is foolish or wise it is not for 30U t. judge.

I know quite well that it is a wise one. I have not to show respect for

the contemptible Government. If
3
ou are not gcing to hear us better

close the farce and senteiice us. The Court must have some pov\er, if

not, you can pass tho law and hang us or shoot us if you like.

The Public Prosecutor then continued to examine LakJiat Hussain.

The wit r ess sai ^ :
—

After No. 3 accused 5 spoke in Urdu language. I took it down in

short-hand. I prepared a true transcript in longheind in Urdu, Ex. 24,

and the translation Ex. 25. -^ reused 5 said what I actually have

written there.

.\ftcv that accused No. 6 spoke in English but I did ii.:t record that.

The President made a few remarks. I took them in short-hand and trans-

cribed them in Urdu. The President spoke in Urdu [Exs. 26 and 27.]

Accused 1 actually said what I have recorded in my transcript. I have

got my original Urdu slioit-hand notes. The cries of Allah-0-Akbar, etc.,

were uttereo by the audience. There was some enthusiasm about the

Resolution among the audience.
^c>

The original residence of the accused is Rampur State. I know him

personally. He has resided in Rohil Khand and other places in Hindustan

and in Aligarh in connection with the College. I do not know if he was in

service of Rampur State. Accused 2 is a resident of Deoband, District

Saharanpur, U. P. Nisar Ahmed is a resident of Khanpur. Shaukat Ali

was originally of Rampur State. He does not now live much in North

India but in Bombay. Mahomed Ah was educated in the Aligarh College.

I do not know if they are of Shia origin. I do not know about Mahomed

All's diploma.
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The Court asked Moulana Mahomed AU whether he would cross-exa-

mine the witness. Maulana Mahomed AH got up and said :
—

How is it that the Court is putting questions to me when the

Court does not want to hear what I say ? IH take part in the case and ask

what is being done, the Couirt does not take note of it unless I remain

standing up. I think the Court has been changing its position.

Judge.
—Will you cross-examine or not ?

M. Mahomed Ali.—T shall ask the question first whether I am entitled

to refer to the Court when the Public Prosecutor is putting new words

in the deposition of the witness which are not there.

JuJ'ge.
—I think not.

M. Mahomed Ah.—^Then if I am not entitled to ask any question

in connection with P. P.'s suggesting the alteration of any deposition,

I should be supplied a long or a short list showing me where my
rights begin and where Court's grace comes in and in the case of the

latter, 1 shall not ask anvthing.

The Judge remarked that it was an intervention.

M. Mahomed .\li.—This is not an intervention. I have seen many '

cases where these learned members of the bar get up without any provoca- ]

tion and suggest additions and alterations as they choose.

Judge.
—Will you cross-examine or not ?

M. Mahomed Ali.—I shall not answer the question unless I get a

reply to mv question.

The Court then asked other leaders whether they would cross- f

examine the witness.
|

r>r. Kitchlcvv said: T don't want to answer a (juestion where I am

disrespected.

Pir Ghulam Mujaddid offered the same answei .



SHAN BAHADUR'S EVIDENCE.

The fifth witness was Shan Bahadur Khan, son oi Khan Bahadur

Khan, aged about 35 years, Musalman, Pathan, Sub-Inspector, C.I.D.,

Allahabad, who deposed as follows :
—

I attended the meeting of the Khilafat Conference in Karachi last

July as a short hand reporter. I took down in Urdu language. I am
accustomed to take dowai speeches in Urdu. I was present on the 9th

July. Accused 1 read out the Resolution No. 6. I took it down as he read

it out. He made some introductory remarks. I made a correct

transcript from the Urdu short hand into long hand and a translation

Exs. 29 and 3().

The Resolution was then proposed by accused 2 in Urdu. I took down

his speech in short hand. It is a correct transcript from my notes. It

is translated [31-32]. Then accused 4 spoke in Sindhi. Then accused

3 Kitchlew. I took down his speech in short hand. I prepared a

transcript of it. I produce this transcript in the Court of the

City Magistrate. I see the transcript. I identify it. There

after accused 5 spoke in Urdu. I took down short hand notes

of his speech. I made a trcinscript of his speech in long hand. I produced

that transcript in the Court of the City Magistrate. I identify if.

After accused 5 spoke, accused No. 6 spoke. The Resolution was put to

the meeting by accused No. 1 Mahomed Ali. I have got my original notes

here from which I prepared the transcripts.

BASARMAL'S EVIDENCE.

The sixth witness was Basarmal Jawharmal, aged about 28 years,

Hindu, Amil, Shorthand writer, Karachi, who deposed as follows :—

I was present at the sittings of the All-India Khilafat Conference

in July last. I took down in short hand the speeches which were made in

English. I took down a speech made by the accused No. 6 on the even-

ing of 9th July. That speech was made on Resolution No. 6. I prepared

a transcript from my short hand notes Ex. 34. The transcript is correctly

prepared. It represents what accused No. 6 said, Ex. 35.
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TECKCHAND'S EVroE^XE.

The seventh witness was Teckchand Hemandas, aged 29 yea.TS;

Hindu, Amil, Head Master, New High School, Karachi, ^\ho deposed as

follows :
—

I attended the proceedings of the Khilafat Conference last July. I

took notes of the Resolution and the speeches made on it. I wrote a

report from the notes. Those were of the speeches on the Resolution

itself. I got a transcript from the "New Times" Paper. There was a special

bulletin of the "New Times". I sent in my report on Monday, 11th.

Ex. 37

WILLIAM ROSE'S EVIDENCE.

The eighth witness was WilHam Rose Burns, aged about &), Presby-

terian, Journalist, Karachi, who deposed as follows :
—

I am Assistant Editor the "Daily Gazette." 1 received a report of

the proceedings on the evening of ninth July from Teckchand. That was

Ex. 37. I pioduced this report in the Lower Court. One page is

missing. I published it correctly in m}, newspaper vide issue of 11th July
Ex. 39.

HARIRAM'S EVIDENCE.

The ninth witness was Hariram Shewaram, aged about 21, Hindu,

Lohana, Reporter, tl;e "New Times," Karachi, who deposed as follows :
—

I attended the Karachi Khilafat Conference in July. I took notes of

those proceedings. I gave the copies of those notes to Mr. Jeswani in

English. I speak Sindhi. I understand the resolution translated into

Sindhi,

T. K. JESVVANI'S EVIDENCE.

The tenth witness was Tikamdas Khemchand Jeswani, aged about

27, Hindu, Lohana, Editor^ the "New Times," Karachi, who deposed
as follows :

—
Last witness attended the Khilafat Conference as a reporter of my

paper. He gave me a report of the proceedings of 9th July. I pubUshed
that report in m3' issue of Monday .the 11th, Ex.42. I have not got the

original rer. rd. I eventually got authentic copy of this resolution from
the Khilafat Committee in Karachi. I published that in my issue of the

18th. I a.skcd the Secretary of the Committee for a copy of the Reso-

lutions and rereivcd it from him. The Resolution No. 6 is that

numbered 7, Ex. 43. I have not got the Resolution in original,
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ABDUL GHAFUR'S EVIDENCE.

The eleventh witness was Abdul Ghafur Zardar Khan, aged about

38, Mahomedan, Pathan, S. I. Pohce, Sind C.I.D., Karachi, who deposed

as follows :
—

1 went in the Kanyapathashala on the morning of the 9th July. Two

head constables were on duty there. I asked what was going on. They
said there v. as a meeting of the Subjects Committee. I could not recognise

the voice of accused 7. 1 have frequently heard him before. He speaks

with pauses because he is fat. I was there for half or three quarters of an

hour. The S^ubjects Committee dispersed at about 11 a.m. or so. I went

round in the evening. That was about 7 or 7-30 p. m. Head

Nonstable Keshowial and Usman Ghani were on duty there. They told

me that a meeting of the ^ubjects Committee was held there. I got a

copy of the Mutafika Fatwa, Ex. 6. I handed it over to the Deputy Su-

perintendent. It was handed to me by a Pathan in Karachi City. He told

me that I was employed in the Police and therefore I should read it.

FATEH BAHADUR'S EVIDENCE.

The twelfth watness was Fateh Bahadur Lakhshmi Parsad, aged

about 32, Hindu, Kayastha, Head Constable, C. 1. D., Karachi, who

deposed as follows :
—

I was on duty at the Pathashala during the Khilafat Conference.

Accused 1, 3 and 7 put up there during it. On the morning of the 9th

July, I was there from 8-28 to noon. I saw Shaukat Ali and Kitchlew in

one gari at 9-30 a.m. and Mahomed Ali in another. ^Many persons came

there including No. 6. There was a meeting of the Subjects Committee

there. Accused 7 I could hear speaking. After 11 a.m. the Subjects

Committee broke up. I was on duty there after 12 midnight. At about

1-30 a.m. I saw accused 1
,
3 and 7 returning rom the Conference.

USMAN GHANTS EVIDENCE.

The thirteenth witness was Usman Ghani Mahomed Ismail, aged

about 28, Mussalman, Sheikh, Head Constable, C. I. D., Karachi, who

deposed as foUows :
—

I was on duty at Karachi during a meeting of the Khilafat Conference

at the Pathashala on 9th July from 7 a.m.to 12 noon. I saw some people

come there for the Subjects Committee. Maliomed Ali and Shaukat Ali,
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Kitchlew and Venkantraman I recognised the speech of Shaukat Ali, I

was on duty there that evening. I heard in the evening the voice of

Shaukat Ali. He spoke in a high voice. I had heard him speaking before.

The Court then rose for hmch at 2 p.m.

The Court met again at 3-5 p.m.

KARAMCHAND'S EVIDENCE.

The fourteenth witness was Karamchand Ramlal, aged about 39,

Hindu, Khatri, Inspector, C. I. D., Karachi, who deposed as follows:—
I attended the sittings of the last Khilafat Conference in July in

Karachi. I was present on the evening of the 9th of July when the

sixth Resolution was passed. The Resolution is correctly translated in

Ex. No, 3. It was translated into Sindhi by accused No. 4. He also

spoke in support of the Resolution. I took notes of it. All of the

accused except Shaukat Ali spoke in support of that Resolution

I left Karachi next day on the 10th. Then I left by the Punjab mail,

some of the accused 3 and? left by the same mail. No. 7 went to Naushahro

Feroz. Accused 3 went direct towards Sukkur. Naushahro Feroz is

in Nawabshah District in Sind. I went there also. There was a first poli-

tical Conference of the Sahiti district there. Shaukat Ah was president*

There were two sittings one in the morning and one in the evening.

Accused made two speeches one at each sitting. I took notes and have

been doing so for the last five years. Accused No. 7 spoke in Urdu.

I am well acquainted with Urdu. I recorded it in Urdu. I have

produced those note=! in the Lower Court. This is the fair copy and

the original Ex. 48. The translation is Ex. 56. This is the evening

speech. It is a correct translation of what accused 7 did say. Dr.

Choithram translated his speech into Sindhi.

MAHMUDSHAH'S EVIDENCE.
The fifteenth witness was Mahmudshah Nawabshah, aged about 43'

Mussalman, Sayed, D. S. P., Thar and Parkar, who deposed as follows :
—

I prepared Ex. 17, it is a correct translation of Ex. 16.

I prepared Ex. 19. It is a co-rect translation of Ex. 18.

Ex. 21 is .1 true translation of 20.

Ex. 23 i^ a true translation • f 22.

Ex. 25 is a true translation of 24.

Ex. 27 is a true translation of 26.

Ex. 30 is a true translation of 29.

Ex. 32 is a true translation of 3 1 .
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I also in the City Magistrate's Court prepared true translations of

tlie speeches of Nisar Ahmed and Dr. Kitchlew. The leaflet shown to

me Ex. 51 is accurate. Ex. 49 is a true translation of 48.

ABDULGHANI'S EVIDENCE.

The sixteenth witness was Abdulghani Barkat Ali, aged about 30,

Mussalman, Rajput, Superintendent, Central Khilafat Committee,

Bombay, who deposed as follows :
—

The book is the stock book of the Central Khilafat Committee. Mr.

Kelly came to search the Central Khilafat Committee in Bombay. He
took this book away from the ofiice.As a rule 1 sent out the literature on

my own responsibility. Entries in the book are made by the clerk in

charge. It is his duty to enter in the book, literature which is received

and which goes out. Entry No. 30 in the month of February refers to

receipt of 240 copies of Mutafik Fatwa. During the month 151 were issued

Ex. 54. The clerk who distributed them made the entries. It was hi

who distributed them made the entries. It was the clerk's duty to distri

bute them and enter them in the book. Item No. 30 shows a balance

in March of 89 copies. In April there is an opening balance of 27

copies, May balance is of 26 copies, Exs. 56 and 57. June shows

no balance, Ex. 58. In July 2,000 copies were received, Ex. 59.

We charge for the hterature that we issue to the pubhc. The

first 200 copies were issued to the visitors free. I sent the Fatwa to be

printed at the Mustafai Press. I did it on my responsibility. The title

page of the pamphlet bears an endorsement signed by me, Ex. 60.

I signed that order on 14th February 1921. I signed it in February.

I don't remember whether I sent it to the press then. Very likely, I sent

it to the press later on. I received 2,000 copies from the press. Ex. 61 is

the receipt signed by me. I handed over those copies to the clerk with

instructions to hand them over to any one who would pay 4 annas and not

to send them outside. I do not know that any copies of either of these

pamphlets were sent out with cyclostyled letter signed by Shaukat Ah.

I don't think that Shaukat Ah ever signed such letter; the letter used to

be issued by some clerk in his name.

•

M Mahomed AH here said.-Why is poor Mr. Kelly being troubled

now and then, whenever there is a gap to be fiUed, by going all the way

from Karachi to Bombay to again and again search the Central Com-

mittee office ? Let Mr. Kellv be sent for hei e and let him brmg the whole
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office; and when the entire body is removed here searcn it iike a fish-

pond and let us all be transported once for all for life (laughter in

the Court.]

The witness continued:—Shaukat Ali is one of the Secretaries of the

Central Kliilafat Committee. Dr. Kitchlew is one of the Secretaries. He

is deputed to work in Punjab. No. 1 is one of the members of the Khila-

fat Committe . There are 200. Shaukat Ali does not spend much of his

time in Bombay. The introduction to the papers sent for pubhcation to

the Mustafai press was written by Khatri, Ex 62. Among the papers

was the Mut fik Fatwa and the proceedings of Jamait-ul Ulema-al- .

Hind Ex. 62. These proceedings were printed. I don't know who has

pubhshed it.

MAHOMED AHMED'S EVIDENCE.

The seventeenth witness was Mahomed Ahmed, aged about 35,

Mussalman, Sheikh; Printer, Bombay, who deposed as follows :
—

The name of my press is Mustafai. I received Ex. 60 together with

the copy of Muttafik Fatwa and the proceedings for printing. Last wit-

ness Abdul Ghani gave them to me for printing. The original order was

for 5,000 but afterwards I was asked to print 2,000 only. I delivered

2,000 on the 21st July. I '.ave Abdul Ghani's signature in the delivery

book.

VITHAL RAMCHANDRA'S EVIDENCE.

The eighteaath witness was Vithal Ramchandra,. aged about 35,

Hindu, Brahmin, Police Sub-Inspector, C.I.D., Poona, who deposed as

follows :

—

Three of the ac used Mahomed Ah, Shaukat Ali and Kitchlew had

come to Poona on 17th July 1921. Thtre was a political meeting that

evening. I attended it. I write shorthand in-Marathi and English. I

am accustomed to taking down speeches in short hand. Shaukat Ali made

speeches at that meeting ; at the end of the meeting-, funds were being
collected. Shaukat Ah spoke in English and Urdu. I took English in

English and Urd : in Marathi short hand. I made a trae t anscript of my
short hand into long hand. I made it half an hour afterwards. Ex. 65 is

what Shaukat Ah said. I made a translation into Enghsh, Ex 66.

There were 3,000 or 4,000 p rsons present. Abou- half were Mahomed-
ans. There are many Indian troops stationed at Poona. I can

produce my original shorthand notes when required.
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NARAYAJ^ GANESH'S EVIDENCE.

The nineteenth witness was Naraj^en Ganesh, aged about 38, Hhidu,

Mahratta, Brahmin, Inspector, Police, C.I.D., Poona, who deposed as

follows :
—

I was present at Gokin at Belgaum District. Khilafat Conference was

held. Only one Resolution was put before that Conterence. Accused No. 1

proposed it. It was read out in Urdu, then in English. I took down
what I could. I write Marathi short hand. I took down the Resolution

when it was read in Ur.^u. I translated it into Marathi and took it in

Marathi shorthand. I took it in English longhand. A few remarks

were made by accused No. 1 while moving the Resolution. I took it in

Marathi shorthand. I have prepared a transcript Ex^ Noe. 68 and 69.

x\bout 1,500 persons v/ere present. 50 % were Mahomedans.

Kitchlew, accused 3, seconded that Resolution. I have the original

shorthand notes with me from which the transcript was made.

The Court then rose for the day.
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THIRD DAY'S PROCEEDINGS.

WEDNESDAY, 26th OCTOBER.

The accused leaders entered the Khalikdina Hall at 10-55 a.m.

and straight away sat on the ground as on the previous day. This

day, however, a large majority of the audience sat on the floor out of

respect for the accused.

PHULCHAND'S EVIDENCE.

The twentieth witness Phulchand Purnamchand, aged about 37,

Hindu, Marwari, S. I. Police, Poona, was then called. He deposed as

follows :^

I attended the Belgaum Khilafat Conference at Gokak. That was

on 19 June last. Only one Resolution was put before that Conference.

The R&solution was read out to ;the audience by Mahomed Ali. He

read it out in Urdu and English. 1 took the Resolution down. I took

down in Marathi shorthand. I have prepared a true transcript in

long hand, Exs. 71 and 72. Mahomed AH proposed the Resolution. It

was seconded by No. 3. About 1,500 attended the Conference.

W. C. SHANKER'S EVIDENCE.

The twenty -first witness was William Cristopher Shanker, agea
about 25, Protestant, Jailor of Vizigapatam Jail, who deposed as

follows :
—

Accused No. 1 was brought to my jail on 14th September about

2-40 p.m. The D. I. G. of the C. I. D. and the railway police brought him

there. Mr. Cunningham brought him. The Jail is about one and a half

miles from the station, he came in a motor. His kit followed in another

motor accompanied by his servant and a policeman. The Inspector asked

me to keep the kit safely till he got an order. L locked up the kit in my
office. Next day the Inspector turned up with a letter addressed to the

Jail Superintendent asking me to search the kit and take posses-

sion of all papers. I suggested Mahomed Ali should be present.

I sent for Mahomed Ali and in his presence opened his trunk .

Several papers were found which were placed on the table. I had a list

made out by the Deputy Jailor. I read the English papers and asked

Mahomed Ali to read the Urdu papers and tell us the contents of them.

The contents were noted by the Deputy Jailor. The list was then signed by
Mahomed Ali Ex. 74, among them were the Urdu and English copies of

Gokak Resolution. I then put away the papers and the list. I took
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on the jail and I placed these papers before him on the table. Mahomed
AH was sent for and the D. M. informed him that they wore to be seized.

Mahome d Ali asked that certain papers which were in that bundle

should be sent to Begum Mahomed Ali. Papers were then wrapped in

a newspaper and sealed by the D. M. The packet was handed over to

an Inspector of the C. I. D. who called at the jail. I was more or

less present at the conversation between the D. M. and the accused.

NARIMAN'S EVIDENCE.

The tw3nty-second witness vvcis Xariman Hormusji, aged about 29,

Parsi, Jailor, District- Jail, Karachi, who deposed as follows :
—

Accused was kept in a separate room in the jail. He has written some

letters in my presence to the D.M., Karachi, Exs. 10 and 11. He also

wrote two telegrams in my presence, Ex:^. 12 and 13. I kept the originals

and despatched the copies, .\ccused 1 also wrote an Urdu letter in my
piesence, Ex. 9. 1 initialled these documents, so I might identify them.

The P. P. said that he wanted to examine Deputy Superintendent of

S\ Ihet. Mr. Si.ndera Nath Sen who was not examined in the Lower

Court but part of whose statement was given to the accused on Saturday

and u part on Monday.

M. Mahomed Ali asked if the evidence had already been recorded.

The Judge said that it was going to be taken.

M. Ma'iomed Ali said that new witnesses were l^eing brought in

every now and then to serve the purpose of the P. P. He said that it

was being done only in order to show that the "conspiracy" existed

from February 1920. There was not a word of evidence in the Lower

Court about dates but any how the -Magistrate introduced his own

dates February to September, 1921. The Public Prosecutor, he s<ad,

again wanted to have "slight" changes in the charge sheet and now to

prove his own things, new evidences were being taken. "It will facilitate

the proceedings if the sentence is passed. We wiU have no objection,

we have no grudge against the Court. It will be better if there is an

end to these things."

The P. P. said—"The witness's name was in the first application to the

Court to summon him because he would produce the notes of Mahomed

All's speech in March 1920. Unfortunately, he could not arrive in time

in the Lower Court." The Judge allowed the evidence to be taken.
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SUNDER NATH'S EVIDENCE.
;

The twenty-third witness was Sunder Nath Sen, aged about 42, Hindu-

Baddha, Deput},- Superintendent, C. I. D., Sylhet, who deposed as

follows:—
I attended the Assam Khilafat Conference in March 1 920, on the 6th

March. The accused 7 was present. He delivered a speech at the Confer-

ence. I took nctes of it, he osked some Resolutions to be passed. Abdul

Hamid read out the Resolutions. Shaukat AJi asked him to read them out.

Those Resolutions had been passed on the 29th February/ in the Town

Hall, Calcutta. I attended that Conference in Town I all, Calcutta. The

Resolutions which were passed in the Town Hall, Calcutta, were publish-

ed in the "i\mrita Bazar Patrica" and other newspapers. Accused 7

handed Abdul Hamid that copy of the "Amrita Bazar Patrika" and

asked him to read out the resolutions, they were in English. They
were read out in English and Urdu. I had a copy of the same paper.

1 checked 1he reading and translation; they were correctly read out. I

have not my oiigixial notes made in the meeting. I made a fair copy.-

That was in the evening. I made it with my own hand. I have it

with me, Ex. 77. I saw Shaukat Ali in Calcutta at the time of the

Conference there in February.

B. E. GWYER'S EVIDENCE.

The twenty-fourth witness was Bernd.rd Edward Gwyer, aged about

42, Church of England, Colonel on the Staff of Western Command,
Karachi, who deposed as follows :

—
Ex. No. 79 is the form on which soldiers are enlisted. Clause 14 has

2 paras. Para 2 refers only to Reservists. Ex. No. 80 is the enrolment

form of soldiers enlisted during the period c f War. All soldiers now serv-

ing have been enhsted under one or the other of these forms. Soldiers

are not allowed to go till a defii.ite period has elapsed. I cannot say

whether they are allowed to buj, their discharge. The people enlisted

undeT Form Ex. SO have to serve during the duration of the War and for

6 months thereafter. The date of the end of the war was fixed for 1st

September. The people enlisted under Form 79 have to serve for 4 years

or ."> or for 10 He cannot leave the Army before the period he haa

engagec for is over. He may receive his discharge after his period of

service is over on 2 conditions, namel/, that War is not existent or
•

Imminent, and that the Unit to which he belongs is not 10 per cent,

below its Establishment, Squadron or Company. These two conditions

appear in Para 1| clause 14 of Ex. 79.
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When necessary a recruiting party is sent out to the area whence
recruits are drawn. Ihey consist of men of Regiment under commond
of an officer Indian or British. The object is to induce men to enUst
in the Army. That is the only method of keeping the regiment up to

strength. If the men in the recruiting detachments did not do their

best to induce men to join, it would be impossible to get them.

If a Commissioned Officer wishes to resign he would tender his resign

nation to the Company who would submit it to the Commander-in-

Chief who would give or refuse permission to resign. Except with,

such a permission an Indian Officer cannot resign. I am Colonel on the

Staff of the Western Command.

I have received some leaflets asking soldiers not to serve in the

Army. I produced such leaflets in the Lower Court
; Ex. SI a, b, c trans-

lation 52. They are in the same state as when I got them. I have re-

ceived other copies in addition to these three. They have reached 10

different battalions of the Western Command.

M. Md. Ali who .vas examining the leaflet which he had taken from

Court said :
—^Am I to unaerstand that the leaflets are put in by the wit-

ness ?

P.:—Yes.

M. Md. AH :
—I should Uke to draw the attention of the Court to a

misquotation of the Quran. Then he read the passage in Arabic pointing

out the discrepancy. He further pointed out that it was a misrepresenta-

tion of the Quran which the army had got. Reread out a passage

regarding the punishment to be awarded to one who killed a believer.

The punishment was to be meted out to the singular 'man' while the re-

print contained the plural This he said was Mr. Mahmud's translation !

He cited another mistake als» in the leaflet, at the instance of Pir

Ghulam Mujaddid and others.

The witness continued :—I have received a telegram from O. C.

98th Infantry at Baroda to the effect that Subedar Major Jiram is en

sick leave Ex. 82. I then telegraphed to the Deputy Commissioner.

Girgaon. if he was fit to travel and if not to send me affidavit. I received

the reply Ex. 83. The affidavit has n.t been received. I will send it
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Militarjr service before the period has elapsed for which they have signed

on even on payment. I have jr looked up the point.

AZIZUDIX'S EVIDENCE.

The twenty-fifth witness was Azizudin Sharafudin, aged about 35

years, Musalman by caste, Jat, Subedar, 5th Light- Infantry, Quetia, who

deposed as follows :
—

On the first June last the Subedar Major of my Regiment went on

eave. For 2 months I acted for him. The Post of the Regiment waS

censored during those months. I found 10 such leaflets in the post of rny

Regiment during those 2 months. Some of them were received on 20th

July and others during the last week of July. I have produced one of

these leaflets Ex. 85. It is in the original envelope. They were addressed

to the M'ihomedin Subadars of the Regiment. There are one Company
of Punjabi Mahomodans and one Company of IT. P. Mahomedan

Rajputs. They are not likely to pay very much attention to this

sort of leaflets. They would pay no attention to the opinion of

Mahatma Gandhi or of a Hindu Bawa like accused 6.

MAHOMED HUSSEIN'S EVIDENCE.

The twenty-sixth witness was Mahomed Hussein Turvesk Ali, aged

about 45 \ears, Musalman, Hazara, Subedar, 106 Hazaras, Quetta, who

deposed as follows :
—•

My Company was attached to the second Pioneers at Lahore. My
Regiment was in Mesopotamia. My Company was sent to the Depot in

uetta in December 1920. I received this paper Ex. 87 in that envelope.
I received five more a week later. Four of them were addressed to four

Subedars of my R'.jgiment who had been demobilised and one to a Jamadar
of my Company. I opened tlie envelopes as I was on duty that week.

After the evidence of the last witness was finished, the Serishtedar

read the deposition of Jairam, Subedar, as recorded in the Lower Court to

the Jurors as the witness had been unable to attend the Court on
account of illness.
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At this stage the Judge said :—I do not think any of the statements

(of the accused) in the Lower Court are admissible. They are no statements
at all. I do not think whether statements of a compromising character

could be admitted. The object of the statements is to enable the accused
to explain anything in the evidence against them.

Mr. Mahomed Ali, after ascertaining from the Court whether it would
hear him on the question, said :

—My statement is nothing but an ex-

planation of things in the evidence led against me. The facts alleged

against me are that I read out a certain resolution at the Conference and
that I introduced it with some preliminary^ remarks, that I recommended

people in favour of it to show their consent by standing up and that I

made certain concluding remarks. That is practically the whole charge.

Well, the accused says that was precisely the requirement of his rehgious

law. His faith required him to cd.TTy it out and the Queen's Proclama-

tion confirmed by the Proclamation of King Edward and the letter of

King George give him the protection of the law for doing what his religion

requires him to do. This is our explanation for our passing that resolu-

tion. So far as we are concerned, we have given this explanation. As

a matter of fact, in an ordinary case, I would not have taken the trouble

of giving my explanation or worried the Court with a statement. But here

it was a matter of the utmost importance to the Government itself if not

to anybody else. Let this Court once for all lay it down clearly that the

Proclamation of the Queen Victoria, confirmed by the Proclamation of the

the King Edward and that published in the name of King George have no

value when a man is brought to a Court of Law. They promised us the

protection of the law, otherwise they have no value. But let the Court

say that they have no value for the Court, they have no value for the jury

and I shall be content. I want a clear decision from this Court. It is a

statement wholly relating to the facts alleged against us.

The Court :—The object of the statements should be to explain

matters.

M. Md. Ali:- We have explained nothing but the bare charge. What

is after all the charge ?

The Couit was inclined here to interrupt.

M Md AU : If the Court allows me to say something that I have to

say, fshaU speak- Otherwise I will stop. The charge agamst me so far
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as i am concerned, at any rate, is that I made certain remarks—intro-

ductory remarks and concluding remarks. My contention is that my

religion required this and I have given citations from the Holy Quran and

from the Hadiths in proof of that—lengthy or elaborate,—whatever you

may consider it to be. It was only an explanation of the facts alleged

against us. Every word of it has its bearing upon the case. From the

Proclamation of Queen Victoria and the Proclamation of the late King

Edward and the letter of King George, we believed, that the law was to

ive protection to religion, and I was free to do what my rehgion required

me to do. One single word,—not one single syllable, not one comma is

out of place in that explanation. Let it be ruled out if you like, let the

whole Quran be ruled out, let the Proclamations be ruled out, and let there

be only the Penal Code and let the Penal Code be our new scripture.

The Court :
— I cannot turn this trial into a religious discussion. I

am not competent to discuss your religion.

M. Md. Ali:—Then you had better resign and let them bring in some-

body else who is more competent than yourself (Laughter). My conten-

tion is that I am required by 370ur law—your law requires me to act in a

particular manner, to do certain things and omit to do certain other

things. So long as religion allov/s it, it is possible for me to keep my al-

legiance to the King's law and follow his law. But if the King's law is

going against my rehgion, I walk out of my allegiance to him.

The Court :—Assuming that one of the sects of the Hindus regards

human sacrifices as a religion, should they be allowed to do so ?

M. Md. Ali:—If the recognised law of a rehgion is that one should

be permitted to kill then why should the King make such a proclamation ?

He should clearly proclaim that the law will not protect such a person or

sect. In the case of my religion there is no such commandment. It is all

contained in the Quran, although a very small book fuU of repetitions,

and I am to follow its injunctions if I want to remain a Mussalman.

From the Quran originates all the rehgious authority in Islam and if

we follow it then we come in under the protection of the proclamations.

Everything is contained in this small book (showing the Holy Quran).

All other religious books of Islam derive their authority from the Quran.

Not even a tradition of the Prophet can be vaUd if it goes against the
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Quran and Ilm-i-Kalam (scholastics) and Fiph (jurisprudence) all derivo
their authority from these two sources. And all these authorities require
me to do what 1 did.

Had not religious toleration been proclaimed by the proclama-
tion of the Queen in 1858. the Queen would not have been recognised bv
a single Hindu or by a single Christian or by a single Mahomedan. We
could come in only as Mussalmans just as we are and with this little book
of ours (showing the Quran), if the Quran had no use for us, the Queen
could have said: "Gentlemen, you are wel-ome but not with that book"
and we would have remained in the faith. But the Queen wa-itcd us,

just -^s we we-e, cvr-n inspite of this book. And what about the Queen
herself? She has tv pfo befor. the Archbishop of Canterbur\7 and to

declare that she was a Protestant and would continue to remain so and
to be the Defender of that Faith. And as long as she remains Protestan

and defends that Faith, you will abide b^ your allegiance to her or other-

wise hvT htad would be chopped oft as the heaa of Charles I was chopped
off. His son had t.> go ^n his travels and did not like to go on his travels

again when he was King. Another son James H had to leave the country
and its Government and his true successors ^^ere called Pretenders

because the people insisti^d on the oath of allegiance to be taken by .he

Kings.

I want to know clearly whether the King to-day is as King, the

Defender of the Faith, or a Pretender. If so, why does he not
s'a.y

so

that he wants us to discard the religion of the Quran or otherwise

"you" cannot remain within my Empire.

The Court:—But you mil want to cut off the hand ofever^' thief

according to your Quran !

M. Md. x\li:—I am afraid the Court does not understand Islamic law.

The hand of the thief will be cut by every Islamic administradon. That

is the requirement imposed on it by Islam. The moment there is an Is-

lamic administration anywhere, I will ask it to cut off the thief's hand and

what is more I will ask them to stone the adulterer to death, whereas in

your country, adulterj- is not even a crime ! According to our religious

injunctions, the adulterer, if we had the power, would be sentenced to be

stoned to death.
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Mv law is this that no soldier shall be asked to kill another MusHm i

unless for a just cause—a just cause according to my religious law. If the
|

King accepts me as a subject as I am. with all this law, and I come in.
i

Ask me to go against this law, I walk out of the Empire or kick you out
\

of it. This is my only argument." .

The Court then passed an order allowing the statements of the Lower !

Court to be read to the Jury. The Sherishtedar began to read Moulana
;

Mahomed Ah's statement and when the Court rose it was not finished.
\

\fter the Court re-assembled at 3 p.m. the Sherishtedar continued '•

reading the statement of all the accused whatever had been recorded by
\

the Magistrate along with his notes [ Published verbatim in the "Historic
j

Trial" Part I ]
and finished it by about 3-45 p.m. The Judge then began

the examination of the accused.
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EXAMINATION OF THE ACCUSED.

The examination of Mr. Mahomed Ali by the Judge then began :-

Q.—Is your statement Ex. 90 correct ?

A.—I don't know.

Q :—Did you move the resolution Ex. 3 ?

A :—No. But I introduced it or a similar resolution. It was pro-
posed by accused No. 2.

Q :—Did you approve of that resolution in your introductory speech ?

A :
—I said it was the marrow of the Conference.

Q :—Did you believe that the resolution if passed would be published ?

A :—Yes.

Q :
—Did you expect that copies of that resolution would reach the

Indian troops ?

A :
—-I thought it was possible that some copies might reach them

though they are very badly segregated.

Q '
—Did you expect that the resoluticns of the Khilafat Conference

would have mu..h ei^ect on the troops ?

A :
—I feared they were so demoralised by the Government that it

would not produce much effect as fifty years ago but I hoped it would

produce some and I am glad to see that it has produced some.

Q :
—Is there any truth in ihe idea that you and other accused agreed

together to seduce the soldiers ?

A :
—No, we never discussed it at any time. But as a conscientious

Moslem, I and the other 5 accused must feel together that this is our duty
to feel that Muslims must not continue in the armj, in the circumstances

actually existing at the time.

After Mr. Mahomed AH had signed the above statement he wanted

to give a statement as promised, but the Judge refused to allow him any

statement except an address to jurors which was not to be recorded. The

Maulana very much insisted on the promise of Court being kept up and
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the Public Prosecutor also drew the attention of the Judge to Section 342

of Cr. P. C. to the effect that a statement on evidence but not a

general address, was allowed but the Judge refused to Hsten.

M.—Am I allowed to make no statement at this stage ?

J.-No.

The Court then asked Maulana Hussain Ahmed if he was ready to

answer to questions of the Court but he said :
—As my statement is not

to be taken 1 do not want to say anything.

The Court asked Dr. Kitchlew :
—"Will vo// answer the questions

please" ?

Dr, K:—Under what circumstances should I answer questions?

Will I get an opportunity of making a statement r If not, I will not answer

any questions. These proceedings are all against law and therefore illegal.

Pir Hujaddid and Maulvi Nisar Ahmed also gave the same answer

as Maulana Hussain Ahmed.

The Judge then asked Shri Shankarachar3'a :^

Q:—Did you support this resolution at the Karachi Conference ?

A :—We did not know the details till after coming to the Karachi

jail. We did not even know that there was any miUtary question raised

in the agenda at the time of the Conference. The first time we heard of it

was when we got there. All we did was to give our ecclesiastical support

to Hindu-Muslim unity and to the protection of the Khilafat. Had we

known that it was on the agenda, we should have said that it was the

duty of Mahomedans to follow their religious law accurately, just as it is

the duty of Hindus to do so.

Jagatguru Shankaracharya on being asked if he would sign the state-

ment recorded by the Court as above said he refused to sign.

The Court then asked Maulana Shaukat Ali if he would answer the

question.

Maulana Shaukat AH said :
—"I am perfectly willing to oblige the

Court if you give me a solemn promise to give me a chance to explain my
position." The Court refused to accept the terms and Maulana refused to

answer (laughter in Court).
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The case for prosecution having been brought to a close, the Court
asked the accused persons to enter upDn their defence and to produce
evidence. They all said they did not want to call evidence.

Mr. Mahomed Ali :—I am not going to give any defence but only
an address to the jury as my statement has not been admitted which, I

consider to be illegal, perfectly illegal.

Maulana Hussain Ahmed said that he would not give any defence.

Dr. Kitchlew said that he had to give defence to God and the nation

only. Pir Mujadid and Maulvi Nisar Ahmed also did not offer any defence.

The Jagad Guru:—^There is no evidence against us and wed?

not want to give any defence.

Maulana Shaukat Ali :
—I would have given Quran as my defence

but as this Court has nothing to do with God, I give no defence.

Towards the close the Court called the Public Prosecutor to state how

he would proceed the next day in his leading of the charges against the

accused. Upon his doing so Mr. Mahomed AH raised an objection as to the

misjoinder of charges against them and quoted Section 239 of the

Criminal Procedure Code on the point. He pjinted out to the Court the

definition of the phrase "the sam3 translacion" for which they were

being jointly tried and urged that the PubUc Prosecutor should have

the action made of the several accused as a joint transaction for which

they have been jointly tried.

The Court then rose for the day at 5-iSO p.m.
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FOURTH DAY'S PROCEEDINGS.

THURSDAY, 27TH OCTOBER 1921.

The Court assembled at 11 a.m; the trial was more largely attended

by the public than on previous days.

P. P. :
—I would like to draw your attention to exhibit No. 36 evi-

dence of Mr. Teckchand. Witness stated that he took down translation

from "New Times," That was a special Sunday bulletin of "New Times
»»

M. Mahomed AH :—May I say that P. P. should speak louder so that

we may hear him.

Judge read out what P. P. said.

M. Mahomed AH :
—Is that by way of corrigenda ?

Judge:—No.

M. Mahomed AH :
—This addition is being done so often.

PUBLIC PROSECUTOR'S ADDRESS TO JURY.

The PubHc Prosecutor then delivered his address to the Jury.

The foUowing is the authorised summary of his address :
—

You have the charges before you. I will deal with each in turn.

Please excuse me if I travel over some of the same ground as I touched

on when opening.

Let us read the 1st charge. You will remember that Sec. 131 I. P. G.

renders it a criminal offence to attempt to seduce an Officer or soldier from
his duty.

The mere attempt is sufficient to complete the offence. Even though
the attempt fails, the person, who makes the attempt, is guilty under

Sec. 131, I. P. C. tRead Sec. 131.]

You will remember that a bare agreement to commit an offence is

sufficient even though the agreement is only momentary— even for one

minute and even though no action whatever is ever taken in pursuance of

the Agreement, still anyone who agreed for one moment to commit that

offence is guilty of criminal conspiracy. [Read Sec, 120 A.]
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You will remember also that the ultimate object of the conspiracy
is immaterial and irrelevant [read explanation]. It is immaterial that the
committing of an offence was merely incidental to the ultimate object of
the conspiracy. This is a point of law on which you must accept the

ruling of the learned Judge. The Court will lay it down for you that it is

immaterial ih^t the Accused ma\ have acted from religious motives.

Religion is revealed. One man interprets the Holy Scriptures in one

way, others equally devout and earnest hold directl)- contrary views.

Verses and even parts of verses may be detached from their context or

may be taken in conjunction with other verses in different ways by one

party or the other, so that there exist acute differences of belief amongst
the followers of practically every religion in the World, giving rise to

numerous sects within one and the same religion, a fact with which

you as men of the World are well aware.

You have Protestants and Roman CathoUc Christians, Sunni and

Shiah Mahomedans, Pirai and Punjabi Khojas, just as you have Maho-

medans who believe in the maintenance of the Temporal Power of the

Sultan of Turkey as the Co-,liph of Islam and those who hold contrary' views.

The Accused interpret certain verses of the Holy Quran as forbidding one

Mahomedan killing another even in a state of War. Many other Mahome-

dans who are equally devout recognise War as an exception to these

texts. Throughout the late War,Mahomedans enUsted knowing they would

probably have to fight against Mahomedans. In fact every Mahomedan

in the Army, including those who enhsted before or after the War, were

liable at any time to have to fight against Mahomedans on the Frontier.

Had the texts to which the Accused refer been universally interpreted

as the Accused interpret them, they would have come into prominence

long ago and must have seriously affected recruiting. The 6th of the 10

Commandments of the Christians and the Jews is even wider than these

verses quoted by the Accused, for it prohibits killing generally without

any limitation regarding one's co-religionists, but kiUing in War, in self-

defence or as a puishment for crime are generaUy accepted exceptions tc

this Commandment. Mr. Mahomed Ali admitted this last exception as

applying even to the verses he quotes, admitting that a Mushm King

ought to kiUa Muslim caught in adultery. Ap^iarently, however, he

denies that War is an exception to what those verses enjoin.

It is not possible for this or any Court on earth to decide which sect is

right. It is not possible for vou or any Court to decide whether th.

beliefs held by the Accused are correct or those held by others. The
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Accused are at liberty to hold any beliefs they like, but they cannot com-

mit crimes in the name of religion. Human sacrifices to the Goddess Kali

—to which the Court referred—^are none the less criminal because they
are acts done in the bona fide belief that the killer believes his religion

requires him to take human life as a sacrifice. In oder to be consistent,

when asked yesterday by the Court, Accused 1 had to admit that accord-

ing to him under the Proclamations of H. M. Queen Victoria, King
Edward VII and King George V, human sacrifice should be permitted.

If his children were taken and actually sacrificed to the Goddess Kali,

would Mr. Mahomed Ah for one moment consider the murderer should

go unpunished ?

Take another instance—^a hypothetical instance. If the principle

upon which the Accused say they are acting is true, it must provide the

same logical conclusion in every case. Are forcible conversions to Islam

permissible ? The Accused may say that they believe forcible conversion is

contrary to the Law of Islam. That is beside the point. The fanatics

who forcibly convert Hindus to Islam they beUeve that they are doing

God sennce and the Accused say that every man is free to do what he

beheves his religion requires. The rehgious beliefs of the victims are

immaterial. The practical result of this doctrine of the Accused in this

instance would be to deny even liberty of belief to the victims. The

principle for 7e>hich the Accused are contending mems that, if a man
heHeves his religion requires it, he may commit murder, dacoity, robbery,

arson, rape and every other oftence knowTi to law with impunity.

Are you prepared to hold that if a man murders you, or even for-

cibly converts you to Islam, he should not be punished if he believes that

his religion requires him to murder you or forcibly compel you to accept

the religion of Islam ? Such a proposition would necessarily put an end

to any safety of life, property and even of the rehgion of each one of us.

If some non-MusUms demoHshed a Mosque honestly believing that

their rehgion required it, would the Accused say that these non-Muslims

should go unpunished ? Never !

In short, you may hold any religious behefs ycu hke, as laid down in

the Proclamations of H. M. Queen Victoria, King Edward VII and King
George V, to which Accused 1 has referred, but you cannot commit crimes

because you think your rehgion requires you to commit crimes.

It is of the utmost importance that you should grasp this fully and

bear it in mind throughout the case.
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There is absolute freedom of faith, but no Hccnsc or pemiit to commit
crimes in the name of religion.

The Explanation to Sec. 120 A of the 1. P. C. covers this point.

The learned Judge will direct you on the law and you must accept the law

as laid down by him and in accordance with your oath return a true ver-

dict according to the evidence.

Read the first 2 charges
—both charge the Accused with agreeing

to seduce Officers and soldiers. The 1st charge is the mere agreement

nothing more—the second charge is the agreement being folloieed by an

actual attempt to seduce Officers.

The Court asked one of the Indian Officers whether he thought

Mahomedan Officers were likely to be seduced by these leaflets and he said

it was unlikely that they would be affected but whether or not the attempt

is hkely to be successful is quite immaterial.

Now the duty from which it is alleged the x\ccuscd agreed to attempt

to seduce the Officers and soldiers is two io\&—hoth are mentioned in

the Resolutions.

Firstly, they attempted to seduce them from remaining in the

Army. Col. Gwyer has told you no Indian Officer can resign his

commission without the penuission of the Commander-in-Chief. No

soldier can leave until he has completed the period of service for which

he signed on and even then not if his unit is 10% below strength, or

if war is existing or imminent.

The War ended officially on 1-9-21 . \Vlien the Resolutions were pass-

ed and all other acts done no soldier in the Army could resign 6 months

after end of War.

[The P. P. here referred to Exhibit 79, clause 14, para 1. Exhibit 80]

Secondly, the accused attempted to seduce Officers and men from

doing recruiting duty.

It is impossible to keep the Army up to strength, unUss Officers and

men induce others to enUst.

These are the 2 points re : which the Accused have attempted to

seduce Officers and soldiers from their duty.
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Now re: the evidence—There was no cross-examination. The evi-

dence is unchallenged, and largely admitted. Accused 1 has challenged

1 immaterial item in the evidence of Fateh Bahadur Ex. 45, the Head
Constable who saw Accused 1 ,3 and 7 on the night of the 9th July, when
"this resolution" was passed., return to the Kanyashala at 1-30 a.m.

|

from the Conference. No. 1 has said this is a wanton lie, because subordi- i

nate PoUce must put in some lie even in the truest case. The Pohce have
j

not lied. Zamanshah has told us that on the 9th the Conference pro- j

ceedings did not finish until after 1 a.m. and he is corroborated from an

entirely independent source namely the "New Times" Reporter—see
;

Ex. 42 the Account of the proceedings of the night of the 9th July,
j

"The sitting came to an end at about 1 a.m."
j

It takes some few minutes for a crowd of 2,000 to 3,000 to leave
;

the Pandal. The C. I. D. Head Constable who saw the 3 Accused
',

reach the Kanyashala at about 1-30 a.m. was therefore speaking the
'

truth and Mr. Mahomed Ali was wrong.
I

One other point Accused 1 challenged and failed in. He thought i

that the evidence of the Inspector Abdul Karim of the Madras C. I. D.
j

given in the Lower Court was inconsistent with that of the Waltair Jailei-

given here. I tendered the Inspector for cross-examination and pointed ]

out that there was no discrepancy whatever. At the request of No. 1

the learned Judge read through the evidence of the Inspector and agreed \

that there was no discrepancy whatever and the point was abandoned.

The evidence before you is therefore unshaken in any way—on the

contrary the allegation of Accused No.l on the one small point re: which

he has attacked the evidence is proved to be wrong and the prosecution

evidence correct.

Pardon me if I now remind you of the provisions of Sec. 10, Evi- i

dence Act. I

You will remember that, in order to prove the existence of a con-
i

spiracy or to prove that any one of the present Accused was a party to
j

that conspiracy, you may take into consideration any act done by any !

party to the conspiracy in reference to the common intention of the
j

conspiracy at any time after such common intent was 1st entertained by

any party to the conspiracy even though the door of that act may be a

complete stranger to all of the Accused and is acting entirely without the

knowledge of any of the Accused and even though such act was done

before the Accused joined the conspiracy or after he left it.
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1 would again remind you that conspiracy is a matter ot presumption
No C. I. D. Officer can see the conspirators conferring. They cannot

get into the meetings of the "Subjects Committee" even, where the
Resolutions are drawn up. [Gave instance 9, S. L. R. 223; read whole case].

Conspiracy held was proved there, though one man did nothing more
than accompany his co-conspirator and never even uttered a single word.

Now first as to the existence of a conspiracy—an Agreement to at-

tempt to seduce troops from their duty—leaving aside at present the

qusetion whether the Accused or any of them were parties to such an

Agreement. What are the facts from which an agreement to commit
his offence is to be presumed ?

1. The Resolutions in Town Hall. Calcutta, on 29-2-20. Mr.

Shaukat Ali was there. He says he has never missed a Khilafat

Conference and Sundra Nath Sen saw him in Calcutta.

2. Same Resolutions at Assam Khilafat Conference on 6-3-20-

[ Read them.
]

3. Mr. Shaukat All's speech on 6-3-20—read passage.

4. The Fatwa was issued after the 6th September 1920, because it

quotes a Resolution of that date. Read the Army passage in the Fatwa

and this Resolution of 6-9-20. The Fatwa bears the names of Accused

2 and 5.

5. The Jamat-ul-Ulema Proceedings in November 1920. Read

second Resolution, on which Accused 5 spoke, and at end.

6. The Reprinted Fatwa in February 1921. In this there is a

further exhortation to Mussaknans not to serve in the Army. It bears

the names of Accused 2, 4 and 5.

7. The Bombay Khilafat Committee received 240 copies of Fatwa

for distribution in February 1921.

8. 14-2-21. Bombay Khilafat Committee ordered 5,000 copies of

Fatwa and proceedings of Jamait-ul-Ulema to be printed—but for some

reason, probably because the time was not ripe, did not send the order to

the Press. Notice the wording of the Foreword written by Mr. Khatri,

a Joint-Secretary of the All-India Khilafat Committee,
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Though Mr. Abdul Ghani says he gave these papers for reprinting \

on his own authority and without the knowledge of the Accused, remember :

he is really an employee of the Accused's party and you should think twice '

before accepting extenuating circumstances which, from loyalty to !

them, he may urge on their behalf. Further he is obviously a co-
j

conspirator with them and they are all therefore liable for his acts, even
i

though they may have known nothing whatever of them at the time.

I

9. In February, March, April, May, 1921, the Khilafat Committee
j

distributed the Fatwa//'^^, though they charged for most of their Utera-
;

ture.

10. 17-6-21 Shaukat AH at Poona spoke of "DischargedjSoldiers
|

Fund." !

11. 19-6-21. Gokak Resolution (read).

12. 9-7-21. Karachi Resolution and violent speeches thereon I

[Read passages emphasising the attempt and intention to seduce],

13 11-7-21. Shaukat AH at Naushahro Feroze where he said
;

'Haram to serve in Army." i

14. 21-7-21. 2,000 copies of the reprinted Fatwa proceedings of the
j

Jamat-ul-Ulema and foreword received by All-India Khilafat Committee
j

and given for distribution.
j

15. End of July and August. Leaflets sent to troops. (Read para. ;

5 and verses) N.B. These leaflets are relevant and important evidence
'[

according to the Rule laid down in S. 10, Evidence Act, when considering i

the question we are now dealing with namely the existence of a conspi-
j

racy.
j

I

I

From all these acts, all this long course of consistent conduct only 2
;

conclusions are possible. Either the Accused have been fooling their
;

ignorant co-reiigionists, fervently preaching to them the doctrine that it '

is "haram to serve in the Army" and repeatedly urging them to act on
;

this religious commandment, impressing as they did in the Resolution and
j

Speeches at Karachi the absolute duty—the absolute necessity for every i

Mussalman to bring these texts honie to the Mussalmans in the Army, 1

fooUng their ignorant brethren because they never meant a word what
j

they said, or—as they have certainly appeared in Court—they are sincere
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men, they sincerely mean what they say and they want their hearers to do
what they enjoin, they want their hearers to carry this message to every
Mussalman in the Army and why ." First in order that every Mussal-
man may leave theArmy himself and secondly,in order that everyMussal-
man may cease to induce others to join.that is, if the Accused are sincere,
their aim is to attempt to seduce Mahomedan soldiers from their duty.
I give the Accused credit for sincerity and I am sure they will maintain
that they were sincere in what they did and were noi foohng their ignorant
brothers. How do you think in Calcutta, Assam, Gokak and Karachi tliat

all these acts of the Accused which I have placed before you, all these
Khilafat Conference Resolutions in Calcutta, Assam, Gokak and Karaclii,
and all these speeches at public meetings all over the country, the Fatwas,
the 2nd Resolution and Speeches thereon in the Jamait-ul-Ulema, the

reprinting in Bombay and distribution of the Fatwa and proceedings of

the Jamait-ul-Ulema with its emphatic foreword, can you for one moment
beheve that all of these, uttered and pubhshed to emphasise the one

single theme, were not the acts of men who were acting in agreement ?

All preach the same idea "it is haram for a Mussalman to remain in the

Army." In the face of all these proved acts, all pointing clearly to the

same conclusion, you cannot but hold that the men who made these

speeches,pubUshed these fatwas, etc., gave out and supported these Reso-

lutions did agree and that they agreed to attempt to seduce troops from

their duty. Conspiracy is nearly always a matter of presumption.

Remember the case in 9 S. L. R. at page 223. There a man who did

nothing was held by his mere presence to have shown he was a co-conspira-

tor with the chief Accused—here each and every Accused has done

several acts which associate him clearly with this movement and show

that he agreed with others including the present Accused to attempt to

seduce Mahomedan soldiers. Remember that acts done by members of

the conspiracy other than the Accused are relevant as proving the exist'

ence of an Agreement to commit an Offence—and as proving that the

Accused or any of them were parties to that Agreement. The prosecution

need not prove any meeting at all. Here we have proved meeting on a

common platform in Karachi in the common cause. I put it to you that

a widespread agreement to attempt to seduce Mahomedan soldiers from

their duty must be presumed from the proved facts of this case.

We will now take the case of each Accused separately
to see whether

he was a party to this Agreement.
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Accused 1. Gokak and Karachi Resolutions. Must have been at

Subjects Committee, being a Member of All-India Khilafat Committee

and President of the Conference here. See statement to Lower Court

and to this Court.

Accused 2. Name on Fatwa—1st and 2nd Edition and proposed
Karachi Resolution—see his speech and read passages. See statement

to Lower Court and to this Court.

Accused 3. Secofided Gokak and Karachi Resolutions. Honorary

Secretary of All-India Khilafat Conference, Bombay, and must share

responsibility for their acts. As Secretary he must have attended the

Subjects Committee which included all members of the All-India

Khilafat Committee—see his speech here. See statement to Lower

Court and to this Court.

Accused 4. It was not necessary to burden the Record of the Court

and take up time by proving the Police Report of his speech. It was

not taken down in short-hand and you have the "New Times" Reporter's

short report of it. I will read this. This Accused translated the Karachi

Resolution into Sindhi and spoke in its support. It was doubtless from

No. 4's translation into Sindhi that the Sindhi Reporter of the "New
Times" got the words

"
it is haram to serve in the Army," because, as Mr.

Zamanshah says, No. 4 translated "remain in the Army" as "foj men
Nokari Kam' Haram Ahai." The words I have quoted appear in the "New
Times" of the 11th July but do not appear in the later so called

"authentic" copy supplied by Mr. Mahomed Khan, the local Khilafat

Secretary, which was published in the issue of 18th July. Mr. Mahomed
Khan doubtless intentionally left these words out as being too dangerous
to pubHsh. That such words were in the Resolution is proved not only by
the 2 short-hand writers, but by the copy of the Gokak Resolution found

on and admitted by No. 1. In his speech No. 3 said that the Resolution

here was the same as at Gokak. Accused 4 also signed 2nd Edition of

Fatwa and tells us he had arranged for its repubhcation in Hyderabad.
See his statements in both Courts.

AccuxMd No. 5. Name on both editions of Fatwa—also on 2nd
Resolution of the Jamait-ul-Ulema as having supported it—spoke

strongly at Karachi. Refer to his speech and statement to the Magis-
trate and this Court.

I will next take the case of Accused]?.
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His case is on
practically the same footing as that of the othef

Mahomedan Accused. I propose to take the case of the Hindu Accused
No. 6 last, if I may. Now Accused No. 7 arrived on 7-7-21 by Quetta Mail
with Nos. 1 and 6. Put up at Kanyashala with Nos. 1 and 3.

Close Association here as in Bombay Khilafat Office. As Secretary
of All-India Khilafat Committee was a member of the Subjects Com-
mittee. Was seen going in at the morning meeting, was heard spe^iking at

it by 3 witnesses and was heard speaking at evening meeting by Mahomed
Usman Ghani. He states he was and is in full sympathy with the Reso-
lution and only regrets not having spoken on it.

This is borne out by the consistently prominent part No. 7 has taken
in this movement.

1. Deputy Superintendent Sundra Nath Sen proves he was in

Calcutta at the time of the Khilafat Conference there in February 1920.

No. 7 says he has never missed a Khilafat Conference. Similar Resolu-

tions were passed there on 29-2-20. [Read the Resolutions].

2. On 6-3-20 No. 7 was President at the Assam Khilafat Conference,

delivered a speech in support of the same idea and had the same Resolu-

tions as at Calcutta put forward and passed. [Read speech].

3. On 17-6-21 Spoke at Poona. [Read speech].

4. 9-7-21 was here at Karachi as noted above. Stood up on dais.

5. 11-7-21 Spoke at Naushahro Feroze where he said: "Haram

to serve in the Army."

As Honorary Secretary of Bombay All-India Khilafat Committee,

responsible jointly for what was done there—even for the acts of Mr.

Abdul Ghani,. Mr. Khatri and others done without his knowledge for they

also clearly agreed to the same course as No. 7 and their acts done in

pursuance of this Agreement are relevant evidence against No. 7 and all

others who were parties to this Agreement, all who agreed to this attempt

being made to seduce troops from their duty. No possibility as to No. 7

not being in full agreement with the others. That is the question. Conspir-

acy is a long and frightening word—discard it altogether from your

minds. Use the simple EngHsh equivalent "agreement."
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Was not No. 7 acting in agreement with other persons in attempting

to seduce Mahomedan soldiers from their duty ?

We will now take the case of Accused No. 6.

He sax-s he did not know the contents of the Resolution until after

his arrest. There can be no possible doubt whatever but that that

statement is untrue. This Resolution was published by the "New Times"

in a special edition brought out on Sunday the 10th, the last day of the

Conference {vide Tekchand) "Daily Gazette" Reporter, Ex. 36 who says

he cribbed his report for the "Daily Gazette" from this Sunday Bulletin.

Accused No. 6, as his speech would show, is a keen political worker—
shall we say an agitator

—^who had heartily espoused the Khilafat cause.

Do you think No. 6 did not read this account of Saturday, 's proceed-

ings on Sunda}^? On Monday the 11th it appeared in the"New Times"and

in the "Daily Gazette" papers of different political points of view. Do

you believe that this most important Resolution was published in none

of the newspapers which this keen political worker read ? It is utterly

impossible. This Resolution was emphasised by the President of the Con-

ference as being the essence of the whole Conference. Accused 6 in the

opening words of his speech said of this speech that this Resolution was

"one of the greatest \m.-^ovidinQ,e
—it is cf the greatest importance spiritually

and pohtically." He delivered a long and vigorous speech in support of it.

Do you believe for one moment that he was not sufficiently vain to look

at the reports of that speech and not sufficiently interested in this 'most

important Resolution' to read it in the newspapers? Without a shadow of

a doubt he must have read the report of this Resolution and of the speeches
on it and he is not speaking the truth when he sa3'S he saw the Resolution

for iYiQ first time after his arrest in Karachi jail.

Now what are the proved facts against him ?

1. Arrived on 7-7-21 by Quetta Mail with Nos. 1 and 7.

2. Seen by 2 Head Constables going to the Subjects Committee,
where it was decided to put this Resolution before the Conference—see

Ex. 17. It was not a mere repetition of the Gokak Resolution Ex. 7 A
it contains more. Ex. 7 A with 17. The Resolution must therefore

have been discussed at the Subjects Committee and No. 6 must have

known its contents then.
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3. He spoke in support of the Resolution and emphatically urged
its unanimous acceptance. He dissented from iw part of it. He addres-
sed himself more to the ultimate object of the conspiracy—the attain-

ment of an Indian RepubUc—rather than the immediate act, the seducing
of Officers and men of the Army from their duty. But although Accused
6 carefully avoided any mention of seducing troops or of civil disobe-

dience, 3^et his speech bears internal evidence that he knew the contents

of the Resolution to which he was speaking. [ The P. P. went through
the speech commenting 1.

4. Although he must have seen reports of the Resolution he never

at any time dissociated himself from it in any way, at any time and even

now when he pretends that he was ignorant of its terms at the time when

he urged its acceptance as "a most important resolution of the greatest

importance both from the religious and the political point of view," yet

even noxv he does not express any disagreement with what it says
—look

at his last answer to the Court. This Resolution was not a new thing.

It was as old as February 1920 repeated in March 1920, it was the only

Resolution at Gokak, w hich No. 1 went to propose and No. 3 from Amritsar

went to second and is similar to what this Accused's co-Accused have

publicly preached for nearly 18 months. The Prosecution have put

in a full detailed report with the original short-hand notes, so that Accused

ma^^ get an\ crumbs of comfort that he can from it. His words, on which

the Prosecution rely, were, however, reported in the "New Times"

and proved before Accused was committed to the Sessions Court.

The "New Times" Report shows that Accused emphasised that this

Report was of the greatest importance both from the political and the

religious stand-point and that Accused urged the Audience to pass it

unanimously .

Can you gentlemen beheve that a man of the education and ability

of Accused 6 would be so foolish as to get up and emphatically state that

a Resolution was of the very greatest importance and as to strongly urge

a large pubhc audience to accept and pass it unanimously when he did not

even know what the Resolution was ? Yet. that is what Accused 6 asks of

you !

That, gentlemen, is an outUne A the part played by each of these

Accused.
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I first put before 370U reasons for holding that a widespread agreement

to attempt to seduce troops from their duty existed at some time or times

between 1st February 1920 and 30th September 1921 . 1 have now shown

you from the evidence that each one of the Accused was a party to that

conspiracy. There can be no question re: any of the 6 Mahomedan

Accused. In their very statements in Court they make their position

clear. Regarding the one Hindu Accused, I submit the Prosecution have

established his compKcity, that he too was a party to this Agreement.

Are you prepared to accept his uncorroborated explanation which is in

itself a highly improbable one ? Are you going to believe that this highly

educated and intellectual gentleman impressed the very great importance

of the 6th Resolution upon his audience at Karachi and called upon them

to pass it unanimously in a hght hearted manner, ignorant and utterly ;

callous of the contents of the Resolution ? He was either criminally fool-
j

ish or he is a criminal trying to avoid the punishment for his crime. His
[

education and obvious intelligence lead irresistibly to the latter ccmclusion.
j

Apply Sec. 10 of the Evidence Act to this Case. Bear in mind its
'

illustration and the further illustration I gave 3 ou of the case reported in
j

6 S. L. R, There are 2 'simple questions for you on this part 0} the Case.
|

1. Do all the activities, which the Prosecution have proved, show
\

that there was an Agreement between any 2 or more persons to attempt I

to seduce Mahomedan Officers or soldiers from the Army ? That is surely i

not difficult to answer. The other question will be regarding each
I

Accused individually. "Was each Accused a party to that Agreement i

at any time between 1st February 1920 and 30th September 1921 ?
"

'

i

Re- the suggestion of the Court that "perhaps the Accused did not
j

mean business," but only to frighten Government into giving way, theo-
;

retically this is possible, but in the light of the proved facts of this case
i

impossihk. i

1 . The conduct of the Accused throughout this prolonged campaign ]

has been that of men who were in earnest. I

j

2. The answers of the Accused in Court are not that they were
|

bluffing Government, but that they were in earnest.
i

Mr. Mahomed Ali asked if he hoped to reach the soldiers said, he hoped \

to have some effect—he did not say that his intention was to bluff Govern- i

ment. I
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Neither Accused nor their followers are likely to say they were

merely bluffing
—

they were not in earnest. They have never yet suggested
this in any way. God only knows what is in the heart of man—we can

only conclude from the proved facts and admissions what the intent was.

If a man, who has proclaimed his hatred and contempt for you, fires

a bullet through your hat and, when run in, says I admit I hate and des-

p'se you but I only fired at you to see you jump, would yon believe him ?

It would be as impossible as to believe that the Accused were merely

bluffing here
—

^a thing they have never even suggested.

2nd charge. This is the only charge on which you are the sole

Judges of facts. Please therefore weigh the facts carefully and give

them the fullest consideration on this charge in particular This charge

deals with the completed attempt made when the leaflets were sent to

the troops. The only question is were they sent by someone who was

in agreement with Accused? Not necessarily the Accused should even

know of his existence, much less of his act. The Prosecution have only to

show that the sender was a member of the conspiracy, that is, that he was

working in agreement with the Accused; even meeting is unnecessary

(9 S. L. R. 223). Remember the illustration to Section 10 Evidence Act-

The intent of the sender of those leaflets was to attempt to seduce

officers. He was in agreement with the Accused—whether or not

Accused knew it.

The Fatwa was written and published with an object. The Jam-

ait-ul-Ulema 2nd Resolution and Fatwa republished with the same object.

Resolutions at Gokak and here with the same object. At meeting after

meeting these men have preached this doctrine and have urged action.

The 2nd Fatwa urges action. The foreword of the All-India Khilafat Com-

mittee reprinted by the All-India Khilafat Committee urges action.

The Resolution of the 9th July emphasises the duty of all Mussal-

mans and of the Ulemas in particular to bring home these religious

commandments to the Mussalmans in the Army. These leaflets were

bringing those commandments home. They were doing what Accused

proclaimed to all Mahomedans, both to those in the Pandal and through

the Press to all in India, should be done. These leaflets began to be sent

in the last week of July—can you not presume that their sender agreed

to what the Accused preached and intended—though he may never have
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i

seenor spoken to the Accused ? The message sent broadcast by Accused
;

and other workers in this movement obviously had reached and won over ;

the sender of those leaflets, if he was not already in agreement with them.

The whole passage in the Fatwa laying it down that it is "Haram \

to serve in the Army" has been reprinted in this short leaflet of less than
\

one page. This is the only subject discussed in the Fatwa, the whole \

passage regarding which is reprinted in the leaflet. The leaflet merely I

gives the headings of other subjects. The Fatwa quotes a verse from
|

the Holy Quran and a 'Hadis' in support of its contention that it is
'

'Haram' to serve in the Army—both the verse and the Hadis are quoted !

both in Arabic and Urdu in the Fatwa and both the verse and the Hadis !

have been repeated in full in the leaflet, in Arabic as well as in Urdu. i

i

The Accused now allege
—after the Prosecution case has been closed .

—that there are two mistakes in the verse as printed in the leaflet. The
;

language of this Court is English and the leaflet is in vernacular. A trans- !

lation of it was made by K. B. Mahmud Shah, a Mahomedan gentleman

of standing and an expert hnguist. He was examined before the
;

Committing Magistrate, in whose Court both the leaflet and his transla-
i

tion of it were filed as Exhibits. You have also had him here as a Mdtness
\

Now the translation by K. B. Mahmud Shah into EngHsh of this verse,.
\

as printed in the leaflet, tallies exactly with this Court's translation of the
;

verse as given in the Fatwa. These 2 mistakes in the verse in the leaflet
j

(which the Accused say show that the leaflet must have been written by i

a barber for 2 pice and not by them) do not appear at all on the Record of
|

this case in English which, as T have said, is the language of this Court, ;

From the English translations it appears that the verse in the leaflet >

is word for word the same as the verse in the Fatwa, the correctness of I

which is admitted. The Accused might have pointed out the mistake.;, i

which they say appear in the verse in the leaflet, when several copies of
,

the leaflet were produced in the Committing Magistrate's Court a month
j

ago. They made lengthy statements to the Committing Magistrate as
:

the Court Record shows. For the past month these copies of the leaflet
j

have been on th.^Record available for inspection or for copies being taken* i

Yet even when K. B. Mahmud Shah, who translated the leaflet, was pro- ;

duced as a witness before you here 2 days ago no hint whatever was given,

there was not the slightest suggestion of the allegation which the Accused
j

now make—after the Prosecution case is closed—to the effect that there

are 2 mistakes in the vernacular verse as quoted in the leaflet. Had this

been suggested before K. B. Mahmud Shah returned to Mirpur Khas, ;
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or at any time before tlie Prosecution case closed, ii wmild luivc been

possible for us to have had the point cleared up in evidence on the Record
so that you might see whether there is any substance in this allegation
which has been raised for the first time after the evidence was closed in

this Court. You have in evidence the translations of the verse as given
in the Fatwa and as given in the leaflet and from these translations, which
have not been challenged in any way, it certainly appears that the verse in

the leaflet has been taken word for word from the Fatwa. Even
if,

however,a mistake has crept in somehow into the leaflet, still it is absolute-

ly clear from a comparison of the leaflet and the Fatwa that the one has

been copied from the other with the intention of emphasising and bringing

into prominence the passage in the Fatwa regarding service in the Army
with the intention of putting that point in a nut shell clearly before the

troops. Even if there is a mistake in the verse in the leaflet its meaning
is clear—-as the translation shows. Any Mahomedan Soldier therefore,

who read the leaflet could not fail to understand what the writer of the

leaflet wanted him to do or that the verse quoted in the leaflet was quoted

to support the doctrine that it was 'Haram to serve in the Army.' The

alleged mistakes are therefore of no great weight when considering

whether the person or persons, who got these leaflets printed and distri-

buted, were acting in agreement with the Accused. The whole evidence

in the case, which you are entitled by Section 10 of the Evidence Act to

consider in this connection, and in particular a comparison of the leaflet

with the Fatwa, raise an exceedingly strong presumption tiiat the

person who sent these leaflets to the troops was—whether the Accused

knew it or not—acting in agreement with them, was a party to the same

conspiracy.

Go through Fatwa and compare it with leaflet. No doubt the latter is

obviously a summary of the Fatwa, drawn up to carry out the purpose

put forward in the 6th Resolution on 9th July 1 921 here.

The sender of the leaflets is not before the Court but that is not

necessary. The only indication of origin that we havi are post marks of

Allahabad and Cawnpore where the covers app?ar to have be^n posted.

Mr. Mahomed Ah said in his statement to the Lower Court that he was

pleased to see that at last the Jamait-ul-Ulema had sent this leaflet

to the troDps (see his statement) but at th^ sug-eUion of his legal Adviser

Mr. MozutnaU, whom you hav3 S23n assisting tha Accused in Court, he

withdrew that statement, as noted by the Committmg Magistrate. How-

ever, you will note that the leaflet states that tlieFatwa itself can be obtam-
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ed from the Jamait-ul-Ulema Hind, that is from the body to which Accused

2, 4 and 5 belong, who brought out the Fatwa and whose proceedings in

November 1920 show their strong views on this subject. The leaflet is

practically an advertisement of the Fatwa, whose doctrine on the point of

service in the Army has been preached with such fervour by the Accused

for the last 18 months. From all this it is clear that the sender of these

leaflets, whoever he was, was in agreement with the Accused. Surely, this

is a fair presumption, an irresistible presumption.

Now adopting the principle laid do\vn in S. 10 of the Evidence Act,

bearing in mind the words I read to you before but will again repeat

from 9 S. L. R., were not all the Accused in agreement and was not

this leaflet sent by someone who was in agreement with them r

[ Read 9 S. L. R. at page 224 ].

Direct evidence of conspiracy is hardly ever adduced but "unlawful

conspiracy is to be inferred from the conduct of the parties Chandavar-

kar J. in Emperor vs. Annappa (2) said that "a conspiracy may be proved
by other than oral evidence, it may be proved by the evidence of sur-

rounding circumstances and the conduct of the Accused both before

and after the alleged commission of the crime"and cited the case of Reg.
vs. Esdaile (3) that "there may be conspiracy without overt acts." So

j

also in Barindra Kumar Ghose vs. Emperor (4) Jenkins C J. said "though
'

to estabhsh a charge of conspiracy there must be agreement, there need

not be proof of direct meeting or -combination nor need the parties be

brought into each other's presence ;
the agreement may be inferred from

circumstances raising a presumption of a common concerted plan to carry ;

out the unlawful design."
j

Note
particularly the words of Sir Lawrence Jenkins quoted in that

;

case which I will again repeat: "Though to establish a charge of conspi- :

racy there must be agreement, there need not. be proof of direct ,

meeting or combination nor need the parties be brought into each other's
j

prescn^'P: tho agrer'mf»nt may be inferred from circumstances," and apply
that principle to this case.

'

[Read S^'-.tion 505]. There can be no doubt but that Mr. Mahomed \

Ali used th^ word^ attributed to him in this charge as the?e wnrd-- appear
'

not only in the note^ of both theUrdu «:hort hand writers but alS'O in Mr. '

Mahomed Ah's o\\ti handwriting in the copy of the Gokak Resolution
|

found in his kit when he was arrested. Mr. Shanker, the Jailer of Waltair, i
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has proved that this copy was found in Mr. Mahomed All's kit and Mr.
Mahomed AH admits that this copy is in his handwriting and this is

proved by the Government Expert who says the Gokak Resohition is in

the same handwriting as the 1 tters which Mr. Damri, the Karachi

Jailer, has proved he saw Mr. Mahomed Ali write. Accused 3 in his

speech here saia that the Resolution here was the same as that proposed
at Gokak. No. 3's actual wcrds were:—"This Resolution" (etc. Read from

beginning of No. 3's speech). There can be no doubt therefore that Mr.

Mahomed Ali used the words he is charged with having used. The next

question for your consideration is then whether in making this statement

Mr. Mahomed Ali intended iv. cause Mahomedan Officers or soldiers to

fail in their duty. The intent of Mr. Mahomed Ali is shown clearly by
the very words of the Resolution "it is the duty of all Musulmans to see

that these commandments are brought home to the Miissalmans in the

Army." They can only be brought home by approaching the troops, bv

this message reaching the Army—there could only be one object in bring-

ing this home to the Mussalmans in the Army, namely' to cause them to

leave it at once, to cause them not to bring in recruits that is to sav, to

cause them to fail in their duty in the 2 respects re; which Col. Gwyer gave

evidence. Even therefore if the statement made by Mr. Mahomed Ali

were true, (which is not admitted) still it would 9iot be protected by the

Exception to the Sec. 505 because it was made with intent

to cause troops to fail in their duty. In judging of the intent of Mr.

Mahomed AH you should also bear in mind the fact that he proposed the

Resolution, containing the words mentioned in this charge, previously at

Gokak. His statements here in Court akc leave doubt as to his intent,

that he did intend that his statement should cause ^Mahomedan Officers

and soldiers to fail in their duty. He meant every word he said.

4th charge. This is against Accused 2 to 7 under Sec. 109, I. P. C,

and alleges that they conspired with Accused 1 that he should commit

the offence und.r S. 505, I. P. C, which is the Subject of the 3rd charge,

and that \ccused No. 1 committed that offence in pursuance of that con-

spiracy You have ample evidence that all the Accused agreed together

that Mr. Mahomed Ali should publish that statement to all the people

assembled in the Pandal and that they all intended by pnbUshmg that

statement to cause Mahomedan Officers and soldiers to fad m their duty.

As when considering the 1st charge, here too the fact that the Accused

agreed to commit this offence is a matter to be presumed from the proved
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circumstances. Now Mr. Mahomed Ali said after concluding his Presi-

dential Address that a Subjects Committee was to be formed to draw up

the Resolutions. The members of that Committee must have agreed

to this Resolution being put to the Meeting in this form. I have already

reminded you that the words emphasising the duty of bringing this

injunction home to the troops were not in the Resolution at Gokak, but

were added here. This shows the Resolution was apparently discussed

at the Subjects Committee and it could hardly f?il to have been discussed

there for both Mr. Mahomed Ali and Accused 6 strongly emphasised the

supreme importance of this Resolution in the Pandal. It is proved that

Accused 1 , 3, 5 and 7 attended the Subjects Committee. I have already

detailed the evidence on this point to you. These 4 must, from their close

association here at Karachi, have known that this Resolution was to be

proposed and they must have agreed to it. You remember that Accused

1 , 6 and 7 arrived at Karachi together, Accused 1 , 3 and 7 put up together

at the Kan\ ashala and all 4 took a prominent part in the Conference and

as I have said, attended the Subjects Committee. These 4 at least then

were in agreement with Mr. Mahomed Ali as regards the publication of

the statement.

Accused 4 translated the Resolution into Sindhi, there can be no doubt

therefore as to his Agreement. He also spoke strongly on it as the "New
Times" report shows. Accused 2, 3 and 5 also delivered ver^- strong

speeches in support cf this poiijt. Accused 6 urged great importance of

this Resolution and begged the audience to pass it unanimously. x\ccused

7 regrets he aid nc t speak on it , boasts that he was in full sympathv wth it

and he left the evening after the Resolution was passed at Karachi anci

repeated the same sentiments at Naushahn* Feroze. From all this surely

you can only draw the one conclusion namely that all the Accused agreed

that this statement should be made and that Mr. Mahomed Ali made the

public statement mentioned in the charge in pursuance of a conspiracy to >

which he and all the other Accused were parties, that they all agreed J

that this statement should be published. Sec. 110, I. P. C, requires that
j

the Prosecution also establish the intent of the Accused who were parties i

to this conspiracy. But you will have no difficulty on that point for it is )

clear that all of the Accused wh( agreed tc this statement being made in
]

this manner intended, by giving such wide publicity and emphasis to this l

statement, to cause Mahomedan Othcers and soldiers in the Armv to fail \

in their duty. The m^ew^ of all the Accused is clear. Their speeches from
j

which I have read passages, leave no room for any doubt as to wha'. their
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intent was and the wording of the Resolution, the emphasis on the duty
of bringing this message home to all Mussalmans in the Army shows
beyond doubt the meaning cf those who agreed to this Resohition being
placed before the Conference. If further evidence of intent were needed
you are entitled to consider the evidence alrcad\ discussed on the 1st

charge which shows the conduct of the Accused during the last 18 months,
how throughout these months these men have, at one time or another',
in one way or another tried to bring this message into prominence, have

preached it from Assam to Poena, from Gokak to Karachi, have published
it in successive Fatwas in Delhi and distributed it in Bombay with only,
one possible aim, namely that it should have effecc and the only effect it

can reasonably have is to cause Mahomedan Officers and soldiers to fail

in their duty. You must consider the case of each Accused separately
as to whether he agreed to this statement being made and as to whether he

intended the statement to have the effect which the Prosecution allege.

The 5th charge is against Mahomed k\\ under Section 117, T.P.C.,

namely, that he instigated more thaniO persons to commit an offence under

Sec. 505 and-or 131, l.P.C. when he called upon all the Mahomedans as-

sembled in the Pandal and all Mahomedans who might read the Resolution

in the Press or hear it from others to bring home to the Mahomedans in

the Army the message which is the subject of the 3rd charge. (Read the

words in the charge.) The words on which this charge is based do not

appear in the Gokak Resolution, but are to be found in the copy of the

Resolution given to the Editor of the "New Times" by Mr. Mahomed

Khan, Secretary of the Khilafat Committee in Karachi as "authentic;"

there is no doubt therefore that these words were used here. They

appear in the short hand notes of both the Urdu Reporters. The Urdu

words have not been challenged by the Accused and may be taken as fully

proved. The translation "these rehgious commandments" has been

challenged. An exact literal translation of the Urdu words, whose trans-

lation Mr. Mahomed Ah challenges, would have been "the religious com-

mandments about this," but the meaning is the same when you read the

context in which the words were used. K. B. Mahmud Shah has accepted

the translation of the Karachi Resolution as given in the Order of Gov-

ernment sanctioning this Prosecution. That Translation obviously con-

veys the true meaning of the Urdu words used.

The words were addressed to a very large number of Mahomedans

and to more than 10 Ulemas even as Mr. Zaman Shah's evidence shows
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These words clearly incited them to publish a.statement which fell within

Sec. 505 Indian Penal Code, and by doing so attempt to induce soldiers

to fail in their duty (Sec. 131). An incitement to either offence under

Sec. 505 or 131, Indian Penal Code, is sufficient for the substantive

offence under Sec. 117 of abetting more than 10 persons to commit an

offence any offence whatever, but here clearly an offence under Sec. 505

and or 131 , Indian Penal Code.

Section 109. This charge is similar to the 4th and alleges that Mr.

Mahomed Ali committed the offence mentioned in the 5th charge in pur- I

suance of a conspiracy to which the other xA.ccused were parties. The proof ,

of conspiracy here is the same exactly as on the 4th charge for there can \

be no doubt that any of the Accused who agreed to the publication of '

the sentence of the Resolution which is the subject of the 3rd and 4th

charges must also have agreed to the publication of the words which are
!

the subject of this charge also, as these words occur in the next sentence
|

to those in the Resolution. (Read it. Referred to and explained
{

''circumstantial proof." Read 1 , S. L. R. Isarsing vs. Crown remarks on I

page 1 12 and explained).

In this case as in nearly every case of conspiracy, the evidence is

largely circumstantial and you must draw your deductions from the facts !

proved and placed before your facts which are surely ample to substan*
j

tiate the charge which the prosecution bring that these Accused did with :

others agree to attempt to seduce Mahomedan Officers and soldiers from !

their duty,that seme one in pursuance of that Agreement actually made an
j

attempt, by sending these leaflets and that the .Accused did agree together \

to commit also the minor offences under sections 505 and 1 17, I. P. C '

[Read definition of "Proved" in Evidence Act, and explained it
,

^nd "htntfit" oi reasonubte bona fide donhi]. \

\

I

Remember the points to be decided under each charge. I asked you
'

to note these when I first opened the case.
j

i

\

The 2nd charge is the only one triable by you as a Jnry. Under it
]

you have 4 points to decide which I mentioned in my opening Address,
j

On all the other charges you have only to give your opinions as
,

Assessors. Under the 1st charge you will require to consider the 3 points

which I mentioned in my opening Address. |
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On the other charges the points are clear from the wording of the

charge which are in yoar hands.

For instance on the 3rd charge you must consider whether,

1. Mr. Mahomed Ali made the statement mentioned in this charge.

2. Did he make that statement intending to cause Mahomedan
Officers or soldiers in the Army to fail in their duty ?

Under the 4th charge you must consider :

(1) Whether any, and if so, which of the Accused agreed with Mr.

Mahomed Ali that he should make that statement.

(2) Whether those of the Accused who agreed with Mr. Mahomed

Ali to make that statement, intended thereby to cause Mahomedan

Officers or soldiers to fail in their duty, and,

(3) whether Mr. Mahomed Ali made that statement in pursuance

of that agreement.

Under the 5th charge you must consider :

(1) Whether Mr. Mahomed Ali used words having the meaning

of those attributed to him in this charge.

(2) Whether in doing so he did in fact instigate more than 10 persons

to commit an offence under Sec. 505 and-or 131 ,
Indian Penal Code.

Under the last charge you must consider whether Mr. Mahomed

All's instigation was in pursuance of an Agreement to which any. and if so.

which of the Accused were parties.

I must thank you Gentlemen for the patient hearmg you have given

me and the intelligent interest you have taken throughout the case and m

conclusion I would remind you of the oath you have takeu that you "will

well and truly try the case submitted to you and return a true verdict

according to the evidence." I have taken you through a good deal of the

evidence, It is now fresh in your minds and you must remember that you
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are to decide the points laid before you according to the evidence. I

have imp'-evfed lipon 3''ou and without doubt the Court will also tell you
that the guilt of the Accused is in no way diminished even if they thought
that their Religion required them to do any of the acts with which they are

charged.

If you are of opinion that on the evi dence it is proved that the Accused

did any of the acts with which they are charged, you will be doing violence

to the oath you have taken if, in spite of that eviednce, you acquit the
I

Accused on account of their religious doctrines or on account of any sen-
'

timent. The evidence is simple, brief and clear and, if you will only con- I

fine your attention to the proved facts, vou will have no difficulty in re-
j

turning a true verdict on the evidence.
j

I

!

After the Public Prosecutor had finishe I his address to the Jury, |

i

Maulana Mahomed Ali, before addressing the jury, turning to the Court
j

said : Can 1 have the Jury on this side ? I have not seen their faces yet ?
j

I want to seduce them like the troops (laughter in the Court).
j

The Court directed the Jurors to change their seats accordingly,

and the Judge also changed the position of his seat turning to the left

directly facing the accused.

MAULANA MAHOMED ALI'S ADDRESS TO THE JURY.

Maulana Mahomed Ali then amid pin-drop silence addressing the

Jury said :
—

Gentlemen of the Jury,

I just asked the presiding Judge that he might permit me to see your
|

faces because, with the exception of one of your number, I had not
\

hitherto been able to see your faces. And I also said that I want to
j

seduce the Jury. Of course there was behind that another intention, not
I

the ultimate object perhaps, but incidental to it, as the P. Prosecutor
|

would say. I wanted you to act as screen in front of the ladies now
|

behind you, or the Pubhc Prosecutor may add yet another charge of I

Seduction against me (laughter), but after all 1 find, that as a result of

my effort at seduction 1 have turned the Judge also towards me to-day

(laughter) .
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Gentlemen, I think I am going to take as much time as I can, so it is

necessary to tell you beforehand that if I intended to defend myself or my
friends and to escape from transportation for life or the gallows or the

jail
—I don't know what the Judge has in store for me—it would have been

absolutely unpardonable. No, gentlemen, no ;
for that purpose I would not

have wasted a single moment of your time or of mine.

I do not want any defence. I have no defence to offer. And there

is no need of defence, for it is not we who are on trial. It is the Govern-

ment itself that is on trial. It is the Judge himself who is on trial. It is the

whole system of pubHc prosecutions, the entire provisions of the law that

are on trial. It is not a question of my defence. It is a very clear issue, and

I thanked the Government in theLower Court,because for the first time it

came out into the open and gave us a chance of having a decision on a

very clear cut and pointed issue. That very clear cut and pointed issue is

this : Is God's law for a British subject to be more important or the King's

^aw—a man's law ? Call him His Majesty or His Imperial Majesty—exalt

him as much as you like—show all obedience to him—show him all the

loyalty you can—pay him all the respect
—entertain even superstitions

about him if you like—but the question is—is this respect
—are these suf>-

erstitions going to stand even for the slightest moment in the way of loyal-

ty which every human being owes to God ? Gentlemen, I think not for

my own sake, nor for the sake of my co-accused, but I think for you,

it is a misfortune that there is not a single Mussalman among you. Three

of you are Christians, and two are Hindus. But that does not matter at

all. I am speaking to human beings. I am speaking mostly to Indians.

I do not know whether all of you are Indians. Perhaps one of you is not

though he too ma}^ have his domicile in India and may have come to re-

gard India—although an Englishman~as his home, and may therefore be

regarded as an Indian. I am therefore speaking to a majority of you at

least who come from a country which is imbued with the spirit of reli-

gion and which is traditionally a spiritual country and which has stri\'cn

through the ages for the exaltation of the spirit as against the flesh.

Gentlemen, we hear so much of toleration in these enlightened daj's

and I do riot think even the PubHc Prosecutor would contradict me if I

say that we all want toleration. The British Government has never tired

of saving that it is a tolerant Government, and that the British rule is

j&rmly based on toleration.I do not think that the Government of a civil-

ized country in this twentieth century could ever say that it is against
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toleration. But what is toleration after all ? It is this
;
as a well-known i

man said—"Sir, I disagree most heartily with every word of what you have
j

said, but,damn it, I shall fight to the last drop of my blood for your right

to say it." That is toleration. That is to say, toleration is required for •

disagreement, it is required where people are not of the same opinion' \

where people hold very different views) where they have wide differences. ,

Otherwise, there is no necessity for toleration. But the tolerant man

tolerates all this and sacrifices everything for the maintenance of tolerance,
j

Now, you might say, a man might hold very foolish opinions
—I am sorry

many men do—I think the Public Prosecutor for one holds some foolish
|

opinions-and we have yet got to see what kind of opinion the Judge holds l

that would be after I am silenced—but it is not the question whether a

man's judgment is right or wrong—people's judgment may be foolish"
j

the question is this, when any person or a body of persons give you a i

pledge or freedom to hold your own opinions and act up to them, then I
i

think it is their duty to abide by that pledge. i

i

Now, Gentlemen, what the case is against us, we want the whole j

world to understand. After all, the result of the decision here will not be j

confined to the audience in the Hall, or to the few scores of thousands o^
|

people in Karachi. It was said that the Resolution that was passed here
j

was not meant for the small body of audience comprising a few Ulemas
\

and a few thousand people, but it was meant for a larger audience. Now
this trial too is meant for more than the audience here in this hall, cer- '

tainly for more than the five of you. It is really meant for the whole i

world. We want to have our right to get the proctection of the law for \

our religious beliefs and practices recognised. Let the (lovernment be I

repentant and say that we have seen the error of our ways, (Turning to
|

Mr, Ross Alston) These are the words which my friend Mr. Ross Alston
|

wanted me to say as my last words, and they shall be my last words,
j

but with regard to the action proper for the Government (laughter). But

will the Government say that ? Is it going to abide by the pledge of

Freedom of Faith ? Or, would the G jvernment say,
—'No, we are power-

ful, we are strong, we have dreadnoughts, wc have aeroplanes, we have

all this soldiery, we have machine-guns, we have all this paraphernalia of

destruction with us, we command tremendous power, we have beaten

the most powerful nation in Europe, though, of course with the liclp of

26 allies (laughter) and India's men, money and other resources—but

that's another story (laughter)
—we cannot tolerate your religious opin«

ions and £cts.' If they say that, we can understand that. Therefore it is
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not for the purpose of defending ourselves but it is to make this issue

clear—because, but it is a national issue—nay, more than that it is an
issue on which the history of the world to a great extent depends—
whether in this civiHsed century man's word shall be deemed higher than
the word of God. The trial is not

"
Mahomed Ali and six others Ds.

the Crown" but 'God vs. Man.' This case is therefore between God and
man. That is the trial. The whole question is—shall God dominate over
man or man shall dominate over God."

/ouNow, gentlemen, you were here—though it was not intended for y
—you happened to be here—when we refused to stand up when the

Judge asked us to do so. We have always dissociated ourselves from and
repudiated the idea of showing any disrespect to the Judge. We are not
foolish enough to create any unnecessary unpleasantness or to worry the

Judge or irritate him. We have no grudge against him. But the whole

question was with regard to respect to a man as against respect to God.

As my brother has said in the Lower Court, and as I say before you now.

we do not recognise the King any longer as our King we do not owe any

loyalty to any man who denies our right to be loyal to God. I have not

a word to say against the King—I have not a word against the Royal

family, but where the question of God comes in as against the Govern-

ment, I cannot have any respect for a Government when that Govern-

ment demands from me that I must not first respect God and His laws.

Therefore, the whole question really is, as I have said, between God and

man. The Pubhc Prosecutor has very skilfully stated his case and when

he came to our rehgious behefs and the commandments of God, he was

anxious to get over it as quickly as possible. He was skating over thin

ice. He brushed all that aside. Now I challenge him, 1 challenge the

Judge to give a decision on the point. It is not at all a question of fact

with which you, gentlemen of the Jury, have to deal. If the Judge deals

with the question of law in his summing up and sentences us, if the verdict

of the Jury goes against us in the case, in which you act as Jurors, and

if he exercises his right as a Judge to decide both as regards the facts

and the law in the cases in which you act merely as assessors, after you

give your opinion as assessors—if he sentences us disregarding our

religious obhgations, then our course mil be clear. It does not matter

what punishment we are hkely to get and under what section of the

Penal Code we get it, as there are any number of sections—Sees. 120 B,

131, 109, 505, 117 and so on.
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As regards these sections and the various charges, so far as I am con-

cerned, I was greatly confused, and I am trying to compute how many-

years altogether I shall get (laughter). I have but one Ufe and I do not

know if it can cover the many years that I shall get if I am punished

according to my deserts (laughter). But that is absolutely immaterial.

The whole thing is this: I want a decision from the Court on behalf

of this Government that theCourts of India cannot give any protection to

a man who does the thing that I have done though it admits that it is

precisely the thing that his reUgion demands—^his God demands from

him. God is not clamouring from the house-top. He is shouting from his

eternally high throne—clamouring from there—"Man whom I have

created from just a clot of blood, whom I have raised to whatever of

power and glory you possess-whatever you have and whatever you are,

it is I who gave it to you and made all this for you—I want you to

serve Me and not a creature of Mine." \Vhatever respect I may have

for the King, I may not bow before him when he asks not to bow
before my God and His commandments.

The Judge had hinted something about the beliefs of some sects. He
said—suppose a sect of Hindus demands Human sacrifice. I do not know
if any religion in India demands human sacrifice. It is not a question of

individual belief that was involved in our case. Then the P. P. had said

that we had differe.it sects among ourselves. We quarrelled among our-

selves as to which of these is right and which is wrong. Weil, it is not a

question of : which sect is right. Do we know which religion is right and

which rehgion is wrong ? In this it is not a question of our bslief alone,

it is the question of the belief of every Muslim. But even if it was a case

of a particular sect, do you mean to say that the Proclamation of the

Queen in 1858 required at that time that each and every one of the 300

millions of the people of India must be agreed all the heavens and the

whole earth and all the planets and the Man in the Moon and all the men
in Mars—every one must be agreed that this was the one true and correct

faith and it was then that the Queen's Proclamation provided protection ?

No protection would have been required for such a Faith. What is the

Penal Code itself for ? It is to give you the protection that I seek—that

I may not hurt your religious feehngs. In to-day's "New Times" we

find that some men, Khilafat men—have been prosecuted in Calcutta

because they hurt the rehgious feehngs of a Policeman, (laughter)

gentlemen of a policeman—by asking him to resign Government service
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(Laughter). I have not the least doubt that these men will be condemned-

But you see there is a provision of law even for protecting a policeman's

religious feelings. Take another case. A Httle piece of stone which some

men worship and worship with full intensity with as much intensity as

my own when I say my prayers possibly with greater intensity than mine
—you do not approve of it—you heartily disapprove of it, and want to

Temoveit. But can you do it .-' You cannot. The law gives the man who

worships it its protection. Why does it do so .-' It is not because the

man's religion is good but because of the man's feelings. Because the

framers of the law say that it is not good reUgion that they seek to

protect but it is the man's rehgious feelings. It is not the objective religion

but the subjective feelings of the man too that have to be protected. It is

this that Lord Macaulay and others sought to protect
—the religious

feelings of a brother man, however foolish and superstitious and wrong

they may be. It is this that you have got to protect, and the law

provides this protection. But I base my case upon the Queen's

Proclamation and the King's Proclamation. So the Judge has got to

declare whether these Proclamations have any value in a law Court

or not. That picture (pointing to the picture of King Edward VII)

is there to remind the Judge that he has to give us the

protection of the King's law. You will take that law from him because

you cannot either take the law from me or from my friend there (poin-

ting to the Public Prosecutor). If you took your law frorA him you will

be in a perilous state, truly a sad plight (laughter). But in this ca.se, it is

not the case of any man's individual opinion or ofthe opinion of a sma'l

number of Mussalmans, though you cannot hurt the feeUngs—the reli-

gious feehngs even of these. Here it is not a question of a sect but of a

religion. No person who calls himself a Mussalman. can go outside this

book (pointing to the Quran). Look at this translation in English. This

book is full of repetitions. But you see what a small book it is inspite ot

its repititions. Althogether it is only about 500 pages. It is this book

which constitutes the chief source of our rehgious laws. I wish to e.xplam

this so that there may not be any misunderstanding. You caight to

know where my rehgion is to be found. I do not take it from any mdivi-

dual's beliefs.My religion is aU contained in the tirst instance m this tiny

volume. Then comes the Traditions of our Prophet. But about this ori-

ginal source (pointing to theQuran) there is n-t one single sect ..f Mussal-

mans that differs about a single syllable.Therefore. you will find that here

is a solid bed-rock of our Faith about which there is no difference ofopin-

ion. In the case of the Prophet's Traditions, even if one of the compani-
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ons of the Prophet said that the Prophet said so and so, and if that tra-

dition, handed do^^^l from his companions, is against or in contravention:

of anything contained in this book, no Muslim will accept that tradition.

We shall not beheve anything that is attributed to the Prophet if it is

against the Quran. But if it explains it (The Quran) or supplements it

[adjuvendi cause or sitpplendi cause) we may accept it. 1 wish to make no

odious comparisons. But what I wish to point out is that the four

Gospels of the Christian Scriptures, if we have to test their authenticity

(Interrupted by the Court).

The Court.—I cannot allow you to go on in this way. It is not

strictly relevant to the case. Are you speaking in your defence or not ?

What i s your point ?

M. M. Ali—My point is that even the Prophet's Traditions have been

authenticated with the greatest care
;
but their testimony too cannot

over-ride the dictates on the Quran of which all sects of Islam agree.

It has been said that there are sects. Well, 1 am not going to base my
case upon anything which is subject to the differences of the sects. I

am going to base my case upon the solid bed-rock of the Quran. If you

will give me the opportunity to make the Jury understand what my
friend the P. P. has so lightly brushed aside altogether.

The Court.—I cannot turn this trial into a religious controversy.

This is irrelevant. You cannot cite these texts here.

M. M. Ali.—They are contained in my statement in the Lower

Court. They are on record. I wish to explain their bearing to the Jury^.

Well, if I am not allowed to explain my case I will stop.

The Court.—-Why bring out this religious matter which has no con-

cern with me ? I do not want to limit you unnecessarily. You must con-

fine yourself to the charges against you.

M. M. Ali.—1 entirely differ from the Court in this matter. I think

I am entitled to explain as to what my religion lays down without any

difierence of sects and to prove that this is the religion which the law

protects. Tell me that the law does not protect my religion and I am
satisfied. I will sit down. I do not know how you are going to sum up

the case to the Jury. Therefore before you have summed up and their ver-

dict is delivered, I am putting this before the Jury.
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The Court.—I shall tell the Jury however that the excuse you offer is

no excuse if you have done anything which is a criminal offence—that

religion is no excuse for a criminal offence.

M. M. Ali.—^Therefore it seems to me that the summing up too is

already done, before I have done with addressing the Jury. There have

been so many things, too, previous in this trial.

The Court.—Whether you have committed the offence or not has

to be decided according to the law of the land.

M. M. Ali.—There is nothing which is required by a man's religion

which can be an offence in British India as long as the Proclamation holds.

You cannot in this country ask a Hindu to kill a cow. Before enlisting

recruits you have to take people's answers down and you bind them by a

certain oath. This is the form (showing the form) upon which the soldiers

are enlisted. People take the oath that they will abide by their pledge.

Yet not a single Hindu soldier who takes that oath will kill a cow inspite

of all the allegiance that he might owe to the King. Therefore, if his offi-

cer commands him to kill a cow and the Hindu soldier refuses it, will

he be hauled up before this Court ? If the commander orders a Hindu or

a Mussalman soldier to use cow or swine-greased cartridges
—which the

Hindus and the Mussalmans won't touch—and he refuses to do it. could

he be brought before any Court of Law ? The Queens Proclamation will

give him the protection
—no matter what your Penal Code might say.

So long as what I do is enjoined by my religion, no Indian Penal Code

or other penal law can touch me because the Queen's proclamation is

there. As long as the Queen's successor is the Ruler, as long as the

King's picture is here, you, the Judge, will have to take your orders from

the Queen's Proclamation and the King's, otherwise 1 will know that the

whole thing was a camouflage, and that all this talk about tolerance was

sheer cant and hypocrisy. Now, in this form you will see there is a ques-

tion (Reads the form)—"Are you wiUing to go wherever ordered by land

•or sea and allow no caste usage to interfere with your military duty?'

lake it that every soldier at the time of enlisting has got to answer this

in the affirmative and to sign this form. That does not allow the com-

mandant to believe that the religious commandment is therefore bmdmg

on a soldier. Supposing the man is asked to kill a cow by his officer to

provide beef for liim. The man absolutely refuses that and he

quotes his Scriptures and Shastras. No section of your Penal Code will
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ever assist the Judge or the Jury to declare that this man would be

punished because he is acting according to his religion. Say that he

can be punished and I sit down. No, gentlemen, you have to write on

every section throughout the Penal Code and every other law, the fav-

ourite phrase of the lawyers "without prejudice," i.e. "without prejudice

to a man's religion." You say that there are bad customs like 'Sati' which

we cannot allow. Then you should declare the customs which you will

allow and the conditions on which you will be tolerant. Even murder is^

not murder if the man's religion demands it. And the Queen gave the

law's protection by the Proclamation to that religion. You say there are

many religions and sects in this country. Well, then, you should have pro-

claimed that such and such religions shall receive protection. You should

have made it clear that on these conditions alone whoseover wanted to

live within this Empire will be allowed to live and be regarded as a loyal

subject. Whoever did not want to live within the orbit of this loyalty,

that man would either have walked out of this Empire or would have

kicked you out of it. My friend (the P. P.) told you that we are very

sincere, that we are people who are straightforward. I am thankful to

him for this compliment. But he did this for his own purpose, and I am

going to use it for my purpose now. Gentlemen, you will now understand

that we are not the people who are going to be easily frightened into telling"

untruths to escape punishment if w^e deserve it on the evidence laid before

you. Whatever evidence there is in this case it is of a trivial character

and I will not worry you about these trivial things. I am not going to-

bother about the evidence regarding the time we left the Kanyashala or

returned to it or about the Subjects Committee which was led to prove
our association. Association with whom ? Association with my brother?

In that case the Public Prosecutor could similarly' have given the whole

of our past history and with his chronological order should have placed
the evidence before you that my brother was present at my birth

;
that

we lived together in the same home-—that he took away my pocket-money
when we were in school^and when I demanded back my money he beat

me black and blue (laughter). This is association ! (laughter). All this,

gentlemen of the Jury, is trivial evidence. The main case is. Does the

Queen's Proclamation give protection to the Mushm religion or not ?

My whole contention is that if we ask the Mushm soldier to give up
serving in the British Aimy and to refuse to recruit, and ask other people
not to be recruited, and we say and prove that it is to be found in the

Quran, then we are immune. You cannot punish us. Where the Penal Code
is not opposed to the Quran, it stands. When the Penal Code is in anta-

gonism to the Quran it does not stand. It must go. What is the whole
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case. If I am wrong in this, let the Judge decide. I will be content
You, gentlemen, must not take what the Prosecution says about indivi-
dual opinion as affecting our case, though even in that case we have got
to think of the man's religious feehngs. I have given you 17 or 18 out of

the 34 Hadises and the six verses from the Quran cited by Maulana Hus-
ain Ahmed Sahib. From these very citations the gentlemen of the Jury
and the Presiding Judge may understand very clearly what a Musi m
must not do. The Public Prosecutor has talked of verses cited without
their contexts. It was to avoid this that I have given long extracts from
the Quran so that you may be easily able to understand the context. I

say, ask any MusHm of any sect, send for any man—even the Court Chap-
rasi—and ask him to say if what I say is written in the Quran or not. He
will easily point it out for you if he can read the Quran, and if he knows
Arabic he will explain it to you. There would be no difference of opinion.
I challenge the Government—I challenge the Prosecution to produce any
man, to produce any juridical opinion or Fatwa to show that what we
declare is wrong. There might be a difference between the Shias and

Sunnis—there is a difference about the Khilafat question. The Shias do

not believe in the Sultan's Khilafat. There might be some difference about

some other matters ;
but thsre is no difference of opinion about this. As

regards non-co-operation generally there might be a difference of opinion.

There might be men who are against relinquishing honours or service

or giving up grants-in-aid to schools. They say this is a matter of busi-

ness, not of friendship or co-operation; you may retain this grant or leave

it. But after all it is a small minority that says so and many of it have

sold themselves to Government. But so far as the question of killing

another Muslim is concerned, there is no difference of opinion. This is the

main point.

Now, gentlemen, I want to say something about the charges. It was

not for you, gentlemen, nor for me, to object to the misjoinder of charges.

If I am to address any one on that point, I shall address the Judge. I

think I am within my rights if I refer to this. But so far as you are con-

cerned, I may tell you, gentlemen, that any number of sections— 109.

117, 120B, 131 and 505 of the I. P. C. have been jumbled together for the

purpose of Creating confusion—though section 233 of the C P. C. lays

down that these several charges cannot be joined. Sec. 233 runs thus :—

Sec. 233.—"For every distinct offence of which any person is accused

there shall be a separate charge, and every such charge shall be tried

separately, except in the cases mentioned in sections 234, 235, 23

and 239.
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Sec, 234.—"When a person is accnsed of more offences than one of the

same kind committed witliin a space of 12 months from the first to the

last of such offences, he may be charged with, and tried at one trial for

any number of them not exceeding three,"

The Court.—I do not thinkyou should trouble yourself in reading this

to the Jury, There cannot be any re-casting of the charges at this late

stage.

Maulana Mahomed Ali.—The general rule is that the individuals 1

should be separately tried and the charges should be separately dealt
j

with, because if this is not done, it will prejudice the accused and it will
\

prejudice the gentlcnien of the Jury. T do not know wh}^ they are jum- ]

bled together, but it seems to me that all representing the Crown have ]

criminally conspired (laughter) so that so many sections of the law have
|

teen brought in only to confuse everybody. 1 do not know whether any j

of you, gentlemen, have understood them clearly. I did not quite under- !

stand what was the first charge, and what was the second charge
—what !

was to go before you as Jury and what was to go before the Judge and
j

before you as A.ssess<jrs. It was not quite clear until to-day. "When I was
j

being brought hero from Wrdtdir, one of the policemen escorting me in \

the Special train asked me with what offence I had been charged. 1 did. '

not know but told him that my warrant had recited sections 120, 131,
j

505 and 117. The policeman drolly remarked.:— 1

"They may apply as many as they like, for after all they are home-
|

made sections" (laughter). I wonder if any of you, gentlemen, have i

played billiards. Well there are three balls in bilHards and you score
bj'^ j

hitting your ball in such a way that it hits the other two — hits another
j

and then drops into one of the pockets attached to the table or forces the i

other balls into these pockets. But sometimes these cursed balls lie on I

the table in such a manner that 3^ou don't know what to do with them
|

to score and this happens infernally frequently to the beginner. Well,the i

advice that you will in such a case get from the more experienced is to hit
'.

hard and trust the rest to luck (laughter) and not unoften you score
j

what is called a fluke in your opponent's case, and a very difficult stroke
i

of couse, in your own (laughter). I

Well, gentlemen, that's precisely w^hat the Prosecution has done
j

with these charges. It has hit hard and trusts you and the judge for a i

score. Out of so many sections one or two may manage to stick
'

(laugh ter), i
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The whole thmg, so far as I understand, is that there are two main
offences with which we are charged. The first offence is an agreement

constituting criminal conspiracy and the second is the attempt to commit

an offence— (after interruption by the Court) agreement to commit a

criminal offence which makes it a criminal conspiracy, and secondly, to

commit an act in pursuance of that conspiracy. These arc the first two

charges. Then comes the question of my statement, which was likely

to seduce the troops from their loyalty. Then, of course, comes the

abetment by the several co-accused. I am told the only thing that

will go before you as Jury will be the attempt in pursuance of that con-

spiracy. But I will take up the first charge first—as regards an agree-

ment. I am not quite sure whether any of you gentlemen knew that

these sections 120A and 120B were added to the Penal Code not so very

long ago and I happened to be present in the Council Meeting in which

the Conspiracy Bill was passed. I was sitting in the Press gallery, during

the Lunch interval, when my old friend Sir William Vincent came into the

hall of the Council, I was sitting with a distinguished Journalist who has

since become a Moderate leader and a particular friend of Government.

WiUiam Vincent asked me jovially if we two were conspiring. I said to

him :

"
For conspiring an agreement is necessary, and as you know only

too well, I never agree with any body" (laughter). And, gentlemen to

the Jury, truly enough there has been no agreement. No evidence has

been led about agreement, whether here or in the Lower Court. "It is a

matter of presumption, says the PubUc Prosecutor. And it is really upon

''presumption" that they are going to transport me for life—to take me

away from my famiiy, to take me away from my wife and girls, to take

me away from my wife and aged mother—to take me away from my

country, which is still more important to me. And all this is on a matter

of "presumption." Not a single witness came in to say that there has

been a discussion about it. I am not quite sure whether the Judge was

filling the gaps in the evdence by asking us questions about this. Any

how I said in reply that we never discussed the question about the troops.

We are told by the Prosecution that the accused knew more than the

Prosecution. I think that is perfectly true. As a matter of fact, the

Prosecution knows so very little (laughter)
and they pretend to mcreasc

th^i"r knowledge with the assistance of the inventions of the Police

(laughter). Yes, the accused knew what the Prosecution does not. But

have they not put all their cards on the table before the Committing

Magistrate ?
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You, gentlemen, have had a long recitation in this Court when the

Clerk of the Crown read my statement made in the Lower Court. In

that statement I shewed very clearly the whole genesis of these prosecu-

tions, and 1 hope 3'ou listened to it very carefully. It gives you the whole

genesis of this case. Well, I am supposed to be a very frank man—we

are very frank people. Ex-hypothees 3/0U will take it that we are truth-

ful people also. So far as any agreement to tell the Muslim troops in India

even what the law of Islam is concerned, there was none beyond this

resolution before you. But the day a man calls himself a Mussalman he is

bound to abide by what is contained in the Quran. If one single syllable

of it I reject, I am not a Mussalman. I may be the worst sinner. I may
be, no matter however so, sinful—I will still be—so long as I do not reject

anything out of this book—I will still be a Mussalman. But the moment
I reject this, however pious or otherwise 1 may be, I am not a Mussalman.

And whatever is contained in the Quran I am required by the same law

of Quran to go and preach to every body in the world—even to non-Mos-

lems. Take the case of my revered friend here, Maulana Hussain Ahmed
Saheb. He has been teaching in Medina—he is the disciple of Maulana

Mahmud-ui-Hassan Saheb the late Shaikh-ul-Hind. It was from the

Hej a/ that he was arrested and taken to Egypt and then to Malta. He
was teaching at Medina for ten years. He taught there the Prophet's

traditions. Supposing he sits outside his house and he reads the Quran
and he reads those very verses—that "Whoever kills a Muslim wilfully

will find his reward in Hell. He will abide therein for ever. God will

be wrath with him. God will curse him. And God had prepared for him

a severe torment." Supposing when he was reciting this, a Muslim soldier

was passing there. Will you sa}^ that Maulana Hussain Ahmad has com-

mitted a crime under Sec. 505, Indian Penal Code? If you will say this,

then why all this tall talk about toleration ? Or suppose a Mushm sepoy

came to a Mosque ;
would the Maulana be a criminal because he recited

this verse in the service while that soldier was there ? Take another case.

A sepoy comes to him and says~"Maulana, 1 want to know what is the

law of Islam : I am required to go to Mesopotamia to fight against the

Khalifa—is it lawful for mc to g(j there and fight against Mussalmans ^

The Maulana says it is unlawful. If he says it is lawful then he becomes a

Kafer. If he keeps silent, (rod will curse him and the whole world will

cur.se him. Therefore he Vidll have to say—'No, it is not lawful !' It is hia

duty as a religious teacher when a man comes in and asks him what is the

Islamic hw, to explain to hiin truly the law of Islam. But if he cannot

for fear of the Penal Code tell the truth—then the curse of God comes in.
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Take another'case, the Maulana goes in a train and finds Moslems

going to Mesopotamia to fight against people who are waging Jehad—
the Maulana tells them "It is unlawful; this is not allowed bj' Islam. The

Prophet says "Do not become Kafers after me by kiUing each other."

Will you give the Maulana no protection of the law ? You may say—
Well, it is alright for him to say this in his prayer. And when somebody
comes and asks him what is the Islamic law, it is right for him to say so as

a religious teacher. But it is not his duty to go to the house-top and

proclaim it from there : then it would be seduction. Then it would come
under Sec. 505 and Sec. 117, or for the matter of that 121A or 121 B. I

say that even thai is intolerance. Because the Quran lays down clearly

who will receive salvation and will not. . (Quotes the Quran). I am quot-

ing that small chapter of the Quran in which God swears by the world's

history. In that God says
—T swear by the world's history

—I swear by
all the time that has passed before that all are certainly in perdition but

the Faithful who will do good works and tell other people to do the right

thing and to have fortitude in case the}^ are not successful.' The four con-

ditions required for a Moslem to win salvation are contained in this the

shortest chapter of the Quran. A man's salvation depends upon these;

that he must have faith in them;that he must act upon that Faith. A man
who believes in Islam, says his prayers, gives alms, fasts in the Ramzan,

goes to Mecca and does not hurt any body.' Do \^ou think that he will

have salvation with only this ? No ! Because the Quran says
—the third

step too you must take—that you must go and preach those good things

to every body. You must go and propagate these doctrines. You are

not born to save only yourself. You are here to save your neighbours as

well. Therefore the three things that a Moslem must do are that he must

believe, he must act according to his behef and he must also propagate

that behef. If a Mushm says that he beheves that kiUing another Mus-

lim is hamm and yet goes and kills him, he may not win salvation. But

he is nevertheless a Muslim if he really believes that he is a sinner. Of

course, if he denies that it is haram, he rejects the Quran and then he is a

Kafir. But suppose he beheves that it is haram and does not kill another

Muslim, he may not yet win salvation if he sits idly and lets others kill

him. But if he is not idle and goes and teUs other people also that it is

haram—then he too m^y not win salvation unless he persists in his propa-

ganda even if his efforts fail. If he fails in his propaganda and he suffers

because of Sec. 505 and Sec. 1 1 7 and is sent to Jail—What is he to do ?

He must show fortitude ! He may be hanged, he may be drawn, he may

be quartered, but he must shew fortitude and persevere in his nussion.
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Then only will he win salvation and escape perdition. He must not try

to change God's law by one single syllable. He must abide by it and

face all the consequences.

Gentlemen, it is not such an easy thing to go to Paradise

and claim the embraces of the Houris ! An Urdu poet says

("It is to step boldly towards the sacrificial altar of Love. People imagine
it iseasy to be aMussalman.") By clipping one's moustache and growing
a long beard and muttering prayers one does not become a Muslim. He
has got to do all those things but he has got to do many other things

besides, because we are required to do all these things by our religion. It

is not enough that I should not go to war. I have got to go and induce

other Muslims also not to go to war to fight their brothers. I shall induce

him in every possible way. I must take the rifle out of his hand—but not

by force, not by compulsion but by clearly expounding our religious

law. We are saved only when we have saved these people from going to

fight and kill other Mussalmans.

Gentlemen, a military gentleman like Col. Gwyer in this case went to
j

Bombay. His name is Col. Beach. On the 20th October, so a telegram in z

the Pioneer tells us, this gallant officer who had gone down from Army }

Head Quarters, Simla, met the members of my profession
—

perhaps to
]

seduce them from their duty (laughter)
—editors of local newspapers and I

news agencies in a round table conference and among other things, |

that this officer said was the following : with reference to the arrest of

Ali Brothers, though the matter is still sub judice (and it seems to me that

from the Viceroy down to this Military Officer all at Simla are privileged

to do that) (laughter). (Reads from a paper) "Referring to the arrest of the

Ali Brothers, Col. Beach speaking as a soldier said that it would be worth

while asking those who are trying to seduce soldiers to consider for a mo-

ment if a soldier who once turns a deserter would be loyal to any other

cause to which he was won over." That was Col. Beach speaking as he

tells you, as a soldier. Well done. Col. Beach (laughter) ! A most sound

doctrine and a remarkably good logic for a soldier (laughter) ! But speaking
not as a soldier but as a Muslim,may I ask who is the seducer ? Every
child born into this world is first a soldier of God and it is men like Col.

Beach and Col.Gwyer who are the seducers that seduce him from his first

duty and his sole allegiance. May we not equally ask these Beaches and

Gwyers, if God's soldiers who once turned deserters would be loyal to
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them and to their cause to which they liad been won over? A man's first

duty is to his God. The Oaran tells us that before men's souls were put
into their bodies they were asked by God "Am I not your Lord"

and they answered in unison "Aye." Well, hang all the souls, gentlemen.
There was all the agreement that you need for a criminal conspiracy under

Sec. 120 A and 120 B (laughter). No, gentlemen, it is your Beaches of

the Army Head Quarters of Simla and your Gwyers of the Western Com-
mand that seduced soldiers from their duty.if you have any faith, if you
have any bslief in God then your first duty, your prior allegiance is toGod.

Is it not the duty of Christians to believe in Christ ? Is it not the belief

of the Hindus—is it uDt a Hindu's first duty—to obey Lord Krishna ?

Still we talk of allegiance to King—still we talk of loyalty. An English-

man—not a Mussalman—but a Christian Mr. H. G. Wells wrote a book

after the War—a sort of allegroy of the whole British nation—I do not

know whether any of you has read it. It is called "Mr. Brittling sees it

through." And what does he say ? What does Mr. Brittling, who is sup-

posed to be the average Englishman, see through that terrible war ? He

says that religion is the first thing and it is the last thing. A man who does

not begin with it and who does not end with it has not led a true life,

has not found the true meaning of life. His only allegiance his only

duty is to God. He might have his scraps of honour, he may have his frag-

ments of loyalty ; but when it comes to the test of loyalty to God, allegi-

ance to God, all these fragmentary loyalties, all these scraps of honour,

they are Hke a mere scrap of paper passed through fire that shrivells up

and is scattered to the four winds or merely blackens a man's hand as

so much dirt. That is what an average EngUshman has seen through this

war and publicly said. And it is after this war that God's law is to be

brushed aside for us in India because men's law—120 B and 131 and 505

and 117 is to prevail over God's law. When I have Swaraj I will see to it

that I do not let any one seduce my fellow countrymen from their true

loyalty. But so long as I want to reside in British India, I claim the

protection of the Queen's proclamation. If I were a Hindu, I would have

said the same thing. What was Christ supposed to have said—

(interrupted).

(The Court rose for the day in the midst of the sentence).

Maulana Mahomed Ah.—Well, gentlemen, the Court stops mc at

'Christ.' I shall tell you to-morrow what Christ is supposed to have said.

The Court adjourned for the next day.
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FIFTH DAY'S PROCEEDINGS.

FRIBAY, 28th OCTOBER, 1921.

MAULANA MAKOMED ALPS ADDRESS TO THE JURY—-Contd.

The Court sat at 11 a.m. as usual. Maulana Mahomed All continuing

his address to the Jury said :
—

Gentlemen of the Jury, I was explaining to you that the Proclamation

of the Queen made in 1858 confirmed by the late King Edward in the Pro-

clamation made on the fiftieth anniversary of the Queen's Proclamation

and also confirmed by a letter addressed to the Princes and People of

India by King George after his accession to the throne gave the protec-

tion of the law to His Majesty's subjects in British India with regard to

their religious beliefs and religious practices, and I was telling you that

that was the whole of our case. And that whatever may be an offence

according to the Penal Code, or for the matter of that any other Code, if

any person be he Hindu or Mussalman or Christian—does a thing whi-'-h

his religion requires him to do, then even if that is an offence under the

Penal Code or any other law that is enforced in British India, that law

cannot stand in his way and he cannot be punished. The law gives him

its protection as stated in these three Proclamations. But it is not his

word that you are to take ; he has got to prove it that his religion requires

it. He has got to explain it. As I had told you yesterday, this trial is

really a very important trial because after all the clear issue involved in

it is—whether God's law is to prevail or whether man's law is to override

God's law—whether the Queen's Proclamation has any value—whether

the King's solemn Pledge has any value or not, whether the Judge is

bound by it—whether the Jury is bound by it or not. It will not be pos-
sible for me to explain my case when the Judge has summed up. I do not

know how he is going to sum up. But it is on this point that the Judge's .

summing up will be of importance. You cannot take the law either from

the Public Prosecutor or from me. But you have got to take it from the

Judge. But at the same time I ask you to understand, gentlemen of

the Jury, that if you to-day deny a Hindu or a Mussalman or a Christian

his right to do his duty to God—to do what his Faith enjoins him to do
under pains and penalties

—
though not of this world but of another, a

future world—if you do not allow him to do what his religion demands
of hira to do, then I say, you yourselves will be a party to the destruction

of religious freedom enjoyed in this country and given by the Queen's
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Proclamation. It is not a question of a particular Faith it is not a ques-
tion of the Hindu Faith or the Christian Faith or the Muslim Faith or the

Jewish Faith. Every Faith even that of a sceptic-even that of an atheist-

has to be protected—but the freedom ; of all these people will be taken

away and I ask you—will you be a party to this ? I was telling you yes-

terday what Mr. H.G. Well has said in his book"God, the Invisible King"
and also in another book of his—a novel "The Soul of a Bishop." He
writes—a saying has been attributed to the Master Jesus Christ on

whom there be peace
—"Render unto Caesar what is Caesar's, and render

unto God what is God's." And then he asks"Who is this Caesar that wants

to share this world with God ? What is Caesar's that is not at the same

time God's ? The world is 'not divided into two parts
—one God's and

the other Caesar's. No, there are not the two Kings of Brentford." God

is the sole Ruler. And if the king or any other human creature,be he the

head of a Republic or the Judge or a member of the Jury
—demands from

you anything he must demand from God and through God. If they

demand from you anything Which is against God, then that demand is

not to be satisfied. It is God alone whose demand is to be satisfied.

This, says Mr. H.G. Wells, is coming to be the universal Modern Religion.

Whether it is that or not, it is certainly the rehgion of every MusHra.

It is not a question of my individual faith—my own whims and idiosyn-

cracieS-^I challenge the Government—I challenge the Pubhc Prosecutor

tb^ produce any man in this trial—to produce any man to say—any Mus-

salman who could say that, in spite of what God says if the Government

of the day says "you must not do this" although his rehgion requires

•it, any Mussalman who could say "Well, in that case, I must follow the

Government." And a Mussalman who says that, I say openly is not a

•Miissahnan. And I believe that this is also true of the Hindus, Christians

and Jews—true in the case of every one who beheves in God.

therefore you have got to see to this that every Mussalman who

hves in British 'India—any where that a Moslem dwell—he is under the

protection" of the Queen's Proclamation. He is to follow the Uw of the

land but without prejudice to his faith. When we were interned we said

.the same thing to the Viceroy as we are teUing you now. When they

wanted to release us from internment, but on certain conditions, that we

'shall do this and not do the other, we said we shall agree to those condi-

tions, but "without prejudice to our Faith." Again as long ago as the 9th

July,1919, we sent a letter through the Superintendent of Betul Jail,where

we were confined, to the Viceroy. Therein we said—"But since Govern-

ffjent is apparently unmformed about the manner in which our Faith
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colours and is meant to colour all our actions, including those which, for

the sake of convenience, are generally characterised as mundane, one

thing must be made clear, and it is this : Islam does not permit the

believer to pronounce an adverse judgment against another believer

without mere convincing proof ; and we could not, of course, fight against

our Moslem brothers without making sure that they were, guilty of

wanton aggression, and did not take up arms in defence of their faith."

{This was in relation to the war that was going on between .the British

and the Afghans in 1919). "Now our position is this. "Without better

proof of the Ameer's malice or madness, we certainly do not want

Indian "soldiers, including the Mussalmans, and particularly with our

own encouragement and assistance, to attack Afghanistan and effectively

occupy it first, and then be a prey to more perplexity and perturbation
afterwards—these were Mr. Montague's own words—and leave it to us

to add one more appeal to the many already made, so frantically and so

utterly helplessly for the evacuation of Moslem territory and for sparing
the remnants of the temporal power of Islam." And we said—"This is

only a repetition in belief of that which we have stated clearly enough
and at considerable length in our representation of the 24th April to

your Excellency and for this we have ample authority in our religion."

I pass on :

"In the presence of the Magistrate and the Pohce officer who used

to atend the Friday service at Mosque we more than once made that

position clear. If, said we. His Majesty the Amir desires to en'arge

his dominions at the expenses of our inoffens've country and seeks to

subjugate its population that has never w'.shed him ill, then we not only

do not advocate assistance being given to him by IndianMussalmans but

we will most zealously advocate and lead the stoutest resistance against

such wicked and wanton aggression. This is precisely what in September

1917, we had told the Hon'ble the Raja Saheb of Mahmudabad who had

visited us at Chindwara and had referred to th« possibility of foreign

aggression ; and he had thereupon wired to Simla to the Hon'ble Mr.

Jinnah apparently for communication to the Government that he was

entirely satisfied about our poHtical attitude. We do not want a change

of masters but we do want the speedy establishment of a government

responsible to the united people of India, and we hope, we have

made the matter clear beyond the possibility of any doubt or misunder-

standing."

"But if on the contrary His Majesty the Amir has no quarrel with

India and her people and if his move must be attributed, as the Secre-

tary of State has publicly said, to the unrest which exists throughout the
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Mahomedan world, an unrest with which he openly professed to be in
cordial sympathy, that is to say, if impelled by the same religious motive
that has forced us to contemplate Hijrat, the alternative of the weak,
which is all that is within our restricted means. His Majesty has been
forced to contemplate Jehad, the alternative of those comparatively
stronger, which he may have found within his means; if he has taken up
the challenge of those who believe in force and yet more force, and he
intends to try conclusions with those who require Mussalmans to wage
war against the Khalifa and those engaged in Jehad, who are in wrongful
occupation of the Jazirutularab and the holy places ; who aim at the

weakening of Islam, discriminate against it and deny to us full freedom
to advocate its cause, then the clear law of Islam requires that in the first

place, in no case whatever should a Mussalman render any one any
assistance against him and in the next place, if the Jehad approaches

my region, every Mussaknan in that region must join the Mujahidin and
assist them to the best of his or her power."

"Such is the clear and undisputed law of Islam ; and we had explained
this to the Committee investigating our case when it had put to us a ques-
tion about the religious duty of a Moslem subject to a non-Moslem power
when Jehad had been declared against it, long before there was any
notion of trouble on the Frontier, and when the late Amir was stil^

alive."

"One thing more has to be made more clear as we have since dis-

covered that the doctrine to which we shall now advert is not so generally

known in non-Moslem and particularly in official circles as it ought to be.

A Mussalman's faith does not consist merely in believing in a set of doc-

trines and living up to that belief himself : he must also exert himself to

the fullest extent of his power, of course without resort to any compul-

sion, to the end that other also conform to the prescribed beliefs and

practices. This is spoken of in the holy Quran as 'Amr-bil-maroof and

•Nahi-anilmunkar'; and certain distinct chapters of the holy Prop'.iet's

traditions relate to this essential doctrine of Islam. A Mussalman cannot

say : 'I am not my brother's keeper', for in a sense he is and his own

salvation cannot be assured to him unless he exhorts others also to do good

and dehorts them against doing evil. If therefore any Mussalman is

being compelled to wage war against the Mujahids of Islam, he must not

only be a conscientious objector himself, but must, if he values his own

salvation, persuade his brothers also at whatever risk to himself to take

similar objection. Then and not until then, can he hope for salvation.
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This is our belief as well as the belief of every oth^r Mussalman and in

our humble way, we seek to live up to it; and if we are denied freedom to

inculcate this doctrine, we must conclude that the land where this

freedom does not exist is not safe for Islam."

Now, this was the first charge we had brought against the Govern-

ment—"During the War Mussalmans have been required, in defiance of

their religious obligations"
—mark the words gentlemen, "to assist Govern-

ment in waging war against the KhaHfa and those engaged in Jehad.''

And what do you think the Viceroy did ? He did not hang us under

Sec. 121^waging war against the King. He did not transport us for life

under Sec. 131. He simply got us out of internment and arranged that I

should go to England and explain the same Islamic law there to the

Prime Minister and to other members of the Cabinet ! But for the same

we are now being tried for criminal conspiracy ! What is the special

offence in our case ? What becomes of the case against the thousands and

hundreds of thousands—millions of people who are saying the same thing

to-day ? Why are not they with us ? I have complained about the mis-

joinder of charges because too many accused are tried for too many offen^

ces. But you have not room enough in this Hall—nay in any hall—to

try each and every one of those together who say that it is his belief too

—that it is his Dharma also ? As I have said so often it is not a question

of individual belief. It is not a question of my own individual beliefr—I

who lived with Englishmen, who went to England to be educated at

Oxford—1 who was most friendly with the English people
—even I have

got to say it because it is a religious duty—even I have got to say that

no Mussalman should serve in the British Anny where he is forced to kill

his own brethren for the advancement of unrighteousness. I said it then,

and I say it now, that it is religiously unlawful. I said it then, I say it

now, and I shall say it all the time. It does not matter if I am hanged

for it and I hope when I am dead and gone, my carcass will shout Out

from the grave that it is the Faith of the Moslem—(interrupted).
"'^

The Court here interrupted the Maulana saying something to thie

effect that he would not allow a discourse on religious matters there.

M. M. Ali.—Will you not permit me to refer to the law of the Quran ? I

My Quran says this is the 1 ',w. May I have it from you atithoritatively ;

that the law for a Muslim is not his' Ouran ? •' •

The Court.—The law of the Ouian isruot the law of tke {gauntry..: i.-nr^r l
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M. M. Ali.—I plead justification for what I did. I am simply stating
that my Quran enjoins on me to do what I have done.

The Court.—That is not the law of the land.

M. M. Ah.—^What I am concerned with is this that my law is to be
the first law binding on me and I say that these three Proclamations give
me protection.

The Court.—I rule that against you.

M. M. Ali.—Lam very glad that you rule that against me. Not only
has the Judge ruled against the King, but recently in the Legislative

Assembly a Moslem Member proposed a resolution recommending to the

Government that no c^ervant of the Government and particularly no

Mahomedan soldier should be asked to go against the law of his religion

and what did the Viceroy do ? He disallowed the resolution.

However, I now come to the first charge against us on which you
have to sit here merely as Assessors. But in any case I can address you,

gentlemen, though I have now to address you as Assessors. You have been

told and have seen for yourselves that not a single witness was put into

the box to prove that there was at any time any agreement. My friend

here asked you to take that on presumption. What a presumption !

Are you going to hang us merely for this presumption for which there is

notithe slightest piece of evidence—absolutely none ?

.
' No man;

—not a single witness has said that he ever saw us, heard us

or suspected us to be conspiring, agreeing to commit any offence. I was

i^ pngland in the month of February, 1920, and probably on the very day

I,was interviewing the Officiating Secretary of State when a Conference

was held in Calcutta—in which certain resolutions were passed. That

was;evidence against me ! But I do not mind that. The Public Prosecu-

tor no doubt read out Sec. 10 of the Evidence Act to you—that section

t&UsyQu. he said that it is admissible as evidence against me. But my

very, amiable friend there (pointing to the P. P.
)
wants you to do some-

mm Hioi-e. He is a very clever gentleman. But I knew what he was

laming at. He said it was evidence admissible against me; but he meant

RQt only that but that you ought to accept everything as gospel

Iruth. ,
He asks you to simply believe every bit of evidence

as:,tr^ie:and what is more, presume everything else required to prove

tJ^eifiTeadmifial. conspiracy. Presumption has to do duty for proof
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and any evidence is sufficient to transport us for life. Gentlemen,
j

I may tell you that I knew nothing about the conspiracy, i

When my brother went to Assam I did not know. I did not know of ,

it until the P. P. got up and said that he would bring in a witness to prove i

this. It was for the first time I learn that my brother had gone there.

The rascal ! He goes there without my knowledge and I am to be trans- :

ported for life. That's the worst of being a younger brother ! (laughter).
^

But even that is no proof of agreement to commit a criminal offence. You
|

cannot presume that. It must be proved and proved without a shadow
|

of doubt. As for the Karachi Conference, my brother could have got off i

on the score of not having spoken. But the Public Prosecutor can fill
|

that gap too. In Austraha there was a farmer who had a son—and I am \

afiaid—not a very clever son. People heartlessly even called him fool, and :

wherever liis father took him,through his folly, the father got into a sort
;

of disgrace. Once the father was invited to a feast and the son wanted to
|

go too. But the father refused. He was afraid that his son would speak |

and would be found to be a fool and he would be once more disgraced. I

The son then promised that he would not utter a single syllable. And so ;

his father at last consented to take the fool to the feast. The son went
j

there and sat in a snug corner. Several persons put him several questions
|

but the son did not, as he had promised his father, utter a single syllable i

in reply. So when a man was putting him another question, one of the
i

guests said—'what is the use of asking this man any question, can't you ;

sec that he is a fool ? The son immediately shouted out at the top of
'

his voice, addressing his father who was at the other end of the table,—
;

"Father, father, they have found it out ! But I did not speak." (laughter).
|

So the P. P. too has found it out that my brother was a conspirator at the
i

Karachi Conference though he did not speak (laughter). The P. P. has i

said that we are earnest people. By the same token, gentlemen, we are
|

truthful people. And although I am not a witness deposing on oath, I say i

it solemnly that you and the Judge have to take my word for it that there i

was never at any time any discussion among ourselves about the declara-
j

tion of Islamic law regarding the Moslem troops serving in the British
j

.•\rmy. '1 he Judge put me this question and I said that there was no dis'
j

cussion at any time. Why should there be a discussion about it at all ? i

Supposing to-morrow we hold a conference of the MusUms assembled
j

together in Karachi and declare that there is no god but one God and
|

Mahomed is His Prophet. Do you think it will be necessary for us to sit :

together and come to an agreement ? The moment that I say I am a Mus-
\

Salman tliere is that agreement. But there cannot be any time limit to
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it. It cannot be only between February 1920 and September 1921—of
course you know the addition to the period of tlje charge was the parti-

cular gift of my little friend there (pointing to Mr. Ross Alston). There

was no mention of 1920 before the Committing Magistrate. This is

'slight alteration' that my slight friend has made to the charge which

means twelve months more added to the period of the charge of conspiracy

against us. So, beUeve me, there was no agreement except the agreement
that we are Mussalmans. Every Mussalman, the moment he says that he

is a Muslim, and accepts the example and the precepts of our Prophet
Hazrat Mahomed God's peace and benedictions be upon him—that very
moment he agrees to this also,that it is unlawful to enlist or remain in an

army which must wage war against and kill Mussalmans without just

pause. And the Resol ition passed at the conference of the Jamiat-ul-

Ulama—it was nothing new that they resolved and declared. What dis-

cussion or agreement Was required for the Ulama to declare the well

known law of Islam against the killing of Mussalmans,or to sign a Fatwa

or Juridical pronouncement ? Similarly, what discussion or agreement

did the two Mussalmans who are our co-accused need before speaking

the Resolution here ? They were asked to declare the Shariat and they

did it. What related to the army was not a resolution but a declaration of

law. But there was a Resolution, too, a solemn resolve and determina-

tion that if the British Government directly or indirectly, secretly or

openly, takes any hostile action against the Government of Angora, the

Mussalmans of India would be obliged to take to Civil Disobedience in

concert with the Congress and to make a declaration at the forthcoming

Congress at Ahmedabad in December of Indian Independence and of the

establishment of a Republic. Gentlemen, we had provided not only for

openly hostile action against Angora on the part of British, but also for

secret action, not only for direct British action but also for indirect action

through the Greeks. Yes, we know only too well our English diplomacy.

At Oxford they define Association and Rugby football in this manner:

"Soccer"is a game in which you kick the man if you can't kick the ball.

In "Rugger" you kick the ball—if you can't kick the man ! (laughter).

In England, they want to down every other nation and particularly the

Turks. But the rule like Rugger is that they will fight themselves only

if they can't get another to fight their battle (renewed laughter). Gentle-

men, we said that in the event of a re-opening of hostilities against the

Angora Government, it will be our duty in concert with the Indian Nation-

al Congress-in concert with our fellow-countrymen-to start Civil Disob-

edience, and that if this sort of thing goes on, it will be our duty—a duty
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Of tremendous responsibility—we did not consider it to be a light matter^
^

it was a heavy responsibihty that we determined to take—the respon- i

sibihty of declaring absolute freedom and independence of India to
'.

establish an independent Republic of India. This was not said in' a ligfit

"

vein, as a jest or mere bluff. This was a very serious matter indeed. We I

knew what we were about. Every mother's son of us may be hanged for ii.

We could have been shot down instead of being brought down to this
|

HaU and having this farce of a trial—the Judge and the Jury and all this .

parapharnaha—instead of this lengthy circuitous route there could be a

short cut—no prosecution, no judge, no jury but only a firing party at

dawn led by Col. Gwyer or Col. Beach and a chatter of rifles and there

would be an end of the matter. However we did declare this and in con-
;

sidcration of that grave matter we determined that in concert with oiir
j

fellow-countrymen, we would do either of these two things or both. The
j

prosecution, however, is not for that : It is for the earher portion bf the
i

Resolution which is cited in the order of Government sanctioning fh^ •

Prosecution. But the previous portion of the Resolution is not stated in

its entirety. That Resolution says : "This meeting further plainly declares
j

that according to the Islamic Shariat, it is strictly forbidden to serve or
|

enlist in the British Army or to raise recruits." Therefore the cliar^e is
j

that we declared the law of Islam and the mere declaration of the law of

the Muslims, if it is an offence, then, gentlemen, say so. In that case*/ if
\

you declare the laws of Christianity that too is an offence. The Hindus

following their own rehgious injunctions declare the Hindu law—that -is
j

also an offence. Therefore a number of men who demand from ah ]

Indian soldier that he must not kill a cow, will be guilty of agreement to
j

commit a criminal offence, that is to say, they will be guilty of criminal i

conspiracy. Now, 1 say if this declaration is an agreement, if to declare
^

the I iws of Islam is an offence, and wc are guilty then say so, gentlemen. ;

But this is a matter which theJudge has got to decide, only you will have
-,

to give your opinion as Assessors, and it would rest with him whether :

he takes your advice or not. There is an Arabic proverb which Slys \

"always consult your wife but do what you think best" (laughter)i" I :

think that is the law in regard to Assessors also (laughter) always consult -

your wife, ». c, the Assessors, but do what you, the Judge, think best
j

(laughter). Gentlemen, bigamy for an Englishman or a Christian is a I

Crime and even a Mussalman can have only four wives. But the Judge has
]

in this case five wives that are to be consulted( laughter). But the Judge ;

will do what he thinks best. I \vill still appeal to the Judge because he too !

has a soul to be saved like ours. I make no appeal to him for ray own J

'J

i
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sake. I do not even app?.a.l to the Jury for myself. I appeal to them

^or their own sakes and hive said to them whatever I had got to say
in the matter. You will only decide upon the facts before you and let

no man say that any outside influence was brought to bear upon your
decision.

Now, I come to the charge which is before you as Jury. You are the

sole Judge here. You are "Monarchs of all you survey" here. I would not

like you to disagree in your finding. I hope you will agree whether your

verdict be for us or whether you come to a finding against us. But let

there be an agreement. Let it not be said that the Hindu jurors came

to this finding and the Christian jurors came to that. Let it not be said

that the gentlemen working in theGreek firm of Ralli Brothers gave this

verdict and the gentlemen from Forbes, Forbes and Campbell gave

that verdict. You should be united. I prefer that you should be united

in a matter of grave import like this. Let yourself be guided by your own

conscience because that is after all the basic law of all Faiths. You must

do the right, you must act according to your conscience. Now, on this

matter I may again tell you, you are the sole monarch and the charge on

which you are to give your verdict is the matter of "attempt," that is,

under Sec. 131. (Read the Section). "Whoever abets the committing of

mutiny by an officer, soldier or sailor in the army or the navy of the

Queen or attempts"—that's what we are charged with "to seduce any

such officer, soldier or sailor from his duty" I leave out the allegiance

with which we are not charged
—"shall be punished," etc., etc.

The Court.—You are charged with being members of a conspiracy

which attempted to seduce the troops.

M. M. AU.—We are charged with being members of a conspiracy,

that is to say, charged with having agreed to commit a criminal offence,

and in pursuance of that conspiracy, some body within this conspiracy

some fellow-conspirators attempted these things. It does not matter

whether we ourselves have attempted or some other persons have attempt-

ed. True : well, Mr. Ross Alston of Allahabad, (the Advocate General of

the United Provinces assisting the PubUc Prosecutor) gets some body in

Allahabad who gets something printed somewhere and gets that some one

to reproduce something from the Ulema's Fatwa although he is perfectly

ignorant of the Quran. All this has to be carefully done. He gets an

ignorant Maulvi to copy it—every Mussalman fears and trembles when

he has got to copy anything from the Quran lest he writes something

Oif^erent and attribute it to God falsely—the Maulvi copies it, gets it
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publi.lied for Mr. Ross Alston-gets it printed in Allahabad or in Lahore,

he gets the same kind of envelopes; the letters are posted from different

places, but mostly from Al'ahabad where Mr. Ross Alston comes from

(laughter).
And you have got to transport me for life for this! This

is the thin- which we are suppos-d to have done. What is the

proof? He (the P. P.) says, this is the proof. A poet says^

U'l JJiJ^c' ^'-J^^^ "The appearance of the sun is itself the

^oof of theSun." So, in this case too, what further proof is needed ?

Well, tlu- charge is that these leaflets were sent to Moslem soldiers-

That tlu-y wt-rc posted mostly from Allahabad because some were

posted from Cawnpore where Maulana Nazir Ahmad Saheb, one o^

the accused, comes from, tho Public Prosecutor attributed them to him

and to us—well, Allahabad is the place where Mr. Ross Alston comes

from, the place from which two C. I. D. officers who have deposed

against us come —well, from that can you not have this presumption that

it is Mr. Ross Alston who did it ? (laughter). Well, if this thing (showing

the leaflet) is sent round, is that by itself sufficient for you—as men of

any sense—you who are practical business-men—is it sufficient for you to

transport me for my life—to take me away from my children—to take me

away from my wife—to take me away from my mother—to take m«

away from my country which is dear to me to take me away from God's

work simply because they were posted
—mostly from Allahabad? Is

that or is that not the whole offence .-' Read it for yourselves. Search for

it in the entire record of evidence. If you are conscientious,y our judgment
must be right. You who are conscientious men—you who cannot kill a

gnat for nothing, you are not going to transport six men for hfe—not six

men, for at least we find we are to be seven—our revered friend Jagat

Guru Shri Shankaracharya will also go with us Mussalmans, because if

there was no evidence against him, it was amply made up after all by the

wrath of the perfectly peaceful Public Prosecutor. You saw that baresark

rage yourself. Not, of course, a real storm, mind you, from such a gentle

gentleman but a fairly good and imitation of one—a thing of the pros-

cenium—something—just realistic enough to give us the impression that

there was a storm at last with lightning and thunder, hail and wind—
all this came from my peaceful and amiable friend there (laughter). Are

you going to commit all of us on the proof that there are certain envelopes
and certain officers from Army received by them— Officers ! Euphemism
could go no further. Yes, if officers of courage in battle and length of service

and medals—and those real medals—not of silver, hanging on their breasts

but medals of lead bullets that found billets in their bodies 4n4 their
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breasts—so far as these are concerned, really and truly'officers, but yet

men who have got, even as veterans and heroes of a hundred battle-plains

to salute the merest white tyro, the merest callow youth with hardly a

moustache on his upper lip but only girlish peach-down because they

themselves are brown and black. These are the people who come before

you. They come and present before j^ou these things, and say
—"a most

terrible thing had happened. One verse—one incorrectly transcribed

verse from theQuran was sent to us and even without opening these envel-

opes we scented that they were smeUing of gunpowder, smelling of 1837.

We rushed to our Officers Commanding and said—'Sir, save us from

Islam ! Our felings are hurt, our religious feelings are hurt. We
are being reminded of our religion ! We are being reminded of our God!

For God's sake, protect us from God. Does not the Queen's Proclama-

tion give us protection ? We are being bombarded with the quotations

from Quran ! We can stand aU bombardment but not this !" And it

is on th's evidence that we are going to be transported for life !

But, gentlemen of the Jury, I do not want you to save me. I want

you to be saved yourselves. This is the only evidence and nothing

more—not a jot or tittle more than this. If there was any, our friend

(the Public Prosecutor ) would have told you. He has got to transport

seven for life—-a large and long transportation indeed. He took four

hours in address ng you—practically a whole day and thereby

earned a day's fee, although his daily fee is perhaps greater than the

monthly salaries o!" all of yod combined (interrupted)

The Court.—You have no right to make a personal remark. Is it

not ia bad taste ? I know that you don't mean it.

M. M. Ali.—^I am sorry. But to what do you object i To the reference

to I he small salary of the Jurors or the fat fee of the Public Prosecutor

and of his little friend ?

The Court.—To any personal remark. It is not in good taste. Is it ?

M. M. Ali.—I shall not refer to it again but I thought I might be

permitted to commit just one offence even against good taste when 1

have committed so many agamst your Penal Code (Laughter).

(The Court remarked something which was inaudible.)
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Ma.i am Mahomed Aii continuing said—WeP, Gentlemen, this is the

ma n thng for which you have been sworn in as a Jury and taken away

from y.>nr work —five of you. Well, wherever you may come from, from

Kalii Brothers, or Forbes, Forbes and Campbell or the Customs House*

you are here for that purpose, otherwise only two gentlemen might have

been brought in as Assessors, as wives of the Judge (Laughter). In this

case you are both the husband as well as the wife (Laughter). You are

self-sufficient. You are the sole judge here as a Jury though there are

several other charges—there are sections moFe than one can remember*

there are sections 120B, 117, 303 and so on for which you act only as

Assessors. As you may remember, when the PoUceman asked me when I

was being brought to Karachi, under what sections I was charged and

I told him of all the charges and he said—well, they are all home made

sections (laughter) and they can apply as many as they Hke. So this is

the only Jury charge
—Sec. 120 B read with Sec. 131. This is as regards

the leaflet containing an extract from the Fatwa. It is the Jamiat-ul-

Ulama that signed this Fatwa. We are supposed to be very frank people

so we said this in the Lower Court as well as in this Court that we were

glad that the Jamiat-ul-Ulama were at last doing their duty. The Jam-
iat-ul-Ulama is supposed to be party to this conspiracy. But the Govern-

ment is very moderate. It has picked out only three Ulamas for this trial-

The Government is astonished at its own moderation as Lord Clive said

of his own loot : "I am astonished at my own moderation." Out of the

5(M) Llamas who signed the Fatwa only two or three have been brought
here. Well, why have not the others been prosecuted ? I thought that

the Ulamas who had done this would have been here. It is for the first

timt' in mv life that I saw this leaflet here. In fact, it was for the first

time in my life a Httle while ago that I came to know of this Fatwa of the

Jamiat-ul-Ulama on this matter though I knew of their Resolution in

thfir Conference at Delhi. However, it does not matter if I did not know
the others who conspired with me. That is no protection for me. And I

(In not seek any. But in this case of attempt in pursuance of the con-

spirary I thought the clear conspirators were the Jamiat-ul-Ulama-
Whatever the conspiracy is, the Jamiat-ul-Ulama is a party to it and I

said that at last the association of the Ulamas was doing its religious duty.
P'vA I was immediately corrected by my friend, brother-in-law and legal
.-itlvi. .r. though not my legal representative in this case—Mr. Muazzam
Ah. He said, no, the Jamiat-ul-Ulama too deny the distribution and
pn. ting of these leaflets. So I turned round and said in the Lower Court.

forgcly intl'a fact*"
••''''''^

""^ ''"^^' ^"^ ^
^'"^'' ^^""^ ""''" '''''" ^''"''^'* *^®
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But it is the fact, gentlemen, that you have got to deal with and not

with the forgery. Is it a fact that any body is a member of the conspiracy,
who does this ? This is a presumption and not a fact. Well, gentlemen,
clear your head of this, of all these cobwebs woven by the P. P. It is

nothing but throwing dust—good old Karachi dust (laughter) in your

eyes. Nothing more than that !

I now come to Sec. 505. About the abetment of this I have not got
to say anything. I have got to deal only with myself in my own
individual capacity with regard to Sec. 505, because I am the biggest

offender in the matter and the others are only abettors under Sec. 109.

It says : "Whoever makes, publishes or circulates any statement,

rumour or report, (a) with intent to cause, or which is likely to cause,

any officer, soldier or sailor in the Army or Navy of Her Majesty or in the

Royal Indian Marine, or the Imperial Service Troops to Mutiny Of

disregard or fail in otherwise his duty as such. . . .shall be punished,"

etc., etc.

This is wider than Sec. 131, gentlemen, for I may not even preach to

the Imperial Service troops of my own state of Rampur about their reli-

gious duty. What would my grandfather who was the "right hand

man" as Government itself testified of his master the then Nawab Saheb

of Rampur in 1857 and saved hundreds of Englishmen and English
women at the risk of his life own and saved the U. P. Government

what would he have thought of this prosecution of his grandsons for

declaring to the Rampur Pathans the law of Islam about sparing the lives

of Mussalmans ? But that's another story. Well, gentlemen, Col. Beach

of the Army Head Quarters, Simla, and Lord Macaulay have given me

my cue (reads) "With intent to cause or which is likely to cause soldiers to

disregard or fail in their duty as such"—But what is their duty—the first

duty of these soldiers which they must not disregard or fail in ?

When a child is born in a family
—if there is any faith in that family

the nurse should say not that a boy or a girl is born, but that a new

recruit is born in the army of God. That child must be the soldier of God.

That's why the primeval souls were asked this question by God—"Am I

not your Lord ?" and they said "Yes." Gentlemen, 1 am tempted to

recite a verse—a verse of my own—a poor thing but mine own—as Touch-

stone said "Cinna the poet was killed for Cinna the conspirator when

Caesar was murdered and the crowds had become mad through Mark

Antony's rhetoric. They killed him as a conspirator. He said—"No, no,
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I am not Cinna; the conspirator, I am Cinna the poet." But they said—
'Then kill him for his bad verses

'

(laughter). Gentlemen, don't transport

me for life for my bad verses. I address my own fellow countrymen, my
own CO religionists and I say to them you are being reminded of your

duty, you are being reminded of your allegiance
—you are being remind-

ed of your loyalty you are being reminded of the pledge that you have

given to Government before your God and man you are being reminded

of your lionour and you are asked to be faithful. (Recites a verse).

"Kindly carry out that first pledge also the pledge that you gave to God

while you are about it. You are loyal people. A little more loyalty will

not be amiss." Can I not say to the Judge
—can I not say to the Jury

if these people are not true to their God, can they be true to their King ?

(Pin-drop silence prevails in the house).
—God that gave them every-

thing, life, honour, Faith, loyalty itself—God that has given them

the King ! if they are not true to their God, they cannot be true to their

King. I say God before everything
—God before loyalty

—God before

King—God before patriotism
—God before my country

—God before my
father, mother and child. That is my Faith. Hang me if you like. But

having done that, gentlemen, you may commit suicide yourself also,

because then you would have murdered your own soul. You may walk

and sit and stand and work. But your bodies would only be moving
carcases without souls, fit carrion to provide food for the crows.

Gentlemen, it is the Government—it is they who want to seduce God's

soldiers. We want to bring them back to their pristine loyalty. The law

says that in any case there is an exception (Reads)
—"It does not amount

to an offence within the meaning of this section, when the person making,
publishing or circulating any such statement, rumour or report has

reasonable ground for believing that such statement, rumour or report
is true."

The Court.—Read out the whole section, Mr. Mahomed All.

M. M. .Aii.—I will, sir. I will not leave out one jot or tittle. The Gov-
ernment will have its pound of flesh. In the case of Shylock, they allowed
him only the flesh

;
but they would not let him take a drop of Christian

blood. But you can take that too from me, full measure and overflowing.
That exception requires that you establish the truth of the statement
or reasonable grounds for your belief in its truth and that you made it

"without any such intent as aforesaid. "There is no God but the one
' .od and Mahomed is His Prophet"—Is that my statement ? No, it is the
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creed of all Mussalmans. It cannot be an offence to declare that creed

even if it is likely to seduce" a man from his allegiance to a King or Gov-

ernment that demands obedience from him in matters involving disobed"

ience to God. Is it an offence to say so ? The next offence is asking ten

persons or more to commit a similar offence. But for that too the first

question is the question of statement. Whose statement ? It is not my
statement, it is the statement of God. It is a declaration based on the

law of the Quran. It is well-known to every Mussalman who understands

the Quran. It is not a matter of my own opinion. Let me transport you

before I am transported, say to a place where Arabic is undrstood. Say*

Aden. If a Somali or Arab soldier who understands the Quran in Arabic

hears Maulana Hussain Ahmad Sahib who was a teacher in Arabia, reci-

ting verses from the Quran against the killing of muslims. Or supposing

as I said yesterday, a man comes and teUing him he is ordered to Meso-

potamia to fight against the Moslems asks him about true religious law,and

if he says that it is rehgiously unlawful for a Muslim to fight another Mus-

lim—would it come under the law ? It is a statement : but not his own.

It's God's and it is true. Supposing the Government wants a Hindu to

kill a cow and some Brahmin tells him that the cow is a sacred animal ;

it has got to be protected ;
it is the mother of milHons of orphans and feeds

us all—^it is a symbol of innocence and of helplessness among God's

creatures needing our chivalrous protection
—you have got to protect it.

Is the Brahmin guilty of an offence to seduce that Hindu from doing his

duty even though the Army Commander needs that cow for the army's

food ? I challenge the Army Commander or for the matter of that, the

Commander-in-Chief to say that it is the duty of a Mussalman soldier or

a Hindu soldier to go against his Faith in spite of the fact that the Viceroy

has disallowed the Resolution to be moved in the Legislative Assembly,

the Council which I was invited to be in. The "Pioneer" said—"You can

influence people. You have such wonderful influence over the people

you have got such talents—you ha\-e got the wonderful gift of attracting

the masses—will you not come to the Council ?
"

I said in a speech of mine

which is the subject of another prosecution, I said that I cannot, because

whoever goes to the Council has got to pass through the 'Crawling Lane'

on his belly and the guard of honor is provided by our sisters of Manian-

wala whom a cowardly British bully sought to dishonour.

The Court.—(Inaudible) What is your point ."

M. M. Ali.—To that Assembly I was invited to go where no one is

allowed to move a resolution Hke the one disallowed by the Viceroy, that
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no man, no Mussalman in the Government service, particularly in the

Army, shall be compelled to go against his religion (Reads the form to

be filled in by a soldier before he is enhsted).

(The Judge interrupted the Maulana again and asked what he

wanted to prove).

M. M. Ali.—I want to show what the man is required to do when he

joins the army, what is and what is not his duty as a soldier (Reads).

Mark, gentlemen, the question is—"Are you willing to go wherever order-

ed by land or sea and allow no caste usage to interfere with your mihtary

duty—"
there is no question asked of the man—^"Will you do anything j

which is against your Faith" or "Will you have any objection when you
|

will be asked to commit a sin," or''are you wilhng to go to Hell by land or
\

by sea" (laughter) ? There is no question like that. The P. P. asked me,—
j

he said to me if some body believes in human sacrifice and your child is
|

demanded you will be the first to seek the protection of the law. In any j

case, as a Non-Co-operator these days, I do not want to seek the !

protection of his law. Neither do I believe that there is any sect that
:

can demand such a sacrifice from other people. The only sect that {

can demand human sacrifice of other people's children is the sect of the
j

Militarists. They demand it—their Moloch of greed demands it—their
\

Moloch of Imperialism demands it—their greed for Dominion demands
j

it—they want that on the high seas—on God's big broad oceans, whenever |

a foreign ship passes one of their's. it should dip its flag in recognition of i

the boast that England is "the mistress of the seas." It is these people a

who want such human sacrifice. |

The Judge asked me.—"But what about the thief ? Do you want
that the thief's hand should be cut off ?

'

I said, if the Government was an
Islamic Government, I would require this of it. I will have the adulterer
stonc-d to death too, though adultery is no offence in Enghsh law. My
bargain as a Muslim with an Islamic Government is different from my
bargain as a Muslim with a non-Muslim Government. From non-Muslims
I do not require that they should do anything for me,except permit me to
hold my own religious opinions and act up to them with impunity. My
religion can impose its obligations only upon me, and not upon others.
There is an obligation upon me to tellGod's own truth that it is religiously
forbidden to join the British Army and to fight a Mushm without a just
cause, and that it is unjust to kill a brother Muslim at the bidding of
the Government, which is next to infidelity. The Prophet said—the la§t

i

3
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thing that he said collecting all the people who had gone to the

pilgrimage together, some 173 thousand people assembled together at

Minah, and the Prophet asked—"What day is it". . . .(interrupted).

The Court.—^I would ask you to stop. Never mind about the

Prophet.

M. M. AU.—(Indignantly) I must mind about the Prophet. I think

you should withdraw that.

M. Shaukat Ali,—Blasphemy and impertinence !

M. M. Ah.—You must withdraw that. You must make amends.

I have got to mind about the Prophet. I have to take a man's life who

insults that Prophet.

The Court.—You must stop. You cannot go on.

M. M. AH.—I am doing what the law allows me. The law says that I

am not to seduce troops from their duty. I say it is not a part of a Mus-

hm soldier's duty to kill a brother MusHm. And I am here entitled to

argue this till eternity. So long as I want to explain my position I have

this right. Take away this right and end this farce. What's the use of

this farce ? Take out a shooting and shoot us out of hand, or if you prefer

to keep up this farce of a trial, try us after our death, as Lord Nelson once

did. I say that no man is required to go against his religion—military

duty does not inculcate this.

The Court.—It is irrelevant.

M. M. AU.—I am explaining what my religion says—I have given it

in my statement in the Lower Court. It is perfectly relevant.

The Court.—^Sit down.

M. M. AH.—I have not yet done with Sec. 303 and have not even

touched the charge under Sec. 117 against me. I have not said one word

about that. Am I to be punished without saying one word about it ?

The Court.—I wiH not give you a right of speech.

M. M. AH.—Will you show me a single sentence in your law books

that the Judge has the power to take away that right ? You have

already taken away pne of my rights by not allowing me to make a
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statement before the Prosecution addressed the Jury. Your ownBombay

High Court says that and the Public Prosecutor agrees. I do not know

if the Judicia Commissioner of Sind has laid down another law. Now

you are going to stop rac again from addressing the Jury. You can

object to a particular part of my address. You can say
—do not say this.

But I cannot understand how you can stop me altogether by sajring

that you will not allow me to say anything more. (The Court kept on

saying 'sit down,' 'I won't hear you.')

M. M. Ah.—I am explaining that it is not the law, that it is no part

of a MusUm's duty to go against his religion. Have I not got to prove

that this statement contained in the resolution is a true statement, and

not a false statement ? Is it relevant or not, I ask ?

The Court.—Entirely irrelevant.

M. M. Ali.—"Entirely irrelevant;" therefore I have not got to

argue about that ?

The Court.—I have allowed you to argue.

M. M. Ali.—The trouble is that you are intervening me too much

I say that first of all I do not come under this section. I have got to

prove what my Faith is and that it is not the soldier's duty as such to

go against his Faith. I have got to prove why the declaration was

made. And I have to prove that that declaration is a true statement.

The Court.—It is not relevant.

M. M. Ali.—Do you tliink that you are authorised by law to take that

right from me ? The law says it does not amount to an offence within the

meaning of the section (reads the first part of the exception again).

The Court.— "And."

M. M. -Mi.—Never mind about 'and.' I am arguing that it is a tnie

'^tatemont 1 am not vf^t arguing about the intention.

The Court.— I do not want to hear you.

M. M. Ali.—It is for the Assessors
;
at any rate, you cannot take away

the Assessors' right. They will have to give their opinion about this

whether I am guilty or not. It is according; to law. And the law sayf
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this (reads again). I cannot take your word for it. I cannot really. 1

cannot take any man's word as against the clear provision of the law.

The Court.—-Argue your case.

M. M. Ali.—It is not your case that I am arguing ! (laughter). Well,

gentlemen of the Jury (interrupted) .

The Court.—I do not want to hear you.

M. M. Ali.—You may not hear me as you have done on many other

occasions. You have slept through a great deal of evidence that was being

read out. You may sleep now. But T have got to address the Jury.

The Court.—(With apparent anger). Will you sit down ?

M.M. Ali.—If I don't?

The Court.—I shall put you in custody.

M. M. Ali.—Do !

(The Superintendent of Police was here called to make the accused

sit down but retired without touching him, leaving him standing.)

(The Court directed the Sheristadar to call accused No. 2 Maulana

Hussain Ahmad. The Sheristadar approaching called out but Maulana

Hussain Ahmad did not utter a single word or budge an inch.)

M.M. Ali.—(Not minding this interruption) now, gentlemen of the'

Jury.

The Court.—^Do not interrupt the Court.

M. M. AU.—I am not interrupting the Court. Rather you are inter-

nipting me. I have got to argue regarding this exception. I have got

to deal with this. Take away the charges under Sees. 505 and 1 17 against

me if you can and I shall stop. You have got the power to amend the

charge up to the last.

The Court.—I cannot allow you to discuss rehgious law here.

M. M. Ali.—There is no question of religious law. I am arguing

about the 'law of the land,' as you call it. I have got to show to the
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.Assessors that this declaration of statement contained in the resolution

is true because it is based on the Quran and the Hadis.

The Court.—^There is no necessity of it.

M. M. Ali.—^The necessity of it is or not, that I have got to consider

myself, not you. You had no right to stop the Prosecution witnesses.

You could not have stopped them unless you said that their evidence

was inadmissible. You did not stop the Public Prosecutor. He was to

prove what he thought was necessary. But you will not allow me to

prove what I think is necessary,^to prove that it is a true statement

of Muslim law that I laid down that it is harani to serve in the army ! I

have got to prove that from the Quran and the Hadis, material or

immaterial, I have got to do it and I am to do it from the Islamic law.

I have got to take my law from the Quran and from the King. The King

gives me protection for following the Quran's lavv in those Proclamations.

That is the King's law. H you do not obey that, then why is the King's

portrait over there, (pointing to the portrait of King Edward hung upon
the wall.) I have got to take my law from—you have got to take the law

from the King. I have got my statement based on this King's law. I do

not want to create a scene. I am not here for that purpose. I have not

shown disre=^pect to you even though I could not show any respect to the

Court as part of Government. T don't want to be obstinate and cheeky.
But I cannot have my right brushed aside.

The Court.—But you take so much time.

M. M. Ali.—Yesterday you sent me word that you will give me half

an liour more to-day to discuss the supremacy of religious law before I

came to the legal point and the facts of the case. I have already finished

with that. I said that religion was to be an exception in every case.

Now, dealing with the law of the land, Sec. 505, I have got to prove that
the declaration in the resolution that it is rehgiously forbidden to serve
in the army, is a tme statement and therefore I come under the

exception to Section vS()5.

The Court.—Suppose it is accepted that it is a true statement ?

M. M. Ali.—Let the Assessors accept it. I et them give it to me in

writing. Will they give it to me that this is considered to be proved ?

fell me that this is proved—that my statement is tme. I will go on.
Tlien I will nut argue one word more about it. Ask the Public Prosecutor
whether I have got the right or not.
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The Public Prosecutor.^We admit that the passages cited in this

statement before the Lower Court are iii the Quran.

M. M. AU.—I want you to admit more than that. I want you to

admit that this statement for which I am charged under Sec. 505 is in

accordance with the Quran and the Hadis.

P. P.—^We can't admit that.

M. M. Ali.—If you won't admit I have got to prove it. Supposing
a Christian is charged for making a statement of his beUef in God the

Father, God the Son and God the Holy Ghost. He says that he has got
to prove that that is the Christian behef and is a true statement. He says

"I will show it from the Bible, I will show it from the Epistles
—I vnW

show it from the Gospels
—I will show it from the Prayer Book." Will he

not be entitled to do that ? Will I, a Mussalman, be a fair judge—do you
think it \vill be fair of me not to allow him to prove that this is a correct

statement of the Christian Trinitarian's Faith ?

The Court:—(Nodding his hand) Sit down.

M. M. Ali.—I cannot sit unless you admit that my statement is true.

I should like to say one thing. I really do not want to be obstinate. I do

.
not want to be needlessly importunate, out of sheer curs dness and ill-will

against the Court. I do not want to show any disrespect to j/ow. This does

not tally with any part of my character as an accused person or as a

Non-Co-operator. But at the same time I want to stand on my right.

The Court.—You are wasting the Court's time.

M. M. Ali.—I am not wasting anybody's time. T just want to con.

vince the Jury that the statement is a true ^^tatement

The Court.—It matters not.

M. M. Ali.—It matters a great deal to me. It matters much so far as

I am concerned. It matters great deal to prove to the gentlemen of the

Jury that this is in accordance with the Quran and Hadis and that I did

not fabricate it. I may have made a false statement. Supposing I commit

a rape and I come in before the Court and I say that my rehgion allows it.

You can say—"show it to me from your religious law." You will not

take my word for it and you will have to allow me to prove it. What is it

after all ? I am not asking for protection for a murder that I have
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.-ommined-I am not asking for protection
for arson that I have com-

Xd-nor am I seeking protection
for loot. Loot becomes sacred when

Se-Vrmv Commander orders it. Murder is no murder when the Army

Commander C mmands t. In my case too, when the Quran Com-

mands, murder is no murder. So when T referred to the Quran you

can say "show it to me." i

The Court.-Suppose we admit it for argument's sake.

|

.J M Ah -I want it to be admitted for all purposes.
I may not

argue one' word about the intention. Gentlemen, I am not speaking m

ml defence. But I must prove that this was a correct sta ement. I h.d

the ^ame difficulty with my friend Mr. Montague. He said far be it f

rom^

me Mr. Mahomed Ali, to mtervene in a discussion about your religion.

I .aid to him "please do let us discuss it and let me prove to you what my

religion is
"

I was actually in tears before him when I told him it is no

pleasure to me to be against his Government. He respected those tears.

I explained the religious law about the Khilafat and the Jazirat-ul-Arab

and he had to listen. I had to explain my religion to Mr. Lloyd George

also and to some other members of the Cabinet and they had not said that

thev had nothing to do with the Quran. I want to prove that this is a

correct statement and you mast not take away my nght to prove it.

Will you allow it ?

The rourt.-If you will only do it in a very short way. (The whole

house burst into peals of laughter at the Judge's relaxing at last.)

M. M. AU.—(To the Court) Why did you not say so before? Of

course, I will do it in a short way—in fact in a very short way.

The Maulana then quoted some three or four verses of the Quran

already cited in his statement in the Lower Court and added short com-

ments to prove that these made service 'haram' in the Bntish Army

which was being used to kill Mussalmans without just cause or to

destroy the Khilafat and the temporal power of Islam. Thereafter he

cited a few of the traditions of the Prophet cited in the Lower Court

statement and explained their bearing on the declaration contained in

the KfSoluti(jn. The verses and the Hadis cited were the followmg :—

1. "It is not for one of the Faithful to kill another but by mis-

chance"—and thereafter follow the severe penances prescribed
even m

cases of such mischance." (Sura-i-Nisa, Chapter IV.)
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2. "But whoever shall kill one of the Faithful wilfully his recom-

pense shall be Hell
;
for ever shall he abide therein; God shall be wrath

with him, and shall curse him, and has prepared for him a great tor-

ment" (idem).

5. "O ye Faithful: devour not each other's substances falsely

except that it be trading among you by your own consent
; and kill not

your own people, verily God is unto you merciful. And whoever shall

do this of maHce and wrongfully, we will soon cast him in fire, for unto

God is this easy. If ye shun the great things that are forbidden. We
will blot out your faults, and we will lead you into Paradise with

honourable entry" (Idem).

4. "After recounting the story of the first killing, the murder of a

brother by a brother, the crime of Cain inspite of Abel's declaration of

his own doctrine of non-violence, the doctrine of every Moslem in like

circumstances, "Even if thou stretch forth thy hand against me to slay

me; verily I fear God, the Lord of the Worlds," the Quran says : "For

this have we ordained unto the children of Israel that whoever slayeth

another soul unless it be for man-slaughter or for spreading disorder in

land, it is as though he slew all mankind
;
and whoever saveth a life it

is as though he saved all mankind ahve. (Sura-i-Matdah, Chapter V).

5. "And (the urvitors of the Beneficent God are) they who call on

no other gods with God, nor slay the soul God hath forbidden to be slain,

except for just cause, and commit not fornication, for he who doth this

shall meet the reward of sin (
that part of Hell which is known as Asam) .

Doubled unto him shall be the torment of the Day of resurrection, and

therein shall he remain, disgraced for ever." (Sura-i-Al-Furqan, Chap.

XXV).

1. "Shedding a Moslem's blood is not permissible except in three

cases, when a Hfe is taken for a Hfe" (i.e., as punishment for a renegade

deserting his side) a (This is to be found in the most authentic collections

of Bukhari, Moslem, Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Nasai and others).

2. "A Moslem is he from whose tongue and hand a Moslem remained

immune."—(Bukhari-B, Moslem-M, Abu-Daud-Ad, Tirmizi-T, etc.)

5. "To abuse a Moslem is wrong doing ;
and to war against him is

infidelity ('Kufr'). (B. M. T. AD.) (Nasai-N : Ibn-i-Maja-lM).
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4. "He who bore arms against us is not from among ye/' i.e., is not;

a Moslem any longer (
B. M. T. AD.) .

3. "Even if the inhabitants of all the heavens and all the earths

were accessories in the slaying of a single Moslem, God ^viU certainly push

them all into fire." (T. Behaqi-BQ—Tibrani-TB) .

6. "Who so assisted in the slaying of a Moslem even with half a

wr^rd. shall meet God with this written between his eyes ; "Despairer from

God's Mercy (i.e., he shall receive no portion of God's abounding Mercy")

(IM: BQ: Asbahani).

7. "God may, it is to be hoped, forgive every sin, but not the man

who died while still an infidel, nor the man who killed a Moslem wilfully.'

' AD : Ibn-i-Haban : N : Hakim).

IS. "Let him who can see to it that there is not between him and

Heaven even a handful of a Moslim's blood, even as much as a fowlf

which is killed for food, for whoseover such a man will present himself

before any of the gates of Paradise, God will interpose Himself between

him and Paradise." ^TB : BQ).

9. "\Vlien two Mussalmans quarrel with each other and use theii

swords, both the slayer and the slain shall be cast into the Fire." Whei

the people said: "O'Prophet of God, the reason for the slayer being cast

into the Fire is plain but why the slain as well ? The Prophet replied/

"Because he had intended to kill his companion" (B : M L T : etc.).

This statement of mine, gentlemen, is entirely based on the Qurai.

and the Hadees as you can now see for yourself and Maulana Hussam

Ahmad Saheb will after me prove it to you still further. More than

this, you have got the correctness of it established in the Fatwa of thf

Ulama. But that has been turned from proof of our innocence intc

proof of our guilt.

'"•cntlemen, I do not know whether a man is exempted or not in the!

army from observing his caste usages. This form includes merely a
ques-j

tion about them and we do not know what happens to the intending recmit

who wi«;hes to observe them. But thi<^ is not a caste usage. It is a case ol

going against religious law and if a man's military duty was to go againsti

the roligioiis law—if the Army Commander thought so, he should hav®=J

asked this question. Let them ask every Hindu soldier—let them as|
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every Mahomedan soldier and note what they say. Dante wrote in his

Inferno and Milton quotes it in his Pamdhe Lo^t also, that this leeend is

inscribed over the gate of lleW : "Whosoever enters here must leave all

Hope behind." So it should b:; svritten over the portals of the British
Indian Army: "whosoever enters this must leave all Faith b-hind/'
On a famous occasion the German Chancellor had said : "Necessity knows
no law" and those who execrate this lav/less doctrine are being punished
as law-breakers. \^/hat v/e want is that Government should be straight-

forward, honest about it. At present people go to the Army apparently
with their eyes shut. We ask that they should go with their eyes open. If

they join the Army knowing \'ery well that their rehgious law and

obligations on them will not be respected, but would be sacrificed to the

Moloch of military exigencies and that, one Queen's Proclamation and two

King's Proclamations will afford them no protection, nobody will then

blame the Government. All the sin would be those people's who knew all

this and yet joined the army. But what is it after all that Islamic law
demands to-day ? For what offence does it seek the secular Law's protec-
tion ? Not for human sacrifice ! I do not say—"shoot your officers—kill

them' ! No, on the contrary I demand that they be not guilty of the human
sacrifice of their MusHm brothers—of fratricide. When you took them to

fight the Germans on the outbreak of the War, I did not say
—"Do not

fight with them." I do not say, if there is disorder in Karachi and Mushms
are rioting, that Muslim soldiers should not go and stop that. In this form

(showing the form of Enlistments) all sorts of questions are asked.The form

says "the following 9 questions "but there are really 1 4 and not 9 questions

in all (Reads all the questions.) I do not know what happens if he says he

is unwilling to be vaccinated or even to be re-vaccinated—as some

Hindus may well do on account of the vaccine or lymph from the cow.

I do not knov/ what happens if he says he is unwilling to cross the black

waters or give up a caste usage. The solemn declaration of the intending

recruit onh' says that the answers are true and that he is willing to fulfil

the engagements made without explaining what they are. But let us

presume that he has expressed his willingness to be vaccinated and re-

vaccinated and to go wherever ordered by land or sea an 1 allow no caste

usage to interfere with his militarv duty and that there are the engage-

ments. But where is the iSth question, which should hii\-t- been : "Are

you willing to do anythuig you are ordered and allow no religious com-

mandment to interfere with your military duty ? Are you willing to

forego your religion ?" Where is such a question in the form ? If the man

says "Yes" then it is alright, and if he refuses, you can_]^chuck him out,
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But you don't ask him this question, you dare not do that—and yet you

take him in and if he refuses to commit the most grievous sin short of

becoming a renegade and an infidel at heart as V.--11 as outwardly, you say

he has failed in his military duty. But that i<, according to your own

form of enlistment, no part of a soldier's duty as such. Therefore, Sir, it is

not a question of seduction from duty. As T bave already said, we are

teaching him his first duty—that his first duty is to God and the second

duty is to his country and his King. Gentlemen of the Jury, the Pro-

clamation came, as you knc.w, after the greased cartridges affair and the

Mutiny, and it was to repudiiite precisely this unlimited connotation of

military duty that it was issued in 1858. But v.liat is the tearing with

one's teeth of greased cartridges or eating a v. hole pig compared to the

sin of killing a ]\t.u-lim ? 1 have already stated in my statement in the

Lower Court and I rep-at it that if a man is threatened with death unless

he consents to take pork lie may not only take it, but must, and if he is

killed on account of refusal to do so, he dies a 5-inner. In like circum-

stances, lie may even declare that he is a Kafar if he continues to be a

believer at heart, though it is preferable not to do so, and if he is killed

on account of refusal he dies a martyr. But in like circumstances he must

not kill or dismember another Muslim but patiently submit to be killed

instead. And you dare not ask a Mussalman to touch cartridges with pig's

giease as part of military duty since your experience of 1857 and the Pro-

clamation of 1858, and yet you call it part of military duty to kill Mussal-

mans which is far worse than eating pork and worse even than outward

apostacy. The absence of such a question as I have suggested means that

the Government understood what it would lead to. We consider it a part
of our duty therefore to remind the MnsUm soldier of his duty to God
to demand from a Mussalman that he must carry out his God's law.

That is not seducing him from doing his duty in th-e arm}-, and in any case,
he need not desert or fail in his duty but aj;peal to Government through
his superior officers that such duty as is against his rehgion may not be

required of him. There is therefore neither a hkelihood nor intention of

seducing a soldier from his duty as such.

Now comes Sec. 1 17. Against me this is the only other section. (Reads)
Wt.oever abets the commission of offence, by the public generally or by

any number or class of persons exceeding ten, shall be punished with
imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to thr^e
years, or with fine, or with both."

I
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But where is the offence ? There was no criminal conspiracy as I have

explained under Sec. 120 B. There was no attempt made by us or by a

fellow-conspirator under that section and section 131 as I have also ex-

plained.

The Court.--Mr. Mahomed Ah, you are charged that you at this

meeting and other places abetted ten or more persons to commit

M. M. AH.—It says whoever ab.-ts the commission of an offence

by the pubhc generally or ten or more persons, etc. But what is the

offence ? The offence is to ask the Mashm soldier to do his duty to God—
to bring the law of Ishni home to him. But that is no offence. Therefore,

I have committed no offence. And when there is no offence that I abet

the entire ground is taken away from under the feet of the Prosecution.

In the evidence you have it that there were two or three thousand

people and two or three gentlemen on oath declared that there were only

two thousand people and that they were mostly Mussalmans. I was the

President at that meeting—and am in a better position to tell you
how many people were there. When I returned to Bombay from

Karach' I said to Mahatma Gandhi I was astonished to see that at least

half of that big audience was composed of Hindus. But that shows that

the Khilafat is a national question and not an exclusively Muslim ques.

tion. The Marhatta gentleman who told you about the Gokok resolution

said th at there were fifteen hundred people and the whole area of that

ConferencePandal was not more than that of this hall and its Verandahs.

The Pandal where the Karachi Ail-India-Khilafat Conference was held,

it was not far from this place
—that Pandal was ten or fifteen times as

'

large as this hall—that pandal was absolutely packed not less than ten

thousand people were there. Therefore it is not a question of instigating

ten people but ten thousand people to do what we asked them to do in

that Resolution. But we did not instigate them to commit any offence

Cook your hare by all means, eat it, digest it. But you must catch your

hare first. But my friends—(pointing to the P. P. and Mr. Ross
Alston)

they have not yet even scented their hare much less caught it. They have

not proved that there was really an offence at all that we abetted. What

was it that I told the people ?
—To bring it home to them that they must

do their duty to God. (Reads from his copy of the Resolution but the

Judge interrupted). (To Court) I must read my copy because I must give
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you the exact words of the Resolution as it was read out, moved, seconded,

supported and passed
—the ipsissima verba. (Reads in the original Urdu).

Not my opinions or statements or even the Karachi Conference's declara-

tions, but the commandments of Islam in this behalf were to be brought

home to the Muslim soldiers. Has it now become an offence even to

declare that it is the duty of Mussalmans to communicate the law of Islam

itself to the Muslim soldiers ? I said yesterday that the Government could

not be able to find a single Mussalman who says that this is not the law

of Islam. But suppose that they find such a man, suppose they create

such a man for we may even credit them with the function of the Creator's

when they demand obedience to their behests as against the Creator's

commandments—they create such a man and make him a Moslem also,

and he says that the law of Islam says that every word of command in

the army s God's own commandment—when the Commander says shoot

a Muslim—he should be instantly obeyed. What do we ask ? We say.

carry the religious law of Islam to the soldier—the Muslim soldier. I

don't say carry my interpretation of it. I say
—

carry the law of Islam on

the subject to the Mussalmans in the army. Is it an offence even to pro-

pagate the law of Islam ? Supposing the man is entirely against me.
He says—No. it is not a sin to kill a Mussalman—it is the bounden duty
of a religious Muslim to kill a Mushm when the Commanding Officer

orders it. I don't say to him—don't carry this to soldier, but take thg
law that I lay down. I simply ask him whatever the Islamic law says that

he has got to carry to the Muslim soldier. I knew a gentleman who got a

title and whose sons got several posts because he happened to hold certain

very peculiar doctrines about the MusHms and particularly the Muslm
soldier's duty to the {Hakim-i-Waqat) ^ i

, ^5
a—the temporal ruler for

;

the time being. He used to engage Manlvis to go into the requirements
j

and preach his doctrines of loyalty at all times and at any price. But now
'

it seems even that would be an offence, for the P. P. says it is an offence
j

under Sec. 117, l.P.C. to declare that it i^ the duty of Mussalmans in I

general and tho Ulami of Islam in particular to bring the law of Islam
home to Muslim soldiers. Or is it an offence only if I ask ten persons or
more '

I f y.>ii a^k t .v > o; t'lr^e men, it does not matter ? If you ask ten
the moment you cnmr to ten-.l I » ... _ii:. that is ten complete" or.
you a.sk thr public generally, vou will be hanged. At any rate, gentlemen
you must go by wl.at I have said and what the shorthand C. I. D. man
has taken down and not what some pitiful Police liar has sought to putinto mv motith.



(Maulana Mahomed Ali sent for Inspector Lakht Hiissain's transcript
of the Urdu Resolution as read out by him at the Conference and found it

tallied exactly with the copy he had from the Bombay CentralKhilafatOffice

on the letter paper of the Reception Committee of the Karachi Conference

showing that it was made at the time of the Conference itself. But the

translator of the Government had mistranslated
;,

5>at c$'^>* ji. , _^lj ^-t
into "these commandments" which would make section 117 I. P. C.

applicable. If section 505 was found to be applicable,whereas the actual

words of this part of the Resolution did not refer to the declaration of

Islamic law that mihtary service was haram contained in the earlier part
of the Resolution, but to Islamic law generally).

Gentlemen of the Jury, I am not anxious to get of?, I am not anxious

for my defence. I make no defence whatsoever, I have to explain the

law of Islam to you and explain the bearing of that on the position we

have taken up. I have not cross-examined witnesses nor produced evi-

dence on my own side. But I want you who are mostly my countr3mrien

though co-operating with this Government to consider this. You will find

that in the history of the world many celebrated trials have taken place

and many great people have been declared guilty of many offences. In

English history itself even poor Joan of Arc was killed for a witch. But

with what result ? Her golden statue stood before my hotel in France and

while I was there the Cathohc Church led by the Pope and the College of

Cardinals canonised her and what did the successors of those who had

burnt her do ? Why the British army joined the French in honouring her

memory and in placing wreaths on her statue ? I was present at such a

scene. George Washington was a wicked rebel in the time of George III.

What is the verdict of the British Government to-day ? He is the

greatest patriot.

I should Uke to address a remark or two particularly to the sohtary

Englishman on the Jury. Englishmen are not bound to follow the major-

ity of their countrymen, particularly in unrighteousness and injustice.

Believe me, throughout Enghsh history it has been the minority that was

mostly in the right and at any rate it was the minority that began great

and goad movements. A great cause had never been started in the world's

history by the majority. It was not Pilate that was crucified. It was

Christ—God's peace and blessings be on him ! Pilate was the judge who

pronounced the verdict against Christ ! But who pronounces the verdict

now and who will pronounce it hereafter ? On the Last Day, the Day of

Judgment it is God that will pronounce the sentence on Pilate who did
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not know what was truth, and ask that famous or infamous question so

cynically. But where is Pilate now ? Who ever remembers him the great

crucifying Judge, except for Christs crucifixion. Now to miUions of

human beings Christ is the Saviour. But who am I, a humble individual

to compare myself with Christ who am not worthy even to take the dust

of! the feet of Christ ? But as the Poet has said—

"Weakness never need be falseness, Truth is Truth in each degree.

"The Thunder pealed by God to Nature, whispered by my soul to me."

And in the thunder peals of British howitzers the still small voice of

humble man's soul has whispered into his ear this little bit of truth—God's

eternal everlasting, soul-sustaining Truth—that he must not stand by

and see Muslims being slaughtered by Muslims in spite of God's clear

law, but must preach against it and propagate God's Truth, unshaken by

fear of man and untroubled by mundane consequences.

Gentlemen, take another case—the case of the martyrs of Karbala.

The Prophet's grand son had only 72 men and Yazid's army had thous-

ands apd they killed him. He was then in a small minority. But for thir-

teen hundred years the mourning for that vile deed—the deed of the Gov-

ernment in Power—has been going on. Every Muslim mourns for Hus-

sain, Hussain the victim and not for Yazid the proud victor, and many
MusUm cities have a quarter just outside known as Karbala, while no

trace of Yazid's grave can be found anywhere. So, gentlemen, do not

think of the consequence of your verdict to-day or to-morrow, but of its

ultimate consequences here to human freedom and hereafter, in another

world. And you have got to judge for yourself. RaUi Brothers cannot

judge for you. Forbes, Forbes and Campbell who objected to a small

white Gandlii cap cannot judge for you. Mr. Lloyd George cannot judge

for you. God on his Judgment Day will ask Lloyd George about his soul,

not about yours, and he may have much to answer for. God will ask

you about your individual soul and none others. He won't ask Ralli

Brothers or Forbes, Forbes and Campbell about it. i\nd if as a Hindu you

believe only in punishment in this very world through the cycle of trans-

migration of souls, you must remember that according to your belief,

God's Judgment will be visited upon here and not hereafter and you will

be judged the moment your soul quits its abode in your body and seeks

another. Whatever your creed, your Karma is your own and the final

Judgment does not rest with you any more than with the Judge there but

witli (iod, the Lord of all the worlds.

I
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Gentlemen, I have taken much of your time, far more than I' had
intended to take or would have taken were it not for being constantly

interrupted and stopped. But as I said at the very outset, had it been

a case of my individual defence or of all of us accused together only, I

would not have argued at such length and with such persistence. I do

not seek to avoid punishment for the
j
ail is the gateway to India's freedom.

Had I sought to avoid punishmenc. I think I would have smashed the

entire prosecution and proved my case according to the canons of this

very law—the so-called law of the land. I couid have cross-examined

the witnesses and torn the'r evidence to shreds. 1 was really tempted
to do that in the case of Co . Gwyer with his enlistment forms and his
"

soldier's duty as such." I think I may say this though I do not pretend

to be a big lawyer like my friend the Pubhc Prosecutor or his little assis"

tant. Nevertheless, the case is so hopelessly weak that it could not

keep us shut up in the jail for a day even if the Ex-Lord Chief Justice

of England himself, better known as Rufus Isaacs, k.c, had his Govern-

ment's brief. But although a Non -Co-operator and therefore debarred

by my duty as such to defend myself, I had to speak up when theViceroy

indulged in his hill top ohitey dicta on a matter which he knew and admitted

was siih jadice. He said that this was no case of an attack on Islam or

reUgious interference. What could be a more flagrant case of both ? If

the tallest poppies are to be cut off for upholding Islam and its laws and

you ask those who remain
" What is your opinion about the laws of

Islam" which only means
"
your turn next if you dare to tell the truth"

and you cut off their heads too if they still dare. The result may well be

that there will be none to stand up and oppose your will. And then you
will say

" We interfere not with your faiths." If this is non-interference,

you can enjoy the self-complacence induced by such boasts of toleration.

But that is not all. We are asked to look at him the tallest poppy of

the Israelite garden in England—as upon a certificate of British tolera-

tion. But, gentlemen, I cannot imitate the Ex-Lord Chief Justice of

England and Viceroy of India. His law is a law unto him and my law

is a law unto me. The example of his people, if I may say so without

offence, is constantly mentioned in the Quran for the Muslim to avoid and

take heed from. According to the Quran, after Moses (on whom be God's

peace and blessing) had brought the Israehtes safely out of Egypt and

they had been dehvered from the tyranny of Pharoah, they were asked

to march on to the Promised Land. But they said, it is ruled by giants
'' We shall never be able to enter it so long as they are there." And

they said to
"
Moses : Go thou and thy God and fight them—we are the

while sitting here,"
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Well, gentlemen, that's not an example that I am asked to follow

in the case of my holy land but to avoid I cannot take that law.
"

It

is ruled by powerful people."
"
They are giants"

"
go thou and thy

God and fight. We rest here." But I am not here to question the

propriety of that example or that law. So far as I am concerned, the

Quran is my law, giants or no giants, and I shall fight when my God

demands it of me and I shall not rest, nor ask Him to fight the giants

himself. And if I am to be hanged for it—for it is not Sec. 120A or B
then, but 121, waging war against the King, gentlemen, I will still say

that this is my law and that it is right and even my carcass hanging from

the gibbet will I trust say the same ! Do not therefore think of saving

me, gentlemen, from transportation for hfe. But if you have a God and

if you have a soul to save and if you have faith you will decide according

to your conscience. You are not to consider whether you are servants

of a particular company—of the Greek firm of Ralii Brothers—of Forbes,

Forbes & Campbell—ot the Customs office—you are to think nothing of

that, but only of this that you are slaves and servitors of God Gentle-

men, this is the one important matter—so judge according to your con-

science—it is not to save rae but to save yourself. "\Vhen the Judge
has said "I cannot allow this" and wanted to stop me, I said to him

"then why not stop this farce and hang me outright." Well, he smiled

and replied that it was not only a matter between him and me, but also

between him and the public and I had replied that the pubhc had already

given their verdict both in this Hall and also in the streets where they
crowd 'n their thousands and cheer us going andcoming and the old women
in spite of their Purdah come out—as my own mother had done since

this trial and make signs to us indicating that they want to take off our

troubles. Well, gentlemen, my defence is before my God and my
fellow-countrymen. Here we are now at the bar of this Court as

prisoners and accused persons. But when before the judgment seat of

God, the Judge, the Jury, the accused all the co-accused, the P. P. and
his assistant, the king himself—every body, is assembled and God asks

whose is dominion to-day?"—what will be your answer ? You will

say:
"
Thine is the Power, the Glory, Thine the Kingdom, Thine the

Dominion." You pray now "
Thy Kin^^dom come." But, gentlemen.

His Kingdom has come. God's Kingdom has come. God's Kingdom is

here even to-day. It is not the kin?don of [^ing George, but God's'J
and yon must decide on that basis and I must act on that assumption.
That is why I say I will follow the law of King Goerge so long
he does not force me to go against the law of my God. I have'
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no persona] malice against him. I have none even against the

Judge here. None against the Government. Not a single instance of

that can be quoted from my public speeches. No, gentlemen, we must
act from motives of public good not of private mahce. Once the Pro-

phet's son-in-law, cousin and successor, Hazrat AU was enraged against
a Jew who had insulted Islam, and the God of Islam and the Faith of

Islam and Ali had that very instant brought him down to the ground and
had jumped on top of him. The Jew thought that he was going to be

killed and in sheer desperation spat on AH's face. You have seen, have

you not, a vessel full of milk on the fire and about to boil over and j^ou

have seen how it subsides the moment a little cold water is poured in.

The Jew's spitting acted just in that manner and strongly enough the

wrath of Ali subsided at once and he left the Jew and walked away. But

the Jew was so astonished at this unexpected turn of events that he

ran after Ali and caught hold of him and said
"

This is very strange.

When I said a word you forced me down and would have killed me, and

when I spat on your face in desperation you leave me?
" And Ali an-

swered —" You insulted God and I could have killed you, but when yon

Spat on me I got enraged on my own account and personal ill-will could

not go well with public duty. I could be an executioner for the sake of

God but not a murderer for Ali." Gentlemen, we two bear the revered

name of Ali and I hear also the name of another even greater than Ah.

I will not be a party to the killing, of even of a gnat for personal malice,

but for the sake of my God I will kill all, I will not spare any one—I will

slaughter my own brother, my dear aged mother, wife ,children and all

for the sake of God—so help me God!" (And as he said this his voice

failed him, drops of tears rolled down his cheeks and he sat down com-

pletely overcome.)

MAULANA HUSSAIN AHMED'S ADDRESS TO THE JURY.

Afr.r Maulana Mahomed \Xi finished his adcrts-- io the Jury,

Mariiani Hussain Ahmed gave his address.

Maulana Hussain Ahmed said :
—

At the time of Mutiny of 1857 to allay excitement Df Indians, the

British Government had issued Royal Proclamation which contained al!

satisfactory hopes. It was a foundation of British rule in India. It i&

laid down in the end of it that the Government will work for welfare

of Indians and that Government will not expand its territory and will fulfil

promises to save rights of the Princes and people.
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The same treatment wiU be meted tb Indians as to colonial residents.

Amnesty was given to rebels. It was also announced that Indians would

be given religious freedom. History shows' you that in 1857 rebellion

occurred on account of religious fenlings which are absent in people of

other countries of the world. History proves that Indians sacrifice every-

thing for religion and this should be so because Gad requires it. The

worldly gain is nothing before divine grac*».
r \ , I .

Kehgion is law of the King. For this British statesmen issued a

proclamation for Queen Victoria. It was not from Queen alone but by

Lords and Commons. It was confirmed by Edward VII and King George.

Its portipn relating to religious freedom says that it is not thdr

desire to impose their religious convictions on their subjects and no one

would be molested in observance of his
religious obligations. All will be

equal under law,
" We order our officers not to molest religious freedom

of people otherwise thjy will incur our displeasure." After this the Indians

were pacified because they believed that it was a Royal Proclaniation

and would be followed. But it is painful to observe that it has not been

foUowc'd.

'I he resolution which I moved is not a resolution but a religious •.--bli-

gation for all. It is a question 1300 years old and not new. It is termed as
'

esolution because 2 Dther passages are associatt-d with it. I know my
own religion, Hindus know their own. That it is a religicu"^ mattor, is

not for Lord Reading or the Judge to decide but for Ulemas to settle.

There are 2 factors which show that it is a religious doctrine, nara;ly, the

Wordings of the resolution and the contents thereof. It has been said

that poUce service is Haram. Haram is a religious word. There ar" 7

such words, llaram is called that where there is a positive proof accord-

ing to Shaiat. Haram is that which is met with punishment of God's
wrath. Rap'i is Haram in religion. One who c<'mmits it meets with tor-

ture, one who abstains from it, does good thing.

[M. Mahomed .Mi wrote down those 7 categories including
' Haram '

and gave to the Judge who required it.]

No man can be called a Muslim unless lie b lieves to be true every word
of Quran. If, for vorlclly ends, be doss not call Quranic Hadis truV, it is

Haram. G 'vernmcrit l)as established police for tlieir political ends. ^
soldier lias to draw his sword on ev.^ry man—Muslim, Hindu or any man,
and has to d.»molish houses and devastate

'

country. To kill Muslims is

Haram, hcnc- this service is Haram. I am going to be brief. In Ouran
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in 7 passages God has forbidden to kill Muslim, and in I passag*^ the

punishments are prescribed for him who violates that order. Here rb?

Maulana quoted and explained some Ayats of the Holy Quran and the

traditions of the Holy Prophet all v^f which, he said, enjoined upon
Muslims not to kill each other and b?. Kafirs.

Tht,' court ros- for bmcii at 2 p. m. and met again at 3 p. m
Maulana Hussain Ahmed ccntinucd his address to jurors. He began

to rtrad and explain the authentic Traditions of the Piophet. H(.- said:—

It is provided in ^-Air scriptures that next to th-; sin of Kafir is the sin of

killing a Muslim vitliout any just caus?.

There are some acts which a Muslim has to d • if h;; is compelled

by King to do under pain of being killed, such as drinking of liquor, eating

pork, th.ugh thty are Haram in rdigion. If h? refuses to obey the King
and is consequently killed by the King, he is ':i sinner. Secrindly, therf are

such acts as breaking fast whert: a Muslim has option to obey or disobey

King even under penalty of death. But if a King asked a Mu^Tim to kill

another Muslim or else he will be shot down, ^h- Muslim is enjoined by

Iskn.ic scriptures to sicrifice his life, but not {> kill his Mu4im brother.

I shall now refer to books written by learned divines abor.t 100 cr

150 years ago. A question had been asked frtm a learned divuie at

D';lhi ab .i,t 100 years ago :

"
Is it priper t» enter the se.rvice of the

British Government ?" His answer was,
"

It is forbidden to enter ser-

vices where prohibited acts, e.g., distribution of \\ine, etc., are done.

You can enter other kinds of servic-^s." :^or doing sots that ?.vi- Haram

ll^il is .jc^essarily the punishment, but fjr icts that] are bad, God

may extend his pardon.

ih.- r:sohition moved at the Karachi Conference was 3 religion?

comm-inu-.iv.nt which has to be preachcl to every Mahomedan. T'ocr-

is also a religious injunction to convey the Quranic commandments

to other persons. We are ordered by Quran to go actually in the army

and ask soldiers that it is hamm for Muslims to serve there but w^e

did not go there and it was our weakness. As a divine it was my duty

to convey this message to Muslim soldiers and the Queen had pro-

claimed that none will be molested in observance of his religious

obligations. Those who have molested us are really responsible for

going against the royal order. If any Muslim divine asks us not to

follow Quran we shall not follow him.
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God tells us :
—"Be not afraid of the people, but be afraid ot Me. j

Follow all what is contained in the Quran and nothing else." It is
.i

necessaiy for every Mahomedan to obey the King, but if his commands i

contravene the commands of the Quran, we should not listen or obey i

him. We are not guilty under any section of the I.P.C.

None has stated that I was present in the Subjects Committee. It has
\

been shown that I signed the Fatwa signed by 500 Ulemas and that !

I was present at the Delhi Conference ;
it was my duty as a Muslim

'

divine to sign the Fatwa and to be present at the meeting. From my ]

birth until this day I, as a Mahomedan,—God wilUng, until my death, -

as a Mussalman I have preached this religious commandment and shall
,

continue to do so. Mo section of the I.P.C. can be applied against us in
j

the face of the Proclamations. Forty crores of Mahomedans obey the

r)uran. The Quran at seven places has held that it is Haram to kill a

Mahomedan. No Muslim has to disobey a word of Quran. Lord Reading !

in regard to this prosecution says that Muslim religion is not interfiled

with. I am glad to note that the P. P. and Judge have said that the

Quranic law wiU not be taken into consideration. I shall be more

glad if Lord Reading, Mr. Montagu and Lloyd George and even the Prince

of Wales who is now coming proclaim that Muslims will not be allowed,

to follow all the commandments of Quran; it will be better for us and

Swaraj will be attained in 2 months instead of 4 months. I proclaim

with a loud voice that it is Haram for Mushms to serve in British Army.

DR. SAIFl'DDIN KITCHLEW'S ADDRESS TO THE JURY.

After Maulana Hussain Ahmed finished. Doctor Saifuddin Kitchlew

accused No. S addressed the jury as follows:—
Gentlemen of the Jury,

I-Jcfore I deal with the case itself I would hke to place before you |

a few things for your consideration. It is not an ordinary case in which i

you have been called upon to give your verdict. In ordinary cases you do

not sec a Judge, or a Crown Counsel, the Jurors, and the accused being j

photographc*!, nor all proceedings generally published broadcast in forms

of booklets. In this case the Judge, the Counsel, and the accused have

already been ph<)tographed and I understand that soon after your dis-

charge you will be requested to give sitting. That in itself shows that

it is regarded as a historic trial which will go down to posterity who would

look upon yo\ir photographs with eyes of shame or glory. I hope in giving
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your verdict you will follow only the dictates of your conscience and would

yield to no extraneous pressure that might be brought to bear upon you
to sell your conscience. I believe you are aware that the newspapers
of all shades and opinions in India and in England,in fact throughout the

whole world, are supplied with notes of these proceedings, and the eyes
of the world are set on the result of this trial. The Government at great

expense have collected—or concocted—materials for the case, called in

witnesses from all over the country, secured most expensive legal advice

and are squandering a good deal of public money on the police and mili-

tary show to enhance the importance and the spectacular effect of this

farce. They are also sending out press-notes and communiques containing

half-truths and mis-statements to the world to create an atmosphere

wholly prejudicial to the interests of the accused.

I do not know if you have ever acted as jurors or assessors before

this, but let me make my position clear to you. I would not have addressed

you as I am doing at the present moment. As a non-co-operator I am
allowed to make statement. And as the Court would not record my
statement I am taking this opportunity of saying to you what I w .'uld

have said to the Court had my statement been recorded by it.

I want you to bear in mind that this case touches on the basic prin-

ciples of British Administration in this country. It affects the religion

of seven crores of Mussalmans on the one hand and the entire policy of

the British Government towards its subject races, particularly in matter

ol faith, on the other.

I hope, therefore, you will give the case your fullest consideration and

acquit yourselves Hke men. But let me tell you at the same time that I

hold myself absolutely indifferent as to the nature of your verdict.

Our case, as you know, is that we have, in obedience to the Com.

mandments of the Holv Ouran, the Traditions of the Prophet and the die-

tates of good conscience, preached the precepts of our rehgion. My friend,

the PubUc Prosecutor wants you to ignore the religious side of the ques-

tion. The learned Judge seems inchned to the same view. In my opinion

the Public Prosecutor has absolutely failed in his duty. He does not seem

to have proper conception of his duty. I therefore ask you not to be

misled by him or the Judge. His duty, surely, is not to secure conviction

but to secure justice. This is exactly what my learned friend has not

done. Both the Judge and the Counsel are wrong to say that rehgion

has nothing to do with this case as it does not come within the scope of
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the Indian Penal Code. For their edification and enlightenment let me

inform them through you. gentlemen, that there is such a thmg as reh-

gion in the case, and the Indian Penal Code and all other codes, cml

or criminal, in this countr^^ are fundamentally based on the principle of

rehgion and religious toleration. It would be an insult to the gemus of

Lord Macaulay and other Law Commissioners to say that they kept reh-

gicus element out of the Indian Penal Code.

The Penal Law of India as at present codified contains one

<.>,aj,ter—chapter
XV—solely devoted to offences relating to religion-

The framers of the Codr- whilf: introducing Chapter XV say :—

' The principl^^
on which this chapter has been framed is a principle on

which it would bo desirable that all Governments should act, but from

which the Bri*i?h Government in Indin cannot depart without risking

th- dissolution of th.-. society; it i« this that every man should be suffered

to prof'iss his own rehglon, and that no man should be suPered to insult

the religion of another." Further on they say:— "All these considerations

a] j.ly with pecuHar force to India. 1 hero, is perhaps no country in which

the Governm.-nt has so much tn apprehend from religi-ms excitement

am' Jig the people. The Christians are numerically a small mmoiity cf ^h:-

population, and m possession of all the highest p 'tis in the Grvemmcnt,

in th tribunals anci in the Armv. Under their rule are placed millions

of Mahomedans, of different sects, but all stiongly attached to the

iundanuntal articles ot Mahomedan Creed and tens of millions of Hindus,

strongly attached to doctrines and litf s which Christians and Mahomed

ans join in reprobating. Such a state of things is pregnant with dangers

whitli can only be averted by a firm adherence to the true principles of

toleration. On these principles the British Government has hitherto

actMj witli eminent judgment, and with no less eminent success ;
and on

thesf principles we propose to frame this part of the Penal Code." (Note J)-

Add to this, gentlemen, the famous Proclamation of Queen Victoria

which wa*; made soon after the First War of Indian Independence common
•

ly called the Sepoy Mutiny, because it failed to achieve its immediate

object. Add alio the solemn Declarations successively made by the Bri-

tish thront', the British ministers, the Viceroy and other high and respon-
siblf personages in a position to speak on behalf of England and the

English nation. Thus it is abundantly clear that religion is a very import-
ant clement to be considered by the Jury, and the Jurj^ is bound to take
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judicial notice of it. In fact this Court has, much to its chagrin, already
realised the importance and the necessity of religious toleration. In the

case of the Shankaracharya you have witnessed yourself how the Court
was obliged to come down from the high pedestal of prestige and

recognise that a Sanyasi can command respect even in a British Court of

Law.

Before going into the facts of the case let me tak.- you into my con-

fidenc?. for a while so that ym may be able to understand and appreciate
the position better. Nuw let m.- inform y ;u, gen<-lemen,that I am a Hindu

by rac'-! and a Mussalman by religion. I claim to inherit both Hindu and
Muslim civilizations —the ..>ne through blood and heredity and the other

by reasons of faith and adoption. I am proud of my rac^r and religion.
As a nationalist I love In-iia -vith the inten.^icy pf lovf that only a patriotic
heart can feel and I am r-ady tr. lay at the feet cf the MotherIand,to dp all

that IS best in me to make her free, prosperous and happy.

.

' As a Mussalman I am bound to obey the commandments of my r^li-,

gion. The defence of Khilafat, the holy places of Islam, and the Jazirat-

ul-Arab, is a religious duty the neglect of which drives one outside the

pale of Islam. I am, therefore, religiously bound to do all in my power
to keep intact the integrity of Khilafat and the holy places of Islam.

My religion forbids me to co-operate with the enemies of Islam.

British Government has proved treacherous and false to the cause of

Islam. Her ministers have shown racial and religious prejudices towards

Turkey and the Mussalmans, by prefering opportunism to honestv of

purpose. On account of the shameful makeshifts of her ministers and

statesmen, I regard British G ''vernment as enemy of my faith. •, there-

fore, consider it a sin to co-operate with her until she has made amends

for her misdeeds.

As a non-co-operator I can be either violent or non-violent

according to the laws of Shaiiat. I am entitled to use force when I have

the power to do so, or stay where I am and practise non-violent non-

co-operation. The use of physical forcq for m-i in the present circum-

stances is out of the question. Hijrat or migration is impracticable

for seventy milUons of Mussalmans. Non-violent non-co-operation, there-

fore, is th^-' only thing that a Mussalman in this country can practise to

satisfy the dictates of his conscience and the Commandments of God. I

am, therefore, a non-violent non-co-operator just as the Prophet of

Islam was during his life at Mecca.
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1 am a iion-co-opcrator also because I believe that a Cvernnieat

v>hkh l^as deliberately brought ab>ut tlie moral, economic -md politiral-

deeradation of mv country, and which has been guiltv of th.^ mr,nstrous

inhi:r/.anities of th.^ JalHamvala Bagh has no right to claim my co-opf ra-

tion. .

As a non-co-operator, i ask for no justice ;
I expect none from this

Government. I have, therefore :—

1 . engaged no counsel,

2. asked no questions from witnesses,

3. produced no defence,

4. advanced no arguments excepting on« solitary statement which

I am allowed by the rule of non-co-operation.

For I believe that this so-called trial is a mere farce stage-managed

by an unscrupulous Bureaucracy to throw dust into the eyes of the

people outside India.

The prosecutions have been conceived abinitio in a spirit of common-

fiage and injustice. The Viceroy, the Government of India, and the

Government of Bombay, have by means of declarations, communiques
and statements in the press zealously tried to poison the minds of

the people both in India and in England by creating an atmosphere

prejudicial to the interests of the accused persons.

Among other things a lying statement has been published in a

notification in Sindh which has also been attached to the record of the

case to the effect that the Jagat Guru Shankaracharya of the Shardha

Peeth, an accused in the case, is only a pretender and not the right claim-

ant cf that title. 'Ihis is surely a wanton insult offered not onh^ to the

person of His Holiness the Jagat Guru but to the whole Hindu

comm.iiiitv.

The proceedings in the Lower Court were carried on in most arbi-

trary manner without the least regard for law and procedure.

Tliey can be divided into three parts. In the first part,
—

1. The District Magistrate, who himself appeared as witness con-

stantly attended the Court and not only influenced the committing Magis-
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Irate by his presence but on one occasion even interfered in the proceed-

ings by ordering the Police officer to make Maulana Mahomed All

forcibly sit down while the latter was addressing the Court on some

acts of its high-handedness.

mk 2. The accused were purposely kept in the dark as to the true

nature of the case and all the evidence against them.

3. The Magistrate refused to take all the evidence and even passed

an order stating that the evidence of some witnesses might be taken up

at the Sessions, thus making the fact of the commitment a foregone con-

clusion.

4. The PubHc Prosecutor was allowed to put leading questions and

even to cross-examine his own witnesses.

5. The Magistrate though bound to examine the accused, refused to

do so particularly in the case of the Jagat Guru Shankaracharya.

6. Excepting Maulana Mahomed Ali, the statements of the other

accused explaining the circumstances of the case were not recorded.

7. The charge was not read out and explained to the accused who

did not understand Enghsh.

8. The Magistrate called on the Public Prosecutor to argue his case

while he never asked the accused, in spite of his promise with Maulana

Mahomed Ali,

9. The Magistrate had written the committing order at home long

before the statements of the accused were recorded or argu-

ments heard. It was read by him soon after the PubUc Prosecutor had

finished his arguments. The charge was also written beforehand.

10. The complaint, the charge, and the order of commitment are

ambiguous and misleading.

This much for the first part.

In the second part'
—

1. FuU. twenty-four hours after the committment order when the

Magistrate had become ///;tc^»s o#c.o-the case was recalled in the

ILower Court,
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2. The Magistrate had done this siio victo without being asked to
j

do so either by the High Court or any of the parties concerned.
|

3. The charges were read out in Urdu but not explained to the
j

accused who were asked to put in a Hst of defence witnesses.
|

!

4. These vitiating effects were brought to the notice of the Court
|

to show the farcical nature of the proceedings, but were not recorded by
|

it.
I

Tlius ended the second part. The third part was begun inside the

jail in the following manner:—
j

1 . The Magistrate took further evidence on behalf of the prosecution
|

without being asked to do so.

2. The accused were not asked if they would produce any evidence

to meet the evidence thus produced by the prosecution.

3. The evidence was in no sense supplementary or incidental but

of vital importance to the case. It was the same evidence which the

Magistrate had at first by his order refused to take.

This brought to end the proceedings in the Lower Court.

I have stated these facts not with a view to defend myself or take

advantage of these illegal and vitiating circumstances, but just to draw

attention to the farcical nature of the whole case. As for myself, I am

indifferent to the result of this case. In fact I invite inprisonment.

The story in the Sessions Court was a mere repetition of what took

place in the Lower Court, though it was done here on a more elaborate

scale. In this Court too the Jagat Guru Shankaracharya was insulted,

the statements of th(> accused were not recorded, the chairs were removed

and the accused were made to sit on the floor. The accused were even

threatened to be prosecuted for contempt of the Court. The behaviour
of the Court on the whole was that of a prosecutor and not of Judge
The Court even arrogated to itself the original jurisdiction which is denied

to it by law. The Sessions Court can ordinarily amend or alter or add
to the charge when such amendment, alteration or addition is trivial.

does not prejudice the interests of the accused and is supported by the

evidence on the file. But the Judge in the present case changed the

whole nature of the cha-ge by adding a new section to it and by inter-

changing sections in the charge-sheet. Let me explain to you what I
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really mean. The charge as framed by the Court stated that the so-

called conspiracy started in 1921, but the Court of Sessions, as you know,

changed 1921 into 1920. Thus full one year was added to the duration

of the conspiracy on the mere presumption that the prosecution would

produce a witness who would give evidence to that effect. This is simply

preposterous. Such assumption of power by the Court is not only

unwarranted but is absolutely illegal and vitiates the whole case.

The charge against me is that I spoke in support of a resolution

of the Khilafat Conference held at Karachi in July 1921. I want you to

bear in mind the wordings of the resolution. It runs thus:—
"
This meeting of the All-India Khilafat Conference offers its hearty

congratulations to Ghazi Mustafa Kamal Pasha and the Government of

Angora on their brilliant victories and their heroic efforts for the safety

and preservation of tlie Islamic Empire, and prays that they may simi-

larly succeed at an early date in expelling alien forces from every corner

of Turkish territory.

"
This meeting further emphatically declares that it is strictly

forbidden for every Muslim according to Islamic Shariat to serve, to

enlist in the army, or to raise recruits, and it is the duty incumbent on

every MusUm and particularly on the Ulema to bring the rehgious com"

mandments on this subject home to every Mussalman in the British

Indian Army.

"
This meeting fiirtlier declares that if British Government, directly

or indirectly, secretly or openly, takes any hostile action against the Gov-

ernment of Angora, the Mussalmaiis of India will be obliged to take to

civil disobedience in concert with the Congress ; and further to make a

declaration of Indian Independence andRepubUcat the next Congress

at Ahmedabad."

This is the resolution which is the crax of this trial. I assure you,

gentlemen, that I support every word of it now as I supported every

word of it even at the Conference. I want you to read it and read it

carefully and then tell me what portion of it appears to you to be ob-

jectionable. A similar resolution was passed at Gokak where we had

received a telegram from London that the British had been directly

or indirectly helping the Greeks against Angora. My f. end the PdbUc

Prosecutor wants you to realise the importance of this resolution and

I make a present of it to him and through him the Government that he
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and I want you to attach a very great importance to this resolution for

this is an expression of my rehgious opinion which I am commanded by

Aliah to convey to the Hussalmans in the Army, and if this expression

of opinion makes me Hable to be punished under any section of the

Indian Penal Code, I am wilUng to undergo that punishment. This

resolution, you will see, declares that it is unlawful for a Mussalman to

serve in the British Army and calls upon the Ulema and others to convey

the message to the soldiers generally. The Congress, the Khilafat Com-

mittee, the Jamait-ul-Ulema,the Muslim League and other religious and

poHtical organisations in the country had passed similar resolutions long

before the Karachi Conference. There is nothing new in this resolution-

It is only an expression of the same principle in terms of Islam. It it

not a statement, rumour or report calling upon the soldiers to disregard

or fail in their duty as such nor is it an abetment of meeting or an attempt
to seduce soldiers from their duty. Therefore sections 131 and 505 of

the Ind'an Penal Code have no application whatsoever. The soldiers

are required to know the commandments of their God, but they are in

no sense called upon to neglect their duty. It declares as unlawful for

them to serve in the army, when such service makes them do any act

against the law of Shariat ;
it is therefore conditional. It merely tanta-

muunts to a coiiscientinus objection, the whole thing is conditional,

which is to take place uiulcr given circumstances. The Muslim soldiers,

if the circumstances do not permit their service in the army, are warned
on religious grounds to secure their discharge from the army. The dis-

charge can be secured by means of perfectly legal methods. It does not

necessarily mean that in order to secure their discharge the soldiers must

do illegal acts. They can acquaint their superior officers of their rehgious

obligations, they can resign or apply to be struck off the rolls or buy
their discharge and use many other ways in getting out of the army and
that only when they are called upon to do an act against their religion.

I want you to particularly note that in the same resolution the

disobedience of law is not to be resorted to until the
"
All-India Khilafat

Committee" resolves to that effect in consultation with the Indian Na*
tional Congress. This is a very important point having a direct bearing
on the whole case anrl I would therefore put it to you in another way:

—
The charge against me is that I have asked the troops to swerve

from their duty. Does this resolution say that I have directly or indir-

ectly done anything of this sort ? I tell the sepoy that it is "haram" for

liiiu to serve in the British Army. I admit that it implies that if a sepoy
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according to his conscience believes in the commandments, he would

resign. In pursuance of the Congress resolution we have said similar

things to pleaders. We have never compelled any pleader nor have we

resolved to compel any sepoy. The natural consequence of this resolution

is not disobedience of law or breaking of allegiance or neglect of duty^

The first step would be to secure discharge. We do not say 'do it by

illegal means.' If I am liberated I shall tell the sepoys to secure discharge

by legal means. This resolution speaks of civil disobedience in future.

Up to now we have not resolved about putting civil disobedience into

practice. May my countrymen have strength enough to adopt civil

disobedience.

I am further charged with conspiracy to seduce soldiers—conspiracy

requires agreement between two or more persons to do an illegal act. It

also requires definite tangible proof of that agreement ; now I ask you as

conscientious gentlemen, in the presence of God to say : is there any evi-

dence on the file of an agreement between any two of us to do any illegal

act—a mere presumption would not do. The Government ought to be

ashamed of basing their claims on mere presumptions. I am prepared to

admit that it is not necessary for all the conspirators to meet and arrive

at an agreement to do an illegal act, but it is necessary for the prosecu-

tion to prove that any two at any onv time, at any one place agreed to

go to the soldiers calhng upon them to break their allegiance or dis-

regard or neglect their duty. The Public Prosecutor has tried to muddle

your brain with several technicalities, but I want you to pay no heed to

the technicalities of the case, for you are here to decide on broad open

facts, whether there has been any overt act on the part of the accused

which can bring them within the clutches of the law. The prosecution

has made frantic efforts to prove an overt act. Certain leaflets have been

brought on the file to prove an overt act. Officers in the army have

come forward as witnesses to depose that attempts were made to seduce

the soldiers. These leaflets will show to you the hypocrisy and the sheer

absurdity of the whole case.

Now, gentlemen, you can see the legality for yourself and I want you

also to carefully note the envelopes and the handwriting thereon. The

envelopes containing the leaflets bear stamp-marks of different stations

in the United Provinces for instance Mrradabad, Kaushi, etc., but they

are all of the same colour, the same quality, of the same texture and size

and even the same handwriting—this much about the envelopes. Now

as to the language of the leaflets you will sec that it is absolutely incorrect.
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Verses from the Holy Quran are not only ^vrongly quoted but also tam-

pered with. The leaflets bear no names—no name either of the printer

or pubHsher-they appear to have been printed at some "Shauq" press

in Lahore—no evidence to prove this fact. They further seem to have

been published by the "General Secretary of the Pubhshing House,

Delhi"_no evidence is produced either from Lahore, Delhi or the United

Provinces to prove the genuineness of the documents in question or even

the existence of such wonderful institutions and persons as given in the

leaflet, and by such shabby tricks and contemptible artifices the Bureau-

cracy in India wants to prove the charge against us of attempting to seduce

Muslim soldiers from their duty. As to the conspiracy itself, as I have

just explained to you, there is not a tittle of evidence on the file to shew

that any two or more accused at any time in their hfe conspired or came to

an agreement to do any illegal act. I want you also to remember that the

language of the resolution or of the speeches made is not the subject of

the charge, therefore an illegal act on the part of the accused outside the

Conference pandal, must be proved before the charge under these sections

can be established.

I am sorry, gentlemen, that none of you is a Mussalman, you are

either Christian or Hindu. It is difficult for you to understand the nature. :

of this case ;
for your convenience, I want you to compare the verses

given in the leaflet with the original text given in the Holy Quran which I

am placing before you. I am glad you see the difference between the

two. Now this will clearly shew that none of the accused could have

made such glaring mistakes nor such a responsible body as the Khilafat

Committee could do such a thing as this. Probably, you know that for a .

Mussalman it is considered to be a great sin to alter, add or amend a

simple alphabet, syllable or a jot of a Quranic verse. Besides, the Khilafat

Committee would have pubhshed leaflets over the signatures of the Secre-

taries or some responsible members just as they passed the resolution

openly. It is said that the resolution was passed at a "Subjects Commit-

tee" before it was finally adopted by the Conference, but the prosecution

has not produced a single eye-witness to show the presence of all thg

accused at the "Subjects Committee." Only one witness who deposes that

he recognised Maulana Shaukat AU's voice at the 'Subjects Committee,'

Now at the Subjects Committee it is not necessary that all members

should attend or all members should vote. It need not be a unanimous
resolution of the members present, therefore it is no evidence to say that

the mv.YQ. pre>ence of one on the Subjects Committee is enough to prove
his connection with the conspiracy. I would like to call your attention
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to the "Fatwa" of the Ulema. Probably you know that the *Jamiat-ul-

Ulama' is a distinct body, with a separate organisation of its o^vn and it

has nothing to do with the 'Khilafat Committee' as such. The Fatwa is

signed by 500 Ulema and is published with the authority of the Secretary

of Jamiat-ul-Ulama. This has been put in simply to poison the mind of

the Judge and the Jury, otherwise it has no bearing on the case and is

not a subject of the charge. The law is very clear on all the points to

which I have drawn your attention, but I do not want to argue by quoting

authorities or citing cases. I am just attempting to show that the case,

one-sided as it is—is a mere farce and a travesty of justice and that no

Indian can expect fair play in Courts established under a system of Gov-

ernment, which is not only irresponsible and wicked but is totally opposed

to the moral, mateiial and political interests of the country. The motive

of the Government is to cause harm to the Khilafat, Swaraj and the

Hindu-MusHm unity and the present case is a direct attempt on the part

of the Bureaucracy to give a stunning blow to the rising aspirations of

the country.

Gentlemen, I do not wish to say anything about Islamic law on the

question. My friends Maulana Mahomed Ali, Maulana Hussain Ahmed
Saheb have both dealt with this at length and if you care to study their

statements you will come to kaiw the true nature of the religious aspect

of the question. Maulana Mahomed Ali is a learned man. Maulana

Hussain Ahmad is vvell versed in Islamic law. Shri Shankaracharya is

being adored by crores of Hindus . Pir Mujaddid has lakhs of followers.

Maulana Nisar Ahmad Saheb claims a large following in the United Pro-

vinces and Maulana Shaukat Ali, you can see for yourself what he is,

he is a host in himself. And for myself, well, I am an old jail bird and
"
great friend" of Sir Michael O'Dwyer the ex-satrap of the Punjab who

is still crying himself hoarse about me in the distant land of England.

I was deported in 1919 from my house at Amritsar to the Dharamsala

hills by the
"
Strong man of the Punjab." On my deportation some of

my countrymen were shot down in cold blood by the long arms of the

Bureaucracy for having dared to claim my restoration. Some of my
countrymen under circumstances of grave provocation thn=. caused, lost

their self-control and in turn killed a few Englishmen and burnt a few

buildings in Amritsar. For this act, a very wrong act indeed—they were

condemned by their own citizens at the JalHanwalla Bagh on the famous

13th of April 1919. Just as the people of Amritsar assembled in their
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thousands and were in the act of condemning the provocation caused by

the bureaucrats on the one hand and the senseless deeds of their own

countrymen on the other, they were fired upon by the orders of General

Dyer, the renowned warrior of Bureaucracy, and left dead and wounded

without medical aid to meet their glorious death as martyrs in the cause

of their country.

Out of the fullness of heart and love which the people of Amritsar

bore me for the humble services I had rendered in the cause of Satya-

graha, they had in my absence elected me President of that memorable

meeting of the 13th at JaUianwallabagh and had put my photograph

in the Chair. This was one of the gravest offences I had been guilty of

in the eyes of the Punjab Bureaucracy. I have a long list of offences

against me. I give you just a few for I cannot remember all.

I was among the first in the Punjab to take the vow of Satyagraha.

I had also formed a Satyagraha Association in Amritsar and organized

agitation throughout the Punjab against the Rowlat legislation
—I had

done all in my power to expose the mis-rule of the Punjab Government*

particularly its boastful Governor of Martial law fame—I had also in-

vited the Congress to hold its session at Amritsar to hear the stories oj

atrocious mis-rule of the old O'Dwyerism regime. Thus you see, gentle-

men, I was rightly regarded a dangerous man by the Government of the

Punjab, therefore after the cold blooded murder of the JaUianwallabagh

they could not find a better man to be placed at the head of a conspiracy

which was alleged to have been started at Amritsar with the distinct

object to overthrow the British rule in India. This was a most convenient

thing concocted by the fertile brain of Sir Michael and his colleagues to

hide the sins of their own acts of commission and omission . That was a

movement, gentlemen, inaugurated by the Bureaucrats of India, parti-

cularly the Punjab, to thwart the object of the reform scheme. This

time it is a conspiracy on the part of the Government of India with the

Bombay Government as its tool to defeat the object of the Khilafat, Swa-

raj and Hindu-Mahomedan unity. Therefore I request you to be careful

for the sake of your own salvation before you give your verdict in this

case. Your judgment against me will be against my religion, my country,
for, the purpose of this agitation for which I am hauled up in Court, is

that I as an Indian, claim to Uve my own Ufa with absolute freedom of

thought, of speech, of action and of conscience I am absolutely indi-

fferent as to your verdict and I request the Judge to give me the liUJ
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penalty of the law by transporting me for life and not to condemn me
to a lesser term of imprisonment.

I am an agitator
—I frankly admit. I am also a revolutionary

—
for the movement of non-violent non-co-operation is nothing if not a

revolutionary movement. In the method of agitation I follow my re-

nowned leader Mahatma Gandhi who is at once a saint, a seer and a

practical man, I am also the founder of the Swaraj Ashram at Amritsar

and the Government is very anxious to know the absorbing mystery of

its inner working. I have dedicated my life at the Ashram and have

taken a vow not to do anything for personal gain till the repitition of the

Punjab wrong is made impossible, Khilafat wrongs are righted, and

India gains Swaraj
—its complete liberty of thought, action and con-

science.

I have no hatred of foreign race, religion or countr}/, but I yield to

none in my love and loyalty to my God and my country.

I thank you, gentlemen, for giving me an opportunity of explaining

myself fully and also thank you for giving me a patient hearing. I

also thank the Judge and the Crown Counsel.

I have no ill-will against you or against any one personally. In

the end, I appeal to all to remain non-violent till the end and follow

Mahatma Gandhi till we have gained what we are fighting for.

The Court then rose and the leaders departed in the prison van

amid loud acclamations of "Bande Mataram" and" Allah-o-Akbar."
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Saturday, 29th October 1921.

PIR GHULATvl MU-JATMD;S ADDRESS TO LHlf JURY,^

n

;j:

j;
'

Pir Ghulam Mujadid being called upon to address the jury,

spoke in Sindhi s'lid :— '

:

,,^

Before T come to the case proper, I want to say that I have regard

for the physical power and L P. Codes of Government only so long as

they do not demand from me anything, contrary to our religious Laws

of Quran and Shariat.
.' : .-

If the ruHng power demanded anything from us which is contrary

to put reUgious commandments, then it will be the duty of not myself

alone, but crores of Muslims to destroy that authority. We 'have

been prosecuted here on a charge of a "Conspiracy to seduce '

soldiers''*

but we never discussed the matter at any time. I am a Mushrri Alim and

a Pir. I have necessarily to act according to tlie' commahdmenis of

Quran. 1 have not yet obe3'^ed the order fully!'/ I nave only tran^lat^d

the resolution in Sindhi. The Fatwa was drafted by Ulema' and dbTi-
|

.tained Quranic orders and I was bound to sign and obey it,. Jt is God's

liw. Qod says:
—Those who know God's law should propagate it, widely

or else God's curse will fall on them. Another A^'at says:-^The Alims.ar^

duty-bound to convey the doctrine of God to all. It is incum'beiil "on

all Muslims to .propagate the law of Islam to all. . Another Ayat says:
—

You will be considered good only when you communicate My,(3rder49
all people in general. Now should we obey it ? Or should we obey the

Government ? If it is a crime to obey what is commanded in the Holy

Quran, then all the Ulema who daily teach and explain Quran to thou"

sands of pupils are also to be, one daj^ prosecuted like us by the

law courts.

One of my ancestors had been prosecuted only because he did not

bow before a King though he was a MusUm. But I consider it fortunate

for me if I am even hanged for refusing to obey the orders of a Non-Mus-
lim Government when tlinse orders conflict with Islam.

Hazarat .\li Abubakar Sidique, one of the greatest Khalifas, said:—
I am also one of you and I an your King, only I should be obeyed sg

long as I do not go against the law of Islam.

1



: '; 'The same thing wa«^ declared by Hazrat Amir Umar when he became

a. Khalifa.

Now God commands us to propagate His Divine doctrine to all, but

thi§. Government is prosycudng us for that. An Ayat says:—The Ulema
and Pirs who would not propagate God's orders to others will be awarded
eternal Hell. But I cannot understand the aim of this Government
Is it that they forbid us to say what our Quran says ?

iynp'
^

it.': '"'''

Ail^.h in Quran orders;—Don't kill a behever. Now God says so but

the Government says that vve should go and fight against our own brother

Muslims. And if we forbid our fellow brothers from going against God's

orders,, v/e are hanged. But Muslims don't care if they are even killed

and hanged for the sake of Islam, be.^ause for a Muslim it is a privilege

t'j be sacrificed for religion. , ,-

'

MalilaiiaHtissain Ahmed recitv.d many x\yats and Hadiths about the

|»TiiiishnTent to be meted out to those' who kill a Mushm. But I don't

want to repeat those Ayats again. I -vant merdy to say that God has

ordered us 7 times in ube Holy Quran not to help even any one in mur-

'd?'/-ing'a Mussalrrian. if any Muslim even points out with a sword to a

Mhilihi 'K'iih aih id^a of kilhne, he is to be eternally cursed. There iare

nvo'^Tcindsbf orders for us in th*^ Quran (1) Amur and Nahi. Nahi deals

^Vjtfi thcise things which we are forbidden to do d.nd Amur deals with those

thiijg^ \vliich 'V.-e are ordered' to do.

X

j,-; -"irAllah oi:dei.-s us:--^ Do not kill a Mushm H you kill, you vnll be dis-

obedient to Me. Now should we not obey the commands of. God and

Quran and should we not communicate the law of God to all f

^;.;/-.; In "Quran Allah says :—It is 'haram' for a Mushm to kill a brother

'Muslim; Now if God sAys that a certain thing is not lawful and if we

'find dUi- brothers doing it, should we not forbid onr brothers -to do that

^thilig and thus save him from the punishment of God ?
-!^ii^

^

Muslims, without caring for caste, colour or creed, whether they

are of 'West> Ea^t, North or South, whether they belong to India, Arabia,

^MorrbCGj or Turkey, are limbs of one body if they all recite the one h6ly

•i<:«/w<i,-iie.^;- -'There is no God but one God and Mahomed is His Prophet."

sif r see a troop of my Mushm brothers going to Angora or Turkey tc

fkillnheir' own Muslim fellow brothers, should I not inform thenf of Gbdi

commands in order to save them from torments ? Inspite of these clear

L
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mjunctions we have only translated the resolution. Those who read the

Quran daily, read this resolution every day. and they ought to understand

the meaning of Quran well if their prayers are to be accepted.

According to an Ayat, there are 5 punishments for a Muslim who

kills another Muslim. (1) Hell, (2) eternally hving in Hell, (3) God's

cuiscs, (4) God's ,' i-ii- damnation and (5) Chastisement.

God says :—He who kills one person has as if killed whole world and

will be punished as such. But if we forbid our brother to do that sin,

we are prosecuted !

Our Prophet in his last days said : I order you that this Bait-u-Allah

and 10th night of Moharum are sacred to us but more than anything else..

is the blood of a MusHm holy to us.

I was glad to hear that an Ahm in Islamic law was coming here and

I woukl have asked from him what the aim of Government was in this

prosecution.

There are 6 books which are authoritative for Muslims, only after

Quran. They are called Suhasit Sharif. In them God has allowed killing
"

of a Muslim only in three cases :
—

•(!) murder, (2) adultery and (3) apos-

tasy. Now if we obey this Government, according to Prophet and God

we shall be Kafirs and be worthy to be hanged or killed. One of the

Ayats says : -He who only utters one word about killing or only points

out to a MusUm with a sword with an intention of killing, shall be cursed

by God and he is not a Muslim.

Hazrat Abdul lias told us that even Kaaba is not so sacred as a drop
of MusHm blood. It is haram to kill even a bird in Bait-u-Aliah Sharil

but even more sacred than that Bait-u-Allah itself is the blood of a

Mushni and yet Muslim blood is being shed there. Hell has 7 doors and
one of them is especially fur those who draw sword against any other

Muslim.

A Hadith says :
—If any one only draws sword or a dagger against a

Muslim. Cod and all Angels will curse him until he drops it. There are
thousands of such Hadiths but being confined in jail we have been able
to recollect only 80 or 90 Hadiths The Holy Quran although a little
volume contains all that a MusHm has to do and it is replete with such
•orders.
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Now I come to Fiqa books. Shah Abdul Aziz gave his Fatwa 100

years ago saying that fighting against MusHms is unlawful; but that Fatwa
was not proscribed. Why ? Because perhaps the Queen Victoria's pro-
clamation was fresh yet or because the Government did not at that time
want to destroy Islam from the world !

The Court :
—-The Proclamation was issued only 64 years ago and

the Fatwa referred by you was 100 years ago.

Pir.—Yes, but it has been republished again and again The edition

which we have got (showing) was printed only 26 years ago. Moreover,
another Fatwa of Moulvi Abdul AH is only 50 years old. Why is it not

proscribed ? And why is the Fatwa of Jamat-ul-Ulema, signed by 500

Ulemas of India proscribed ? Either the Government wants to destroy
Islam or it is wholly ignorant of it or they want us to be converted to

Christianity. It is a Muslim's bounden duty to sacrifice aU and suffer for

Islam. God has said in the Holy Quran :—If you are in jail for Islam

you are fortunate but do not say aught that is against Islam. I therefore

am fortunate that hke my great-grand-father Hazrat Pir Mujadid
I also have to suffer.

The Judge wanted to hear the whole story about the Pir's grand-
father whereupon the Pir said :

—

Our grandfather Hved in the State of Patiala. Our family is in

Afghanistan. My personal murids are about 10 thousands. Our great-

grandfather was one day called by King Jehangir who ordered him to

pass from a very low door with an idea of making him bow. But the Pir

Sahib refused to bow his head before the King saying that he had bowed

his head only to God and would bow before none else.

The King's men told the King that the Pir was measuring strength

with the King and the King ordered him to be put in Jail even as in this

Court the Judge ordered our chairs to be removed (laughter). He was put

in Gwalior Jail but that Jail was not hk.? Karachi Jail but only an intern-

ment. But after a time the King saw his folly and went and begged pardon

from him and even so I am sure this Government also will repent

and take pardon from us all (laughter in the Court).

Now we want to know from this Government if we should follow

Quran and be true Muslims or be their subjects ?
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If a King orders a Muslim to eat a dead body Or pork and drink wine

or else he would be killed, it is his duty to do all those forbidden thirds

because if he is killed, he will die as a sinner. If he is asked to uttex

some unholy words on paiu of death, hr^ would do so but keep his heart

pure. If he is ordered to rob the property of another Muslim or else he

would be killed, he may or may not rob it. But if any Muslim is ordered

to even cut a hand of a Muslim, he should refuse to do so and should

prefer to be killed himself. Now my so many brothers go and kill so many
of their Muslim brothers and our Government even forbids us to tell

them what O'lr religion demands. I think the Judge knows something of

Arabic and he knows that Fiqa is next to Quran and Hadiths of God. If I

quote all the Verses in this connection, I will take days, but I only want to

declare clearly that in proscribing the Fatwa, the Government has the

intention of destroying Islam. But God has ordained:—^Do not bow

before Zulum and tyranny ;
and here is a direct attack on Khilafat and

Islam.

I am prosecuted because I supported an A37at of Holy Quran but my
friend the P. P. did not prosecute me when in 1920 I was translating all

Ayats in Tatta. He can even now do so. In the beginning there was an

attack on Khilafat but now there is an attack directly on Islam.

The 22 crores of Hindus should well understand that one day such

attacks on their religion are also expected if there is such a tyrant Gov-
ernment. Are these attacks now coming because there is Hindu-Muslim

unity ? But whatever it be, v/e Mushms are ready to be killed—hanged
for Islam. Our family

—our children, our all is ready to be sacrificed for

the sacred cause of Islam,

f: f.'fi-r
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.
MAULANA NISAR AHMED'S ADDRESS TO THE JURY.
After him Maulvi Nisar Ahmed was asked to address the jury. He

spoke in Urdu.

He said :
—Before everything else, I am a Muslim and obedient to

the orders of God and his Apostle.

I would not submit to any wrong even if any great man ordered me
to do it. This Government claims that there is justice, there is law and

there is full religious freedom to all. As for justice and law, I think

there is no justice. I have seen in this Court how justice has been killed.

Maulana Mahomed Ali and others showed how law has been muti-

lated. Immediately after I went from the Khilafat Conference, Karachi*

and reached at Cawnpore on I3th Jul}^ I was arrested on 14th July and

brought before the Magistrate of Muttra.

The speech for which I was hauled up before the Court could not be

found for 8 days and I was in jail ! On the 9th day a paper with some-

thing written in pencil was produced as being notes of m^^ address. Per-

haps they were prepared later on. They were so illegible that no one

could read them—not even the writer.

A C. L D. Inspector was produced as mtness who said that he had

read it and signed it. But when he could not read it, the P. P. cleverly

tutored another witness to say on the next day that he heard me speaking

and therefore signed the notes of my speech ! I was put in jail and am still

it prisoner. TheMagistratecame to me in jail and enquired from me about

my welfare. He also asked me if I wanted to go to Mecca and Medina

and told me that Government was ready to send me there. I asked him :
—

Have you done justice ? He rephed :
—Oh, don't you see I filled so many

pages? I asked : is. justice in writing more papers? He went away

laughing. ,

V„ In this case, the witnesses have been calHng themselves Sayeds and

Shahs^ Khan Bahadurs, etc. Can real Sayeds go against Khilafat ?

"'''
'Can these men be true to Government if they are untrue to their

own religion, Islam ? But if they are going to speak truth, they would

tie-driyen away from the service and they fear.

My' frieMs' have pomted out many irregular points of law in this

Court and in loWefone. But it is not the fault of this Judge only, it is

common in aU the British Courts. Even so was it in Muttra. But then

why is the Government boasting of Justice ?
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Why were so many witnesses called ? Not for giving Justice but only

for making a show of it. Our Viceroy boldly says that there is no attack

on Islam ;
does religion consist in building Musijds and observing out-

ward ceremonies only ? No, our religion consists in following Quran—every

word of it.

This resolution which we passed in this Conference was passed 1,300

years ago and was proposed by the Prophet himself. If it is crime to say

what is written in Quran, then by all means prosecute us. But then I am

at a loss to understand what is meant by religious freedom.

An Ayat of Quran Sharif says :—If we only think of killing a Muslim,

we will be worthy of being put in eternal Hell. Those are Kafirs who go

against Mushms. If any Muslim even points out to another Mushm with

his hand or finger vv^ith an intention of kilhng, his prayers or pilgrimage

to Mecca ar.n not accepted a^ all. Yet another Ayat says if any MusUic

takes arms against another Mushm all angels will curse him till he keeps

back those arms. Curse of Angels does not mean any simple thing. It

means that God would never forgive the sins of that man.

I supported this resolution according to my reUgious duties. But I

was not a member of even Subjects Committee, yet I am charged of

conspiracy ! There was no discussion between us because there is no

necessity of discussion on a religious commandment.

If the Government wants to destroy us and our Islam, why is this al]

show, why not bring soldiers and guns and shoot us all ? Ws are very

weak persons.

What is this Jury for ? It is not for justice at all but mere for show.

In Dharwar case and many other cases the Judges have gone against

Jury. They do what they have already decided to do.

But every person has to die one day and why not to die for one's

religion ? So gentlemen see that you do not do anything on account of

which you may have to suffer heavily in future. You may not be sub-

jected to God's curses. If Mahomedans are even killed for Islam they are

fortunate.

I had supported the resolution in Conference and I still support it

and declare that it is Haram for Muslim soldiers to continue in the

British Army and thus fight against their Muslim brothers.



Crowds Witnessing the Trial.
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SHRl SHANK \RACHARYA'S ADDRESS TO THE JURY. r.

After Maulvi Nisar Ahmed, Jagad Gum Shri Shankaracharya ad-

dressed the Ju^3^ He was permitted to read his written address sitting in

a chair He said :
—

,

1. THE FACTS.

We are in Holy Orders and recognise only one Law—the Law of

[Dharma (Truth, Justice and Duty)
—the Law of Life—embracing, sus-

taining and unifying, (or at least, co-ordinating and harmonising) all the

laQtivities of life. Owing to manifold and multifarious reasons connected

with oui temperamental predilections, our rules of Sanyas and the,

[methods and the character of the existing Courts of Law in the country,

^e .cannot offer any sort of defence in the usual manner, but, in view of

the; momentous principles involved in this case, we are unavoidably

though rehictantly
—compelled to make a lengthy statement of all the

facts relating to our case, so as to elucidate and clarify all the points at

issue.

It was late in the afternoon of Friday the 16th September 1921 that

^he D. S..P. of Kaira (Gujrat), attended by a huge array of (wholly un-

hec-:5sary) armed men, approach-d us at our (old) Head Quarters in Dakor

iGujrat).to inform us that a certain official of the C. L D. Police Head

^Jaarters at Poona had a warrant from the District Magistate of Karachi

. for our immediate arrest on a charge, amongst others, of conspirmg

with Maulana Mahomed AU of Rampur to seduce soldiers from their

allegiance and their duty to the Queen ! As we had never yet had occa-

siQn to speak to soldiers or even about them at any place (including Kara-

chi), the charge was naturally incomprehensible to us except on the one

supposition that a speech of an actionable character under Sections 131,,

5<>5, 120B, 105 and 114 had been fabricated and ascribed to us by some

obviously inventive Pohce brain at Karachi 1 As, however, this was not a.'

matter to be discussed with or even explained to Policemen with an arrest

warrant, we said nought about it to them. But the purly yeligious

fact was merely pointed out to them that we were just then nearing the

ver\- end of our Chaturmasya Vrata and that, Poomima having come.

in alrf^dy, we needed but a few hours more for completing our Vishwa-

rupa-Yatfa ceremony. The D. S. P.—who talked in a courteous, gentle-

riiafliy) aiftd even deferential manner—expressed his appreciation of the

Skuatiorfaiid his regret that7 as '^e had received peremptory instruc-.
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tions, he was absolutely powerless and helpless in the matter. And s@,

(even though there was no search warrant), all our correspondence and

other papers
—

personal as well as of the Gadi—and extending over a

period of nearly 15 years
—having all been rummaged, bundled up pell-

mell (on account of the hurry) into a long wooden box of ours and sealed

(without even an inventory of the papers being made), we were brought

away fn^m Dakore Railwaj'^ Station to Drigh Road which we reached

on the evening of the 18th September and whence we were duly

brought over to the Karachi Central Jail.

In passing we may just mention that we were informed (by our so-

called
"

Captors") at Dakore that we were being taken far out of the

Bombay Presidency into Northern India and so on. Why, in the face

of the Karachi District Magistrate's plain warrant and our actual catch-

ing of a train bound not for Delhi, but for Ahmedabad en route to Ka-

rachi, this wholly purposeless and incredible lie was told to us and

repeated all through, we cannot understand except on Mr. Mahomed All's

interesting, fascinating and felicitously worded theory about the
"
Sac-

red traditions of Crown prosecutions in this country" wherein, lies are

loved not for utilitarian purposes but for their own sake !

To resume the thread of our narrative. After our arrival here ,

we learnt, from theAnglo-Indian Newspapers (the only ones which, until

our commitment to the Sessions, the partisan bureaucracy allowed us in

the jail), that the charge against us was apropos of our support of a Re-

solution of the All-India Khilafat Conference in July last at Karachi.

Not knowing even a single syllable of Urdu, Sindhi and Persian wherein

(barring our own two speeches and a few words of Mrs. Sarojini Naidii's)

the cntvc proceedings of that Conference had been conducted, we had

not even heard that there was any Resolution of that Conference relatin^i

to Soldiers in the Army ; and so, these newspapers did not make the

position any the less mysterious or more comprehensible to us than
before.

It therefore behoves us to state, at this juncture, what exactly we
did say an . do at the Conference. First there was, on the opening day.
a preliminary speech of a benedictory character wherein we explained
that Lord Shri Krishna's toachin'< of Swa-Dharma (One's own duty) was
not meicly for Arjun or the Pandavas or even the Hindus, but for all

Sentient r.rcation as such
; that Manu and other Spiritual Law-Givers

of the Hindus had expressly defined Swa-Dharma as that which existed

i
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not in hostility to—but alongside of and in sympathetic and cordial

amity with Para-Dharmas (others' duties) ;
that the Khilafat was not a

temporal but a spiritual affair entrusted by the Holy Founder of Islam

into the hands of True Muslims
;
that any individual who deUberately

refused to obey the Prophet Mahomed might very plausibly justify him-

self as a freethinker, a rationalist, a scientific agnostic and so forth but

could not, under such circumstances, call himself a Mahomedan and

if born a Mahomedan, could only be regarded as a renegade and an apos-

tate from Mahomed's rehgion ; and that we Hindus who believed in the

broad-minded and universal conception of
" Swa-Dharma" enjoined on

us by the Lord Shri Krishna, Manu, etc., and endorsed by England too

in Nelson's famous device "England expects everyman to do his Duty"

we had morally no option but to sympathise with and help our Muslim

brethren in their almost superhuman endeavours on behalf of their be-

loved Khilafat against odds tremendous and handicaps innumerable.

Owing to the difficulty caused by the great distance at which, a few

miles away out of Karachi City, our quarters had been arranged for us

for the sake of the conveniences and detachment preferred by us for our

accommodation, worship and meditation in our orthodox Hindu style,

it was about 11 a.m. the next day when we were taken to the meeting

of the Subjects Committee just as it war about to close and thence to the

open session of the Conference, wherein Mrs. Sarojini Naidu of Hyciera-

bad (Deccan) began her Urdu speech with a short English preface,

expressed her sympathy as a Hindu with the endeavours of Islam to-

wards the safe-guarding of the sacred shrines of Islam as enjoined by the

Prophet Mahomed and appealed to us, in our Pontifical capacity .f

Jagadguru Shankaracharya of the Shri Shardapeeth, to explain the Hindu

ecclesiastical position as regards the sacredness of Mecca and other holy

places of Islam. And, accordingly, Dr. Saifuddin Kitchlew and others

desired of us and we promised them another speech on the subject m

the night sitting and we returned to our quarters immediately (that is,

about 2 p.m.) for attending to some other pressing engagement we

had there.

0\ving to the afore-described handicap of distance that separated

our quarters from the Conference Pandal, it was nearly 11 p.m. when we

arrived there again, to find that the proceedings had commenced already

.i.nd had gone on for some time and that Dr. Kitchlew was on his feet.

On his resuming his seat near us, he reminded us of our promised speech

and, while another speaker was addressing the Conference, Dr. Kitchlew
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had the usual arrangement made for a chaiit on the. platform for us to

speak seated from, as required by the rules of our Order. And then Dr.

Kitchlew desired us to speak on Hindu-Muslim Unity and the Khilafat

and to conclude with a few words on the Angora Government.

Responding to Mrs. Sarojini Naidu's appeal to us of the afternoon,

we repeated our earlier general pronouncement that, as a believer in the

Doctrine of Swa-Dharma for all, every Hindu should necessarily sym-

pathise with the Khilafat cause,and we then added that, according to the

detailed account of the Final Deluge contained in the Bhavishya Puran

and other Sacred Scriptures of Hinduism, the Lord would take a Colossal

form, stand aloft with His feet on Benares and Mecca (the only two places

which would survive the Deluge), gather together there all the Faithful

of all faiths, times and climes and gamer them up thence to His own

bosom, thus showing that, for a Sanatani Hindu who believed in the

Puranas, Mecca was—not merely for general reasons of broad-minded

reUgious sympathy as expressed by Mrs. Sarojini Naidu, but, in the light

of this positive and categorical statement on the subject,—a Sacred placei

like Benares ! And, on the same authority, we mentioned, too, that

Adi Shri 1 108 Shankaracharya (from whom we the present Jagadgurus
derive our Spiritual descent and authority and on whose Pontifical throne

we sit) undertook a pilgrimage to Mecca in the face of enormous diffi-

culties caused by the ignorant and self-sufficient bigotry of the fanatics

of His day, and that He had therefore to use His Supernatural Powers,
assume the shape of a parrot, fly to Mecca (which, be it noted, was yet
to become the birth-place of Mahomed, the last of the Prophets, but had

already been singled out for the purpose) and performed Puja (worship)
there with the Sacred Tulsi and the Holy Water of the Ganges from
Benares !

We thus explained that Hindu-Muslim Unity was really to be based
on a Spiritual foundation. We instanced the infinite and kaleidoscopic
permutations .and combinations amongst the Powers of Europe based on
no ethical principles whatsoever but merely paying homage to their
fetish (" Balance <.f Power "). And we also cited the example of the
hte Balkan War wherein Sorvia. Montenegro, Bulgaria and Greece
formed an unholy political combination, not because they positively loved
one a.other, but solely because of their nogativebond of common hatred
towards lurkcy. and wherein, after they had conquered Adrianople and
while Bulgaria and Greece were fighting with each other over the booty.
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the Turks vvalked quietly back into Adrianople. practically without Hav-
ing to fire a shot therefor

; and we condemned all such political combi-
nations traceable to negative causes and insist-d that Hindu-MusUrr

Unity should stand and could last, not on t]:ie negative political basis
of hatred towards Britain, but on the positive Spiritual foundati^m of

abiding mutual Love without any sort of reference what-sbev^^r. to

Britain (or any other third party) to account therefor. :i,L' i-i; •

Having thus explained the Hindu Spiritual principle underlying the

Ecclesiastical support which we were giving to the Khilafat, we alluded

concisely to the trials and tribulations endured by the Angora Governs,

ment as the only Temporal power having both the will and the power to

save the Khilafat and as the
"

real Government of Turkey" as against
the

"
self-styled Turkish Government at Constantinople" (a fact which;

we see, even the Greek Prime Minister Gounaris has, during the last few

days, openly acknowledged). And we therefore bespoke for Angora the

sympathy and support of all godly, nay of all humane, persons (
without

distinction of race or creed). . j •;*: -jdJ

In answer to the recently put forward and edifying pseudo-ethica|

objections of Mr. Lloyd George and other such quick-change-artists jii

the score of the Khilafat dating back from the MediavaJ ages )nly

and not from times immemorial, we pointed out that even the 'most aiv^

cient of landed proprietorships in England to-day dated back to the corj-

quest of England by Robert the Devil's offspring William the Conqueror

in 1066 A.D. and the distribution of most of the conquered laiid by him

amongst his camp-followers, or, at the most to the depredations and ra-

vages committed in England by brigands and pirates, Hengist and H<)tsa

and Co., and that Mr. Lloyd George would—logically and morally—be

called upon to get Englishmen to completely evacuate not merely Indi^.

but even England and retire to Jutland, Denmark, Saxony, etc., beforft

he could expect the Khilafat to cognise and follow his opportunist an(jL

specious doctrine of Ancient Historic Origins ! "Parenthetically, wu.

would state that Rollo or Rolf or Robert the founder of the Dutchyj

of Normandy rejected the surnames
"
the good,"

" the grear,"
"

the;

magnificent," etc., and called himself "Rolf the Devil." Hence Williiu.i

the Conqueror was literally the off.-pring oi Robert the Devil.

And we concluded with a still briefer reference to Swaraj \viiich, we

said, should not be Hindu, Muslim or any other Raj but simply a Dharmic,

iRaj conducted according to the basic principles of
justice a^d Righteous
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jiess which alone were the sine-qua-non and the guarantees of stability

and unimpaired progress, f^uch a Swaraj alone was worth striving for

and, like the Devas of Old who were not elated by the gems or frightened

by the poison which they obtained in the course of their churning of the

4jcean for the sake of the Celestial Amrit (Ambrosia), we too should push

on, undated by concessions and undeterred by repression until we had

churned out of the agitated ocean of Indian Politics, the Amrita of

j:enuinc Swaraj !

; "In connection with Swaraj we mentioned that the Nagpur Congress

of. 1920 had declared for Swaraj but had deliberately omitted to state

whether the Swaraj it aspired to, was to be inside or outside the British

Empire, because we had felt that, if we could continue as self-respecting

individuals within it we would not go out of it for the mere pleasure

thereof or owing to hatred of Britain, but, if Britain was fooUsh enough
toi , insist on so behaving as to make our connection with her absolutely

incompatible with our self-respect as Indians and even as human beings,

then the Government would, by its own suicidal follies, compel the Con-

gress to prefer
"
absolute independence

"
out of sheer and irresistible

necessity ! We may state that in the memorandum on the Indian Status

m the Dom'nions prepared by Lord Chelmsford's Government and

recently pubished by Lord Reading's ; Lord Chelmsford too saj^
*^ India sincerely wishes to remain within the Empire but only as an

equal partner. Her own self-respect requires that she shall not

accept any terms of inferiority."

Throughout thesr discourses, we followed our invariable practice of

]>leading for the rigorously imbiassed and dispassionate consideration

of all questions solely from the view- point of Dharma and we neve-

tittered a single syllable fcr, against or about the Army or the Navy.
And thus it was that the charges against us were absolutely incomprer
Iwnsib e to us. We, theretore, naturally wondered by what mysterious
process of reasoning, logical or p.sychological, our speeches at Karachi
had got so inextricably intertwined with the Army and the Navy as to

bring about our prosecution on a charge of attempting and conspiringo incite soldiers to Mutiny or to fail in thrir "allegiance" or "duty,"

Once, nd<!ed, in nud May last at Ajmcr, we came wry near a serious

a-fair of this sort wherein. )wing to the ill-advised attempt of the ^Ligis-

tracy and tjie Police \o arrest the Officiating Priest of the local Mosque
.-.nd a disciple of his, «/ thr Mosque and during the Ramzan and wherein
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tens of thousands of armed, infuriated men surrounded the Mosque t%

prevent it. And we talked matters over with Mr. Gauri Shankar Bhargv
tof Ajmer (at that time a Government-gagged person), Dr. Mahomed
Ah Shah of Aligarh and other friends, at the earnest soHcitation of the

poHce ; and we had the people pacified by them and thus helped, in our

own humble way, to avert the threatened calamity wh cli, we under-

stood, was about to result in a tremendous collision between the Ajmer
people and the Nazirabad Military forces ! Surely this successful a^^'

tempt at the pacification of an excited people could not account for

the present prosecution against us ! -,.

II. The Principles.
,.i,-,,.,

The only thing which, as a matter of fact, we have ever done and

shall ever do in all our public lectures and our private discourses has, beeu
to impress, on our hearers, the clamant and paramount necessity for the

t<wt/>/^^^ spirit aalisation of the daily life in all its activities. If it be a

crime to say (as Nelson did) that every man should do his Dharma (Duty)
we must certainly plead absolately guilty to that charge and pride our-

selves too thereupon ! In fact, this is our only function as Jagadguru

Shankaracharya, not merely to expect people (as England, according: to

Nelson, does) to do their duty, but also to incite them thereto;! AH

people, even the most worldly, have this elementar\- human right of

preaching Truth and Dut\^ as the predominant factors in all life ; but a

Sanyasi who has renounced the world, who owes no allegiance to any-

thing worldly, who is bound only by and to Dharma, who has to practise

it during all the waking hours of his life and who, particularly as a

Jagadguru, has no other function than the preaching of Dharma to all

according to their Adhikara—such an individual has not merely the right,

privilege or prerogative but the binding duty and unshifkable responsibility

of incessantly preaching Dharma as his only task in life. And as, accord-

ing to the dictates of the Hindu, Islamic, Hebrew, Christian, Parsi and

other religions. Dharma is as ilHmitable in its jurisdiction as God Him-

self, we have the duty of preaching Dharma to the world in all the aspects

of life (not excluding even the
"

secular"). If and when earnest and en-

quiring souls seek our spiritual guidance on a poUtical, social, industrial,

economic or other so-called
"
temporal" question, we can no more shirk

our Duty of honestly and conscientiously enunciating, interpreting,

preaching, adumbrating and even inciting to the practice of the Dharma

on such a question, than we can with regard to purely ceremonial matters

relating to prayers, worship, marriage, funeral obsequies and so .:
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An
"
Acharya" has, in fact, been defined in our Sacred Literature as one

whose only business it is to practise his o\vn personal and individual

Dharma. and; by every means in his power, make others practise theirs.

From this point of view, no department of hfe is too sacrosanct to

escape our jurisdiction and we are therefore called upon to shoulder the

(often unpleasant) task of preaching the Raj Dharma and the Praja

Dharma. Unfortunately, to many people all the wide world over, ful-

some flattery is more acceptable than wholesome advice; and if, there-

fore, m the conscientious performance of our Dharma of Dharmopadesh
without any regard to personalities, races and feelings but solely as our

unshirkable Rehgious Duty, we give offence to the Raj or the Praja or

even both and are called upon to bear the consequences thereof in the

shape of pergonal suffering, we ought to and do take it all cheerfully

as part of the game.

. Unswerving allegiance to Dharma and Truth has always
—in Sacred

as well as in profane History—entailed enormous suffering and claimed

terrible sacrifices. The true man of God has always had to suffer in-

describable torture, not merely at the hands of godless worldly officials

btJt even alas ! at those of really godless official
"

Ecclesiastics
"

! Oh!

whal hideous crimes and fell atrocities have not been perpetrated against

really inoffensive people in the sacred names of Peace and Order on the

one liand and of God and Religion on the other !

iaking the Praja-side first, we may frankly mention that there are

5.om(" vital- points whereon we too (like Hazrath Manlana Abdul Bari.Dr.

Rabmdranatb Tagore, Mr. C. F. Andrews, Mr. Jayakar, etc.,) have not

been able to see eye to ej'e with Mr. Gandhi and other leading Congress-

men. For example, while enthusiasticall3' desirous of and actually in-

citing to India's economic uplift and independence and while cheerfully

recognising, blessing and advocating the Spinning Wheel as the eloquent
emblem thereof, we have not—even after reading and several times re-

readmg Mr.Gandhi's reply to Mr. Andrews—been able to approve of the

ndis( nininate burning of foreign cloth which India has already paid

Manchester and other places for i The sending of it to sufferers in Smyrna
or elsewhere we can and do cordiallj- agree to

;
but the burning of it all

;s sini]>l)- revolting to us andour conceptions of positive and constructive

methods afore-explained. And, in our discourses and lectures at Dakor

.md elsowhere, \\c. have been stating such facts candidly and have even

written to Mr. Gandhi about them freelv. If, by so doing, we stand to
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incur the displeasure or dissatisfaction of this or that Congressman,
we simply cannot help it and we cannot, on any such account, cease from

conscientiously explaining the Truth as we ourselves honestly under-

stand it.

And if, secondly, by our placing of Dharma thus on the highest ped-

estal, we come into conflict with a Government that places crooked dip-

lomacy above the straightforward Dharma and selfish policy above

impartial justice, and if we find ourselves clapped into jail in consequence

thereof, even then we have absolutely nothing to regret ! Surely, prison

life earned as the wages of the Dharma is no Disgrace ! Sacred history tells

us that the Lord Shri Krishna (whom millions of devout Hindus worship
even to-day) was born in Jail and was concealed, so to say, in Gokul for

years from the tyrant Kansa ;
that Adi Shri 1108 Shankaracharya (our

own Spiritual Progenitor) stood thrice in deadly peril on account of his

Dharmic preachings and was rescued twice by His disciple Shri 1108

Padmapada Achaiya and once by direct Divine Interposition ; that the

Holy Prophet of Arabia similarly underwent enormous persecution ;
that

Joseph the favourite son of Isarael was imprisoned for refusing to commit

adultery \vith Potiphar's wife ; that the Hebrews under Aaron and Moses

were oppressed by the Egyptians for desiring to perform a religious -

sacrifice in the wilderness to their Jehovah ; that John the Baptist was

imprisoned and beheaded for condemning the Tetrarch Herod's incest

with his own brother Philip's wife Herodias ; that Jesus Christ the Prince

of Peace (the supposed "Lord Master" and "Saviour)" of the Western

world to-day) was first concealed in Egypt for years from Herod and was

finally condemned by Pontius Pilate to wear the crown of thorns and hear

the cross of shame on Calvary as a traitor to Rome, simply because He

preached to the Jews the Kingdom of God ;
and that as for the Jews

(to which Europe -persecuted unhappy eastern race, England's present

Viceroy of and Secretary of State for India both belong), the stoning and

otherwise maltreating and murdering of the prophets of Jehovah was

almost the daily routine, pastime and recreation of later day Israel and,

(according to the heart-rending but bootless lamentations of Isaiah,

Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonali, -Alicah,

Nahum, Habukkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah and Malachi—12

the four major and minor prophets of Israe', was solely responsible for

the poHtical annihilation and final scattering up of Jehovah's own

chosen people ! There is nothing therefore to be ashamed of in prison

life or any so-called "punishment" meted out by bloated temporal

might to humble Spiritual Right .'
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Even from the worldly standpoint of public reputation and disgrace

(which a Sanyasi, however, has no business to worry about), we notice

that Lala Harkishinlal who was condemned as a traitor to the King

and had his entire property confiscated under the Chehnsford—O'Dwyer

administration is now the ttusted Minister of the Punjab under the Read-

ing Maclaglan rule and Lord Reading is inexpressibly enamoured of and

pubhcly eulogises his brilliant sense of humour: and that, in spite of Mrs.

Besant's denunciations of Mr. Gandhi and the Non-Co-operation pro-

gramme of the Congress with greater virulence than the Government's,

we here (in the Karachi Central Jail) have been having the instructive

and interesting experience that, since our committal to the Sessions, even

Nationalist papers of the ultra Non-co-operationist type of the "Bombay
Chronicle" are being allowed to us but poor Mrs. Besant's "New India"

alone is bracket ted with Mr. Gandhi's "Young India" and proscribed !

With such experiences (especially like Lala Harkishinla^'s) about the

value to be attached to the encomiums or the prosecutions emanating

from our Imperial and Provincial Governments, we wonder if there is

to-day even a single benighted soul in aU India (or elsewhere) who will

infer credit or discredit to us, merely from any such action on the part of

such an utterly discredited and disreputable administration !

No one compelled us to don the safron robe of Sanyas. On the

other hand it was we that voluntarily sought it and—after 16 years of

weary longing
—

finally accepted the long longed for life of renunciation.

And the heart and the quintessence of Renunciation ccnsists in the per-

formance of our allotted Dharma in absolute disregard of happiness and

misery, profit and loss, victory and defeat ! At the time of taking San-

yas, we (Sanyasis)
—with appropriate Mantras full of deep spiritual im-

port and beauty—formally renounce the whole world (including father

and mother, wife ana children, land and lucre and even temporal govern-
ments and national congresses) and we swear eternal and indivisible aU

legiance to our only Lord and Master, to wit, the "Everlasting Yea" of

Carlyle ! and so, in accordance with that pledge of Sanyas we have no

option but to speak out the Truth and preach the Dharma without

fear or favour.

And as for the loss of personal liberty, whi:h prison life entails, we
believe in the Vedantic teaching that correct knowledge of and undeviat-

mg adherence to the Tnith alone leads to final Liberation. The Lord

Jesus Christ too said (St. John's Gospel VIII 32): "Ye shaU know the

Truth and tlie Trutli shall make you free." And so, as Tiresia's the blincj^
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Greek Seer (in Sophocles' Drama) said to (king) Oedipus Tyrannus of

Thebes, we have in us the strength of Truth which has already given us

the highest and truest hberty conceivable whatever may be our petty

physical restrictions of the moment. And, after all, is not this world

itself a huge prison and our bDdies the prison-cells which our Divine

Spirits are all locked up in and restricted by ? Well and truly did the

poet sing :
—

"Stone walls do not a prison make"

Nor iron bars a cage."

Many people may look askance at this doctrine of Trach aid Saayas as

being of the obstinate and fanatical nature of Mediaeval Ecclesiaticisra

which, during the region of King Henry the 11 (of Anjoa) in England,
cost that so called "turbulent priest" St. Thomas a Becket of Canterbury
his life and put him to suffering at the hands of cruel assassins. But we
need only answer and say that, to those who have reahsed that ineffable

and inexhaustible Joy which is the inherent internal characteristic of the

Soul, which does not and cannot need any sort of external enjoyment
for its upkeep and maintenance, and whose incomparable and

imperishable Effulgance, no external pains can ever avail to cloud

off—to us, hatred, and fear and sorrow and worry and even doubt are,

utterly and in the very nature of things, ABSOLUTELY LAIPOSSIBLE.

If then, we should and do speak the Truth and preach the Dharma
as a ReKgious Duty of ours, which we cannot possibly shirk, what should

be and are our frame of mind and our obj ect therein ? Our frame of mind

is one of absolutely dispassionate performance of Duty; and our object

is merely the lasting uplift of all concerned and particularly those whom
we condemn \ Or, in other words, it is all Love and no hatred. Just as

a parent or a doctor advises a child or a patient what to do, and what to

shun, not because of hatred, but solely because of Love, and just as the

prophets of Israel spoke with their hearts bleeding at the criminal and

suicidal follies of Israel and solely for the uplift of Israel ; and particularly

as the prophet Samuel in the very act of denouncing and rejecting King
Saul as ordered by Jehovah is patheticall}' said to have "mourned" long

for Saul
; so too, have we this unpleasant duty of preaching the R^j

Dharma and the Praja Dhaima to the Raj and the Pra,ja/o;' their owiigoodl

As the Apost e puts it, "Whom the Lord loveth, He chasteneth"; and we

too have to follow God's example and method, and whom we love, we

have to rebuke ! Personally it makes no difference to us in the least and
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vetitisourboundenduty to remind all, for their own sakes, of the

terrible words "Vengeance is mine" saith the Lord,-and rescue them, if

we can from the coming, nay imminent, consuming wrath of God !

We remember to-day, (^uite vividly, the touching incident at Benares

Session of the Indian National Congress in December 1905 wherein, after

the deliberations were all over and the usual vote of thanks to the Presi-

dent (the late Mr. Gokhale) had been spoken on by some Indian speakers,

the late Miss Margaret Noble rose to thank Mr. Gokhale not (as the others

had done) for his great pohtical services to India, but for his still greater

Spiritual services to England in trying to make England just, and thus

saving her from herself \ For, as the Tamil Poet pithily puts it. It is the

tears of the oppressed-not the hostile armies—that undermine the thrones of

mighty monarchs ! And so, Miss Noble nobly regarded Mr. Gokhale as

really greater benefactor to England than to India ! It is in this spirit

and with this outlook that we who place Dharma and Justice above

diplomacy and state-craft have got to and do labour.

If, however, the patient or the child will not merely refuse to profit

by the salutary- -though perhaps often times (physically or mentally)

bitter-medicines or advice of the doctor or the parent, but will even as-

sault the latter therefore it is no disgrace to the latter but untold suffering

t«) the former, that will really ensue therefrom ! And so, even as Ama-

ziah the officially appointed "High Priest" of Bethel (the House of God)

himself endeavoured and also instigated Jeroboam II. (the fooUsh son of

Joash and King of Israel) to gag Amos the true Prophet of Jehovah
from carrying Jehovah's message of uplift to the King and to the people

and it all turned ultimately detrimental not to Amos the stem Truth

speaker but to Jeroboam the momcntary-pleasure-seeker and to Ama-

ziah and the falsc-praisc-giver ;
so too, if self-advertised and officially

favoured
"

religious" individuals and mandajs in India (whom we need

not mime liere) will not merely wink or connive at ignorant blunders of

tht Kaj or the Pnija or both (which will be bad enough, in all conscience)

but, like Amaziah or (Ciaphas) fawn on, flatter and instigate either

against thf)se whose only function is the preaching of Dharma as command-

ed by the Lord Almighty, surely it cannot hurt the latter but will only
recoil boomerang-like and redound to the infinite and irrevocable injury
of the flattering instigator and the duped instigated ! Nor can we, any
moro than the Prophet Amos, refrain on any such account or at any

budy"^ bidding from our God-ordained Duty of Dharmopadesha !
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III. THE CHARGES

With this exposition of these general principles of our Dharma as a

Jagadguru and its bearing on the affairs even of so-called
"

secular" life

and with a reiteration of our absolute innocence of any attempt or conspi-

racy to tamper with the loyalty of soldiers, we had indeed, at first, actually

concluded our statement. But, we subsequently learnt, from Professor

Vaswani of Karachi (the first Karachi Gentleman who Visited us here

in jail) that the Resolution of the Conference did actually contain

a reference to Muslim Sepoys and declared it Haram for any Muslim to

continue any longer in the Army. And therefore, it has become neces-

sary for us to add to this statement considerably.

But we must lirst formally repeat that we knew nothing of any such

item on the programme, were not called upon to and did not, in fact, say
even a word on it and cannot therefore be charged with any offence under

Sections 131 or 505 or 120B. Per, if mere presence at the meeting (with-

out understanding even a single syllable of the proceedings) could suffice

to make us guilty, much more therefore—-to use an Eucledian expression
—

should it have that effect in the case of all the thousands who attended

the Conference, understood all the proceedings and voted deliberately,

enthusiastically and unanimously therefor !

•

Or, in other words, the

whole Conference should have been declared
"
an unlawful assembly"

and hauled up under the sweeping embrace of section 149 T.P.C. We,

however, notice that this is not the Government's position.

It is remarkable that the warrant against us personally
— i.e. the

sixth accused in this case—as copied by one of our pupils at Dakore and

also by the Jail Superintendent at Karachi—singled us out for the honour

of a charge under Section 105 I.P.C (relating to or arising out of,murder

in self-defence) ! We are not aware of even yet having had the pleasure

and the privilege of even the remotest connection with a case of murder,

not even be it noted, as the muydered person ! The only murders we can

plead guilty to are of Adharma (unrighteousness) in all its forms ;
but

we are not awa"e of any section of the Indian Penal (or any other) Code

which we can be tried under, for that glorious offence and even if

there should be any such section, unknown to us, somewhere, we would

fervently bespeak the Courts' consideration for the fact tliat the very

continuance, undeterred, of such unjust prosecutions (as ours) prove

that injustice has not died out of the world yet, and that, the utmost
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cnarge against us, therefore, can only be of an attempt at, not the actual

perpetration of, murder (of injustice) ! As, however, this mention of

section 105 against us has subsequently been declared to be an error, we

render hearty thanks for this small mercy and pass on to the next section

i.e. 120 B (Conspiracy) !

Hereon we have to say that, unlike Maulana Mahomedali who, in the

crowded Kanyashala had at least his heavy breathing brother to "con-

spire" with at mid-night (in the derivative sense of that term.i.e. breath-

ing together) we in our spacious quarters miles away out of the city, had

only three boy pupils and our cook with us for the whole building, slept

altogether alone, and could therefore have been guilty only of mid-night

[Jnispiyacy (breathing alone) for which, however, two new sections

(say 120 C and 120 D), defining the offence and the punishment have

yet to be manufactured and incorporated into the Indian Penal Code,

pending which we have necessarily and helplessly to deny ourselves

the pleasure, the privilege and the honour of pleading guilty on this

charge too !

And then again, whereas, according to the elementary common

sense and the rudiments of the Enghsh Language as well as the open ad-

missions and the tacit implication of the Indian Penal Code itself, it is

the very essence of Conspiracy that the
"

conspirators
"

conspire

secretly, it strikes us forcibly that a charge admittedly arising out of a

Resolution which was mianimously passed at a public Sessions of an

All-India Conference.which had been openly foreshadowed and promised

by the special as well as the normal sessions of the Indian National Con-

gress at Calcutta and Nagpur in September and December 1920, which

Mr. Gandhi is now said to be regretting he had not been present in Karachi,

in July 1921, to support and which, we understand, is now being

passed by all the Congress Committees and Khilafat Committees all over

India—surely such a charge cannot, by any intelligible intellectual

process (however far fetched), be brought under section 120B I.P.(^.

(conspiracy)
! And we cannot, therefore, help feeling that the charge

that has actually been brought against us thereunder is simply too pre-

posterous to be tenable even from the merely legal point of view and

that any attempt even under section 149 (the only one that can possibly

apply), to extinguish the Zeit-Coist in bound, under these circumstances,
to be futile as King Canute's command to the waves of the sea !

Passing on to the main charges, i.e. those under sections 131 and

5(^5 I.P.O. we have *:o place emphatically and indelibly on record, our
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wonder that even if we had had no temperamental, religious or political

objections, even if we had been co-operators (which, thank God, we are

not) with a government whose wholly original and inimitably brilliant

conception of
"
co-operation" is that we should bow and agree to every-

thing they say and do or, at the most, should become members of the

Mutual Administration Society and beg with folded hands and with

fulsome flattery for this or that elementary right (including even the

right to perform our Religious Duties) as though it were a mighty condes-

cension and a celestial favour and even if we had been desirous and

prepared to defend ourselves in the usual manner, we personally {i.e.

the 6th accused in this case) have found absolutely nothing in the whole

. prosecution evidence or argument before the Committing Magistrate to

base a single cross-examination on, or to defend ourselves against !

Not a jot or tittle vestige or shred, of evidence was presented
before the Magisterial Court of Enquiry, to the effect that

we ever uttered a single syllable anywhere about the Army or

the Navy or alluded by name or even by implication thereto ! Beyond
an allusion to our arrival at Karachi on 7th July, the Reception given

to us at the station by the people of Karachi, our procession through the

city and the fact that we made our (second) speech at the Conference,

^he entire prosecution evidence has, consistently ajid persistently refused

to do us the honour, of even a casual reference to us or our resi-

dence, let alone any sort of proof that we ever spoke on the Army question

at all. The most eloquent, convincing and clinching proof of the truth

of this contention of ours was furnished by the significant fact that the

prosecution witnesses and the resourceful Counsel for the Crown and

even the committal order merely referred to our speech and did not file

or quote from any report thereof, or extract therefrom as an exhibit, for

the very simple reason that the speech actually contained no reference

whatsoever to the AiTny and so could not possibly justify the unrighteous

attempt of the government to connect us with sections 131 and 505.

Looking carefully into the depositions of all the various witnesses

who were trotted forth one after another in the Lower Court as C I D.

reporters or as Press reporters who had been present at the Conference we

note, that, in the case of every one of them, the learned Counsel for the

Crown had with reference to the speeches of all (but ourselves and Fir

Saheb)—his stereotyped and unvarying series of questions as to who the

speaker was, what language he spoke in, whether the witness had taken

correct short hand notes of the speech whether he was expert therein,
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whether the notes contained only what the speaker had actually stated

and whether a long hand transcript had been prepared from the shorthand

report and the witness was then made to produce and file the longhand

transcript as an exhibit; but when each witness came to our speech, Mr.

Elphinston merely elicited the simple statement that we spoke next

and that we spoke in English but, without putting the usual further

series of questions about shorthand notes and longhand transcripts and

so on, he invariably and precipitately
—as if he were treading on hot

coals—decamped to the next speaker ! We solemnly contend that this

was solely and simply because the fihng of our speech and an analysis

of its contents would certainly have had the effect of not merely failing

to prove our partnership in the alleged conspiracy in respect of the

Army but of positively proving the exact contrary with logically,

scientifically and even geometrically irresistible precision ?

Add to this the facts mentioned, at the very outset, that we did

not cross-examine the Crown witnesses and that all our papers of over

15 years past had been illegally attached b}^ the PoHce and brought over

to Karachi and yet, not an atom or even an electron of evidence has

been forthcoming to substantiate this nebulous charge against us ! The

inference is—under the circumstances—irresistible that the prosecution'
has not had the elementary honesty and rudimentar}^ manliness to state

even f>nce candidly, even at the final argument stage, what it actually
knew all the time, i.e., that our speech contained absolutely nothing about

the Army and that the whole head and front of our crime, in the eyes of '

the Government, was really that we had been present at the Khiiafat

Conference and had expressed our Religious sympathy with Islam, the

Khiiafat and the Angora Government (which the Government of India,

too, has, all the time, been obstreperously expressing its lip-sympathy
for and theatrically shedding its crocodile tears over) !

We need not content ourselves, however, with this argument from

silcnco, i.e. the negative inference (however obvious) from this deliberate,

consistent and ingenious act of omission on the part of the Prosecution.

We can go further and call attention to the positive tell-tale fact that the

reports of the Conference in the Nationahst "New Times" and even the

Anglo-Indian "Daily Gazette" (both of Karachi) which were actually filed

by the prosecution in connection with the speeches of the others and
which happily, contain a report of our speech too, amply suffice by

themselves to bear out, sustain and prove our contention that we never

spoke about the Army !
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In passing, we would just call to mind the fact that the C. I. D.

witnesses stated that the whole assembly {including themselves) stood up
and passed the Resolution ! And hence the inclusion of Maulana Shau-

kat AU ! We would modify that statement with the fact that, as required

by the rules of our Order, we alone continued sitting at all times ! [f

Maulana Shaukat AH could be hauled up for merely standing up when the

Resolution was being passed, what about the C. I. D. men who understood

the meaning of the Resolution (as we alone did not) and who too, on their

own showing, stood up to signify their support of and assent to the Reso-

lution ! This merely in passing.

The Counsel for the Crown referred pompously, in his argument, in

the Lower Court to our arrival at Karachi and the fact of our having

spoken, as
"
proofs" (!!) of our participation in that fictitious conspiracy.'

Now supposing, for a moment, just for argument's sake, that we had

opposed the Resolution in toto or dissented frcm parls 1 he re of, would

our mere presence and speech inculpate us ? Or, would it be necessary to

go into the contents of our speech ? And why, but for the consciousness

of utter futility, did he fail to ask his legion of witnesses a single question

thereon, to argue thereon and even to file our speech as an exhibit in

the case !

IV. THE STAB FROM BEHIND.

It is evidently this utter bankruptcy with regard to relevant evidence

against us actually before the Court that accounts for the Government's

indefensible out-of-court proceedings against us in the shape of communi-

ques, circulars, etc., calculated to prejudice the minds of the judges and

the unknowing, undiscerning and unthinking public against us peronally

by means of the unscrupulously Hbellous allegation that we are not

the Jaggadguru Shankaracharya of the Sharda Peeth but only an Im-

postor ! Unlike the Government which has shown itself so miserably and
"

terribly lacking in scrupulous adhesion to the fundamentally requisite

judicial attitude which alone is worthy of it in Criminal prosecution,

civil litigation and private controversies we cannot forget that the present

case is concerned not with the Shardhapeeth Gadi but only with our

speech at the Khilafat Conference of July last in Karachi. And therefore

we shall not refer to the Peeth affairs, over and beyond what inevitably

arises out of the Government's own underhand efforts against us in con-

nection with and as a sort of collateral security and prop for the grave

criminal prosecution which they have baselessly and basely launched

against us !
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We need merely state that His Holiness Swami Shri 1108 Trivikram

Tirathji Maharaj (the late Shankaracharj^a of the Sharda Peeth), recog-

nised as such by Their Holiness the Shankaracharj as of Purl, Shringeri,

Kumbhakonam, etc., the Maharaja of Kashmir, Dhurbhanga, Kathiawar

etc., and all the religious associations all over the country like the U. P.

Dharma Rakhshana Sabha, The Bharat Dharma Mahamandal, etc., in-

tiatcd us on the 4th July 1919 at Benares as His Pata shishya (Successor-

designate), that we officiated for Him (during His illness and debihty from

March 1920 to December 1920
;
that He formally invested us in Decem-

ber 1920 with the full powers and the authority of a Shankaracharya and

that on the 27th February 1921 at Jasdan, in the presence and with the

co-operation of the ofificials of the Jasdan State and of Mr. K. J.

Bakshi of Rajkot (Ex-Administrator of Porbunder State and Ex-Chief-

Justice of Junagadh State) and Avith the Vedic ceremony of Pattabhisheka

(Coronation) enjoined in the Shastras, His Holiness inth His own Holy
Hand^ installed us on the Peeth as Jagadguru Shankaracharya and

retired thereform for a quiet literary hfe. His Holiness is, happily, still

in the flesh and can substantiate all these statements. So can Mr. Bakshi

of Rajkot and the Jasdan State authorities. Mr. Bakshi gave telegraphic

information about the installation to all the Shankarachaiyas, the Maha-

rajas, the Mahamandals, etc.,and the Press; while the Chief Magistrate of

Jasdan State gave a detailed report of the same to the newspapers. Our
connection with the Sharda Peeth is thus securely based on the impreg-
nable rock-foundation of our direct and immediate Spiritual descent

from and public Installation by the late Shankaracharya Himself and is

thus—both morally and legally
—as unimpeachable and binding as the i

anointing of Aaron by Moses or the anointing of King Pavid by the Pro-

phet Samuel or the appointment of Lord Reading by His Majesty King
George V to the Viceroyalty of India ! The fact that, for their own sub-

terranean political and personal reasons, the Government of India and j

Bombay dislike the choice, can no more do away with the moral and
j

legal fact of our Shankaracharyaship or invalidate it, than can the anti* *

Reading fulminations of some anti-semitic journalistic firebrands of ^

England, do away with the fact of Lord Reading's appointment or |

invalidate it !

We may add that we have received from our Shri Guru Swami and
are using the images, gold and silver maces, chhatras, chamaras and
other regal emblems and parai)hernaUa and Shards, laces. Silks, etc.,

presented to Him by the present Shankaracharyas of Puri and Shringar
and the Maharaja of Idur, the Maharani of Singahi, etc., and that we

^
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have ourselves received similar offerings from the Maharajah Holkar

of ludore, and the Maharajah of Dewas (junior) in recognition of our

Shankaracharyaship and have actually been worshipped by therri, as

such with flowers, etc., in the orthodox Hindu style (without any
reference to our poHtical complexion).

We may also niention that all the people of Dakore (our old Peeth

Headquarters) recognise us as the Shankaracharya of the Sharada Peeth ,

that even the (Government) Educational Inspectors, etc., performed our

Pada Poojah {i.e. worshipped our feet with flowers, etc., and the ritual

foUowed by orthodox Hindus) that the Kaira District PoUce (from the

European D. S. P. to the Gujrati Sub-Inspector) also recognise us (as

exemplified in their reference to us— even after our arrest—in the Panch-

nama connected with our box of papers
—as Shri Shankaracharya with-

QUt our name) and that, if a referendum be taken today at Dakore (80

p.c. of the people being orthodox Hindus, who have never dreamt of

politics, 15 p.c. being co-operators and 5 p.c. being non-co-operators) the

votes of persons recognising us as the real Jagad Guru will be found to be

exactly 100 p.c. no more, no less ! ! !

We are thus not a "political" Shankaracharya brought forward for

their own purposes by the Congressmen and the Khilafatists, but the

actual Shankaracharya of the Sharda Peeth, recognised and worshipped

as such by hundreds of thousands of wholly non-pohtical and even anti-

political orthodox Hindus at Dakore and all over the country. In this

connection it is interesting to mention that Mr. K. J. Bakshi of Rajkot

(afore described) is sharply divided from us in politics and that Pandit

Brijnath Sharga, m.a., ll,b., of the U.P. Dharma Rakshan Sabha, is the

Secretary of the Lucknow Aman Sabha and the author.of some anti-non-

co-operation handbooks : and yet, being, unlike the governments of India

and Bombay, of a judicial frame of mind and of a Truth-loving disposi-

tion, and consequently, constitutionally incapable of any attempt at the

suppression of the Truth under any sort of camouflage for personal, poh-

tical or party-purposes, both of them recognise and venerate us as their

Shankaracharya and discuss all such political
or other controversial mat-

ters with us freely, frankly and fully. And we also find that in the recent

monster meeting of the Orthodox Hindus of Lucknow to protest against

the Government's false circulai-s about our "imposture," it was P., Brij-

nath Sharga who moved the principal
Resolution of protest against such

misrepresentations; and that, as a-result of this sacriligious action of the
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Government against us, the Orthodox people of Lucknow who were

co-operators or indifferent so far, have now become Non-Co-operators ! !

And only one dissented ! !

When, however, at the end of our tour in the Punjab in April and May

1921, a pair of solicitors wrote a letter from Bombay to the D. S. P. of

Amritsar that the real Shankaracharya of the Sharada Peeth was not we,

but a certain client of theirs (into whose name,qualifications, etc., we need

not now go, but of whom it would suffice, for our present purpose,to state

that he is illiterate, that he is not spiritually connected with the Peeth

that he was not recognised (as against our Shri Guruswamiji) by a single

Dharmacharya, a single Maharaja or a single Dharmic Association and

that ever since Shri Madhava Teerthji {our Predecessor's Predecessor)

passed away exactly five years ago, he has been a claimant to our Peeth

in the Civil Courts of Ahmedabad and Bombay and yet, in spite too of our

refraining on principle from all participation in that litigation, he is Hq
nearer the Peeth to-day than he was when he began this bootless business

imagine the Punjab Government (which had had the worst of it in it,

tussle with us at Amritsar, in its unrighteous endeavours to gag us from

lecturing on "Dharma") descending to the melancholy meanness and the

maUgnant vindictiveness of issuing the soUcitors' private letter as an

"Official Communique" of its own and advertising it all over the country

by means of a telegraphic reproduction of it to all the papers from Simla

through that Government tool, the utterly partisan Associated Press !

Surely, when an individual who has failed ignominiously on all sides

(including the Civil Courts and his "own" pla.ce Dakore)is foolish enough to

write privately in this manner to the Government, the Magistrates, the

Police, etc., about his claims—relating to and determinable solely by Ec-

clesiastical Hindu Law, the Government—if it had not been wickedly

blinded to all sense of judicial impartiality and dignity and self-respect

by its partisan political prejudices—would (as it should) have unhesi-

tatingly thrown such letters into the waste-paper basket or, at the most,

rofrrrod the <()rresix>ndent to a duly constituted Ecclesiastical Court

having jurisdiction over the affair in question ! And yet, on account of

its spite and hatred against us, the Government was mean enough and

vindictive enough to take sides openly, flagrantly and shamelessly on such

a purely Ecclesiastical question and to issue an Official Communique
thereon with the sole object of discrediting us all over India in general
and in the Punjab in particular ! We wonder, however, whether theca
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was even a single individual anywhere who was really hoodwinked by
and could not see clearlv through, such transparently shady tactics !

Then came the disgraceful incident at Dakore wherein, when the
authorities of Shri Runchhodji's temple (the most famous place of

pilgrimage in all Guirat) arranged, (as usual in the case of every new
Shankaracharya of the Sharada Peeth, on his first visit to Dakore), to

present us with a palanquin.shawls, laces, silks, etc., in recognition of our

Shankaracharyaship, the Bombay Government had the shameless effron-

*ry
—at the suggestion of our unmentionable rival-claimant—to bring

tremendous pressure to bear upon the poor old orthodox servants at the

temple, by meaps of threats of all sorts, to prevent the function from

materialising
—an attempt which the local officials, under orders from

above, kept up for three days and three nights in succession, but which,

alas ! owing to the impossibility of bamboozling the honest and enthusi-

astic people (however, old, old-fashioned, orthodox, and ignorant) at

the old Headquarter? of the Peeth, ended in unalloyed discomfiture to

the Government and its new ally, adding no doubt to its and his fierce

hatred of us !

And thus, having, in pursuance of its well-known policy of "Divide

and Rule" euphemistically called the "Balance of Power," pitchea upon
and secured an ally and a tool in the shape of a counter-claimant to our

Peeth whom it could conveniently play off in its sordia intrigues against us

and who possesses an excellent passport for the Government favour, i.e.

that he denounces the Congress "lock, stock and barrel," the Government

has now.had the temerity to arrest us on an absolutely false charge,

knowing it to be false, having no evidence whatsoever to adduce and yet

ielying doubtless on our reputed "Non-co-operation" principles to pull it

through ! We verily believe that, if the Government had only unearthed

and secured this ally and tool before our Punjab tour, it would very prob-

ably have shot us down (with Dr. Kitchlew, Mr. Girdharlal, Dr. Satyapal,

etc.,) at Amritsar {as it actually threatened and prepared to do) and created

a second edition of the JalUanwalla Bagh !

But, as a general rule, the blustering bully is really at heart a craven

coward and so it is that we find this blustering "Government" first arrest-

ing us and then cowardly stooping (1) to the suppression (as long as pos-

sible) of the news of our arrest, (2) to the hood-winking of the pubUc
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on the matter by including us {in the Bombay "Government Commu-

nique") under the heading "others" after the AU Brothers, (3) to describ-

ing us, in our warrant and elsewhere (when the name had at last to be

published and could be concealed no longer), as
" Venkatram alias

Bharati Krishna Teerth" without the term Shankaracharya, thereby

dehberately cheating the hundred of thousands of Hindus and others who

know and venerate us as the Shankaracharya but have never even heard

our correct name, (4) to the issuing of an Official Communique from Simla

describing us as "a Hindu who calls himself Shri Shankaracharya" (as

though Hinduism were incompatible with and a disquahfication for, the

Shankaracharyaship) ana thus by suppressing our name alone, keeping up
the mystification of the public as to our actual personality and correct

identity, (5) to the pubhshing at Bombay of an Official Communique by
the Official Fabricator and or Propagator of Mis-information ironically

or euphemistically termed the "Director of Information," to the absurd

effect that, whereas there were rumours about the Shankaracharya of

the Sharada Peeth having been arrested and taken to Karachi for trial,

"the person actually arrested is one Venkataram alias Bharati Krishna

Teerth who has assumed that title !" (6) to the publication of the same

sorry stuff in the "Sindh Official Gazette" from Government House,

Karachi, on 23-9-1921 as Press Note No. 828
; and (7) to the issuing of a

Circular to the Karachi public in similar terms by Mr. W. W. Smart,

the smart District Magistrate of Karachi, all harmoniously woven to-

gether so as to make Truth and Dharma Smart and bleed under the iron

rods of Falsehood and Adharma ! Here again we wonder if all this

crooked and elaborate hoodwinkng campaign really succeeded in throw-

ing dust even into one individual's eye or was, in reality, utterly wasted !

The veriest Tyro in Indian Religious technique knows that, while

an English Commoner on being raised to the peerage has the liberty to

and does often voluntarily, assume a new name, a Hindu on entering

Holy Orders has not the liberty to, but must necessarily and as a reh-

gious rule—discard the old name, and, not assume but, accept the name
newly conferred on him by his Guru (Spiritual Precepter) in accordance
with the rules elaborately laid down for this purpose in the Hindu Scrip-
tures ! Thus, whereas Sir Rufus Isaac had the Hberty to and actually
did assume the name Lord Reading, Prof. Venkata Raman Saraswati
on taking Sanyas (which, however, was on the 4th of July 1919 and not

somewhere in 1916 as a lying message of the Associated Press gravely

announced) had not the liberty to assume, but had perforce to and did
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therefore accept the new name Swami Shri Bharati Krishna Teerth bes-

towed on him by his Guru ! Under these circumstances, it must be

obvious that, to speak of us as "One Venkataram alias Bharati Krishna

Teerth, a Hindu who calls himself (or has assumed the title) Shri Shan-

karacharya" is no less reprehensible than to speak of
"
one Rufus alias

Reading, a Jew who calls himself (orhas as sumed the title,) Viceroy of

India" ! And yet, such is the exact and mathematically identical course

pursued by the supposed responsible and dignified Governments of India

and Bombay in our case ! And to speak of us (as several prosecution

witnesses and even Mr. Elphinston did) as
" Venkataram

"
(which

was not even our Purvashram name of our childhood] can only be

compared to the describing of Mr. T. G. Elphinston as Tommy !

And, as in duty bound, the Daily Gazette and other Anglo-Indian

newspapers have all faithfully published all such inane rot with the big-

type Scare-heading
"

AHases of an arrested Man !" and so on, all

insidiously calculated to bias against us the minds of the people on the

one hand and of the poor magistrates and judges who—whether Indian

or non-Indian by birth—Uve, move and have their being in Government

Communiques and Anglo-Inuian newspapers !

If the Government had itself really believed this nauseating nonsense

and gratuitous fiction about our being an "imposter" or if it had been

an honest and manly Government, it should and would have openly

prosecuted us for cheating, false personification, etc., ana not dealt us

this dastardly stab from behind in connection with another charge

altogether !

The worst part of this famous conduct and conspiracy is yet to be

laid bare. Not contentwith issuing these Communiques and Circulars

with a view to cheat the public and to prejudice the Courts, the Govern-

ment has also approached the Courts directly and sought to influence

them. The aforementioned lying Press Note No. 828 of the
" Smd

Official Gazette" denying our Shankaracharyaship was sent in to find a

place in the records of the committing Magistrate as special Exhibit B.

in the case. And to make assurances doubly sure, there is also a telegram

from the Assistant Commissioner of Sind against us to the Court

through the District Magistrate of Karachi !

In this connection we are reminded of a recent civil case connected

with our Gadi (
into details thereof we need not now go )

wherein the

British Resident at Paroda wrote privately
to the District Judge of
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Ahmedabad to pronounce Judgment in favour of a certain party and

Justices Heaton and Shah of the Bombay High Court were shocked at

this letter which they saw amongst the records before them and

animadverted in stiong terms on the nefarious conduct of the British

Resident at Baroda in thus endeavouring to influence and corrupt the

even course of justice in a British Indian Court of Law ! We should

like to know if there is any the slightest difference of a saving

character in the atrocious conduct of the Assistant Commissioner of

Sind in seeking to bias the minds of the Judges against us !

In the criminal proceedings in the Martial Law area in Malabar

there is the interesting case of a Moplah who had been convicted of a

certain charge, being brought in prison clothes on another charge before

the Martial Law Tribunal and we find the Judges objecting fasti-

diously thereto on the plea that even the sight of the prison clothing

is calculated or likely to prejudice the mind of the trying Judges against

the accused ! And, consequently, they ordered him to be brought there

after in his ordinary clothes. If then, even in the case of a duly tried

and convicted man, it is reprehensible
—even under Martial Law to give

scope through the prison clothing even for the possibility of a prejudicial

suggestion in the minds of the Judges, how much more so—under the

ordinary Law which, accrding to Sir William Vincent and others we are

now supposed to be prosecuted and tried under —must it be for the

Goven ment to go on deliberately piling up a huge heap of positively

false and venomous communiques, circulars, etc., about the imposture

of one who has not been tried on any such charge—or who is (both

morally and legally) as tnily the Shankaracharya of the Sharada

Peeth as Lord Reading is England's Viceroy of India ?

When Sir Maneckji Dadhabhoy began to speak, about our case the

other day in Imperial Council of State, the Government spokesmen
came down upon him with the one word "sub-judice"! May we know

by what law a comment on a
( Sub-judice )

case amounts to contempt
oi Court, only when it is in favour of the accused and does not

amount thereto if it is against him.

It is, therefore, a moot question how far this flagrant and barefaced

plot to prejudice the minds of the Magisterial and Judicial Officials and
thus pervert the even course of justice by means of such a maliciously

conceived, cleverly planned and adroitly executed series of wholly]
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false and immoral publications in regard to a case tliat is still "sub-

judice," will be recognised and punished by the legal Courts (as was
sure to have happened, if some poor Indian Editor had been the culprit)
and, how far even the miserable plea of 'Privilege' can avail to success-

fully stave off a criminal action launchable by us under Section 499
I. P. C. (Defamation) which (under "privilege") mr.rely iudemnines

magistrates, judges, etc., as regards any bo7ia fide remarks of theirs

arising out of the actual case before them and does not give any one

(even the Governments of India and Bombay) the unlimited hcense to

say aught against an accused in matters wholly malapropos of and
irrelevant to the case actually on hand !

We note that even the "Indian Social Reformer" (which is, by no
means a non-co-operationist paper, and which differs from us radical-

ly in political, religious, social and other matters ) asks the same

question as to whether the Law of Defamation (499 I. P. C.) does

not apply to the Director of Information and calls upon him to

retract and apologise handsomely for his Hbel against us
;
and the

present Chief Judge of Dewas, Junior (
who has married a widow

and is thus out of the pale of orthodox Hindu society) emphati-

cally seconds the proposition.

We learn from the Bombav Chronicle and the New Times that in

reply to the protests received from practically the entire people ofDakore

against the Government's mendacity in respect of our Peeth, the

"Director of Information" has indeed written to Dakore admitting that,

in view of the existence of two other claimants to our Peeth the problem

is a tough and complicated one, but assuring the people that it was not

and is not the Government's intention to take sides in a religious

controversy. It is remarkable, however, that even this tardy

belated, half-hearted insufficient,, unsatisfactory "Explanation (which

is no explanation at all) is to be found merely as a private communica-

tion
( which the recipient has sent to the Press

)
and has not been

published—like the original lie—as an official Communique containing a

straightforward and positive retraction of, let alone an honest apology

for, that He. And certainly much less does it come in as an exhibit into

the records of our case. And yet we are asked and expected to be

given enough to believe that the Government is not taking sides !

What else, on earth, has it been and is it doing all the time, we verily

wonder /
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We should not have objected in the same way as we now do—if the

Government had had the honest courage and manhness to say openly

that it did not care a farthing for Hinduism and our Ecclesiastical posi-

tion as the Jagadgaru (holding much higher office than Archbishops

of Canterbury and York and comparable only to His HoHness the Pope
of Rome) and that it had boldly arrested us inspite thereof. All that

we now condemn is the Government's recreant and cowardly conduct in

cheating the judges and people by sailing uader false colours and

taking shelter under lies and subterfuges. The Viceroy of India and the

Governor of Bombav miv have no sense of shams or of self-respect, but

we, on England' Si h3h:ilf, feci ashamed of such cov/ardice and subterfuge

on the part of the highest representatives in India of the mighty and

puissant British Empire and we feel unavoidably compelled by these

recurring experiences to concar with the American Professor who, while

on a visit to England, felt nauseated by the interminable references on

all sides to the sua never setting on the British Empire and gravely

accounted for that unique phenomenon by siyiig
"
quite true, and

quite necessary too. For, God, who is omniscient knows that He cannot

trust modern Enghshman in the dark and hence keeps throwing the

Sun's light on them somewhere all the time."

It is impossble, nay positivey immoral and sinful, to mince matters

and speak in measured terms of the immeasurable inequity underlying
the dastardly conduct of a so-called

"
Government" which has, with

diabohcal dehberation, determined to clap us into Jail somehow without

even an iota of evidence( worth the name and adducible against us in the

open Court) and,owing to this utter bankruptcy not merely in righteous-

ness and in statemanship but also alas! in respect of evidence to convict

us with (even according to its own codes of procedure), has the craven

cowardice to stab us behind the back with its irresponsible obiter dicta

and ipse dixits—not worth the paper they are written on and the ink

wasted thereon—as regards the purely ecclesiastical question of our

Shankaracharyaship of the Sharada Peeth ! Equally impossible for us,

morally.is it to acquit the Imperial, Provincial and District Authorities

of a dark and deliberate criminal conspiracy (punishable with 7 years*

rigorous imprisonment under the 2nd part of Section 211,I.P.C. read

along with 120 B. I. P. C.) organised for the purpose of convicting us

on false and malicious charges (
under 120 B, 131 and 505 ) one

of which is punishable with transportation for life, knowing all the

time as the prosecution procedure itself has clearly proved, that there
is no just or lawful ground whatsoever for any such criminal proceedings
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against us ! Unlike the Government which has both the will and the

power to illegally attach even our Peeth papers of years before our

coming to the Gadi and without even making a list there of and without

producing a search warrant therefor, we have neither the inchnation

nor the authority to attach and scrutinise the correspondence between

the three conspirators (Imperial, Provincial and District) on the subject

of our arrest and incarceration and cannot, therefore, spot out and put

our finger exactly on the arch-plotter in this conspiracy and apportion

the blame and the rasponsibihty, with mathematical exactitude,

amongst the whole gang. But, even if Lord Reading had merely let

himself be guided
—or rather misguided by the Bombay Government,

nothing can absolve him of his moral responsibility for keeping a

rigorously judicial frame of mind absolutely proof against all possibi-

lity of taking sides for poUtical or other reasons with parties in their

religious or other private concerns ! Surely there is—pace the Bharat

Dharma Mahamandal—no law yet, whereby private property or

Ecclesiastical authority can be retained or must be forfeited according

as one prefers to be of this or that pohtical complexion which the

Government has placed a premium or a discount on ! Surely Lord

Reading cannot solemnly pretend that this act of his Government

is a sample of his Nostrum "Equal Justice" which he has been advertising

to the world ad libitum and even ad nauseum ! If, however, he has really

been over reached " sold
"

in this affair (as in the case of the

Munitions Muddle Case), let him have the manHness to come forward

openly and make amends herefor,—according to the ancient Mosaic

Law of Restitution laid down in Leviticus VI, 1-7 and Numbers

V.6—7 !

V. THE PRE-COMMITTAL ENQUIRY.

It is clear then that, besides the out-of-court camoufiagc and tom-

foolery about our PeethVhich we have already exposed, there was not

even the ghost of the shadow prima facie case against us on the

actual evidence adduced by the prosecution witnesses in the course of

the magisterial enquiry which, apparently owing to the nerveless and

panic-stricken and consequently irrational frame of mmd which both

the Court and the Crown seem aU the time to have been m, was bliss-

fully innocent of all regard for any known rules of procedure and made

everything indiscriminately and impartially topsy-turvy from beginning

to end !
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The District ^Magistrate of Karachi began the whole farce with a

prelude in the shape of a pubUc notification about his precautions for

the preservation of the public tranquihty in Karachi during the days

of our trial. And therein he referred to us as
"
some offenders" (not as

" some accused"), as if our guilt was already an established fact ! And

this frame of mind was evidently the one which the enquiring Magistrate

had been instnicted to show towards us and this naturally resulted in

many serious errors of procedure and behaviour which rendered the trial

wholly a farce and a mockery.

According to Section 80 of the Indian Evidence Act, no deposition

is admissible as evidence under the Criminal Procedure Code unless it

has been read to the witness in question in the presence of the accused

or his vakil, and so on. And yet not a single deposition was thus read

out to anybody in the presence of any one of us ! We wonder how these

depositions which are clearly inadmissible for proving perjury were

both sufficient and admissible for committing us to the Sessions.

Hours before the accused are examined or called upon to give their

statement, and hours before the Crown Counsel argues on the case (which

he had not opened with any sort of statement as to what he proposed
to prove or to lead evidence on), the Judicial Commissioner visits the

Khalikdina Hall to make sure of its fitness for our Sessions trial which is

thus already an established proposition ! And, as for the inquiring Magis-

trate, he has the charge ready before calling upon the accused to say

anything in defence and, as soon as, the Crown Counsel finishes his brief

and farcical apology for an argument, the Magistrate reads a charge off

without calling on the accused—even at that stage
—to say aught they

may have to say in reply ! And worse still, on 27th September 1921,

i.e., when the Crown Counsel had just examined a handful of the prose-

cution witnesses and had several cartloads of them still to examine,

he applies to the Court for permission to summon two originally unmen-

tioncd witnesses on his side and gets from the Magistrate an order in

writing (Exhibit E) to the effect that the Committal proceedings will not

he delayed therefor and it will do if these men are produced in the Sessions

Court ! Wliat clearer proof can there be of the fact that the Magistrate

Uad been officially and officiously instructed and has immorally and

illegally agreed, to commit us to the Sessions without even hearing the

prosecution evidence, let alone the defence statement ! And yet when
some one points out too late the obvious fact that, according to Section

219 of the Criminal Procedure Code, supplementary witnesses may—if
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need be—be examined even after the committal, but only before the

Sessions and only by the Committing Magistrate and that there will be

difficulties in their production otherwise in the Sessions Court, Mr.

Talati is compelled to bow down to the inevitable and begin the

whole business again in Jail in our presence just two days before the

Sessions ! What a farce and what a travesty of justice is it that men

who are thus openly prebaissed against the accused and who can commit

them to the Sessions without caring even to hear the prosecution

evidence, are set over us with powers to pronounce dooms of death,

transportation for life and the like !

The Court was in such a hurry over the proceedings as to read

off the charges without explaining them and without having them

rendered into Urdu ! And we were brought into the Court again two

days later for hearing the charges read out in Urdu ! If even such

a small flaw could thus need rectification, how much more so should

the more serious and t ^rrible defects and illegalities ? Surely, it was

a case of straining at a gnat and swallowing a Camel !

Wherein is the difference between such a trial and an Executive

order of Internment, or Deportation, etc. ? Much is being made to-day

of the proposed rescinding of the Rowlatt Act, etc. But what is the

good of it all, if the ordinary law is to be so mismanipulated as to

equal or even out-Rowlatt the Rowlatt Act ? The only difference, so

far as we can see, will be that whereas now,under the Special Acts and

Executive Orders, we have the advantage of being regarded as possibly

honourable people who have not been regularly tried, we shall hereafter,

under a deliberate prostitution of the ordinary law, be supposed to

have been tried, found guilty and convicted ! Is this really the change

for the better or, at any rate, the change which our moderate and

co-operationist friends have been panting for and congratulating the

country on ?

L In going into these details of these wholly illegal proceedings, it is not

our object to get off on the strength of these technical flaws. On the

other hand we wish our case to be judged solely on the intrinsic merits of

the eA^idence against us and our defence statements. Kor do we desire

that the case should be sent back to the same or another Magistrate for

re-trial in accordance with the rules of procedure. On the contrary we
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feel that, in spite of our temperamental and irrepressible optimism and

cheerfulness and the extreme kindness with which the jail people are

lookin<^ after us, we are, as under-trial prisoners—"neither fish nor flesh

nor good red herring" and the sooner the final proceedings in this case

are concluded, the gladder we shall be. Nor even thirdly is it the case

that we are putting on record the fact that our sense of sacrosanctity

of these rules of procedure has been shocked ! In reality we care nothing

for them and do not, in many respects, approve of them. Our whole

object herein is to demonstrate, with unanswerable facts, what scant

respect is actually paid thereto by those who pretend to believe therein

and swear thereby and what abysmal depths of degradation the

so-called 'Courts of Justice" have deUberately sunk to in British

India to-day !

But, as our individual case in the magisterial Court was practically

an absolute blank which no perfection or defect of procedure could make,

mar or alter, we need not enlarge thereup m but would only call atten,

tion to the astounding mentaUty oi the Magistrate in refusing to hear

our statement on the actual evidence before the Court, not because

of any irrelevancy or any political or other digression but just because,

according to the rules of our Order (corresponding, mind you, to the

clear injunctions of the Old and the New Testaments about Nazarites,

Priests, etc.), we could not stand and address any one except our own
Guru and other Spiritual Elders and superiors, while the Magistrate—for

reasons which were and still are inscrutable to us, under any known

ReUgious Scriptures or procedure codes—was pertinaciously anxious to

claim towards us the relationship of a spiritual father ! ! ! And then*

even after the so-called 'argument' of the Crown Counsel, the Magistrate
did not give us—the (by-himself)

—
solemnly promised opportunity for

our written statements or oral arguments, but proceeded straight away
to read off hurriedly his order of committal of us to the Sessions—an
order which had been ready hours before the oral statements of the

others and the Crown Cousel's arguments were actually concluded 1

Thus comes it about that, even without any evidence from the

prosecution witnesses against us and without any statement from us

(oral or written), we fina ourselves lightly
—nay flippantly

—committed
to the Sessions !

And this takes us to the question of our personal Religious Liberty
and the Viceroy's specious claim of a few days ago that his appointment
to the Indian Viccroyalty by the Christian King of England was a suffi-
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cient and convincing proot that, under the British Government, there

could be no religious persecution in India ! We know not whether Lord

Reading is a real live orthodox Jew or only an Englishman in whom, the

Jewish element subsists merely as a racial accident of birth and has got

practically snuffed out of existence on the religious side and, therefore,

we have neither the right nor the desire to dogmatise thereupon. But may
we point out generally that toleration is one of the easiest things in the

world towards persons of an alien race or rehgion when the^^ have, in

actual daily Hfe and for all practical purposes, been assimilated by us

and that the crucial test of tolerance veysiis persecution comes in, only

when a fundamental conflict arises, not merely in theoretical doctrines

of metaphysics or private worship, but on practical precepts of every-

day public life ! Leaving aside, for a moment, the root question about

[slam and the British army which forms the basis of the present prosecu-

tions,what shall we say about the wonderful magisterial ruling whereby

we were deprived of our right to make a statement,because the religious

rules of our Order did not permit us to address him standing and he

would not permit us to speak sitting ! Is this not in itself an eloquent

illustration of and convincing commentary on,Lord Reading's contention

about religious toleration under British Rule in India ?

Moses, St. Paul and others have laid down rigid and elaborate rules of

conduct for Nazarities, Priests, etc.
,
as regards Pidyon Ha Ben (Redemp-

tion of the Firstborn), shaving, covering and uncovering of the head,

sitting and standing, and so on
;
and we too have similar rigorous rules in

our Hindu Scriptures about Sanyasis,etc., and other such matters, which

you might tyrannically
—by the application of Brute Force—coerce us

into breaking, but which we cannot possibly, of our own accord, trans-

gress ! And, although such rules did not, in the present case, involve any
sort of conflict with any religious rule of Zoroastrianism or any other

creed or with any Code of Law and although, we made it clear that there

was no disrespect intended for the Court, but only an insurmountable

religious disablity which we were labouring under, even if such a totally

innocuous case, the Magistrate had the hardihood to harshly assert

that it was his order and "must be obeyed" (in preference to the dic-

tates even of our Religion) ! If, even when there was no religious,

political or other conflict of principles involved, there could be such

an arbitrary and tyranical exercise of authority for the mere pleasure

of exerting it, how much worse is it bound to be for all chances of

religious toleration when such a conflict is really involved ! A
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system of Government, Education, Procedure and so forth, which is

non-moral and hence seemingly tolerant—not as a dehberately con-

sidered and positive virtue, but merely owing to callous indifference

with regard to Rehgion—must necessarily and speedily become positively

immoral and lead to all such petty persecutions !

As, however, we have already stated, we voluntarily took Sanyas

and are bound by the rules of Sanyas. Even an ordinary association

has its own rules, regulations and bye-laws which are binding on those

who pledge themselves to abide thereby and dehberately become its

members. So too, having correctly understood the rules of Sanyas,

carefull}' counted the cost and deliberately entered the Holy Order, we

can see no justification for breaking those rules. And as St. John, St*

Paul, St. James and even the Lord Jesus Christ have all—exactly like

the Lord Shrikrishna—repeatedly declared that devotion to the Master

and disobedience to His Commandments are horribly incompatible with

each other and just as St. Paul frequently
—in his epistles

—describes

himself as a
"
prisoner of Jesus Christ," so too are, we (Sanyasis)

Prisoners of our Sanyas Dharma and have to perform it in utter scorn of

the consequences ! Acting, therefore, on Shri Bhartri's Haris famous

maxim :
—

3T^> err ?T^JTf5 3nT5^>:5rT ^\^^^^ : 5rf^=^r55?^ q^ ^ isfkr: ii

[i.e. Let worldly-wise men scorn or praise,

Let wealth come in or go out as it likes.

Let Death take place now or aeons hence,

The Righteous will not swerve an inch from the path of Dharma),

We had no option but to lose our right of making a statement, as we
could not exercise it without violating our Religious principles !

And besides, as a general rule, gosha ladies, invalids and others

having any sort of disability are given special facilities and consideration;

and it is therefore a mystery to us why a case of Religious disabiUty like

ours was not treated even with elementary courtesy ! Insult was added
to mjury by the Magistrate's original refusal to record our repeated state-

ment about our religious rules precluding our standing to address him and

by his insisting on simply recording that we refused to stand and address

him, as if it were a purely refractory or insulting act of oyr own free choice!
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And the Daily Gazette, the Pioneer and other Anglo-Indian papers have

gone on better and omitted all reference to us in their report of these

particular proceedings, as if we were not one of the undertrial prisoners

in the case or had no right to make an oral statement Hke the others.

It is this conspiracy of the Government and the Anglo-Indian Papers
for the suppression of facts and/or the fabrication and propagation of

falsehoods that naturally and inevitably lead to the prostitution of the

Law Courts in the land in a manner that cannot be condemned too

strongly. And thus it is, let us repeat, that, without even one word

of evidence in the entire prosecution case to implicate us in any sort of

complicity in the imaginary conspiracy relating to the army and without

even taking our statement (oral or written) as required by the rules

themselevs, the Magistrate has committed us to the Sessions on

several charges under Sections 131, 505, 120B, 109 and 117 I.P.C. !

And yet it was for the purpose of such an utterly baseless and bankrupt

prosecution that our Vishwarpua Yatra ceremony was unceremoniously
and sacriligiously broken in upon by the "Government" of Bombay with

the "full concurrence," mind you. of the "Government" of India and

we were bundled off hither from Dakore in such unseemly haste ! We
were rotting here for 8 days before the magisterial enquiry actually com-

menced and some of our co-accused came here a day or two after us.

And yet the "Government" could not afford to lose the few hours needed

for the completion by us of that momentous ceremony, prescribed for all

Dand-i-Sanyasis ! Should not religious toleration be extended even to

those whom one is, politically or otherwise, sharply divided from ?

Tippu Sultan of Mysore (whom our school histories have been vilely

calumniating as a horrid persecutor of the Hindus) was indeed a devout

Muslim but, as incontrovertibly demonstrated by the records still pre-

served in the Jagadguru Shankaracharya Math at Shringeri, where we

iived for 6 years-he was an ardent admirer and fervent venerator of the

then Shankaracharya of Shringeri and was instrumental in building tens

of new Hindu Temples and endowing hundreds of old ones, which had

fallen into decay (physical and financial) ! We are sure he never treated

any Hindu, much less a Shankaracharya, in the churlishly cavalier and

cantankerously intolerant manner, employed towards us by the Imperial

and Provincial Governments and the District and City Magistrates whom
this case has brought us into contact with ! It is not the indifference

of the man who has really no rehgion influencing his every act, but the

considerea and dehberate toleration {on principle) of a devout believer
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in and strict follower of one religion towards similarly devout believers

in and strict followers of another religion, that alone deserves the name

of toleration. Judged by this crucial test, a Tippu Sultan comes

off infinitely better than the present British Government of India,

notwithstanding Lord Reading's effusions about religious toleration !

Let us state it plainly, now and here, that even if we had ever any

doubts about the absolute moral impossibihty of co-operation v/ith

the present heartless, soulless and godless system of Government in

India, our actaal first-hand experiences of it, through the present case,

must necessarily cure us, once for all, of all such doubts and make us a

still more confirmed non-co-operator than we ever already were ! Can

Lord Reading, with a clear conscience, honestly claim that, in the matter

of that ceremony of ours at Dakore and particularly as regards the high-

handed magisterial exclusion of our oral statement because our Religious

rules precluded us from standing and addressing the Court, we can, in

actual practice, trace out the least vestige of that Religious Toleration

and Equal Justice which he has been so magniloquently parading before

all and Sundry ! And, if so, we must ask him "
what is Toleration" ?

and
" What is Justice" ? And, unlike jesting pilate, we shall wait for

an answer ! Surely an ounce of practice is better than tons of theory !

It will be remembered that, like the Pilgrim Fathers who wended

their way to the rock-bound coasts ot America on board the Mayflower
for enjo3dng the Religious Liberty which England denied to them during

the time of that "wisest fool in Christeiidom" (King James VI ot Scot-

land and I of England), the Paisis too came centuries ago into India for

enjoying the Religious Liberty which their own motherland (Peitia)

denied to them and they found under King Yadav of Gujrat, not merely

spiritual liberty but also such compassionate temporal patronage and

loving material encouragement as to become one of the most flouri-

shing Communities in India to day. And, year after year, they still pay
their tribute of grateful praise to King Yadav therefor. What a grim

irony of fate is this then wherebv a Parsi becomes a tool in the hands

of the British Government, forgets the debt that his race owes to the

tolerant and benignant Hindu King Yadav of Western India and shows

such intolerance towards the Apostolic Successor of King Yadav
revered and beloved Guru as the Ecclesiastic Head of Hinduism in

Western India.

i
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In fairness, however, to the City Magistrate and in extenuation-

not, of course, in justification
—of his ungentlemanly and intolerent con-

duct towards us, we must say that he too, hke the District Magistrate,
would seem to have weaklj^ succumbed to official orders or the prejudice

engendered by the afore-described calumnies circulated by the Bombay
Government about our being an

"
Imposter" ! And that alone is a

sufficient commentary on the ethics of the Government !

And we must, also, not omit to testify that the one cheering ray of

light in all this dismal darkness is the consoling fact that, excepting one

Abdul Karim of Madras and barring a few trifling and inconsequential

white lies (seemingly due more to mechanical habit than to deliberate

intention),the Police and other witnesses in the fLvst,i.e. the pre-committal

stage, told the Truth on the whole and did not (as we had originally

inferred at Dakore) fabricate an}^ evidence which would have been of real

help to the Government in its God-forsaken mendacious campaign

against us. And we may also add that, on this one promising foundation,

v.'e joyously base our sanguine hopes for India's Glorious Future.

VI. THE ORDER OF COMMITMENT.

It was a most wonderful order of com.mitment whereby the City

•Magistrate washed his hands of us and passed us un to the Sessions

Court for trial.

].

In the very first paragraph we note that whereas the original com-

plaint lodged against us by the Deputy Superintendent of PoHce >

Karaclii, ( ICxhibit .\
)

mentions only 4 Sections, the Committing

Magistrate begins liis Committal Order with the statement that the

complaint is under 5 Sections. We do not meddle ^\ith his right to add

any number of Sections of his own, but we do demur to his misre-

presenting the contents of the Exhibit in question.

The second thing to be noted is that, while translated extracts are

given from the vernacular speeches of the others, we are only said to havo

made a speech (without any allusion to its contents), thus keeping up the

Crown's conspiracy of silence on this point.

The third remarkable factor is a reference to the accuracy of the

translations filed in the case.. Let it be remembered that, when Maulvi

Hussain Ahmad Saheb (Accused No. 2 and the mover of the Resolution)
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began the very first sentence of his oral (defence) statement in the Court,

the Court translator (who is said to be one of the very best men avail-
j

able in all Sindh for translating Urdu into Enghsh) broke down utterly ^

at the very outset and confessed himself hopelessly at sea and the pro- 1

ceedings came to an abrupt standstill in consequence thereof and that an
^

Urdu translator has therefore bee a requisitioned from the Punjab High \

Court for the Sessions trial ! May we ask if the C. I. D. reporters at the
jj

Conference are alleged to have higher educational qualifications than 1

the Government's o^^^l best translators and how are we to believe (1) that '

the poor fellows could have understood such Resolutions and speeches j

correctly and (2) that convictions based (as they always are) on such re- \

ports can be justly and morally upheld ? J

The fourth astounding element is the magisterial series of
|

statements (1) that all the other accused (i.^. No. 2 to 7 "either admit or

do not deny") the allegations of the prosecution, (2) that they refused to

answer the questions put to them, (3) that they wanted to give a state-

ment similar to Mr. Mahomed Ah's and (4) that their statements were

irrelevant ! Compare this unqualified stateinent wdth the Magistrate's

own admission lower down that for religious reasons, we refused to

answer him standing and he therefore refused to hear us and receive

our statement ! This reminds us of an Irish case wherein the defendant

who had been called upon to pay the price of a costly ChandHer which

he had borrowed and broken, was told by his lawyers of three possible

lines of defence (which he might get his witnesses to substantiate
) and

so, to make his case trebly strong, gave all the three statements

together i.e. (1) "The ChandHer was broken when I borrowed it" (2) "It

was whole when I returned it" and (3) "I never borrowed it at all."

As a matter of fact we repeatedly stated to Mr. Talati that he should

at least record our statement,that we were not going to deliver a poUtica
or even a religious lecture and that we meant to confine ourselves rigo-

rously to the evidence adduced by the prosecution witnesses, but that

not an iota of evidence against us was on record for us to rebut. The
local Indian pipers reported this incident, but the Magistrate had

dictatorally ruled us out of his Court altogether (except, of course, for
the purpose of commitment) and did not record even that one state-

jjnient ! Under such circumstances, the statement that we "
either I

admitted or did not deny" this or that allegation, can only be compared
to the claim that one who had been killed

"
either admitted or did not

deny
"
some particular charge.

^
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Fifthly, we wonder why we have been charged with conspiring bet-

ween February and September 1921 ? The only evidence of "Conspir-

acy" adduced is the pubUc resolution of 9th July 1921, and our speaking

thereat. And so far as we can calculate, 9th July 1921 is even more

accurately between 17th January 16,000 B. C. and 31st December

16,000 A. D. than it can be between February and September 1921.

We may, however, dismiss the whole commitment proceedings with

the pathetically manifest truth that Mr. Talati is a good but weak

man who has either bent before the orders of his masters or yielded to

the prejudices sedulously generated and fostered by them. We prefer

to believe the former.

VII. THE POST-COMMITTAL ENQUIRY.

We now pass on to the Post-Committal Enquiry on the 21st and 22nd

October 1921 by the City Magistrate whose chastened behaviour therein

showed, at every step, that as Mr. Talati, he was a good man but as the

City Magistrate, he had shewn himself too weak and plastic in the hands

of the authorities above him and deserved more pity than condemnation

at our hands. The only witness relating to our part of the case in this

supplementary inquiry was one Basarmal who came in, at long last, to

file as Exhibits his shorthand notes and his long hand transcript of our

second speech in the Khilafat Conference here in July last. In this con-

nection it is curious to note that this witness and one Topandas were both

mentioned by name as prosecution witnesses in the very- first complaint of

Mr. Zaman Shah (the Deputy Superintendent of Police) and were again

specifically named by him(in his opening evidence as the first witness on

behalf of theCrown)as the persons who had taken notes of owr speech but

they were not at all called in daring the entire enquiry. On 30-9-1921
,
i.e.

after our committal, the Public Prosecutor had informed the Court is

writing that both of them should be allowed to come in at the Sessions

trial; but on 21-10-1921 the supplementary enquiry began, it was stated

that only Basarmal was going to be examined. And when he was called,

it was alleged that he had come without his notes and so had gone home

to bring them "To-morrow"! When it was pointed out to the Court, on

the next day.by ourselves and Maulana Mahomed Ali that the production

and examination of this witness at this stage after the continued and

dehberate omission thereof in all the earher stages looked suspicious and

needed explanation, Mr. Talati readily called upon Mr. Elphinston to

explain. And the explanation that he gave was (1) that he had not
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first thought this witness's evidence necessary and had dispensed with it

and (2) that, in our statement (which the Magistrate had refused to record

because we were seated) Mr. Elphinston had understood us to say that

we had not spoken about the Army part of the resolution and so he felt

it now necessary to put the speech in for the benefit of ourselves and

for the jurors to draw such inference therefrom as they might
'

Mr. Mahomed Ali wanted to know if the keeping back of this

witness and this most important Exhibit was because the Government

had desired to convert us, detach us from the others and let us

ofi and therefore in the meantime did not produce any evidence

against us except the superficial one about our having attended and

spoken ? . . As such tactics have actually been attempted with regard

to Pir Saheb (Accused No. 4) and as his speech too (although admit-

tedly and forcibly about the army) was not filed and has still not been

filed as an Exhibit, there is reasonable ground for suspecting that the

same consideration [i e. the hope of being able to win us over) was respon-

sible for the original non-fihng of our speech as an Exhibit ! Add to this

the fact that, after our committal, Mr. Girdharilal of Amritsar had made it

clear to the District Magistrate of Karachi that, in the performance of

our Dharma, we had actually braved and confronted- and not been cowed

down even by the display of bayonets and firearms against us at Amritsa^

and were therefore incapable of being converted by the fear of a compara-

tively petty trifle like imprisonment of either sort or even transportation !

This strengthens the suspicion that Mr. Mahomed Ali gave expression to

and may be held to explain why his evidence was deemed necessary

after our committal and after the final renunciation of all hopes of an

apology or even a retraction from us !

But there is this great and tremendous difference between our case

and Pir Saheb's, i.e. that while he had spoken strongly on the army ques-

tion and he even now justifies it from the Qjran, we had not even known
about that subject and had said nothing about it and had no need tosay j

aught in our defence statement about the army (unless, indeed, we now i

voluntarily choose to do so for our own satisfaction and pleasure). We
therefore feel it necessary to look for some more plausible explanation.
And hke the plain blunt person that we are and ought to be, we should

put it to the I'ourt that, leaving out of account the prehminary incuba-

tory period of triangular correspondence (between Simla, Bombay and ;

Kajachi) and counting only from the 8th of Setptcmber (the date of the
|

compiiiint and the warrants) the prosecution would seem to have been
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nursing and cajoling and threatening and otherwise striving to persuade
poor Basarmal and Topandas (the only English reporters in the case)
for over 45 days to concoct false evidence against us and to have failed
therein. On any other hypothesis we are unable to understand the

prosecution's omission even to produce these witnesses. But the Crown
Prosecutor had apparently consoled himself with the expectation that, as
a militant non-co-operator and Hke Mr. Shaukat AH, we would justify
the Resolution on the Army question on pohtical grounds and convict
ourselves out of our own mouth thereby. And so he seems to have
spoken the truth in saying he had first thought it "unnecessary" to pro-
duce these men and file our speech. Why was it necessary, may we
ask, to produce others' speeches and not ours '> But when we actually
began our statement in the Lower Court with the declaration that
we were not going to deliver any political or other harangae and would
rigorously confine ourselves to the evidence adduced but regretted
that not a word of evidence had been let in against us which
we could base a cross-examination on or need defend ourselves against,
the shock of the disappointment must have been tremendous indeed.
But the Magistrate came unexpectedly—and we hope unconsciously—
to the Crown's rescue in that horrid predicament by refusing to

record our evidence for the reason already dilated on ? And the Counsel

quietly took advantage of it by passing us over lightly in his argument
which, be it noted, was after we began our statement and were prohibited

by the Magistrate. If the Crown had really meant, as now claimed, to

file our speech for our advantage before the Jurors, it should have done

so at the very outset. Or, if Mr. Elphinston had been honestly ignorant

of our honest ignorance of the details of the original (
Conference )

proceedings, he should at least in his arguments, have considered our

clear contention about it and referred to it and corroborated it with

our speech and not taken mean advantage of the Magistrate's refusal

to hear us and record our statement ! As a matter of fact, however, we

had not really denied before the Magistrate that no evidence against us

had been produced for us to rebut when he stopped us. It is therefore

plain that Mr. Elphinston's present explanation does not really record

his impression of what we stated, but only revealed what he had him-

self known all the time but had not been candid enough so long to

admit. As we had not actually said it, his impression cannot have been

due to our words and must certainl}^ have arisen from some other

cause. And what cause could be rnore natural than his own inaer

consciousness of the truth ?
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And when at last it is decided to file our speech, the procedure still

continues to be unnaturally erratic ! Only one of the two witnesses

is called and he too
"

forgets" to bring his all important notes of our

speech ! Imagine
" Hamlet" being staged and Hamlet alone of the

"Dramatis Personce
"

being forgotten or a marriage taking place with

the bride and the bridegroom alone absent! Under these circum stances,

we find it impossible to resist the conclusion that an unwilling witness

is long pressed to give false evidence, struggles hard against it to the last

and finally triumphs ! For, though his report is woefully incorrect and

muddles up the Puranas and the Gita and replaces Hengist and Hersa

by one Robert and so on and therefore utterly valueless as an instruc-

tive or even cohere epitome of our speech, it is obvious that the errors

arose from a weak memory and from sheer ignorance of the Hindu

Scriptures on the one and the History of England on the other and

not from any malicious incline or fabricative genius at all ! Any

intelligent person who reads it along side of the newspaper reports of

our speech and the first part of this statement (which we had prepared

within two days of our arrival here, i.e. on the 20th September, when

we had not yet heard from our local friends about the army part of

the Resolutions) can easily see that it is peculiarly jumbled up and

inaccurate but honest report. We have therefore once again to offer

our hearty congratulations to the police witnesses (except Abdul Karim
of Madras) for their having clung on the whole, to the truth !

Now, as this report too corroborates our contention that we never

spoke about the Army, it is an interesting speculation why the Crown had

filed at all, why (in this instance alone) the shorthand notes too have

been put in, whether it is really (as claimed by Mr. Elphinston) for

our benefit before the jury or really for showing that, although we did not

speak about the Army, our strong condemnation of Mr. Lloyd George's

acrobatics with regard to the Khilafat should turn the jurors against

us and so on. As, however, this is an idle and aimless speculation, we
do not care to go thereinto but would and need only point out that in

case the last conjecture is correct, it might be open to the police to

indict on some other charge (say, Seditious preaching) but it would

certainly not be within the authority of the Court to convict us under

sections 131, 505. 120 A and so forth !

VIII.—THE SESSIONS TRIAL.
We need to say—only a few words about the Trial in this Sessions

Court. We were astounded to see the proceedings opening with drastic

alteration of the charges framed by the City Ma^strate and an addition
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thereto all calculated to enhance the gravity of the oftcnce and of the

punishment rin case of a conviction). We do not, of course, contest the
Court's powers to do tnis under Section 227 of the Criminal Procedure
•Code, but we do contend that the charges were all terribly prejudicial to

us, that there was not a scrape of evidence before the Committing Magis-
trate in support of these charges, that this was merely a cammouflage
of the prosecution to produce (under section 231 c. p. c.) new witnesse^i

who had not been produced in the Lower Court (whether before or after

committal), that even after taking advantage of Section 219, c.p.c. for a

post committal magisteiial examination of supplemxentary witnesses the

prosecatiou had failed to adduce any evidence in support of these amend-
ments and was aaopting this "cute" but mean trick for getting illegally

admitted lots of inadmissible new evidence and that under such circum-

stances, the adding and amending of the charge under 227 c. p. c. and pro-

. ceeding immxcdiately with the trial under 228 c. P. c. are, in the words

ot the great commentator Sohini, ultra vires and are not merely errors of

procedure but an improper assumption of jurisaiction. There are lots of

recorded cases supporting this contention, i.e.,Q Calcutta Weekly Notes 73;

1899 AUahabad Weekly Notes 39; 31 Bombay 218 ; 5 Allahabau 233
; 29

Calcutta 415
;
6 Bomba}'^ High Court Reports of Crown cases 76 and 3

Madras 351. And of these, 3 Madras 35! is on all fours with the pre-

sent case and ought to have been followed here. It is di=itinctly laid

down under 228 c. P. c. that a Court of Sessions cannot take cognisance

of such charges without commitment thereupon. The object of .this

restriction is to secure, in the case of persons charged with a grave offence,

a preliminary inquiry which would afford them the opportunity of

becoming acquainted with the circumstances of the oftence imputed to

them and enable them to make their defence properly. And, similarly,

where the alterations in or aduitions to the original charges would raise

aifterent questions of law or would submit of a different defence on the

facts, the Court should always act under section 229 c. p. c. suspend or

postpone the trial and give the Committing Magistrate an opportunity

to make a further inquiry.

And especially with regard to the changing of February 1921 to

February 1920, it must be stated that the report of Mr. Surendra Nath

Sen of the Assam c. i. d. about Maulana Shaukat All's speech of 6th

March 1920 at Karimganj (which the Pubhc Prosecutor sought to put

in at the post-committal magisterial inquiry of so late a date as 22nd

Qctob^ 1921,.but which the Magistrate refused to admit as evidence
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and of which, therefore, Mr. Elphinston gave us copies privately "as

a matter of courtesy" as he pretended)
—this precious report has been

further supplemented on the opening day of the Sessions Trial (i.e. 24th

October) with a reference to some Calcutta Town Hal! resolutions of 29th

February 1920 and is the basis for the alteration of February 1921 to

February 1920. Surely, it is a revoltingly horrid and shamelessly un-

righteous lie to say that this change is one which is justified on the facts

already before the Magistrate. The expression "on the same facts" in this

Chapter of the Criminal Procedure Code is most important but has been

quietly thrown overboard by the prosecution. The charges therefore,

are wholly illegal.

And particularly in a conspiracy case wherein it is sought to catch,

in a wide net, all sorts of persons who may not have known anything

of such facts or even one another (as Mr. Elphinston argued in his opening

speech), it is particularly laid down that such changes are absolutely

ultra vires and without jurisdiction, (
without a retrial

)
!

In our case the prosecution has adduced absolutely no evidence to

show any sort of connection between us and any conspiracy relating

to the Army. The only evidence before the Court in respect of us is

that we attended and spoke at the Khilafat Conference sitting of 9th

July last at Karachi ; but even the report of our speech there (as filed

by the prosecution itself) does not contain even one word about the

British Army !

Nor has iiie prosecution let in any documentary or even oral evi-

dence to show that we are even an ordinary member of the Central Khila-"

fat Committee or any of its District, Taluka, Village units or even of the

Subjects Committee or that we were ever anyth ng more than an hon-

oured guest and patron giving our blessings to Hindu Muslim unity

and the Khilafat cause. And yet the prosecution has sought to involve

us too n the meshes of its wide net. We contend therefore that tlie

alterations are ultra vires with regard to aU the accused in general and

with respect to us in particular.

In passing we would like to mention that the Jury too seems to

liavr l)et'n empanelled in a manner not permitted by Law. We refer

to the fact that amongst the persons called for the purpose, there were

some- Goan gentlemen who are not British Indian subjects and, amongst

the five actually selected, we beheve there is one such gentleman. It

I
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is no moral answer to this to say that we didjnot challenge his selection.

That would be like meeting a charge of adultery with the plea that the

woman had consented or had been asleep or unconscious
;
or a charge of

theft with the plea that the house had been carelessly left open. We wish

to make it clear that we have absolutely no objection on any score what-

soever to Goan people as such and we do not ourselves believe in the

sacrosanctity of the rule restricting the Jury to British Indian subjects

alone, nay, we positively feel the utmost cordiality towards our Goan

friends, particularly if they are devout and God-fearing Roman Catholic

Christians as we understand them to be. Our only object in alluding to

this fact is to illustrate and demonstrate how difficult, nay impossible,

it is to get our British Indian Courts of Law to observe their own rules

and to voluntarily administer justice unless and unti:—either by our

challenging of their actions and procedure or owing to considerations of

policy and diplomacy of the usual devious character—they are helplessly

compel'ed to do so by some process akin to a surgical operation. In fair-

ness, however, to the Judicial Commissioner we feel it our duty to record

the fact that when he clearly understood our religious position and the

rules of our order of Sanyas precluding our standing before him, he speci-

fically exempted us therefrom and that we ourselves voluntarily elected

to abandon our chair and sit down with our co-accused.

Passing on to the Crown Prosecutor's argument in this Court, we

have to say in the first place, as regards the logic of it generally in trying

to establish the fact of a conspiracy that we never heard a more illogical

kind of logic than that. The whole logic of it pushed to its logical con-

sequences would result in the reductio ad absurdam that all who belonged

to the Central Khilafat Committee or any of its branches, all who ever

associated with poor Mahomed Ah (without the honorific "Maulana" or

even the gentlemanly Mr.) all who attended a single Khilafat Conference

during aU the centuries (past, present and future) and including the PoHce

and other reporters there) all who were in the Subjects Committee of any

such Conference and even all who arrived by the unfortunate Quetta Mail

on a certain fateful day in July 1921 at poor Karachi—and many other

kinds of people whom we have neither the time nor the inclination, nor

even the power to describe in detail, were ipso facto conspirators under

120-A and culprits under 131, 505 and the rest of the family. As it is

impossible to go in detail into all these ridiculous absurdities, we will

consider only one of them, i.e. the Subjects Committee. Is the Crown

unaware that resolutions are passed at the Subjects Committee after a

lot of discussion and the final shape arrived at is generaUy very different
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from every one of the proposals made therein and can only be described as
\

the Mathematical Result out of innumerable Forces ? And no one is |

individually responsible therefor while every one is bound to abide thereby, j

And even the President (unlike our Viceroys, Governors and even petty <

Magistrates) has no vote and must necessarily
—as President^—introduce

'J

before the meeting and put to the vote every resolution (even those which \

he may personally be opposed to). It is therefore (morally as well as

legally) unrighteous and illogical to foist the blame on any one, unless—by

independent proof and evidence—it could be shown that he had pressed

for it in that identical shape and voted for it in the vSubjects Committee.

Tt would be absurd to argue that when a majority carry a proposition

that one does not hke, one should resign immediately. That would

mean the immediate disruption of all Parliaments, Cabinets, Legislative

Councils and even Executive Councils and so on. So the prosecution

should have proved who in the Subjects Committee pressed for the

Resolution in question in the identical form which it ultimately took

and then prosecuted theyn. In reality we find Crown in the desperate

predicament that it had no evidence to show who attended the Subject

Committee except that Maulana Shaukat Ali's voice was heard somewhere

in that part of the country or the world and that th-; voice was recognised

as his, because, mind you, he was fat. Surely this is an achievement

which great modern scientists engaged in the fields of Acoustics will

envy our Karachi policemen for
; but this is no evidence according to

any Evidence Act on Earth (Except perhaps that of the French Resolu-

tion wherein a person who was suspected, to be suspected, to have

been suspected (raised to the N power, (being perfectly indeterminate)
was immediately guillotined without any further evidence). And if it

be argued the gentlemen admit their approval of or sympathy with the

resolution, even then we have to say that even a confession is no evidence

without independent corroborative testimony. And besides, the express-

ion of sympathy with or approval of any opinion
—-however anarchical—

is not indictable under any section of the Indian Penal Code. It is not

opinions, for which prosecutions stand. And so long as the acts aie not

proved, the detached and abstract opinions have no legal value.

Owing to th(j Crown Counsel's logic about our special and indivi-

dual part in the alleged conspiracy, we must say that it was the most

vicious example in our experience of the vicious practice of arguing
in a vicious circle and begging the whole question at issue. We have

aheady exposed the utter bankruptcy of the prosecution in the matter

of actual positive, relevant evidence with regard to us individually,
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.the consequent stabbing of us from behind with libellous communiques
and circulars, the non-filing of any speech of our to start with because
there was nothing in it to connect us with the army question and the

pohce witnesses refused to lie and perjure themselves, and the final

desperate filing of the available report with a view to make the best
of a bad bargain. It was this terrible lack of facts which, in our case

particularly, drove the counsel to admit in desperation that presumption
was such and such. We quite agree not merely that it was a

presumption, but that it was the very height of presumption to

piesume things and to ask the jury to presume things for which not
a scrap of evidence was forthcoming. And how was our knowledge of

and participation in the alleged conspiracy proved ? By our sympathy
with the Khilafat cause ! And how was that proved ? By our

knowleaegge of and participating in the conspiracy !! What else is

this, gentlemen, but argument in a vicious circle ?

Mr. Elphinston had the presumption to cast Hbellous aspersions on

our veracity, not on the strength of any facts he had proved or evidence

he had adduced but his presumption that we must have read particular

newspapers (if not also c.i.d. reports) which he was going to file three

months later in a false case against us. Let us inform Mr. Elphinston

that, until the Government (whose business it is to tackle the problem
of unemployment) actually threw us out of employment on the 16th Sep-
tember last by arresting us, we had normally very little time for reading

newspapers and particularly to waste time on the reading of our own

speeches. With our prayers, our elaborate Poojahs (worship) our regular

classes for our pupils (in Sanscrit Literature, Logic, Astronomy, Philo-

sophy,etc.) our incessant pubhc lecturing work,our correspondence (which

we write with our own hand and which as our records attached by the

Government can prove works out at daily average of about fifty letters

which are more of the nature of lectures and dissertations than letters)

and our work of answering the questions of pilgrim visitors and worship-

pers at our shrine and other inquirers we are fully occupied from 3a.m.

to 10 p.m.and then we read our newspapers between 10 and 11 p.m. see-

ing only the telegrams, the leading articles and important fresh material.

Even this we do with the utmost difficulty, because we are completely

done up long before that hour, and when during conference times, we are

called upon to sit continually for hours in the Pandal and especially when

there are night sittings, we find that they are urgent letters to be got

through at midnight and, jaded as we are, we have not the physicaj
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capacity (even if we had the wish) to prefer the
"
Daily Gazette" of

Karachi to
"

sleep gentle sleep, Nature's soft nurse." It must be re-

membered that, as the Jagadguni Shankaracharya we are continually

called upon by inquirers (in person and b}^ post) to answer an infinite

and multifarious series of questions relating to Ceremonial matters of

faith (like prayers, worship, marriages, funerals, oblations to the sacri-

ficial or the house-hold fire,etc.) pohtical matters (like co-operation, non-

co-operation, etc.) social matters (like Basu's inter-race marriage Bill
;

Patel's inter-caste marriage Bill
;
Gour's marriage Bill ; the Depressed

classes Problem, etc.) and so on. And we have to answer all such ques-

tions.remove all such doubts and difficulties and cannot—hke the Com-
mercial West or even Mr Ross Alston, or Mr. Elphinston—say that we
do not receive Rs.3,000 per day or per month and cannot do all this work.

It is our duty and we have to and do perform it as such. Having there-

fore very little time for and great difficulty in, keeping ourselves in touch

with the progress of the world in the shape of fresh news, we certainly

do not normally find it possible to read stale news in the shape of our

speeches. And even granting that we could have read local papers and

if it should have been the
"
Sind Observer" we would have according

to the prosecution evidence itself—got no information on these matters.

As a matter of fact, however,we read no local papers as we had not the

time to do so. And on a matter of actual fact hke this, it must be obvious

to any unprejudiced person that our simple statement of facts should

have a million times more moral and even legal value than the presump-
tions and most henious aspersions and illogical inferences of persons
whose very presumptions are paid for at the rate of thousands or at least

hundreds per day.

The most offensive and atrociously false part of the Crown Counsel's

argument was the imputation that we were trying to get out of the con-

sequences of our action by denying knowledge of the army part of the
Resolution ! We wonder what right Mr. Elphinston (who never saw,
knew or heard about us until we came into the relationship of Pubhc
Prosecutor and Public prosecuted) has, to say aught about our courage
or cowardice ! It is just because we do not care for or fear what the

police may report of our speeches, that we read fresh news of the world
and do not worry about reports of our own past speeches ! And besides,
the very speech filed by the prosecution and made so much of by the
Counsel, will show how we wanted all the 330 milhons in India to go, if

necessary, into Jail for the sake of Dharma until, at last.the jails could
not contain them ! And yet we are accused of cowardice ! If, how-
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ever, he is inclined to think that, that was merely tall talk and bravado;
we will make a present to him of the fact that when, in April last, the

Sikhs of the Punjab invited us to Amritsar to arbitrate on a purely re-

ligious controversy between themselves and the Sanatanee Hindus,

and the Deputy Commissioner and the D.S.P. issued orders prohibiting

our speech on "Dharma" under the Seditious Meetings Act (X of 1911),

we refused to admit the authority of any temporal Government to gag
us in the performance of our Eccelesiastical duty and drove a coac hand

pair through their orders,and when the D.S.P. '^vith his Deputy and two

Assistant S.P.'s, posted themselves with about 25 armed mounted men
with fire-arms and bayonets, within 60 yards of our quarters.to prevent

our proceeding to the meeting, we drove straight on, braving all their

murderous mihtary display ! And then the D.S.P., etc., bit their lips

t)Ut they durst not lay \'iolent hands on us as threatened. How igno-

rant must Mr. Elphinston be of our character and our frame of ra-ind to

say that we who braved and confronted fire-arms would be afraid of his

prosecuting and clapping us into jail. From this Amritsar incident, he

may perchance think -us even more dangerous and dare-de\al than he

had originally deemed us to be, but we hope that it will at any rate

cure him of his hallucinat on about our insincerity, timidity and desire

to escape the consequences of our speech ! Let him learn now at least

that hke the Highland Chief Roderick Dhu (in Sir Walter Scott's Lady
of the Lake), we can only say:

—
"
Thy threats, thy mercy, we defy.

Let recreant yield who fears to die."

Why then did we say that we had not knowoi, until our arrival at

Karachi jail about the army part of the Resolution ? Solely because it

was the fact and we could not—even for the sake of bravado or popular

applause
—

pretend to have known what we had really not known.

The fact is, as the prosecution evidence itself has shown, we went

to the Subjects Committee's sitting at 11 a.m.,/.^., just when (accord-

ding to the prosecution evidence )
it was breaking up. We attended

part of the day's session and left at 2 p.m., to re-attend the night sitt-

ing at 11 p.m., thus obviously having been absent in the evening session

too of the Subj ects Committee. And when we did come to the Pandal,

Dr. Kitchlew was on his feet. W^e asked him what the next speaker

was speaking about and he said the subject was
"
Angora" and so we

spoke on the Angora Government after an introduction about Hindu-
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Muslim Unity and the Khilaf at, as our speech will clearly show. And

this does not mean that Dr. Kitchlew
"

vilely deceived" us (as the

Crown Counsel suggested). It is usual to describe long Resolutions

with such short headings as Swaraj, Non- Co- operation. Angora, etc,

resolutions and Dr. Kitchlew followed the usual and natural practice.

And besides Dr. Kitchlew could not have any desire to cheat us,because

he did evidently more than Justice to the Government and we now find

that the Government (which is capable of prosecuting people for their

religious faith) did not deserve it ! Going from the external to the inter-

nal evidence it is clear that our speech itself proves our absolute ignor-

ance of the army question being on the tapis. It will be noted that, of

the three parts of the resolution, we said nothing about the first part, i.e.,

Kemalist Victories or the second, i.e. Army but only about the third,

i.e., Angora. If we had known the existence of the other two parts, our

whole speech about the Purans and Adi Shankaracharya, etc., was

wholly irrelevant to the Resolution on hand. This very irrelevancy is

the clearest possible proof of our ignorance of the first two parts.

The Crown Counsel aid all imaginable emphasis—having nothing

else to go upon—on our being a political agitator and a sympathiser with

the Khilafat. May we sa}^ that, in the matter of our sympathy with

the Khilafat, we are conspirators with Mr. Montagu and the Government

of India
( including Lord Chelmsford and Reading) and that, as regards

our being a political agitator in the memorandum (just publshed by
Lord Reading) even Lord Chelmsford (who, as even the Anglo-Indian
"
Times of India" admitted, left India unhonoured, unwept and unsung)

plainly said :

"
India sincerely wishes to remain within the empire

but only on terms of equal partnership. Her own self-respect requires

it that she shall not be in a position of inferiority" and that therefore

Lord Chelmsford is our co- conspirator in oui political agitation about

Swaraj and Republic and^so on.

Finally, we would point out that, apart from the external and inter-

nal evidence, there is one unanswerable reason why we could not have

known about the Army question at the time of the Conference. And that

is that, whereas the Islamic Law was explained by Hazrat Maulana Bari

and other Ulcma who would seem to have clear cut answer on Muslim

sepojrs in^the .^rmy, Hindu religious law (as we shall show presently) is

intensely complicated on the question of Hindu sepoys in the Army and
we could not give an answer off-hand ! Mr Gandlii may consider these
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quest'ons from the stand-point of pjlitics—cum—Kelii-ion generall\ , but
we have to give our interpretation of the Hindu scripture from the

spiritual standpoint alone ! As John Stuart Mill says : "999 persons
have no more right to coerce one parson than one man has, even if he

had the power to coerce 999." And therefore our position is that,

unhke the Crown Counsels who are heavily paid for their presumptions,
we could not have the presumption to uphold or condemn the deliberate

opinion of the Ulema on a matter of Islamic Law but should frankly
have stated that we were ignorant of Islam c Law and should merely
have asked Muslim to be faithful to Islamic Law just as we would have

wished and asked Hindus to obey the behests of Hindu Law. And
even to please our Islamic friends on the one side or to oblge Mr.

Elphinston on the other,we could not have taken any other course. We
need add no more on this point of fact, notwthstanding all the

presumptions of the prosecution.

IX. THE ARMY QUESTION.

(FROM THE Hindu Spiritual Standpoint.)

Apart, however, from the fact that we never spoke or even knew in

July last at Karachi about the Army question and that, far from our

having participated in any conspiracy, we have really, on the other hand,

been the victim of a huge Government Conspiracy against us and our

Peeth and, although the Army question has no direct bearing on our

part of case, we still feel it our duty to go briefly into this question too (of

Muslim Sepoys) on its own intrinsic merits, as usual, from our own cha-

facteristic spiritual standpoint. But, before doing so, we would just

point out that section 7 (2) of the English Army Act 1881, 44 and 45 Vic.

€58 applicable to India under Sections 131 and 505 I.P.C. and the similar

English Enactment 37 George III C. 70 as amended by 7 Will. IV and 1

Vic. C 91 clearly defines the "Seduction of a soldier from his Allegiance

or Duty" as an act amounting to treason—and definitely, expressly and

categoricallJ^ excludes therefrom"Even insubordination and disobediencck

howmuchsoever flagrant" {vide Pindidads 1907 Punjab Weekly Reporter

Cr. 37) and, secondly, that, according to the terms of the Exception

Clause of Section 505 itself if a report be circulated in the beUef that it is

true and without intent to incite mutiny, sedition or disturbance of the

public tranquility but only with tlie object of advising a friend for his

own betterment or of cautioning a co-reUgionist (or a body of co-rebgion-

ists) against incurring religious impurity or sin, then the accused is

ej^empt irrespective of the consequences.
Vide Dr. Qour's Edition of the
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I.P.C. pages 735 and 24::{2 and Gazette of India 1898 (Part. VI). P.38).

And, consequently,it is obvious that a straightforward Resolution of the

openly and admittedly Religious character in question and with the

Religious motive described is evidently not within the purview of

actionabiUty under these enactments at all ! And besides, no one has

asked the sepoys to continue in the Army and there mutiny or fail from

allegiance or duty ! And. calling upon them to leave the Army in favour

of a secularly more pSLying or reUgiously less impure profession is

manifestly not indictable under section 131 or 505 I. P. C.—nay, is

positively exempted as just afore-explained, by the Exception Clause

of Section 50SI. P. f. ! This, however, only in passing.

Turning now to the intrinsic merits from the purely Spiritual stand-

point, we have already stated our conviction clearly that God-made

Law and Man-made law must, as far as possible, be harmonised; but, if a

radical, diametrical, fundamental and irreconcilable antagonism arises

between the two, it is the man-made law that must necessarily go under.

In the clinching words of Antigone to the Tyrant Ceon of Thebes (in

Sophocles tragedy of Antigone).

"Nor do I deem

Your Ordinance of so much binding force

As that a mortal man could over-bear

The unchangeable all-binding Code of Heaven.

This is not of to-day and yesterday

But lives for ever, having origin
-

WTience no man knows : whose Sanctions I were loathe

In Heaven's sight to provoke, fearing the will

Of any man."

This is^why, m the light of further and further study and experience,

the Man-made law of the realm is and must be changed from time to

time, whereas the basic principles of Rehgion—i. e. Truth and Justice
—

can never be discarded or even diluted but, like His Mercy (as Sung

by the Hebrew Psalmist "endureth) for ever" !

Passing on from the Pagan or classical Greek literature to the Hebrew

Scriptures.we must first note that the Mosaic Pentateuch {i.e. the Books of

Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy) clearly enjoin

that Kuigb too are baund by the Divine Law and prescribe, with con-
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siderable wealth of detail, the "Sin offerings" and "trespass offerings"
they should offer in expiation of their sins and trespasses against the Mo-
saic Covenant. Rightly, therefore, says Mr. Paul Scott Frower in the
course of an article in the "Atlantic Monthly" that "the Jews.through in-
numerable transmutations of time and place, have not only kept their

identity as a people, but have opposed a vigorous, if passive resistance
to most attempts at assimilation" and that "the sturdy Monotheism of
Israel teaching that men shall obey Jehovah alone.carries by imphcation
the idea that all tnerely human authority [i.e., not ha\'ing its sanction in
or conflicting with Jehovah's] is unjustified and therefore neghgible."
And, finally,we observe that the very fact that an endless galaxy of kings
like Saul, David, Jeroboam. Zedekiah, etc., in Judah an 1 Israel, was

severely rebuked and even thundered at and against by a fearless success-

ion of noble Prophets and Seers hke Samuel, Nathan, Amos, Jeremiah,
etc., did or did not pay heed thereto and was consequently saved or swept
off and annihilated, is the clearest possible proof that, according to

Hebrew theology too, the law of the King of Kings is above that of

His petty creatures drest in a httle brief authority and intoxicated

thereby.

As for the New Testament Dispensation, we learn from the Gospel of

St. Luke (HI. 14) that John the Baptist too preached this simple Truth

that even soldiers are within the jurisdiction of the rules of ethics and we

also know how he was unjustly incarcerated and beheaded for preaching

Dharma to the incest-loving Herod. And then we have the central and

cardinal fact of the New Testament, i.e., that, although the Lord Jesus

Christ was by no means an anarchist and asked men to render to God
and to Caesar what belonged to them respectively, yet His whole hfe was

one continued plea and martyrdom for the placing of God's Law above

man's .' And it is, therefore, no wonder that the Apostles St. Paul, St.

Petej-, St. James, St.Stephen,etc,, follow the same path and teach us the

same lesson as their Master Himself had done before them. Hence do

we feel that the Kiiig-Emperor (who,by a huge legal fiction, is the "com-

plainant" in the present case against us),even if he did not care for Queen

Victoria's explanation of her title "Defender cf the Faith" as Protectress

of Religion generally and even if he did not accept the doctrines of other

faiths about the supremacy of God's Law over man's law, should—as a

Protestant Christian and as the Defender of that Faith at least—accept

the actual teaching and example of Christ and His Apostles as authori-

tative on the matter, in which case there can be no doubt as to the ulti-

mate verdict hereon.
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Apart, too, from the tenets of Religion as such altogether, we would

point out that, even according to modern Civil and Criminal Jurispru-

dence as enunciated by the greatest Jurists of the western world

to-dav. a soldier is not only under the Military Law laid down by

Tennyson :

"Theirs not to reason why,

Theirs but to do and die."

but also under the laws of Ethics and Kehgion. How else sliall we account

for the Allies (including England) insisting on and bringing about the

trials of so many v^rcrraan and other War "criminals" on charges of in-

humanity, etc. ? If the men had no moral option but to obey the orders—
however atrociously immoral or sacrilegiously irrehgious

—of the Kaiser

aiid other "superior" officers, how could they be hauled up as "Criminals"

for obeying such orders } Surely we cannot blow both hot and cold

with the same breath ! And this clearly shows that, apart altogether

from Religion as such, even the ultra-rationalistic modem conception of

life postulates a conscience- clause even for soldiers. Or, m other words,

Morality and Rehgion are above Man-made law.

But, as regards the Government of India, our initial difficulty is

that this body often shows itself too "superior" to Christianity and even

Rationalism and all such "d d nonsense"! We notice, however,

that a E)ill which Dr. Gour of Nagpur recently sought to introduce (for

the registration ot all adoptions) was stoutly opposed by Dr. Tej Bahadur

Sapru on behalf of tlie Government on the ground that the Bill went

against Hindu Law and therefore could not be countenanced even to the

extent of being circulated for c(msideration and criticism ! Apart from

the intrinsic merits of that Bill and whether it was really acceptable or

repugnant to Hindu ReUgious principles, we must candidly express

our whole-hearted approval of the copy-book—-maxim—like principle and

policy so prettily enunciated by Dr. Sapru, i.e.,i\v6X nothing obnoxious

to the Hindu or other Religions should be enacted in the Indian Legisla-

tures for the Hindus and others rcspectivel}^

And this root-principle should apply not merely to new Bills but even

to existing Acts. If and when, at any time, any existing Act'is" found to

«>J<end against the principles of Religion generally, it ought to be with-

drawn altogether ; and if it is offensive to a particular sect only, such a

Cf'nimnnity at least ought to be categorically exempted from the sphere
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of its operations. This is the only moral course open to Governments
and Legislatures that really believe, with King Solomon (Proverbs XIV.
34), that "Righteousness alone exalteth a nation."

As for Hinduism and the Sepoys, we must frankly admit that the

I position is intensely complicated and, pace Mr. Gandhi, no mechanical
ruling can be given. The conflicting cases of Shri Bhishma, Vibhishan.
Prahlad, Akrura, etc.,—all of them splendid specimen of godly humanity—make the problem still more knotty and naughty. And the final con-
clusion from the Hindu standpoint must needs be very intricate and puz-
zling and even impossible to deduce without a detailed and careful study
of each Adhikari's case on its own individual and intrinsic merits. As
this problem, however, is not actually before us, for our emergent consid-
eration at present, we do not go into it any further just now.

The case of the Sikhs seems very simple. We need only allude to
the striking incident in the Hfe of Shri Guru Govind Sing (the last of the
Gurus, after whom the Granth Saheb is alone the Guru of the Sikhs)
wherein, on one occasion, just in order to test the steadfastness of his dis-

ciples to their Dharma, the great Guru (while riding out with a number of

them) merely set his bow and arrow in position as if he were intending
to aim an arrow at the Samadhi (place of burial) of a Saint, was sternly
called upon by the disciples to dismount immediately and explain his

atrociously sacrilegious conduct, quietly applauded their fearless and im-

partial adhesion to Dharnia, volunteered to be tried for his offence (ac-

cording to the Panth rules and like the commonest of common people)

by the communal Panch, was fined Rs. 100 for the small offence of merely

feigning to aim against a Samadhi, paid the fine cheerfully and rejoiced

indescribably that his spiritual labours with them had not gone in vain !

The Sikh therefore has to place his Dharma relentlessly above even his

Dharma Guru, let alone pettier fry (like temporal rulers), as even Ran-

jitsing the Lion-Hearted King realised through bitter personal experience !

As regards the Mushm law, liowever, the present prosecutions have

•"hemselves widely proclaimed and advertised to the world the fact

(which we ourselves did not know until a few days ago here and which

even Prof. Vaswani of Karachi says he knew nothing of until cpiite recent-

ly) i.e. that a huge assembly of Vleni'i (including Hazrat Maulana Abdul

Bari Saheb of Lucknow whom we saw for the htsi time at Karachi in

July but whom we had frequently heard of from many and diverse quar-

ters as one of the greatest living authorities on the Islamic Scriptures) has
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^Haram" for a Muslim to be in the Army. We do not know the exact

technical signification of "Haram" but we roughly guess it to mean

"forbidden by Religion." We know not personally if this decision is

correct; but we who always insist that a Hindu shall invariably act in

conformity with the Hindu Law and who further believe in Swa-Dharma

for all, must certainly and unequivocally declare ourselves similarly in

favour of all Mushms unquestioningly following the Muslim Law of

Allah in preference to the Man-made law of no body in particular !

Apropos of the recently published new edition of Sales' translation of

the Qoran, tlie London "Times Literary Supplement" says of the Qoran

"Every Mahomedan must learn by heart some portion of it at least, for

recital in the daily prayers; and thus, five times a day, it passes on the

lips of men in every land of Asia and Africa, fromPeking to the shores of

the Atlantic—from Wilna and Tobolsk to Cape Town and Bunos Aires.

Its claim on the allegiance of the Behever is as far-reaching as its geo.

graphical extension. Co-eternal with God Himself, it demands absolute

obedience to its injunctions in every department of human thought and

acti\Hty, not only in respect of Dogma and Rehgious beUef and practice,

but equally so in the realm of law, political theory and such details of civil

and domestic administration as taxation, inheritance and the control of re-

fractory wives" and so on. These are the words, not of an Indian (or

Kemahst) Nationahst, Damagogue, Firebrand, or Stump-Orator, but of

the sober Hterary reviewer on the Editorial staff of the London "Times,"

who thus most eloquently testifies to the indubitable supremacy of the

Qoran as the highest Court of Appeal in all the affairs—spiritual as well

as temporal—of all Mushms !

If. however, the conectnesb ot the view adumbrated -at the Khilafat

Conferences of Gokak and Karachi be reasonably, conscientiously and

'Responsibly doubted by anybody, the question will then have to be
decided on the common sense principle laid down in our Taittiriyopa-
nishad i.e. by an assembly of eminently learned, thoroughly devout,

rigorously straightforward and entirely dependable Muslim divines

(without any artificial manipulations—hke Col. Pride's Purge or Lord

Ronaldshay's recent bo-called
"
Pubhc

"
meeting at Calcutta-—for

mechanically predetermining and automatically ensuring any desired

political hue for the assembly).

J
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We personally have not studied the Qoran and other Islamic Scrip-
tures sufficiently to venture to give any opinion on the matter ourselves

(as we might freely venture to do in the case of the Bible) and we always—
on principle—refuse to dogmatise, one way or another, on a question
which we have not ourselves thoroughly studied. Nor can we grant, even

for a moment, the utterly and revoltingly preposterous proposition that

the Karachi PoUce, Magistracy or Judiciarj?- or the Bombay Government

or even the Omniscient Sir William \''incent (with the worthy Dr. Sapru)

can decide such intricate and delicate problems of Islamic theological Law.

That would be no less ludicrous than the judgment and discrimination of

a person who, needing to be treated for nephritis, pulmonar}- consumption
or double pneumonia, selects as his doctor one who knows nothing of

Anatomy, Physiology, Hygiene, Pathology, Therapeutics, etc., but hap-

pens to be the tallest, the stoutest, wealthiest or the handsomest in-

dividual in that vicinity ! Even as perplexing points of medicine, Hindu

Law, etc., are invariably referred to the experts who have specialised

in those particular branches of Science or departments of Learning, so too

should this point have been referred to the specialists therein.

But what do we actually find ? We find that, instead of adopting

this only ethical, sensible and statesmanhke procedure, the Government

—with its pathetically crass faith in Repression (with a big R) all-round

(however unjust and impoHtic)as its one and only remedy for all the iUs

oflndian Hfe—is prosecuting and persecuting all sorts of people and pro-

curing for them the benefits of cheap fame and martyrdom which we

at any rate, do not honestly feel we have at all, in this case, deserved ?

And besides whereas even the Nagpur Congress Resolutions are specified

as the Swaraj, Non-Co-operation or other Resolution, this Resolution is

now famous all over India as the "Karachi Resolution !" The Conference

had failed to send its message far and wide ;
and even we and Prof.

Vaswani and milHons of others had never heard of it
;
but the Govern-

ment (by these prosecutions) has acted as the Propagandist Agent of the

Khilafat Conference and carried to the whole world the Conference

message that it is "Haram" for a Muslim to continue in the Army !

Surely this is neither worldly wisdom not Justice but only the Royal

High Road leading the Government straight to political and moral

suicide !

We find all the world in general and Anglo-India in particular waxing

eloquent in condemnation of the forcible conversion of the Hindus to

Islam by the Moplah rebels of Malabar. We who sincerely beUeve in and
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actually practise religious toleration are entitled to condemn them :

but may we know what right the Governments of India, Bombay,etc.,and

Anglo-India have to do so ? If we clear our minds of all cant and hypo-

crisy, all prejudice and partiahty, we must honestly fail to see how and

wherein the Moplah's sword against the Hindus of Malabar for their

religious faith differs—morally
—from the Government's present prosecu-

tions of the Indian Muslims for their reUgions faith ! We fail to see how

Section !31 or 505 I. P. C. is a morally nicer or less repressive instrument

herein than the famous Moplah knife ! We may frankly state that from

the ethical standpoint we personally prefer the highway robber to the

polite thief, and the murderous ruffian to the gentlemanly cut-throat.

Of course, tastes differ in all matters and there may be those who

prefer being cheated by the smooth-tongued hypocrite to being assailed

by the rough highwayman. But, all the same, so far as the actual

cheating or murdering goes, we see no practical ethical difference

between the two. Even so is the present prosecution of Islamic religious

opinion, on no higher moral plane than the Moplahs' persecution of the

1 lindus in Malabar ! In our opinion it is considerably loxver. Hence

our query about the Moplah Mote and the Government beam (St.

Luke VI 41-42) !

When, for example, certain distinguished ecclesiastical and other

leaders of the western world to-day (Hke the Rev. Prof. George Adam
Smith the great Biblical Scholar and Commentator) come forward to

point out the blemishes in modem Christendom and, in the sacred name

and under the blinding authority of the Lord Jesus Christ Himself, de-

nounce the Divorce Laws, etc., of Europe and America as wholly un Christ

ian, surely it is inconceivable that the so-called "Christian" Government

of England, not content with trampHng—in actual daily piactice
—

on the noble teachings of Christ, can also proceed further and prosecute,

and otherwise persecute, those learned divines who are, for faithfully

obeying Christ and not for merely hypocritically naming Him !

It is clear then that there is a considerable body of Islamic theologians

in India who declare it Haram for a Muslim to continue any longer in

the British Army. If the Government honestly and sincerely thinks

otherwise, its method of persuasion should not be the hatred and perse*
cution of all and sundry who take or, like the Gerondins of old (in the

days of the French Revolution) are even suspected to take, the opposite

view, but only the tlireshing out of the question dispassionately by the
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theological leaders of Islam and arriving at a bona fide settlement based

on their conclusions. Any other process will not only not be a sample
of the Equal Justice whose importation, at long last, into India, the

Ex-Lord-Chief-Justice of England has all along been understood to

have become Viceroy of India for, but will also be a terrible and

suicidal failure !

If, as the result of such deliberations, it becomes inexorably clear

that Islam actually and relentlessly precludes Indian Mussalmans from

service in the British Army under present-day conditions,the Government

should either let them withdraw therefrom or remove the religious ob-

stacles in their path. Surely, if Mr. Lloyd George (as Prime Minister

of England) can confer with the Irish Sinn Feinners in order to find a via

media for reconciling Ireland's Political aspirations with England's re-

quirements, much more therefore can and should Lord Reading (as

Viceroy of India) confer with the Indian Khilafatists, in order to find a

via media for reconciling the Indian Mussalman's Religious Duty with

England's temporal rule ! Surely, the vital difference between the Irish

Republicans and the Indian Khilafatists i.e. that the former beheve

in organised murder looting, kidnapping and incendiarism while the

latter do not, should not be counted against the latter as the reason

for refusing to hold such a Conference with them as that sHppery electri-

cal Mr. L. G., is holding with Sinn Fein !

If the Government, however, persists in its suicidal folly of looking

upon its real well-wishers and conscientious advisers as its mortal enemies

and insists on meddling with the sacerdotal affairs of Islam, it would be

virtually ordering a new Khilafat for Indian Mussalmans in its own

favour as against the original Khilafat enjoined on them by their Prophet

Mahomed. And, whereas the rumours of 1857 about greased cartridges

were perhaps false and the consequent panic of the sepoys about their

Religion was possibly erroneous, there can be no doubt whatsoever that

any declaration or action on the part of the Government in the direction

of dictating Islamic Law to Indian MusUms according to its own sweet

pleasure and over the head of the Heads of Islam, will be tantamount

to the Virtual Supercession and Practical Prospcription of the Quran

itself and will, certainly and inevitably, drive the Muslims of India to

choose definitely and expeditiously, one way or the other, between their

Eternal Over-Lord Allah and their present temporal rulers the British

a dark and fateful contingency which we (as sincere well-wishers of all
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including the Raj and the Praja, England and India and so on) can

only contemplate with indescribable horror and shuddering ! And yet.

as this is certainly and manifestly the direction which the Government

il, wittingly or unwittingly, drifting to, we feel it our Duty to call its

attention thereto for its own good !

IX. THE CONCLUSION.

To recapitulate and sum up, so that our actual position may be

grasped accurately:
—

1. We did attend the Khilafat Conference of July last at Karachi

and we spoke twice thereat (not merely once as deposed to by the pro-

secution witnesses).

2. Owing to our utter ignorance of Urdu, Sindhi and Persian, we

knew nothing of the details of the proceedings. Nor did we concern

ourselves with them.

3. On the night in question, we arrived late at the Pandal, were

desired by Dr. Kitchlew to speak on Hindu-Muslim Unity, the Khilafat

and the Angora Government and actually spoke on these subjects from

our own Hindu Spiritual standpoint. We spoke of the sanctity of the

Holy places of Islam and of the sufferings of the Angora Government

which has got inextricably intertwined with the Khilafat Cause.

4. We should have spoken in the same way, had the honour and

the integrity of Hinduism, Christianity or any other Religion been im-

perilled. To a true Hindu and particularly to a Sanyasi, all men are

brothers and all Religions are Divine. And he regards the oppression

of the weak by the strong anywhere as a denial of God's Law of Love and

Justice that governs the world. The speech, therefore, merely expressed
our Religious views regarding the present plight of Islam.

5. We had never yet uttered a single syllable about the Army any-
where. And it was only a few days ago here (in the Karachi Jail) that

we heard, from Prof. Vaswani for the first time, about this tiny and in-

cidental part of the Resolution in question.

6. This our contention will be found substantiated by the evidence

adduced and the Exhibits filed, by the prosecution itself.
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7. So, on the actual facts and the evidence, we are obviously
innocent of any of the offences we have been charged with.

The same would seem to be the case with Maulana Shaukat Ali too

even from legal point of view who,according to the prosecution evidence

itself, did no more than stand up at the end to signify his assent to the

Resolution (even as the whole Conference—excepting us and including

the Police, as deposed to by the C.I.D. reporters themselves—did).

8. With regard to the intrinsic merits of the question of Muslim

Soldiers in the Army, this is obviously a subject with which the Mussal-

mans alone are directly concerned. We have not ourselves studied the

Quran and other Islamic Scriptures sufficiently and we always refuse to

dogmatise or even risk an opinion on any subject that we have not tho-

roughly studied. The only persons who have any authority to discuss

this subject are the Divines of Islam and they must naturally and neces-

sarily decide it in accordance with their own sacred Law. Neither we

nor any secular official of a non-Islamic temporal Government can be

morally
—or even legally

—
justified in meddling with such a purely

Religious question.

9. If we had known, at the time of the Conference, that the Army

question was on the agenda, we would have frankly expressed our igno-

rance of Islam i.e. Law, would not have presumed on our own authority

to dictate to the Muslims on the matter but would have simply and

clearly stated that, just as we ourselves always call upon all Hindus to

perform their Swa-Dharma and obey the behests of the Hindu ReUgionr

so too would we expect and wish all and even incite all Mussalmans to

carefully consider, correctly grasp and faithfully practise their Swa-

Dharma and obey the injunctions of Islam !

10. It is our fervent Religious conviction that men of all Faiths and

the Government too should adopt this universal doctrine of Swa-Dhar-

ma and therefore should also cheerfully accept such conclusions as the

Divines of Islamic theology may arrive at on Islamic matters. For. it

then becomes a question of Faith and the Prophets and thus gets beyond

and above judicial courts, legislative acts, procedure codes and all such

merely mundane matters. This is the principle on which the whole of

Chapter XV (sections 295 to 298) of the Indian Penal Code is based, i.e.

that you can only argue politely with and never force yourself on or
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\-iolate the feelings of even the most perversely stupid person on

matters of faith. Before such prosecutions as these can stand, Chapter

XV I.P.C. and its principle must first go !

1 1 . We therefore emphatically repeat that—'On the evidence

and from the ethical standpoint too—we are not guilty of any offence

whatsoever.

We know from the "Dublin (Quarterly) Review" (July—September

1921) how His Holiness the (present ) Pope Benedict XV of Rome—the

true Servant, faithful Soldier and worthy Vice-Regent of Christ on earth

laboured hard and impartially, with his sage advice of August 1917, to

mitigate the horrors of—and, if possible, shorten the late War, how the

selfish and godless
"
Powers" of Europe resented His Holiness's impartial

ministrations (solely because they were impartial) and—in the compact
between England, France, Italy and Russia—went out of their way to

specially name His Hohness as one who (on account of his madness for

righteousness and impartiality) should not be allowed to participate

in the final peace negotiations and the settlement of issues arising out of

the War and how the present League of Nations, too, has, similarly,

carefully excluded His Holiness, harming itself and not him thereby •'

Like him, we too have been giving our advice to the Raj and the Praja

and once again, in conclusion, let us reiterate the simple Truth that,

whether our advice is heeded or not and even if it is not merely not

accepted but positively resented or even savagel}^ 'punished,' we remain

absolutely unaffected ! Like His Holiness the Pope, we too have the

satisfaction of having conscientiously performed our Duty of Dharmo-

padesh by elucidating and clarifying the facts, preventing all preventi-

b e misapprehensions and emphasising Truth and Justice ! And this

satislaction will and does quite suffice for us !

From our own personal standpoint, there is neither pleasure nor pain

neither fear nor bravado, but all within is Bliss and Joy and Peace which

in the words of the Apostle, "passeth all understanding!" And, as

rt-gards the external aspect of life, a Sanyasi who has merged the petty

individual self in the Universal All-Self cannot worry about that. He
neither seeks to live nor wishes to die.
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And, after all, as Bralima said on a memorable occasion recorded
in the Shrimad Bhagwat (III, 16, 37;.

^)Jpir if^ ^^T^ ^tmm : II

{i.e. He, the primeval Being who creates, protects and destroys the

Universe, whose infinite powers are inscrutable mysteries even to the

highest Adepts, who is Perfect and who is the Lord of all—He will look

after our welfare I What purpose shall ouf solicitude serve herein ?)

And has not Shri Krishna too said in the Bhagwad Gita :
—

^^ *rTi> : 5101^^ II

^r ^T %?T ^T'^^^q: II

i.e. (1) My clear boy, none that is a doer of good shall pen'sh !

(2) My devotee shall never perish !

and (3) Their welfare and progress / look after I

And is he not shouldering all our burdens, according to His public

and definite promise ? ^^^lere then, O ye of httle faith, is there any need

or room for anxiety and woriy ? Let no one therefore fear, grieve or

worry on our petty personal account !

With Dante, the great Itahan poet, let us say :—

"In la Sua Voluntade e nostra pace"

(In His Will is our Peace).

Om Tat Sat.

After Shri Shankaracharya finished at about 4 p.m.(on 29th October)

Maulana Shaukat Ali gave the follo\^ang address in Enghsh :—
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MAULANA SHAUKAT ALI'S ADDRESS TO THE JURY.

Gentlemen of the Jury and the Judge,

I am personally not capable of making a long speech. If you inter-

rupt me in the middle of my argument I lose my points. I am not so

clever as my brother. If you interrupt him in the middle of his speech—
if you ask him questions he will never lose his argument—he seldom misses

his points. 1 am positively certain if you will give me a patient hearing—
I think you will have no complaints. If the trying Magistrate had just '^

the little patience to hear me—to let me say my say in my own way, he I

would not have had any complaint whatsoever. It is not my desire to ^

waste your time or my own by inflicting a long speech upon you. I

am also anxious to see the case finished. I am very anxious to see my
mother and fellow-workers go away without any further delay. There is

so much work to be done. I begged of her and wished her to go away.

But she said that she wants to go away either with us or without us

without further delay when the case was finished. So I cannot afford to

make an unnecessary waste of your time and mine by making a long

speech. Besides, we have much work to do for the country.

Before I go further and say what I want to say, I want to clear a few

points. I am one of the Secretaries of the C. K. C. and I have worked

much for it and if the C. K. C. have done anything
—any work that has

been done by this Committee—with the help of a large body of earnest

workers, I have played an important part in it. I am very glad
—I £im

very thankful to the P. P. that he has acknowledged what I have done for

it. And whatever I say now, I hope, wiU be taken as absolutely fair

and tnithful. I want to speak everything frankly
—I want to speak

out what is the real truth for your information and for the Judge.

I just give you the information which the Prosecution failed to sup-

ply to you. Poor Maulvi Nisar Ahmad who had just come from Mathura

Jail—convicted under Section 124A for six months —he is even now a

prisoner. He came with us all the way from Gokak. While coming
"

with us from Bombay he got fever in the train. He also was with us
when my brother and myself and Dr. Kitchlew were hving at Kanya-
pathshala, that is further information I give to you. Poor Nisar Almiad
was laid up with fever. He was not a member of the C.K.C. He took
no part in the Subjects Committee. He was not elected to it. In the

!
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Conference meeting he was called upon to speak,as he is a great preacher

He spoke nothing outside the Quran and the Hadees. The people were

anxious to hear him. He said only a few words.

You have heard Maulana Hussain Ahmad, Pir Ghulam iMujaddid

Saheb, my brother and Dr. Kitchlew—they have told you—that if a

MusHm goes to a Mushra scholar to know what the Law of Islam is, it is

the bounden duty of him as a theologian to give him a fair and square

answer. So Maulana Nisar Ahmad was asked to speak on the subject.

The subject is very simple for a Mushm—^he requires no time to think

over it—it is not necessary at all. He was in fever and so he made a

short speech. What the effect of this information be on his case, I do

not care—no true Mussalman would care—to bother as to the result of

speaking of what he regards as Gospel truth. Another thing I want to

say and that is about Shri Shankaracharya. Our Karachi friends wanted

him to come with us. So on an invitation from the Khilafat Committee

hke Mrs. Sarojini Naidu he came with our party to attend the meeting.

I here take the opportunity of gratefully acknowledging the sympathy
and support of our Hindu brethren in our Khilafat cause. We have

a very large number of Hindus—who are helping us as workers and even

as office-bearers—there is not a single city in which we have no Khilafat

Committees and where we have not a large number of Hindu workers

with us. I have travelled all over India—and I may tell you that in all

places the Hindus are working with us or giving us assistance—and in

many places
—where Mussalmans are weak they are working as members

of the Committees and even as Presidents and Secretaries or as workers.

So Shri Shankaracharya came to give his Hindu ecclesiastical support

and sympathy with the Khilafat cause. And I may tell you again
—

Mahatma Gandhi—our great Sirdar—our great Chieftain, he also comes

and gives us his support. We carry our ordinary business ourselves—
we draw up our resolutions—we talk—^we quarrel

—we fight in our Sub-

ject Committees—but as a rule we send for him only when we want him

to make a speech often not on any Resolution. But these speeches are

made only in a general way especially to prove his sympathy with the

Khilafat cause. So too Jagatguruji came in and spoke. Whatever

value you may attach to it you may—but it is Gad's truth which I con-

sider as my duty to put before you.

As for myself, I am not going to make a speech in my defence except

to tell you what I think and 1 ought to tell about our work clearly and
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frankly. After what you have heard from my brother and from that great
'\

theologian-gentleman, that one speech, that one statement which I i

would beg of j^ou to consider and pay greatest respect and attention to is
j

that of Maulana Hussain Ahmed Saheb. You have heard Dr. Kitchlew

and Shri Shankaracharya, you have just heard. I have nothing left in store

for me (laughter). But I want to tell you this and which I hope you will

appreciate why we are doing all this ? The Judge incidentally put a

question to the P.P. when he was trying to prove a conspiracy that
"
Did

he not think that this Res. passed at the Karachi Conference was meant

more for the Government so that they might realise the feelings of the

Muslims''? Now, I may speak for myself and for Mahatma Gandhi—
having hved Avith him—we have practically lived as two brothers—I

want to tell you and the Court so that you may understand that every

effort by us, by Mahatma Gandhi—by the C.K.C.—by all our workers—
S5mipathisers

—extremists and moderates—every effort possible has been

made to bring this home to this Government that it is a very serious

question. For Government's sake you must realise this. Believe, me,

gentlemen,—every possible effort was made to make this Government

realise the gravity of the situation—we asked them—"
satisfy the Muslim

demand—rectify the Punjab and Khilafat wrongs and grant us Swaraj"'
—the Mussalmans, the Hindus- -every one will be perfectly willing to

co-operate with you.

Col. Wedjwood hs is a Christian, he is an Englishman. He came

over to India to study the question. I heard from my brother and friends

in England that Col. Wedgwood had helped the Khilafat cause in and

outside Parliament. The Khilafat Committee in Bombay convened a

public meeting to welcome him—and Col. Wedgwood was present there

—we thanked him for his efforts. A Resolution was put in—and I pro-

posed that Resohition. I spoke in his presence. I told him frankly that

my heart was burning to-day against England—and it will continue to

do so, as long as British had not evacuated the sacred places of the Mus-

lims—so long as the British Government has not satisfied the Khilafat

wrongs—so long as they ha 1 not redressed the Punjab wrongs—so long
as we did not get Swaraj—so long as these were not done, I counted m}''-

self as an enemy of England. T hate every body who is an enemy of my
God—who is an enemy of my Faith and my Country—and all that lie^

in my power, I shall do in getting my rights back—and I told him also

that any body—be he an Englishman—be he a Jew—a Parsee—agnostig
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or whosoever he may be —any body who comes forward and does some

thing to help me in getting my rights back—who will help me in giving
me satisfaction about the Khilafat—about the Punjab wrongs—and help
me to win Swaraj

—there is the hand of brotherhood and fellowship I

offer. And Col. Wedgwood jumped up and took it. I shook hands

with him. And I spoke in Urdu and told the audience—there were

25,000 of them—" Do not blame me as I am shaking hands with him—
it is because he helped us in our Khilafat work. He has come to study

the Khilafat question. He has come all the way with an open mind to

stndy the question
—and he is going to do what he can. And on be-

half of the Muslims of Bombay, nay for the matter of that—for the

Muslims of the whole of India—1 offer him my hand of brotherhood and

fellowship." And they all said do it. I say now again whosoever helps

us—whosoever helps us in g^'ing satisfaction with regard to the undoing

of our wrongs—whether he is the Judge—whether he is the Public Pro-

secutor—or the Jury or the \'iceroy
—whosoever he may be—we all

offer him our hand of fellowship and brotherhood. Every effort was

made—every effort has been made and is being made by us to justify

our cause and in getting our rights back. W^en we were in Jail there was

no Khilafat Committee worth speaking. There was no organisation.

There was no fund. Dr. Kitchlew was in jail
—my brother was in jail.

On the 28th Dac^mber 1919—from the Betul Jail we proceeded straight

to the Congress at Amritsar. There was held a Khilafat Conference,

I was asked to preside in that Conference. We did not think of a Revo"

lution then—we did not think of a RepubHc —^we did not think of rising

in rebelhon—I did not say that we are all rebels—^I did not say that I ack -

nowledge no King—that I owed no allegiance to him—that I did not say

that I was a free man and India was my home and God alone my King.
—

I did not say that we do not want your Police, your Army and your navy
—I did not say that I do not want the protection of your lands—then I

counted myself as the subject of the King-Emperor. At that Khilafat

Conference, gentlemen, a resolution was passed that a deputation was

to wait on the Viceroy to put everything before him—to put our case

clearly and moderately. Another Resolution was that we must send a

deputation to England to put our case before the King, the Parhament

and the people of England. I, as President, was ordered to make arrange-

ments. The Government of India readily assented to receive the de-

putation-and on 19th of January 1920—the pick of the Mussalmans—the

Ulema—the pick of the Hindus and Mahatma Gandhi was in the gallary
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—^we waited upon the Viceroy and put clrarty our demand. The Viceroy

made a speech. He had personal sympalhy v,'!th us and he realised that

the Moslem feeling was genuine. And he got the deputation to Fngland

a passage in Febmary next. My brother, Maulana Suleman Xadri, Mr.

Syed Hussain and Mr. H. M. Hayat—they were members of that depu-

tation. The deputation sailed and we waited for months and months—
to see what answer we got from my brother—we were eagerly waiting

for a cable from him. Meantime every possible effort was made to

carry our message to our people
—

everything was put before the Viceroy

to make him and the English people realise our grievances
—that it is a

matter of our religion
—it is a matter of our conscience. There was no

question of bluffing in this -as. has bcenhintfd. We mean business now

and we meant business then, ^^'e wanted 1hnt England should know

what the Muslims felt about the Khilafat and once for all reahse the

strength of genuine Muslim feeling.

People ask—what has become to the Ali Brothers ? I tell you, we

have our English friends—I was in Government service for 17 years
—my

brother was brought up in England—was for four years at Oxford—I was

one of the best cricketeers in my day—I was a strong swimmera-n expert

athlete—I was socially popular. Mr. Ross Alston will be able to tell

you that. I met him in Benares—I was then in the Government service.

I want to say all this to show that we arc not by nature revolutionary
—

that we are not born in a Revolutionary family. I have not gone mad—
a mad dog has not bitten me (laughter). But things have happened
which have upset us—we, who were once very careless—we who were

used to put on fine clothes—we, who are brought up in luxury
—those

old days are gone—you have no idea how dressy and smart this brother

of mine Mahomed Al? was—how He use1 to spend thousands of rupees
on clothes f.nlv—but things are different.

Well, the point is this. We did what we could in India. We made
our appeals to England—to British Ministers. The Government of India

sympathised with us—they wanted to show a generous spirit. The Gov-
ernment of India, the Governor of Bombay realised the feehngs of the
Muslims. The Governor of Bombay, I am told, said that

"
my heart is

in sympathy with tlie Muslims but it is not in our power. Go to Eng-
land. Therefore we sent over a deputation. They went over every-
where-. Thfv interviewed Air. Montagu—they interviewed the Prime
Minister—they saw Members of Parhament. They addressed meetings

i

I
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in England, in the country in Scotland. But to no result. They went
over to France. They knocked at every door—waited for some little

consideration—some little ray of hope. We waited for a message. My
brother for days and months never sent a message. At last a message
came. We came to know that

"
France is willing to make an honourable

peace with Turkey and satisfy what the Muslims demand is"—and
that Italy had already made a peace w:th Turkey and that it is our Gov-
ernment, the British Government alone who was unwilhng. When the

war broke out England promised on the 5th November 1914. Lord

Harduige made a definite pledge madi on behalf of the King—and even
the Czar of Russia was consulted.—and they all agreed to this that all

the Muslim sacred places will be immune from attack and molestation.

I do not remember all Ih } details. One clever brother in the family is

more than sufficient (laughter). But all the same what I am telling is

absolute truth. Therefore I am not keeping back anything—because

we are straightforward. We tell you in your face what we think. And
God wiUing, I still hope—hoping against hope—that things will not be

bad—as bad as they are. Let us hope that.

We came to know that it is impossible
—we can get nothing from

England—tliat's what our deputation told us—and in the meantime

we were not idle—when we found that England's pledge carries no

weight—we acted like old Cromwell—"
Trust to God and keep your

powder dry"—we carried this message to every home in India—we roused

the Muslims—we roused our Hindu brothers to work, to do what lay in

our power—when we found there was no hope—that this Government

would pay no attention to all our appeals
—to all our memorials—to all

our beggings., praytrs and petitions
—we decided after a full consideration

—after a great deal of heart searching
—and the great man whom I, a

Mussalman, am proud to acknowledge as my Sirdar and Chief—Mahatma

Gandhi^he who is not only a great man—a good man, a clever man, a

shrewd Baniu a^ iic ir^ -wlio thinks two hundred times before he says

anything
—^he thought and thought over it and at last told us that there

was no chance whatsoever to make tiiis Government reahse the wrongs

it has done or to repent for its actions—but to put difficulties in its way—
in a peaceful way that they may come to hear us. And we started Non-

Violent Non-Co-operation. We spread that message all over India. I

have travelled many thousand miles—I have travelled all over India—

I have been spreading this message to thousands and tliousands of our
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fellow-countrymen and countrywomen—working and carrying this mes-

sage to every home—^man, woman and child. How many thousands of

miles Mahatma Gandhi travelled—how many thousands of miles 1 have

travelled—how many thousands of our people
—Hindus and Mussalmans

are working for the Khilafat and for Swaraj. Gentlemen, we know

and the Government knows it well. We do not mind what the Anglo-

Indian papers write about us—what our Moderate brothers say about us.

Our chief is the coolest man—the one man that never gets excited is Ma-

liatma Gandhi. He is calm—he is resourceful—he is too careful—^he

knows what he does—and he knows how to do a thing. And I may tell

you, gentlemen,
—I will betray him—I think he in his heart of hearts

still believes in England —that she will yet apologise
—

yet repent when

she realises our just cause—will appreciate the justice of our demand

regarding the Khilafat and the Punjab and will give us what we want :

I have studied him—he breathes in his heart of hearts that every Enghsh-

man and Englishwoman is not what the x\nglo-Indian newspapers pic-

ture them to be—he still believes that the British Government will yet

come round—they will satisfy the Muslims—they will yet give satisfac-

tion on the question of Khilafat and the Punjab—and give us what is

necessary. If so, "well and good.

<rentlenien, tluic is a well-known Persian proverb ^you call me
u Haji and 1 call yoii a Haji—",.!/«'/ ttii^a Haji begoyam, to mara Haji

Gentlemen, I have told you, I want to be fair and square. I am a

frank man—and I know my brother also. I brought him up as a little boy—at Aligarh ate up his pocket money—I thrashed him when he questioned
about it—I educated him—I sent him to Oxford. I have followed him as

a friend and I now follow him as a leader: There is one weakness in him
that I tease him about, fhere are two—one is that he cannot forget the

4 years lie had at Oxford. He had a certain affection for England and its

people and the second is by nature he is a behever in constitutionalism.
If there is one constitutional man in India—it is Mahomed Ali and that's

why he was so much worrying the Judge and the Jury. But circumstan-
ces are different. We are being forced—we arc doing all this because we
must. You know my faith—you have heard my brother—you have
heard Dr. Kitchlew—you have heard Maulana Hussain Ahmad Saheb—
all of them have told you that wo must work and induce others to work
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for a good cause—it is my faith as a Muslim—it is a perfectly good thing

for me to die for God and truth and it is equally a good thing for me to

kill for a good cause. I am not afraid of this.

But we have thought over the whole thing. We still give the Gov-

ernment every chance possible. Mahatma Gandhi and we all of us in

the Congress Special Sessions in Calcutta in September 1920—we said

within one year we will getSwaraj and that we will start Non-Violent Non-

Co-operation. The Congress took up our Khilafat programme—adopted

it—this period expired on the 30th September. But on account of the

Congress decision we have extended it till 31st December 1921, and in

this period to make every possible effort that Hes in our power to bring

this Government to reahse its duty to carry out the promise made—and

to give us every satisfaction. You may think, Sir, that we are shewing

discourtesy to you—that we mean any insult to your person. No, person-

ally I am as humble as any thing. If you wish I may make a honest and

sporting offer to you. To-day if any personal humiliation you may re-

quire from us—from me—from my brother or from Mahatma Gandhi—
if you ask us without any show of force—without any threat—if you want

us to crawl for you—if you want me to crawl on my belly
—though I am

so heavy, I will do so—I will write poetry on the ground with my nose

and whitewash my face and body. I will do all gladly and cheerfully only

on this promise that you will give me satisfaction as regards my demands.

To-day, believe me, when I go to say my prayers ^ve times a day—and

turn my face to Kaaba (Mecca) not always but sometimes when God's

light is on me my heart tell me "You coward, your Kibla (Kabba) is not

yours. It is in the hands of men who are not going to give it back to you.

The custodian appointed can't afford even to keep it clean or light. You

ought to be ashamed of yourself." Yes, this is true. The law of the

Quran says that no Non-Muslim should have any control whatever

over any part of sacred places, in the Jazcrat-ul-Arab. Take it from me

that what I am saying I am speaking from facts. I am perfectly wiUing,

if you satisfy me on those points to do whatever you hke. You may hang

me—you may transport me for hfe—I will not object—I am perfectly

willing to go on my knees—if you (judge) will only throw away—the file,

run and go to Simla to-morrow and tell the Viceroy there that we are not

blackguards—that you are convinced of our sincerity and that you cannot

convict us under any section of the Penal Code for our adherence to

Islamic Law—and tell him to satisfy our just demands. After all, what

are we guilty of ? We do not want an3'body*s home—we do not want
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any part of England-we do not want anybody's property
—I do not want

that this Judge should be hanged and I should go and take his place

(laughter). No, I want to hurt no body. I only say 'Give me back my
own ! you have no interest in that ; it is a land of sand—it does not

produce anything. There is nothing in this country. It is a most unin-

viting country
—the cHmate is hot and no European can stand that.

On that barren country my Prophet and his companions walked barefoot-

ed. If I had health and strength, 1 would like to kneel at every step and

kiss every inch of that sacred ground, perchance I may kiss one particle

of sand that had touched my Prophet's feet. To-day I am non-violent.

We have an araiy of workers. If I am in jail, my mother is working.

My brother is in jail, his wife is working, though she is not as brilliant as

my brother—she is working. Thousands of women have come out

throwing away their veil. Many thousands of new workers have come

out—they are all praying for us. I saw when I came to this hall, old and

young women pray for us and point with their heads towards Heaven

Each one of them will teU you that God is with us—children, boys, old

and young
—they are all with us. I have travelled from Karachi to

Assam—I have travelled all over India—and I may tell you, gentlemen,

I have seen the same evei-jAvhere
—these feelings are very strong.

Gentlemen, yon have heard a great deal about Malabar. People

say that the speech tliat my brother made in July in Karachi—(Inter-

rupted).

The Court.—I will not allow you to speak on the Moplahs.

M. S. Ali.—I am not going to talk on the Moplahs. You wiU appre-

ciate what I say. My brother never went to Malabar. Mahatma Gan-

dlii and myself went there. We reached there at 12 o'clock. We were

carried in a procession
—then we went to tlie pubhc meeting. The next

morning we came back to Madras. I saw that it was our weak point.

We had no workers there and what there were were, hampered. Wherever

we are strong
—wherever duv workers have readied— tiiank God, the

peace of India is kept and orders of the Jamiat-ul-Ulema—the orders

of the KJiilafat Committee—^the orders of the Congress and the orders of

Mahatma GandJii have been carried out.

Gcntknien, you know how tliis Anglo-Indian Press have been flout-

ing tlie rchgious demands of the MusUms—how Maliatma Gandlii and

others an- ridiculed—they say all sorts of tilings about us—and I may tell

i
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you frankly that some young men-the5^ were exasperated at this constant
slander against us in the Anglo-Indian Press-these young men-their
blood was boiling-they came to us and asked us "^-hat are we going to
do ?" They said—"We can notremain Non-Violent Non-Co-operators
always" and I said-"No" to them. I tell vou my reasons. Where a
question of killing comes in-I will go and kill myself. But we cannot
have two things together. We cannot have peace and war both. We can
only have one policy. The order has gone out that we are to carry out
Non-Violent Non-Co-operation. You cannot h^ve two things together—
either you will have peace or you will have war—Revolution. And up
to 31 St December we shall have peace. Every order of our Sirdar IVlahat-

ma Gandhi, the great Chief in this campaign—we have got to carry out'

I may tell ^^ou, gentlemen, the danger is there—the feeling is there.

It is the feehng everywhere—in my heart—in all the accused's heart—
in every Muslim's heart—in every Hindu's heart—in every Indian-man

and woman's heart—and the two, Hindus and Mussalmans are combined
—the women have thrown off their veil and have taken up the nation's

work—the feeling is working—it has reached Afghanistan, Persia, Arabia,

Turkistan, Khiva, Bokhara and Russian Muslims and to numerous other

people—to the Muslims all the world over. As a secretary of C. K. C.

I get many informations—it is my business to find what the Muslim

world is doing. And I am very glad to tell you—it has reached practical-

ly every house in India—to every Muslim in the world. I am not saying

all this as a threat. This is a fact which you will have to realise. We
went to the Viceroy and we gave him a warning. My brother went to

England and spoke clearly to the Secretary of State—we said, we are

agreed to make peace—Dr. Ansari, Mr. Chotani and other people did go

to England—Mr. Chotani has only just returned. They did their best

We had to tell the Government and I tell it again
—through you—and

through this Court—I want this message should go to the higher authori-

ties that we are perfectly ^villing
—we are anxious to make peace

—but

let the Khilafat be satisfied to the satisfiaction of Islamic Law, not of

any individual Shaukat Ah or Mahamad Ali or Kitchlew—let the Punjab

wrongs be righted—and I want you to carry this to the authorities at

Simla or elsewhere—let there be a conference of Thirty men—men who

have understanding
—whom India trusts—reliable men—God-fearing

men—who have got truth in them and who in their daily life followed no

other law—who will see what the whole Muslim demand is—and if such

men (Ulema) give a Fatwa saying that England is going to satisfy your
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to go and shake hands with every EngHsh officer and be a subject of the

King again. This is honest truth. But suppose this is not done,

youmay say 'what you will do, doit at once.' Well, I shudder to think.

I cannot forget
—I who was most friendly with the English people

—among

whom 1 count some of my intimate friends—I M^ho was educated by

EngHshmen—next to my mother, I owe everything to EngHshmen—I

cannot, forget this—when I wish to fight against Englishmen the figure of

my revered Professor Theodore Beck comes to my mind. I know what

he is to me. This is honest truth. I wish that we should, as soon as

possible, get our quarrels settled without any further unpleasantness.

My true feeling is this—that as India is my country—it is the country of

every one—Hindus, Muslims, Sikhs, Jains, Christians and Jews—who has

made it his home—and even of every Englishman or woman who has

made it his or her home and is ready to serve and love my country
—

and I hope no body will be tormented here—when I have my Swaraj—
on account of his conscience. Whosoever is true to India—whosoever

will serve her will find his place here and the laws of the country vnW

protect him. That is why I am anxious that India should not become

another Ireland or Egypt. We are 33 crores here—we can very well

look to our coasts—we can very well guard our frontiers.—Look at the

hugeness of its coast—at its land frontiers—there is a corridor from Con-

stantinople right up to Saharanpur where the majority are Mahomedans
—all through Muslim countries—Afghanistan, Persia, Arabia, Bokhara,

Khiva, Ru.isian Muslims—we know there are 40 crores of MusUms in the

world and our brother Hindus—22 crores of Hindus—they have thrown

In their lot witli us—and is it worth while to fight 62 crores ? We fuUy
realise our strength. I can assure you that this is not bluff. We know

our strength. Our chief, our great Sirdar Mahatma Gandhi will prove
to be one of the greatest Generals if he could beheve in violence. I have

also the blood of a soldier in me (laughter). But the battles will be fought
in India. If we kill a few Enghshmen here—many Karachi houses—my
relatives' tombs—Muslim tombs—MusHm houses—Hindu houses—many
Muslims and Hindus—they will be killed and destroyed if we kill a few

Englishmen here. But I know my strength from what is happening in

Malabar. In spite of all the resources and powerful mihtary strength,
the Government cannot subdue the handful of Moplahs. I can draw my
strength from every district in India. Malabar is a small district—it is

only a few Mahomedans—they are fighting and fighting for two months—
Every district in India is stronger than Malabar,—You can take it from
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every district, in the Punjab—United Provinces—and Bengal—they are

stronger people
—

they have more brains—they are more educated.

What would be the effect if the whole country was like Malabar ? But

I want to avoid all this because it is not by bloodshed that we want ta

satisfy our demands—it is not bloodshed that we want. We have made

every possible effort to make the Government reaUse the situation—we
have given them time to think up to 31st December. We were working
hard—day and night. But our object was that we wanted to the Gov-

ernment to think, "Why was all this done." I asked Mr. Ross Alston-

he knows me from fny boyhood, I told him—look at me—I who had had

a large number of English friends.—I who was a Government servant for

17 years in the Superior grade of the Opium Department in which there

are very few Indians—I am still on the Pension list, though I do not draw

the pension
—I have friends among the Englishmen there—I know there

are many English men and English women who will be sorry that I have

taken this attitude. But to-day I know none but God. I am not bitten

by a mad dog^I am not insane—I am perfectly in my senses when I

make this speech—but what is it that has made me this ? How

is it that we have come to this pass ? I know I am making an incoherent

speech—but it is my heart that is speaking—I am putting my heart

before you. But how is it that we have come to this pass—we who were

Khushamat is (flatterers of this Government). What has happened tO'

us? How is it that we who were so much against the Hindus and the

Congress are more forward than even Hindus in general ? I asked Mr,

Ross Alston this question when I met him to-day. He said that an.

Enghsh officer only last night asked him the same question about my
brother. Well, I am perfectly willing to make peace with any body—-

to make friends with the Hindus—with the Christian—with any man-

whatever nationality he may belong to so long as they do not mean any

harm to my country or to my religion—I am perfectly willing to do so^

Gentlemen, looking at my big size, I look terrible—I look like an awful

ruffian—you would not like to meet me in a dark lane at 12 in the night-

looking at my heavy body, you will not judge me, I pray. I was a great

s^vimmer, I was a good boxer, I was one of the best bats (cricketeers) in

India—for nine months in the year I used to be in camp walking a happy

careless fellow—and yet to-day—I make a confession that my rehgion

demands, my country demands all I have-I am obliged to throw away
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jny pereonal feelings—I have thrown in my lot for my God and for my

country
—and I am now in the service of God.

Somebody said something about my home in Moradabad. The P. P.

asked Mr. Lakhte Husein who said that I had a house and lived there.

I think h: did not tell a he intentionally. But I may tell you at once that

we have no house there. As I cannot got to Rampur so whenever my
mother wants to see me or I want to see her I go to my cousin who has

got a house at Moradabad and she comes there and meets us.

People say that there is no want of toleration in this country—but

I should hke to tell you why I and my brother are not allowed to go

home to Rampur. During the time of the Mutiny my grandfather saved

the lives of many EngUshmen and English women—^he was then the

right-hand man of tha Nawab of Rampur and he had received a big Jagir

as reward for his loyal services. My father got a share out of it and so

did w.^ though we have sold all our share in the Jagir when we were

interned in the Betul Jail to defray our expenses
—thank God that we have

done with it and nothing is left. And I may tell you we have never been

unfaithful to the Prince—we have never been traitors. This is my family

tradition. The Nawab of Rampur personally has the greatest affection

for me. He respects us. But one day, when we came back to our home

after our release—after we had dined with him—His Highness said—
" Pew days ago Sir Harcourt Butler sent for my Chief Secretary and he

said Mahomed Ah a'ld Shaukat Ali give us a lot of trouble—do ask them

to give up what really meant the Khilafat cause." And be said
"
you

have to give up this work or go out of Rampur." I said Sir Harcourt

Butler himself can do it—there are plenty of Regulations—they sent us

under Reg. 3 of 1918, to jail
—

well, he can do it even now, but why should

you ?—we have done no pohtical work in Rampur—we have only come

to our home for rest and comfort. Why should Your Highness ao this

dirty work for him ? He said
"

I can't help it
" " You must choose

either to give up work or go out of Rampur" and that is why I rented a

house at Moradabad as a sort of Rest House. We have not rented a house

there that we may send out those writings from there. I do not want

to prove it. You may take it from me if you like. That kind of work is

not our style. But I think when our C.K.C., the Jamiat-ul-Ulema and

all other people decided and ordered us to actively carry out this Non-

Co-opcration propaganda and when thousands of workers are actively
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carrying this propaganda, God willing, it will reach tens of thousands of

Subedars, thousands and thousands of soldiers—it will reach every Muslim

soldier—it will reach every Hindu soldier—there will be tens of thousands

of workers working everywhere—in every village
—in every town—there

would be thousands of females working, you cannot wrap up these

soldiers in Cotton wool—you cannot shut these soldiers up in a

glass case only for show—they have got to go to their . homes—
they have got their relatives and friends—we shall approach every Sepoy—we shall approach him in every possible way—his mother will speak to-

him—his wife will speak to him — our ladies liave thrown off their veil—
my mother will go to them—my brother's wife will go to them—my
daughters will go to them—our women will go to them and give them

the message of God"— even if we are punished they will do it. How can

you stop that ? But still, even now, up to 31st December there is every

chance of reconciliation—-if there is no reconciliation —no settlement

before 31st December then you will see— you (pointing to the Judge

will not be there where you are now—the power that is in your hands we

will snatch it—God wiUing. we will do it. We have strength enough.

We have the power of self-sacrifice. We have the power of suffering.

We have got power of organisations and brains. Our country is power-

ful—it is strong ana it can look after itself. Whatever you decide, per-

sonally it is nothing to me. I am ready for everything
—I am told there

is a man-of-war sent from Colombo to take us somewhere—well, I shall

be very happy in jail—I am still gaining in weight—my brother is also-

improving. So it is not a question of anything personal to me or to him.}

One thing more and I shall have done. After all, you would like

to know why this prosecution has been started ? I would Uke to tell

you and the whole world— (interrupted by the Court).

Maulana Shaukat Ali continuing said—There is a vast difference

between Mahatma Gandhi and myself. He belongs to the party—God's

good people, I belong to God's budmashes. Mahatma Gandhi, Maulana

Hussain Ahmed and Maulana Abdul Bari are God's good subjects and

I and the large number of Hindus and Mahomedans—we are God's

budmashes. Thank God—we belong to God. But we trust him (Mahat-

ma Gandhi) and he trusts us. The Mussalmans and the Hindus have

now united and every possible effort has been made and is being made

to part us. If you read the pro-Government newspapers you will find,

somebody says—Mahatma Gandhi is a saint—he is a good man but his
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meeting with these ferocious people, the wicked Maulanas Shaukat Ali

and Mahomed Ali who are in touch with the Afghans and in pay of the

Turks and that Mahatma Gandhi is nothing as so much of clay in their

hands. Others say Shaukat Ali and Mahomed AU are very simple and

straightforward, it is the wily Bania of Ahmedabad, it is he who has won

over these Mussalmans and he is going to ruin them and the Mussalmans.

It was said that AH Brothers had apologised to Government when Mahat-

maji and myself met at Allahabad in May last, we heard that Pundit

Madan Mohan Malaviya was the peace-maker. He sent a message that

the Viceroy would like to see Mahatma Gandhi and Mahatma Gandhi

went to him to Simla. He went because you know he was always wiUing

to step forward because he does not want bloodshed and we, too, do not

want bloodshed so long as there is hope of success by means of Non-

Violent Non-Co-operation. So he went to Simla and had six interviews

lasting sixteen hours with the Viceroy, and Mahatma Gandhi sent us a

wire to me and my brother to meet him at Khandwa—I was busy so my
brother went and met him. Mahatma Gandhi said that there is an

impression outside among friends and others that you (Mahomed Ali and

Shaukat AU) mean violence though you make a declaration to the world

that you stand for non-violence. And he told all about the talk he had

\nth the Viceroy. Mahatma Gandhi wanted us to make a statement to

the people of India. He was very earnest about it. He said that he

wanted us to go to jail but only on a clear issue, and he himself wanted to
,

do tlie same; So I and mv brother issued a statement that \ve do not

mean violence while talking of non-violence. You know, gentlemen, day

and night, for days and months, I have been working for the success of

Non- Violent \on-Co-operation. And thanks be to God, tremendous

changes are going to take place. India is marching with hundred bange-

boots on—with thousands and thousands of new recruits consecrated

to the cause of the country and religion. India to-day is something new,

and to-morrow she will be a newer thing altogether. There was one dis-

ease tliat Indian suffered from, thanks to the efforts of Mahatma Gandhi,

they have shaken that off. We Indians were deemed as cowards, God be

thanked, no body can say that now. The history of India is being

shaped in a new fashion. So we obeyed Mahatma Gandhi's order and

sent that message to the Press. Gentlemen, I may tell you even if we
meant it for the Government of India, the Government of India ought to

have been cliivalrous enough to make peace with us. They would have
said

'

well,when even the Ali Brothers have put in the statement it is easy
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for us to sit on a round table conference." But this was not to be done.

"We were ridiculed. Mahatma Gandhi was ridiculed and the whole host

of the Anglo-Indian press came upon us. And I am sorry our co-workers

in jail were told that we had apologised to Government. Well, I could

see there was no change of heart in Government, even in the Viceroy
—

we were told he was a very suave and pursuasive man. He and his Gov-

ernment wanted to discredit us in the eyes of the Muslims. They wanted

to discredit us in the eyes of the Hindus—they wanted to discredit us in

the eyes of the world and we were to be as the "Leader" ssid "Ali Brothers

were as bad as a door nail." However, I am very glad indeed—I am very

happ3^ indeed that this time the issue is very clear. I want your decision,—I want the decision of the Judge whatever it may be. Thank God,

that before this our message could not reach the Army as we might have

wished. By this prosecution it has reached every one of them—-it has

reached every home—every Mussalman—every Hindu—every Indian—•

man and woman. New workers are coming out and I am not afraid

that'there will be any dearth of them. Gentlemen, I leave everything to

my God. Personally I do not care, jail or no jail. I want to tell you

that all the gifts God has given me, every power, every little thing that

I can do, and all that Hes in my power, I will do for my God and for my

country so long as the Government to which you belong
—so long as this

Government to which this Court belongs does not do justice to Khilafat,

does not satisfy us, gives us back the power of Khilafat. does not satisfy

us about the Punjab wrongs and does not give us Swaraj—all that lies in

my power I will do, and God wilHng we will uproot you altogether.

To-day I am a Non-Violent Non-Co-operator, to-morrow if, God forbid,

Mahatma Gandhi fails, if the country fails I shall do whatever Hes in

my power. Thank God, we have got the courage, we have got the

strength, we have learned the vahie of suffering and sacrifice and we will

do whatever our great chief Mahatma Gandhi will ask us to do. God

willing, we will face all dangers, face death with eyes front. (Here the

Maulana was returning when friends reminded him about some verses,

he turned back and said :
—

Gentlemen, I want to say one thing more. Thousands of speeches

I have made, attended hundreds of meetings, but when I am pleased and

when the feehng comes in me and there is nothing to do I sing—though I
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am not a dinger. In jail now when I am locked up in my cell I recite thfr

following four verses ;

('We will follow neither the greatest lover Kais nor Ferhad we will.

invent i. newer kind of madness of our own).

("They give their Uves on your tyranny, they die on your cruelty. It

is really tliose careless failed lovers who in truth do something great).

("Th<- cn-alty and tyranny practised on the lover and in love is no cruelty

... .If tli. re was no cruelty in love, there would be no pleasure in love,

and lasilv though I hope there will be no need for it).

("Thi- sk\—stars—enemy of lovers—has not really come in contact with

one lu'ning lire in his heart. . . .Well ;
don't call me Dagh (great poets'

nam«) if I don't burn the whole into ashes.)"
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SEVENTH DAY'S PROCEEDINGS.

TUESDAY, 1st NOVEMBER 1921,

The Sessions Trial against Ali Brothers and 5 others was resumed by
"Mr. Kennedy on Tuesday, 1st November, in the Khalikdina Hall. The

people on this day began to pour in the Hall earher than usual to try
their best to catch the inaudible voice of Mr. Kenned3^ Anxiet\- ming-
led with keen interest' characterised the minds of the audience who were

-awaiting that fateful moment when the jurors would deUver their verdict

and the presiding authority, his judgment. The lack of proper organisa-

tion was writ large on the management of the authorities. The Press

table was largely occupied by the members of the bar and even those

who held ordinary visitors' tickets.

The staff of the Court had trebled-na}^ quadrupled itself and several

clerks were found occup^dng chairs in front of the dais even in a better

position than the press reporters. The leaders entered the Hall at about

10-50 and the audience as usual greeted them by standing up. Before

the Judge entered, a clerk of the Court handed over typed copies probably

•of the Karachi resolution No. 6 to the jurors to read. The whole audience

was waiting for the Judge. The clock struck 11 and then 11-30 bit

where was the Judge ? the people asked. 1 he Judge though he had ar-

rived earlier than even the accused, was sitting in the chamber all the

while and he was anxiously awaited.

Serishtedar came in from the back door at about 1 1-50 and the people

thought the Judge will follow him. They were however disappointed in

-this expectation. The Serishtedar placed a copy of 6th resolution on the

"table of the Judge,

In came after all the judge Mr. Kennedy at 11-55.

He at once asked Mr. Atmaram, the Serishtedar, to read his charge

to the "gentlemen of the Jury." The charge ran as follows :—
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JUDGE'S ADDRESS TO THE JURY.

IN THE COURT OF THE JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER OF SIND.

Sessions Court Jurisdiction.

Sessions Case No. 33 of 1921.

The King Emperor v. Mahomed AH and six others. ';

Heads OF CHARGE to THE Jury, ;
:'

J

Accused 1. Mahomed Ali of Rampur.

2. Moulvi Hussain Ahmed of Deoband.

3. Dr. Shifuddin Kitchlew of Amritsar.

4. Pir Ghulam Mujadid of Matiari.

5. Moulvi Nisar Ahmed of Cawnpore.

6. Bharti Krishna Tirathji alias Vekantraman.

7. Shaukat Ah of Rampur

are charged as follows :
—• (read charges)

"That you all the 7 accused at some time or times between the months of

February 1920 and September 1921 both inclusive at Karachi and other

places in British India were with others, parties to a criminal conspiracy

to seduce Maliomedan Officers and Soldiers in the Army of His Majesty

the King Emperor from their duty and thereby committed an offence

punishable under section 120B-115 read with section 131 of the Indian-

Penal Code and within the cognizance of this Sessions Court.

2. And you the said seven persons are further charged that in pur-

suance of the said conspiracy attempts were made by a member or mem-

bers of that conspiracy in or about the months of July or August 1921 to

seduce Mahomedan Officers, from their duty by sending leaflets in the form,

of Ex. 34 to such Officers, and you thereby committed an offence punish-,

able under Sections 120 B-109 read with section 131 I. P. C. and within

the cognizance of the Court of Sessions, Karachi

3. And further that you Mahomed Ali on or about the 9th day of

July 1921 at Karachi, made a statement of wit, that "it is in every way

religiously unlawful for a Mussalman at the present moment to continue

in the British Army or to enter the Army or to induce others to join the

Ann\"; with intent to cause or which is likeh- to cause Mussalman Officers
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and soldiers in the Army of His Majesty to disregard or fail in their duty, as

such, and thereby committed an offence—punishable under section 505

of the Indian Penal Code and within the cognizance of the Ccurt of

Sessions, Karachi.

4. And further that you (accused 2 to 7 inclusive) conspired with the

said Mahomed Ali to commit the said offence under Section 505 I. P. C.

which he committed in pursuance of that conspiracy and you thereby

committed an offence under section 109 I. P. C. read with Section 505 \. P.

C. within the cognizance of the Court of Sessions, Karachi.

5. And further that you Mahomed AH, on or about 9th day of July

1921 at Karachi abetted the commission of an offence punishable under

Section 505 and-or Section 131 I.P.C. by more than 10 persons ; in that you

stated in the All-India Khilafat Conference that "It is the duty of all

Mussalmans and the Ulema in particular to see that these religious com-

mandments (referring to the words quoted above) are brought home to

every Mussalman in the Army"and thereby committed an offence under

section 117 I. P. C. and within the cognizance of the Court of Sessions,

Karachi.

6. And further that you (Accused Nos. 2 to 7) conspired with the

said Mahomed Ah to commit the said offence under section 117 I. P. C.

which he committed in pursuance of that conspiracy and you thereby com-

mitted an offence punishable under Section 109 read with Section 117

1. P. C. and within the cognirsnce of this Sessions Court.

The questions for your decision and opinion are not really very

complicated and I hope that I should not have to detain you long, but the

course which the trial has taken will render it desirable that I should

express my views on matters not absolutely essential for the decision.

Before we begin I wish to say one word about the proceedings in the

Court below and in this Court, which have been the subjects of some

remarks from two of the Accused. There were no irregularities m
the trial in the committing magistrate's Court, and if the magistrate in a

case triable exclusively by the Court of Sessions, where the evidence is of

the character which it is, and where the Accused reserved their defence

contemplated at an early stage the probabihty that there must be a com-

mittal, he acted merely as a prudent magistrate should. The accused
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read some objections to the alteration of the charge in this Court but the

alterations are immaterial and merely intended to inform the Accused

with greater precision as to the charges against them. Had the accused

asserted at the proper time that such alterations prejudiced them in

their defence, the court would have considered whether it was necessary

for it to grant an adjournment, but no such objection was then taken.

Similarly this Court has been particularily careful to see that no prejudice

has been caused to the accused by the admission of evidence which was

not before the committing magistrate at .the committal proceedings. As

for the trial in this court I think the accused wiH admit that they have

been given far more latitude than the defence would have had, had it

been in the hands of a professional advocate and that though the Court

has had on occasion to vindicate, not the personal dignity of you or of

myself, but of justice itself, I think I have rather erred in the direction

of tenderness than of severeity. Before we begin to approach the case

I must ask you to clear your minds of a great deal of embarrassing mat-

ter. The principal charges against the accused are those of conspiracy.

It is on the main question of conspiracy that you are asked to give your

verdict, the minor charge of conspiracy without attempt is really strictly

a question for me as judge, helped and guided by your opinion as asses-

sors, but not bound thereby, but I intend to leave this charge also to you
as a jury. It would not 1 think be decent or respectful to you in two

charges so closely aUied not to accept your finding in both of them as

bidding in so far as this Court is concerned. As regards the other charges

in respect to an alhed but different conspiracy I must (guided and assisted

by your opinion) form my own conclusions.

Therefore it is^on the conspiracy that 3'ou must make up your minds

and the issue between the accused and the Government which is to be

decided by you is whether the accused were guilty of the conspiracy
referred to in the first two charges. The accused are not being tried for

sedition or high treason and if you find that the accused are not guilty
of a consipiracy they are entitled to an acquittal however seditious or

treasonable you may consider their conduct to have been.

Further I beg you to dismiss from^'our minds anything which the
accused may have said about what may be called succinctly the Gandhi
negotiations. The accused are being tried for specific and clearly defined

offences, and not for any acts which are not the subject of the present
charges. T do not propose to refer again to this topic.
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Again you must aismiss from your minds anything which you may
have seen in the papers about the effects of the Khilafat agitation. The

accused are not being tried for being members of the Khilafat association

and there is not before us a particle of evidence to their responsibility

for the deplorable events in Malabar. They are charged before you with

specific offences of conspiring to seduce the troops from their allegiance

and with nothing else.

Again we must be careful not to allow ourselves to be swa\'ed by

any external personal considerations or sympathies. Shaukat Ah on

Saturday indirectly threatened us with assassinations shortly after the

31st of December if certain demands of his were not granted by Govern-

ment, we must not acquit him or the other accused if they are guilty

on account of fear, for we do not fear him; because we know that neither

Shaukat Ali not his fedawis if he had such can abridge our allotted span

of life by one instant, nor on the other hand must we convict him if he

is innocent to show that we do not regard his threats.

On the other hand it is possible that one might reasonably feel some

sympathy and respect for some of the accused. Some of the accused

seem learned and pious men; of some it might be said "there are no citi-

zens to whom the laws would owe more did they follow the right path."

I do not give the rest of the quotation because 1 hope and trast it is not

opposite. I think that Islam, and this Empire and this country might

have profited much by them had they not taken up this course, which

whether criminal or not, is the path of faction and separation which can

lead only to ruin and disruption instead of the path of union and co-

operation which is the only one which can lead to peace and prosperity.

Yet though we cannot but deeply regret that some of the accused are

here at the bar of their Sovereign's Court mstead of being high in the

service or councils of His Majesty. We must not let that sorrow lure

us from the path of duty which is to judge the prisoners at the bar accord-

ing to the law of the land and the evidence before the Court.

Nor are we in any way to be .swayed by our feeUngs as to the Turkish

question. Some of us may think that Turkey has had hard measures

meeted to her. And as regards the house of Othman we may feel that

whether or no it has any claims to the Khilafat, it has been for centuries

the inheritor of the championship, the guardian of the frontier forts of

Islam, the custodian of the sacred places, and the sword and buckler of

-that great faith and great civilisation, and we may sympathise with
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those who feel aggrieved, that in these days when every petty nationality

claims independence and an assigned territory, Islam alone should be

menaced in its ancient seats. Others on the other hand may think that

there is no wonder if that which came by the sword goes by the sword,

and that there is no cause for repining if God has given to one Constan-

tine what he had taken from another. But the accused at the bar

are to be judged according to the law of the land, and the evidence and

not according to our feehngs, one way or the other in respects of the sides

they have taken in this matter.

Now that we have cleared our minds as far as may be of personal

matters or errors arising from idiosyncracy, we must also free our minds

from the errors that the accused have tried t o create there.

The accused in their defence have strenuously maintained the pro-

positions, ^^-s/ that their religion compels them to do certain acts, secondly

that no law which restrains them from doing ':tiose acts which their religion

compels them to do, has any validity, and thirdly that in answer to a

charge of breaking the law of the land it is sufficient to raise and prove

the plea, that the act which is alleged to be an offence is one which is

enjoined by their religion. The first proposition is utterly irrelevant in

this trial because the second two propositions are not true.

They rested their contention as to the invalidity of certain laws on

various proclamations by Queen Victoria and her successors. Queen
Victoria and Successors were and are constitutional monarches and

employed constitutional advisors, and no principle is more vital to the

constitution than the principle that the Sovereign's Proclamation has

no effect to make invahd a law. For the law is itself the most solemn

expression of the Sovereign's will. Any proclamation therefore whicli

secures to the subject the free exercise of his religion can not repeal

or make invahd any of the laws of the land which render certain acts

punishable, but if it should appear at any time that there was a

variation between any such proclamation and any such law then we
should have to confess that our humble intelligence was not sufficiently

powerful to understanding the meaning of both and we should have to

apply the law of the land which we are bound to administer.

Fortunately there is no such conflict visible here. The proclamation
assures to every man the free exercise of his religion. It does not permit
him under the colour of his religion to attack the rights of others, or the
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rights of the Sovereign whose protection he invokes. What a chaos

-any country would be and particularly this country if the doctrine

Sicuters Tuo, ut alienum non LaedaS were not strictly apphed. There

are so many jarring sects and creeds in this Empire that there

is hardly a single crime which some person or other might not commit
under the colour of rehgion. Therefore the legislature of this country

(careful as it has always been of the religious rights of the subjects) has

laid down as prohibited certain actions,which must be prohibited in the

interests of civilisation, applies penalties to the breach of such prohibi-

tions, and calls on us to apply those penalties if the prohibitions are

disregarded.

If by some mischance a person finds himself in the painful position

that his religion and conscience clearly and sincerely impel him to a course

of action which the law of the land forbids, he must if he wishes to escape

the penalties of the law,either procure the law to be changed or leave the

country. If he will do neither and proceeds to break the law then he

must be punished. He cannot approbate and reprobate, he cannot

invoke the protection of the law of the land when it suits him, and break

it when it suits him.

A man whose conscience tells him to break the law of the land and

who does break it, may possibly merit our respect and sympathy, but

cannot escape our punishment. Whether the executive should in such

cases invoke the law is a question of expediency only. There have been

martyrs in all ages from Antigone to Cavell and there have been per-

verse fanatics in all ages. The law cannot discriminate. All it can do

is to find the alleged offenders guilty or not guilty and if he be found

guilty inflict the penalty, leaving it in the hands of the Executive Gov-

ernment to exact the penalty or not at its discretion, and leaving to the

offender the prospect of a reward (if he has merited it)
which will com-

pensate him richly for our temporal censures.

The questions therefore whether the Mahomedan religion renders it

unlawful for a Mussalman to kill another Mushm, and whether the ac-

cused were bound to propagate that doctrine, or whether the accused

genuinely believed that they were so bound and that such killing is un-

lawful are really not at all relevant to this case and I should have wished

to keep all such questions out of this charge. But the accused have per-
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sisted in raising it with much eloquence and show of learning. I en-

deavoured to stop them, though the discussion was one which was highly

interesting, because I did not wish to confuse the issues and did not

wish to allow the present trial to be a means of propagating doctrines

which I consider dangerous and unsound. I was unable to do so without

prejudicing their defence and had to permit much propagandist matter of

an irrelevant description to appear on the records of this case and to

be expounded to you and to the audience. I have therefore reluctantly

come to the conclusion that I ought to express my own opinion on the

matter. I am not of course pronouncing what is actually the right

doctrine in the matter, I am merely tentatively submitting certain doubts

which I have to the orthodoxy of the position of the accused to your

consideration.

The proposition is stated in the wdest terms in the resolution and

in the comments of the accused. It is that for one Muslim to kill another

is
"
Haram" an act totally forbidden and which is not atoned for and

repented of will expose the perpetrator to the penalties of hell. This is

clearly stated in the Quran but the prohibition in that verse cannot be

an absolute prohibition as are the prohibitions against Zina (fornication)

or Shirk (polytheism). For it is admitted that there are two cases in

which a ^Muslim may be lawfully slain, namely where he is himself a mur-

derer and the family of the victim will not take the blood fine, and the

case where a Muslim has been convicted (on proper evidence) of

adultery. Moreover, the verse does not provide for accident, self

defence, error or the like. It is therefore one of those prohibitions which

is relative and contingent but not absolute.

Its limitations and conditions must therefore be ascertained by

independent enquiry and particularly by a consideration of the action

of laudable persons.

We have little guidance during the hfe time of the Prophet, which

\\ill help us in the present age. The Quran is of course a perpetually

binding law and not subject to fluctuations, being co-eternal M-ith the

Almighty, but the application of the rules to existing circumstances

depends on the condition of things at the time when we seek

to apply it. During the Ufe time of the Prophet the temporal Kingdom
extended over Arabia only. The Mushms were a homogenous people

.speaking; tlie same language, living the same sort of hfe, townsmen
and pastoralists, under much the same sort of Government that of noble
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•chieftains, divided only by the deeply feeling between Yemen and

Mudharr, which for the moment was lulled by the supremacy of Islam.

Its boundaries were the sea on three sides, and the shattered empires of

Rome and Persia on the fourth. It needed no permanent Army, no

salaried officials, no roads or fortifications. The Army was the occasional

levy of the tribesmen, the judges were the companions of the Prophet
and the learned ancients, the administrators were the chiefs and the

principal burghers, and the roads and the fortresses were the deserts

within 10 years of the death of the Prophet. The Empire of the Muslims

extended over a vast area bounded by the Berbers on the West, the

revived Roman Empire on the North and Turks on the east
;
it con-

tained a vast haterogeneous population of very diverse. origin, language,

customs and faith, accustomed to a highly centralised administration.

All the requisites of the Empire had to be provided and paid for, and it

became very soon apparent that neither the Quran nor the traditions

adequately provided for the necessity of rule. It is related of an early

Cahph that the news of his election, reached him while he was reading the

Quran. He is said to have shut it with a sigh and to have said "this

is my last time with tliee," meaning thereby, not that he intended

to disobey the precepts of his rehgion, but that he could not devote him-

self exclusivel}^ thereto. Accordingly very soon the rules of "Siasaf*

began to be developed and pious Mushms began to wonder. What is

this secular code of use and wont which, if not contrary to the divine

law, is at any rate not sanctioned directly by it ? You will find innu-

merable discussions on this topic,some persons going so far as to say that

all kingship is unlawful, because the king must necessaril}^ levy unautho-

rised taxes which he spends partly on his self support and because he

must kill men for offences which are not ade punishable by the religious

law with death. There is an interesting discussion on this topic by an

Indian Historian in the form of dialogue between Ala-ud-din Khilji

and Sheikh-al-Islam, but the approved opinion is, that while no man is

bound to take the kingship yet if he does he is guilty of sin, if he allows

the temporal kingdom and the affairs of the Muslims to go to ruin for

lack of the due enforcement of the necessary temporal rules, which must

no doubt not contravene the sacred laws, but are not directly sanctioned

by it, and I have seen severe strictures written by pious men on kings

who acted not like kings but Hke ascetics. Bat almost the first requisite

of temporal rule is that the authority of the ruler should be upheld. Now
when the Prophet and his immediate successors were aUve there was ncK

dispute in Islam, the church and state were cotenninous and there
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could be no rival claimants to the temporal headship. Any Muslim

who drew the sword against his fellow Muslim must be a rebel and a rene-

cradc. But the succession of Ali was challenged because the Beni Um-

mayya and the adherents of murdered Othman would not acknowledge

him. Accordingly the first person to draw the sword against his fellow

Muslims was AH (with whom God is satisfied) the head of the Holy

House, at the Day of The Camel. It is true that at the battle of Siffin,

Amru Al Aaas, the general of Muawiya of the Beni Ummaiyya did much

what the accused are said to have done, he imported purely into a tem-

poral matter a question of religion and by -binding the Quran to the

lances of his soldiers forced Ali to submit to an arbitration, but all schools

reprobate this action. It is true also that for a short time Ali was Offi-

cially cursed and that he was assassinated by a non-co-operator of the

time, but all schools now regard Ali as one whose actions are worth}^ of

imitation.

Thereafter the Beni Ummaiy^-a retained the CaUphate with some

slight and temporary interruptions. Some of them were tyrants, some

of them great princes, some of them pious and learned men, but none

of them showed the slightest hesitation in putting down rebel or rival

claimants, without much regard to the sanctity of the claimants or the

validity of their claims. What MusUm Bin Okba and Ah Hajjaj did

with the holy cities is known, as also what Ziyad did in Irak, and

why did Hussain Bin Ali go to Irak, not I think, to drink the waters

of the Euphrates or the Tigris or to deliver lectures in Kufa or Basra

but to maintain his rights, sword in hand, like a vahant prince.

I cannot therefore at once admit without doubt the proposition that it

always is unlawful for Muslims to slay MusHm on the field of battle.

But perhaps it may make a difference if the Muslims are attacking the

Calipli.

For this position also I can find no authority. To begin with, the

r.aliphate may be disputed. Within 70 years of Hijra 4 standards were

displayed at Mecca, of 4 princes each claiming to be Caliph. WTiat is

the simplr minded Mawla or tribesmen to do in such a case ? Is he to

decide and decide rightly on pain of hell-fire which is the rightful claim-

ant. God docs not compel you to impossibilities. The soldier cannot be

guilty of sin if he keeps his faith to his rightful patron or chief. The sin

(if any) is on the chief and not the soldier.
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But many orthodox princes have stood up against the Caliph. The

Caliphate passed by War from the house of Ummaiyya to that of Al Abbas

and the house of Al Abbas became thereon lawful Caliphs. Yet

Abdur Rahman the Amir of Spain held out against Al Hansur ; defeated

his armies, decapitated his general, and suspended that general's head in

the Mosque at Kairwan. Al Mansur did not curse him, he declared him

to be
"

the falcon of the Koreish." The Ulema of Cardova, Seville and

Tol Toledo, issued no Fatwa against him. He lived and reigned glor-

iously, and was the progenitor of a mighty line of princes for ages the

protector of Islam in the West. After the reign of Al Mansur, province

after province fell away and became a principality under a separate prince.

This process went on till after the reign of Al Radhi. The Caliph had no

territory under his immediate rule. All these princes recognise the Ab-

bassid of the time as lawful Caliph, and read the Khutba in his name,

but none of them had the slightest hesitation in attacking him and defea'

ing his forces and making him prisoner if he attempted to recover any

actual territory. Princes like Beni Buyya the house of Seljuk, Zengi of

Edessa, Khawaris Shah were all at one time or another warring against

the Caliph or keeping him prisoner.

And how did the house Ottoman get its doubtful claims to the Cali-

phate, not by election but the marching of Salim on Egypt, the defeat

of the Sultan of Egypt who was the representative of the Caliphate and

the forced abdication of the legitimate Abbassid CaHph (then stationed

in Egypt) in his favour. It cannot therefore be denied that Orthodox

princes have warred against the Caliph and coerced him in the exercise

of his power by the fear of the sword
;
without incurring the guilt of sacri-

lege. And this doctrine of any particular sanctity in the Office of the

Khilafat seems to be a new thing among the Sunnis, invented, I beheve,

by the very band of rebels and innovators who actually deposed Abdul

Hamid. I was surprised to see in one of the papers in this case, (T thmk)

in one of the Fatwas, an assertion that the CaUph was the representative

of God. I thought it was sufficiently known that God is universally and

eternally present and does not need a deputy or representative. Also

that on the day of Alastu the contract was between God and person and

each individual soul of every man without deput\' or intermediary and

that therefore there is no priestly caste or profession or semi-divine ruler

to stand between the Creator and the creature. The Caliph is the repres-

entative of the Prophet but he is not supposed to have any share in the

apostohc gifts. He is the temporal Lord of the Muslims anr may without
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sin be opposed by the temporal weapon. I know that the Shiah's views

are different ;
some of the extreme Shiahs holding very peculiar views as

to the nature of the Immamate—but the orthodox Shiah Immame is

for the present in a state of abeyance and the Ismailis have not had a

reigning Caliph for 800 years. I cannot therefore think it established

that it is an act worthy of damnation to war against the Cahph simpHciter*

But perhaps the meaning of the dictum may be that it is unlawful

for MusHms to wage wars against other Muslims in the service of non-

Muslim princes ;
Here we are not very well provided with authority of

precept because there have not till recenth' been considerable bodies

of Muslims living under non-Muslim princes, and likely to wage war with

Muslims. In Spain the Muslims evacuated the country as the Christians

reconquered it. In Sicihy the Muslims were loyal soldiers of the Mun
Norman and Hohenstauffen kings, but the wars of those princes were

chiefly with Christians, and if they fought with Mussalmans at last it

was chiefly with the Fatmidis. In India when the Bahmani Kingdom was

established it was at continual war with the Hmdu kings Vijya Nagar
and the Vijya Nagar Kings used to enhst Arab mercenaries from Hadrra-

maut. I believe that the Bahmani Kings used at one time to put such

mercenaries to death as guilty of assisting Kaffirs against a Muslim prince,

but they soon abandoned that practice. Whether the slaughter or the

abandonment thereof was done in accordance with any religious opinion

I know not. The Mahrattas who broke dnvii the Mahomedan dominioD

in India freely employed Mahomedan troops, and whatever may have

been the fate of Ibrahim Gardi I never heard of any Mahomedan soldier

of Shivaji or the Peshwas being condemned by any Mahomedan tribunal

to death as a renegade. Haider Ali himself was for long in the service cf

the Hindu Raja of Maisur and fought for his Master against the Mahom-
edan sovereigns of the Deccan and Karnatic but I never heard any one

blame him on tliat account.

And look at the question from a reasonable point of view. An

enlightened and civilized Mahomedan people is living in a fertile province
under the benign sway of some Hindu power. Bordering the plains are

hills inliabited by ferocious Muslim tribes independent and continually

raiding without attempting to conquer the plains below. Is the Maho-

medan who fights to repel tliese tribes from the hearths and homes of

*he Mahomedan population to go to hell, because, he does so in the armies

of a Hindu prince ? But it may be said that this is defensive warfare-
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There is no real distinction between the offensive and defensive warfare.

Aggressive warfare is at all times and circumstances a sin. but offensive

warfare may be the only possible form of defence.

I think, therefore, when we come to anal^^se it, the meaning of the
doctrine preached with so much rhetoric and learning by the accused is

merely this, that, any Mushm soldier who fights in a War of which the

accused disapprove, is to go to hell, and leaving the dwellers in dark cor-

ners of the mosque and tlie grubbers along old records to say what they
think fit I would ask any Muslim who may. be a Sayyed and a Faties what
he thinks of this doctrine

;
that a MusHm may voluntarily engage him-

self in the service of his prince, may take his pay and provisions and be

his partner in the glory of the kingdom and then, when the day of peril

comes, and his prince calls on his soldier for help, the soldier is to break

his plighted oath, and the ties of fealty and leave his prince to be

dethroned and slain, because, his prince is a non-Muslim and his enemy
is a Muslim. I cannot believe that these are the two doctrines of a

religion the Prophet of which was the 'Best of man' and had- the title of

Al Amin.

These therefore are my views on this defence of the Accused but

as I have said it is perfectly immaterial for the purpose of this case

whether these views be correct or not. If the proposition set forth by
the Accused be as alleged, namely, that it is unlawful for any Muslim

to serve in the British Armies at the present juncture and if it be reli-

giously true and incontestable and if the accused conspire to bring it

under the notice of the troops, then the greater is the guilt of the Accused,

because, the troops were more likelv ^n bp ^edu^ed than if it were wholly

erroneous and absurd.

I have now done with this prehminary matter and I now come on

to consider the charges against the Accused and I will first deal with the

charges under Section 131 for the ancillary sections. As I have pointed

out it is for you to consider the evidence under these charges and return

a verdict in accordance with the evidence. Any expression of opinion as

to the facts which I may make, is not binding on you and it is your duty

to reject such opinion if you do not agree with it.
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Sction 131 forbids an attempt to seduce a soldier of the King from

his allegiance or duty. Such attempt is therefore an offence and it is

punishable with maximum sentence of transportation for life, and with

lesser penalties. Section 120B forbids persons from entering into a crim-

inal conspiracy to comn-it an offence punishable with transportation

for life or with certain lesser penalties. Whether such an offence is actual-

ly committed in consequence of the conspiracy or not, and section 120A

defines conspiracy as an agreement by two or more persons to commit

(inter aha) an illegal act or offence. It is here laid down that when the

conspiracy is to commit an offence there need be no act done in conse-

quence of the conspiracy to render the conspiracy criminal ; and it is

further laid down that it is not necessary that the offence contemplated

should be the sole or ultimate object of the conspiracy. To give an

example, suppose some people agreed to gamble in cotton. That is not

an offence. They buy futures in cotton at a certain rate. The market

begins to go against them. They agree to forge telegram.s from America,

saying, that the American crop has been a total failure, and to corrupt

some Telegraph Officer to send out these forged telegrams to various mer-

chants as if they were genuine. If this agreement to forge telegrams

passes beyond the initial stage of mere contemplation as a possibiUty,

and the gamblers actually make their minds to do so, then they are

guilty of conspiracy even if they do not after all procure to be issued such

forged telegrams. So here, if the accused or any two or more of them

agreed to attempt to seduce the troops, whether that was the main

object of their agreement or not, then such of the accused as entered

into that agreement are guilty of the substantive offence of criminal

conspiracy even if nothing further was done and are punishable under

Section 120 B and 115 which provide that when an offender abets a

crime of the nature described which is not committed in consequence of

such abettment he is Uable to maximum seven years' rigorous imprison-
ment.

Our gamblers would of course be Uable to more severe punishment if

their agreement to forgf telegrams passed from initial stages of agree-
ment and preparation into actual perpetration, and so any of the pres-
ent accused would be more heavily punishable if any members of that

conspiracy, (not necessarily the accused) went on to attempt actually to
seduce the troops, the accused would then be punishable under Section
109 1. P. C. which makes the conspiracy punishable with the same pun-
ishment as that assigned to the offence.
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It is not necessary in order that any member of a conspiracy should
be punished for an act committed in pursuance of the conspiracy that he
should have committed or even contemplated that particular act, it is

enough if the act is committed by a member of the conspiracy and was a

natural consequence of the conspiracy. Suppose A, B, C, D, conspire to

kill E. It is agreed between A, B, C, that B and C should ask E to dine

with them and that B and C should poison E. E attends the dinner but

does not eat anything. As he leaves the house he meets D who shoots him
and kills him

;
B and C are liable for the death, even though they had

never heard of or seen of D, who had dealt exclusively with A. It would

be different if D were not a member of the conspiracy and shoot E out

of private hostility. In that case D would alone be punishable for the

murder and B, C and A merely for a conspiracy which had proved
abortive. On the whole then the following are the questions as to which

you must make up your mind.

Was there a conspiracy to commit an offence or to do a legal act by

illegal means ?

Was one of the objects of that conspiracy to attempt to seduce

the troops from their allegiance and duty ?

Were the accused or any of them members of that conspiracy ?

Did any member of that conspiracy whether the accused or not

actually attempt to seduce any soldier and if so was such attempt at

seduction a natural consequence of the conspiracy.

These questions cover the first two charges.

As for the first two questions conspiracy may be proved in several

ways. Very often you get a traitor or spy who acquaints himself with

inner working of the conspiracy and is admitted to the secret counsels

of the chiefs thereof, and details in Court what he has learned. There is

no such evidence here.

Or again you may seize papers and correspondence at the Head

Quarters of the conspiracy or from the possession of some leading persons

in the conspiracy, and it may be apparent from a perusal of such papers

that there was a conspiracy, and it may appear what its aims and me-

thods were and who were the members of it. There is little such

evidence here.
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Or again you may have evidence that certain persons entered into

a common course of conduct, they adopted a definite line of policy, they

spoke in favour of it, they acted in a way which is exphcable best by

supposing that they had already agreed to support and carry out such

policy. Then if the evidence makes it highly probable that they were

so acting in furtherance of the common object of some conspiracy you

can legitimately deduce that there was a conspiracy and that the persons

whose actions were apparently directed to the furtherance of such con-

spiracy were members of it. It is of course open to them to allege that

their actions were purely fortuitous but then it is for them to prove their

case, or at any rate to give some reasonable explanation of their conduct

consistent with their innocence.

Let us take an example. E is found murdered in a river. It is

proved that A,B,C and D were great friends and ail had common reasons

for dislikmg E and wishing him out of the way. They were continually

meeting together just before the disappearance of E. A asks E to dine

with him in a lonely house and makes E drink ; E's carriage comes for

him, but B says to the coachman that E has already gone home, so that

when E comes to leave he has to walk through lonely streets. C drives

up a cab which he leaves at a certain point-D shoots E at that point,

puts his body into the cab and drives it to the river where he throws the

coi-pse in. A and B then write to the pohce and give the information

that on the day of the murder they had seen E leaving by train for some
distant city. The Court might legitimately deduce from these facts that

A, B, C, and D, were m a conspiracy to kill E, and that he had been killed

in consequence thereof. But it is clear that it would be possible that

A, B, {.., had been acting innocently, only the prima facie case against

them would be so strong, that the Court might legitimately call on A, B
C, to prove their innocence. And if they failed to do su, it would be

justified in convicting them on this circumstantial evidence.

The Crown alleges that there was a far-reaching and wide-spread
conspiracy which included among its objects the seduction of the troops.
The accused deny this, I am much embarrassed as to this part of the case

by the failure of Uit accused to defend themselves as to the facts and it

was for that reason that 1 asked the accused to allow a professional
gentleman who is in their confidence to argue for them as amicus
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curiae, but they refused. So we must do the best we can by ourselves.

My own opinion by which you are in no way bound is that there was,

but I shall try to put the case for and against this theory as fairly

as I can.

There appears to be a body called the Khilafat Committee of which

the accused are all either members or with which they are in sympathy.

That those who are not members are in sympathy therewith appears to

me shown by the fact that they all have at various times appeared at

meetings of that body or of the conferences called thereb^^ and have

openly supported it. What the primary object and constitution of that

body may be I know not. I presume that its original object was lawful.

For it was allowed to continue its propaganda unchecked. There are

laws against the sedition and treason. The law gives the discretion to

apply those laws just as it gives the executive power to pardon. But

to refrain from applying the law in any case whatsoever, more parti-

cularly when the rights and interests of innocent third persons were

affected by the failure to enforce the law, would in my opinion (as in the

case is indiscriminate pardon of convicted offenders) go perilously near to

the exercising of the illegal dispising power. The Court cannot without

extreme indecency suppose that there has been an}'' such unconstitutional

act committed by those in authority and it must therefore presume that

the aims and objects of this body were on the whole legal.

And it appears to me very likely that the movement was originally

started with no particular intention to incite to illegal acts. It is quite

likely that the intention was to strengthen the hands of the Pro-Turk

party at home in their attempts to get the allies to deal leniently Math

Turkey or at any rate to prevent the powers from supporting the Greeks.

The friends of Turkey in this country could best do so by getting a noisy

and frothy agitation. This has of late been a very co mmon policy in

India. And from what M. Shaukat x\li said the ot her day it is no entirely

beyond the reasonable bounds of conjecture and the accused must be

given the benefit of any conjecture that may help them that the agitation

was at first looked on with favour if not encouraged by eminent person!

both in India and Europe. It would be a great weapon in the hands of

the number of the Philo-Turk party if he could put pressure on the mem-

bers of the Cabinet at Home or on the body of Ambassadors abroad, by re-^

presenting that Indian MusHm feeling was violently excited on subject of
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Peace terms with Turkey or on the question of support to Venezilos or

Constantine. There is thus nothing wildly improbable in the idea sup-

ported by the allegation of accused 7 that the Khilafat movement met

with certain amount of support at its inception. But even if that was not

the case, and the movement was purely spontaneous, there would be

nothing illegal or improper in an agreement amongst some ^lahomedans

to carry on an agitation in favour of Turkey ; even a very forcible agita^

tion, as long as they did not agree to commit any crime in connection

therewith or to carry it on by illegal means. Once it was in contempla-

tion to carry on the agitation by illegal means or to support the agita-

tion by committing the offence of abetting (that is inciting to) crime,

then the agreement to agitate would become a conspiracy and all who join

the conspiracy knowing that its objects were generally criminal would be

guilty of every criminal act committed in furtherance of the conspiracy.

And it would seem difficult to suppose that the agitation long con-

tinued within legal bounds.

The particular illegal acts with which we are concerned in the present

trial are the incitals of the troops to desert. As early as February 1920

we find Shaukat Ah speaking on this topic at Calcutta and declaring it

unlawful for troops to remain faithful. We find him presiding in March at

a meeting in the Surma Valley in Assam where the same doctrine is

preached. Then somewhere in September or October an alleged Patwa

is obtained (to which accused 2 and 5 are signatories) in which it is laid

down that it is unlawful for soldiers to remain in the Army. Then in

November the proceedings of the so-called body of the Ulama is obtained

in which the same doctrine is upheld. Then in February '921 we have a

re-publication of the alleged Fatwa signed this time inter-aUos by the

accused 2, 4, 5, wherein the same doctrine is established, and all readers

are exhorted to bring it to the notice of persons concerned. A large num-
ber of copies of this pamphlet was distributed by the Central Office of

the Khilafat Committee and there was a further large distribution of a

re-print. This was between February and July 1921. Accused 3 and 7

are Secretaries of the Khilafat Committee. There are three other Secre-

taries, Abdul Ghani (\^ho is not an accused in this case) says, that he was

solely responsible for the ordering and the circulation of this pamphlet.

Then in June accused-l. 3, and 7 went to the large Mihtary Station

of Poona where a meeting was held which those accused attended, and
where the accused 7 Shaukat Ali made a speech in which he said that
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a fund was being established to help in the support of soldiers who left

their service. Then in Gokak on the 19th June there was another Khilafat

meeting where Accused 1 proposed and accused 3 seconded the resolution

which declares it to be totally unlawful for a Mussalman to remain in the

Military Service of the British Government. I have not read you all

the speeches, resolutions,Fatwas and proceedings again, because they are

no doubt fresh in yoiir memory. The acc-sed have not challenged their

authenticity or the accuracy of the reports or translations, they do not

say that they bear any other interpretation than that which is apparent.

We now come to the Karachi Conference which was a meeting of

the general body of the Khilafatists. It was held with great publicity

in a large town to which Mahomedans of all classes resort, which is an

embarkation Centre and a Military Station, and in some ways the com-

mercial Capital of an area largely inhabited by Mussulmans of the

fighting classes.

Accused 1,6, and 7 arrived in Karachi on the 7th July and went in

a procession round the city. Accused 1 and 7 put up in a Girls' School

near the place where the Conference was to be held. Accused 3 also

put up there. A Subjects Committee was formed which held the meeting
at the Girls' School twice on the 9th of July. Accused 1,3, 6 and 7, at-

tended one or both meetings. In the evening of the 9th July there were

various resolutions proposed and passed and among them was this reso-

lution No. 6 (Read it out).

"
This meeting of the All-India Khilafat Conference heartily con-

gratulates Ghazi Mustafa Kemal Pasha and the Angora Government

upon their magnificent victories and the success of their most desperate

(or self sacrificing) endeavours in up-holding the laws of Islam and this

meeting prays to Almighty God that they may soon succeed in expelling

the whole of the armies of the foreign Governments from every nook and

corner of the Turkish Empire.

In addition this meeting clearly proclaims that it is in every way

religiously unlawful for a Mussalman at the present moment to continue

in the British Army, or to induce others to join the Army. And it is

the duty of all the Mussalmans in general and the Ulemas in particular

to see that these rehgious commandments are brought home to every

Mussalman in the Army.
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Furthermore this meeting also announces that if the British Gov-

ernment were to take any MiHtary measures against the Angora Govern-

ment directly or indirectly, openly or secretly, then the Mussalmans of

India will be compelled to commence breaking laws, that is Civil Dis-

obedience with the concurrence of the Congress and to proclaim in the

forthcoming Annual Session of the Congress Committee to be held at

Ahmedabad the complete Independence of India (and) the Indians and

the establishment of a Republic Government in India."

The accused No. 1 introduced it by a few words sa5dng what a very

important resolution it was, and how it was the essence or marrow of

the Conference. The resolution was then moved by accused No. 2 who

supports it in a long speech, in which he tells a story about a deserter

from the British Army to Turks, who was killed by one of his comrades

for deserting and whose corps on inspection showed evidently that he

was accepted a martyr, whereas the soldier who killed him, being after-

wards killed himself showed obvious symptoms of damnation. The

speech is very vehement and strongl}' in favour of every part of the

resolution.

Accused 3 then supported the resolution. He supports the resolu-

tion on the general grounds that it is religiously unlawful and politically

inexpedient to support the Government in any way.

Accused No. 4 is a Sindhi Pir. He translated the resolution into

Sindhi and spoke in favour of it though we have not got his speech before

us.

Accused No. 5 Nasir Ahmad made a very short but very violent

speech in support, adducing what he supposed to be strong religious

reasons for desertion.

The accused 6 spoke. Accused 6 is a Hindu and claims to be the

Shankaracharya of one of the great dioceses into which the India is di-

vided, and is a strong sympathiser with the Khilafatists' movement.

He made a speech of a non-committal character which does not touch

on the question at issue, but asserted the need of Hindu -Muslim unity

in the face of the aggressive policy of the British which menaced both,

and he concluded by saying that the Muslims ought to obey the rules of

their religion just as the Hindus are bound to_obey^the rule of theirs.
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Mahomed Ali, the President, Accused 1 then asked the audience

their opinion, and requested them if they wished to pass the resolution,

to stand up and pass it standing, which they did. Accused pointed out

the importance of the resolution and asked that God might give him

and his audience strength to carry out.

Shaukat Ali d d not speak on this occasion, but stood up in support
of the resolution. He was at the time sitting on the dais.

The correctness of these speeches is not denied. Next day on the

10th Shaukat Ali went to a town called N lushahro Feroz in Sind and

presided at a District Conference and made a speech which covered

a large area. Inter alia he said it is Haram to serve in the Army.

These are the activities of the accused in the present case, from proof

of which the Crown asks us to deduce that there was a conspiracy to

seduce troops and the accused were parties to it. To me it seems

clear that however lawful and constitutional a body of the Khilafat Com-

mittee may have been in its origin and however permissible the agita-

tion it carried on at first, it or a section of it, soon began to rely on a

dangerous religious propaganda and that it saw that its efforts were

more likely to be crowned with success. If instead of a bogus agitation

it began a really dangerous one and the menace which was moie likely

than any other to have any effect on pohticians here and in England,

was a threat of tampering with the loyalty of the troops and in order to

apply that menace it began to preach this doctrine of the unlawfulness

of the military service in open and public places in such circumstances

that the news of this opinion was hkely to reach the troops and to fortify

itself by procuring the alleged Fatwas and proceedings of the so-called

Ulema so that it might have these to appeal to if the orthodoxy of its

position were challenged and began to circulate those opinions to the

pubHc. From that moment in my opinion, the Khilafat agitation became

illegal and those who joined it were members of a conspiracy regardless

of the fact whether any actual attempts were made directly to seduce

the troops.

That an appeal to the troops to desert is a criminal offence, cannot

be disputed. It is no crime under 131 section, to urge people not to

join the Army.because no one is legally bound to do so, but Col. Gwyer's

evidence makes it clear that a soldier is not at hberty to resign his ser-
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vices except at the end of the time for which he was enlisted, and that

to leave the army before the arrival of that time would be the crime of

desertion and would be an act in derogation of his allegiance and duty.

Personally I do not wonder at the accused taking these violent de-

cisions. You have seen them in Court,heard their statements in the Lower

Court, and heard their speeches here, and you can have no doubt that

with the exception of No. 6 they openly glory in their hatred of the

Government of India and the British name.

The accused, however, say there was no conspiracy and as I have

pointed out before however violently seditious or reasonable their acts

and speeches may have been they are not to be convicted in respect of

these charges unless there was a conspiracy.

I may first note that the accused do not admit the translation of a

material part of the resolution to be correct. It runs in our version "It

is the duty of all the Mussalmans in general and the Ulemas in particular

to see that these religions commandments are brought home to every

Mussalman in the Army." The true version is "The commandments of

religion in respect of this matter." But I do not see that this helps the

accused much. Their speeches and their endorsement of the Fatwas (so

called) left no doubt what they conceived the dictates of religion to be.

The Mahomedan accused say also that there was no need of conspir-

acy. It is they allege a clear precept of the Law of Islam that no Mussal-

man should kill another. I will for the present purpose admit that this

is so. They say also that it is the bounden duty of every Mussalman, if

he sees a man infringing the law of Islam to point out the error oi his ways
to the offender. Therefore the}' say that individually and without any

previous concert they proceeded to prt acli these doctrines. I do not

believe this. Admitting that the Law of Islam makes it incumbent on

every pious Mahomedan to make himself a busy body, and go round prea-

ching to his bretheren at all times and seasons in respect of irregularities

he may pei^reive to be committing instead of extended his own Hfe and

perhaps fjuietly admonishing his friends. I do not see why the accused

should all unanimtusly have picked out this particular sin (if it be such^
to reprove. There is a fine field for missionary activity among pious
Mussalmans. The accused might have gone to Stambool or Angora and

admonished their brethren to give up the reprehensible practices of
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slaughtering Zimniis and Mustamins, or t(j the Hajaz to admonish the

ruler thereof to cease from what the accused consider to be his rebeUion

against the vSultan, or nearer at home they might have preached against

fornication, sodomy, wine-bibing, the use of silk apparel, the excessive

use of music, the neglect of prayers, fasting and pilgrimage and the Hke

actions Haram and Makruh, which are not wholl}/ unknown in India or

might even have admonished their Hindu allies as to the dangers of

Shrik or polytheism. They ask us to believe that they fortuitously

and without previous concert picked out this particular action as one in

respect of which they thought their duty impelled them to preach. I

find it difficult to believe this.

In the case of accused 5 Nisar Ahmed he is alleged in the speech

for the defence to have been suffering from fever at the time of the Confer-

ence and to have made a very short speech more or less fortuitously.

This may be so,but it is a very bitter speech and well calculated to impress

the audience with the sinfulness of serving in the Army. He is also one

of the signatories of the so-called Fatwa. I am myself convinced that he

was well aware of the nature of the agitation, highly approved it, and

furthered it to the best of his abiUty.

In the case of the Hindu accused No. 6 his story is that he was

totally unaware of the nature of the resolution to be moved. He does not

know he says, (as is very probably the case) Hindustani. He was not a

member of the Subjects Committee and merely came to the Conference

to give the weight of his "pontifical authority" to any resolutions that

may be passed, without troubling to examine their nature. If this is

true he is an almost intolerably frivolous and irresponsible person but he

is not to be punished for that. His speech is no doubt highly non-com-

mittal and of course the subject was one of which he had no authority to

speak. On the other hand he is no doubt a Khilafat sympathiser and

prepared to further the cause of the Khilafatists to the best of his ability.

You must consider his case on its own merits very carefully.

It is alleged by the witness Abdul Ghani that his obtaining and cir-

culation of the book of Fatwas through the Central Committee was

on his own responsibility and that none of tlie accused were responsible

for this action on his part. This seems very difficult to suppose the

system in force in the office of the Khilafat Committee is extraordinarily

lax but it may be so. But that does not I think help the accused much. In
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my opinion the obtaining and circulation of the Fatwa is a side branch

of the conspiracy clearly intended to further its general aims, and the

accused are responsible for it if they knew nothing about it.

This I think is all the evidence and tlie arguments for and against

the accused. On the whole I come to the conclusion that there was a

conspiracy to seduce the troops and that some of the accused were mem-

bers of it, but this is only my opinion. You must form your opinion and

are in no way bound by mine.

The next point is as to the actual attempt to seduce the troops.

As regards this, it would appear that it was not the Official or decided

policy of the KJiilafatists to start an active campaign of seduction of the

troops by direct overtures on a large scale at present. It was enough for

tlie present purposes if a sense of doubt and uneasiness spread in the

minds of the troops and this would best be done by preaching the doc-

trine of the duty of desertion openl}^ under such circumstances, that the

troops were Hkely to hear of it from their friends and associates. We have

it that these doctrines were preached openly in Karachi and Poona (both

large mihtary centres] perhaps that was enough for the leaders of the

movement. That would not amount to an attempt to seduce. But it is

farther in evidence that a leaflet was circulated and addressed to Mussal-

man Officers in Several Regiments, in which this doctrine was preached.

It does not refer to the resolutions of the Khilafat Conference (except

perhaps inferentially). It purports to be an abstract of the so-called Fatwa.

It contains two gross errors in Arabic in the quotation from the Qoran
and it is therefore very improbable that any of the accused saw it before

its linal printing. There is nothing to connect the accused with the issue

of it. On the other hand it was issued by some one in sympathy with the

[Propaganda of the accused, and if such person was a co-conspirator, then

the accused would be guilty of the offence of actually trying to seduce

the troops even if they knew nothing about the leaflet, or its issue. On the

other hand it would be by no means impossible to come to conclusion

that it was issued by some enemy of England who was not a member of

the conspiracy and who was probably a Hindu. In that case the accused

would not be guilty of the offence of actually attempting to seduce the

troops. This concludes the matter which is before you as a J ury and I

now come on to consider the charges on which I must invite your opinion

as assessors. The opinions I give are purely provisional and I shall re-

consider them alter you have given your opinion. The accused 1 is

charged wiLli having made a statement at the Khilafat Conference that
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"It was in every way unlawful religiously for a Mussalman to remain in

the British Army." With the intention of causing or knowing that it

was hkely to cause Mussalman Officers and soldiers to disregard or
fail in their duty. This is an offence under section 505 of I. P. C.

The accused admits having made that statement but he says it is

true statement. That may be. But that does not exonerate him from
the guilt if he intended that the making of such a statement should induce

Mussalman soldiers to fail in their duty. It is only when there is no
Such intent that making of a true statement calculated to act in that

way on troops is excusable .

Suppose the Government is sending troops to a very unhealthy place
like West Africa. The owner of some patent medicines writes a letter to

all Officers Commanding in the Regiments detailed for the expedition and

paints the horrors of the chmate in vivid colours saying the only hope of

surviving is to fortify the constitution with daily use of Potts Patent

Pillules. The law says that he is not guilty of an offence under section

505 because the statement is true as to the climate and though calculated

to alarm the troops and make them reluctant to proceed on the expedi^

tion, was not made in order to produce that effect by the quack, but for

his own private profit. But suppose then some wily agitator gets hold

of the circular and reprints it and sends it to every man in the regiments
detailed for duty, saying

"
you see what the eminent authority doctor

so and so says about the place to which the Government is sending you''

hoping and expecting that the troops will refuse to go or go reluctantly

and sullenly. Then the law S3.ys he is guilty because his intent is evil-

Here the question therefore would be not whether Mahomed All beheved

this statement to be true but whether he made with the sincere wish to

cause his brethren to repent or with a wicked intention of making them

mutiny or desert. He himself seems to leave no doubt on the point.

His only regret is that the troops are not yet contaminated and that

there is at present no chance of a mutiny on the scale of 1857.

I had some doubts at first as to whether an expression of opinion

by a private person, could be a statement within the meaning of section

505. For instance if some one sent round a circular saying
"

Mr. Smith

is of the opinion that soldiers are sinful men" that would not be a state-

ment of the character referred to in 505 because it is not very probable

that any soldier would pay much attention to the opinion of an
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unknown Mr, Smith. But I now think that Mahomed Ali, as President,

Khilafat Conference, is a person of sufficient importance to make his

opinion have some weight with Mahomedans in generah

The other accused are charged with having conspired with accused

No. 1 to commit the said offence. This conspiracy is not the far reaching

conspiracy referred to in the previous charge. If the other accused or

any of them agreed with Mahomed Ali that such an opinion should be

published even 5 minutes before the uttering of such opinion with that

criminal intent then they are clearly guilty of conspiring with him. Now
all the accused were there in Karachi and had opportunities of talking

over the matter with Mahomed Ali and they showed by their signs and

speeches that they approved of his formulating that opinion. It is not

therefore a very violent deduction that they agreed with him, that he

should utter it and that they should support it. The next charge against

Mahomed Ali is the abetment by the pubHc of an offence under Sectio.i

505 or 131 . It is in reference to the same resolution which was introduced

by him at the Karachi meeting and that resolution urges on all Mussal-

mans in general and the Ulema in particular of the duty of bringing this

statement to the notice of the troops. I have already expressed my pro-

visional opinion that this statement is of the character referred to in

Section .505 and is calculated to produce the effect made penal in sec-

tion 131. The number of Mussalmans present was considerably more

than ten and resolution was intended to reach the public in general. It

seems to me therefore that this is a case where there was an abetment

by the accused of the public
—

consisting of more than ten persons to

commit these offences, the punishment for which is laid down in Section

117 I.P.C. Similarly as the other accused agreed with the accused 1

that he should commit this offence of inciting the public of the Mussal-

mans and the Ulema to spread those statements or make those attempts

with that criminal conspiracy in respect of those that committed

offence of abetment.

Now gentlemen 1 have finished with this troublesome business but I

think I should recapitulate. I asked you to clear your minds of any

prejudices either for or against the prisoners, and to do your duty with-

out fear.

I told you that the rehgious question did not enter into the case at

all. If the accused have broken the law of the land they must be punish-

ed by the law of the land and that it did not matter to us whether they I
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were acting under the impulsions of religion. I gave you my reasons for

supposing that their views as to the religious question were wrong, but

I warned 3'ou that I have no authority to pronounce thereon and re-

commended you to assume that they were right.

I then told you that for two or more persons to agree to commit an

illegal act is itself an illegal act (that of conspiracy)whether or not any

thing is done in consequence of such agreement and that in my opinion

there was such an illegal conspiracy of which some of the accused were

members and which had among its objects that of seduction of the soldiers

I gave you the evidence for and against as also the arguments of the

accused and begged you to make up your own mind on this point, my
opinion being by no means binding on you; particularly as regards

No. 6.

Then I went on to deal with the further questions of whether any

actual attempt to seduce troops had been committed by some of the

conspirators in furtherence of the said conspiracy and gave you my
doubts on the subject, leaving the matter to your own finding.

You must now consider your verdict and return a finding whether

the accused or any of them are guilty or not guilty of the offences con-

nected with section 131, other than those referred to in the fifth head of»

charge.

You will then give your opinion individually as Assessors on the

other charges which are no doubt fresh in your memory and which I

need not recapitulate.

Sd. B. C. KENNEDY,

Judicial Commissioner of Sind.

1 St November,'^!92 1 .

After the Sheristedar finished reading of the Judge's charge to the Jury

at 1-10 o'clock the Jury at once retired for considering their "verdict"

as jury and opinion as "Assessors". At 1-35 p.m. the court broke for

lunch to again meet at 3 p.m. when the Jurors and Assessors gave their

verdict and opinions one by one to the Judge.
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VERDICT OF THE JURY.

In the Court of the Judicial Commissioner of Sind.

Sessions Court Jurisdiction.

Sessions Case No. 33 of 1921.

CrowTi versus. Mohamed Ali and 6 others.

Verdict of the Jury.

The Jurors retired and returned after an absence of 2 hours 15

minutes and stated through their foreman that they unanimously find

the accused not guilty of both charges.

Sd. B. C. Kennedy,

Judicial Commissioner of Sind.

OPINIONS OF ASSESSORS.

In the Court of the Judicial Commissioner of Sind.

Sessions Court Jurisdiction.

Sessions case No. 33 of 1921.

Crown vs. Mahomed Ali and 6 others.

Opinions of Assessors.

The case for the prosecution having been over the Assessors are called

upon to give their opinion.

Mr. Ramchand Tulsidas is of opinion that the charge No. 3 is proved

against Mahomed Ah because the resolution No. 6 was hkely to cause

the Mushm soldiers to fail in their duty.

As to the charge No. 4 accused with exception of No. 6 have all abet-

ted. No. 1 Accused 6 to be given the benefit of the doubt.

Charge No. 5 proved against accused No. 1 . The resolution being pu
to a gathering of more than 10 persons.
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Charge No. 6, all accused except No. 6 have abetted No. 1 . I have

not taken into account the deep religious feeling of the accused.

Assessor No. 2 Mr. Critichel concurs.

„ 3 Mr. De Cruz

„ 4 Disagrees.

As regards charge No. 3 accused No. 1 is not guilty and so are all the

accused on the other charges.

Assessor No. 5 Mr. De Souza agrees with the foreman.

Sd : B. C. Kennedy,

Judicial Commissioner of Sind.

In the Court of the Judicial Commissioner of Sind.

Sessions Case No. 33 of 1921.

Crown, versus Mahomed Ali and 6 others.

Finding.

The Court not thinking it necessary to disagree with the Jurors find

that the accused Mahomed AH, Hussain Ahmed, Saifuladin Kitchlew, Pir

Ghulam Mujadid, Nisar Ahmed, Krishna Tirathjee and Shaukat Ali are

not guilty of the charges under Sections 120 B, 115 with 131 and 120 B,

109 with 131 and acquit and discharge them.

Sd. B. C. Kennedy,

1-11-1921. Judicial Commissioner of Sind.

FULL TEXT OV JUDGMENT.

In the Court of the Judicial Commissioner of Sind.

Sessions Court Jurisdiction.

Sessions Case No. 33 of 1921.

The King Emperor versus Mahomed AU and 6 others.
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Judgment.

I accept the verdict of the Jur}^ in respect of the charges under sec-

tions 12GB and 131 I. P. C. 1 have considered the opinion of the Assessors

as regards the other charges. I agree with the opinion of the majority

of the Assessors and find that accused No. 1 Mahomed Ah made a state-

ment on the 9th July 1921 at Karachi calculated to cause the Mussahnan

Officers and Soldiers in thp Army of His Majesty to disregard or fail in

their duty, on that as he made it with the intention of causing such an

effect, the truth of it is not material. I therefore find him guilty of an

offence under Section 505 I. P. C.

Agreeing also with opinions of the majority of the Assessors, I am of

the opinion that all the other accused with the exception of accused No. 6

conspired with Mahomed Ah and agreed with him that he should make

the statement, that he did make with the intention of producing such an

effect on the Mussahnan Officers and Soldiers in the Army of his Majesty

As regards accused No. 6 after hearing the opinion of the Assessors I

am of the opinion that there is a fair doubt as to whether he conspired.

This opinion would obviously be of httle weight.

Agreeing also with the opinion of the majority of Assessors I am of

opinion that accused No. 1 Mahomed Ah at the same time and place in the

same way, abetted the commission of the offence punishable under sec-

tion 505 by bringing that statement specificaUy to the notice of thepubUc
there assembled at the meeting and by urging them to bring it home to

every Mussalman in the Army. I think therefore that he committed an

offence punishable under section 1 17 I. P. C. with 505 and 131 I. P. C.

Agreeing also with the opinion of the majority of Assessors I find that

all the other accused with the exception of Accused No. 6 (Bbarati Krislma

Tirathji) conspired with accused No. 1 in the commission of his offence by

agreeing with him that he should make the statement which he did make
witli the same intent, well knowing that it would so direct or incite the

pubhc to bring such statement to the notice of the Mahomedan soldiers

and troops.

THE SENTENCE.

(To accused No. 6) The Court accepts your explanation of your
action and agreeing with the Jury and the Assessors, I find you not

guilty in respect of the offences under sections 120 B and 131 and

acquit and discharge you as regards Uiose offences.
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I find you accused No. 1 guilty of an offence under section 505 I.P.C.

and sentence you to undergo 2 years' rigorous imprisonment.

I find you, accused Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 guilty of conspiring with accused
1 to commit the said offence and sentence you under sections 109 and 505
I.P.C. to undergo rigorous imprisonment for 2 years.

I also find you accused No. 1 guilty of an offence under section 117

with 505 and 131 I.P.C. and you accused Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 guilty of con-

spiring in respect thereof with accused 1 under sections 109 and 117 with

505 and 131 and sentence you to undergo two j^-ears' rigorous imprison-

ment ;
the said sentence to run concurrently with those passed under the

3rd and 4th charges.

(Sd.) B. C. KENNEDY,

Judicial Commissioner- in-Sind.

Signed on 4th November 1921.

N.B.—The charge to the Jury is to be attached to and read as part

of this judgment. Every copy of this judgment is to include a copy
of the charges.

PUBLIC PROSECUTOR'S APPLICATION.

In the Court of the Sessions, Karachi.

Crown versus Mahomed AH and others—Accused.

Application under sections 269 and 309 Cr. P. C

It is prayed on behalf of the Crown that this Honourable Court will

be pleased to give judgment on the 1st charge in this case.

When opening the case the Crown referred to S. 269 (3) Cr. P. C.

and rule 3 chapter IV of the Court of the J. C. and pointed out that the

first charge was triable by the Court with the assistance of the Assessors.

The whole case proceeded on that basis, the opening and closmg
address of P. P. and the addresses of the general accused repeatedly
differentiated between the first charge which was triable by the Court and

the second charge which was triable by the Jury.

What was said by the Court on the return of the Jury after consider-

ing their verdict could not be heard at all in the Hall. The Jury was

sitting at a table on the dais and touching tke desk at whieh the learned

Judge was sitting. After the Jury gave their verdict and the Assessors
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their opinion, Judgment was dictated to a short hand writer, sitting

on the dais on the far side of the learned Judge. Not a word of what was

said by the Court to the Jury or to the shorthand writer could be heard

in the Hall.

The P.P. therefore asked to be allowed to see the draft judgment when

submitted in longhand for correction before it was signed. This has

now been shown to him and it appears from it that this Honourable

Court intends to accept the opinion of the assessors on the first

charge, as though it were verdict of a Jury.

It is respectfully submitted that the first charge must be decided

under S. 309 (2) Cr. P. C. by this Honourable Court when it passes

Judgment on the other charges triable and actually tried by it, as

provided by S. 296 (3) Cr. P.C. and rule 3 chapter XIV of the Rules of

the Court of the J. C. of Sind. The whole trial has proceedec

throughout on this basis and it is respectfully submitted that the parties

cannot be deprived of the rights of appeal on the facts by the Court

treating the opinions of the Assessors in an
"
Assessor case" as if the}'

were a verdict of a Jury.

From the copy of the
"
Heads of the Charge" to the Jury just receiv-''1

ed from the Court it appears that, when charging the Jury the opinion
j

of the Court was, that there was a far-reaching and wide-spread conspi-

racy which included among its objects the seduction of the troof

It also appears that the Court went on to say in its charge that "Fro

that moment (when the doctrine of the unlawfuhiess of the military st

vice began to be preached) in my opinion the Khilafat agitation becat

illegal and those who joined it were members of a conspiracy regardle

of the fact M'hether any attempts were made directly to seduce the troop'^dl

Attention is rcspectly solicited to the decision reported in 9 Bombay j

Law Reporter on page 1057 and it is prayed that this Honourable Court
|

will be pleased when passing Judgment on the other charges triable i

by it to give Judgment. On the first charge also after
considenngj

the opinions of the Assessors on this charge."

i

!

(Sd.) T. G. ELPHINSTON,
^

Public Prosecutor for Sind.
^

Kaiaclii, 3id November, l!-)21. ,
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JUDICIAL COMMISSIONER'S NOTE.

Read application of the P.P. dated 3rd November 1921, in Sessions

case 33 of 1921.

I am sorry there has been this mistake due to the bad acoustic pro-

perties of the Court. I am afraid it is too late for me to do anything.

I am still of the opinion that where there are two charges one triable

^y the Judge with a Jury and the other by the Judge and Assessors and

nese charges are very closely connected, so that it will be impossible
o find the accused guilty on the Assessors charge without coming to such

'. decision on facts that it would have been necessary to find the accused

"uilty on the Jury charge also had that been triable by the Assessors, the

udge can leave the whole case to the Jury. To act otherwise would

think be to destroy any sense of responsibility in the Jury. I have al-

ays myself proceeded on these lines in Jury cases. I did so in the pre-

ent case with more assurance because the charges were originally one

.id were only divided in this Court (as I thought) for convenience and

>r the better information of the accused.

In any case the question is rather academic because as far as I can

seo had I found the accused guilty on the first charge, I should not, as I

'".-.s not prepared to refer the Jury's finding on the second charge to the

^gh Court, have passed any other sentence than I did. If these views

mine are wrong they can be tested if necessary by an appeal. But
J

; course I cannot now change my judgment on a material point after

I I tation to the shorthand writer though the judgment is not yet signed.

^ lerefore reject this application on the ground that the judgment is al-

iy pronounced. I do not think that the fact that circumstances

'-de it impossible for my judgment to be heard makes any difference.

(Sd.) B. C. KENNEDY,

Judicial Commissioner of Sind.

Karachi, 4th November 1921.

V
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